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PREFACE:.

TO THE STUDENT:-

This text is written for you. It is not Just a collection of problems,

and it is not quite the same as other texts that you use. It is l&ltten so

that,you may study and learn algebra wdthout tee much outside help; it is

called a programed text. It presents mathematics in"en orderly way, asking#

questions along the way to be sure that you are following.

Mathematics is a pencil and paper lubjeet, and as you re

you should be prepared to work out. dr ill.an _ es -14

standing. With this text, respon6e sheets are provided for each section

except for some of the review sections. In addition to the appropriate

redonst sheet for the section on which you are working, provide yourself,

with paper for the purpose of doing necessary figuring as you go along.

For each item, you will, record your response in the space provided on

the response sheet, and then verify it. Most of the correct responses are

in the shaded zones on the pages of your text. - At some places,- however, you

will be told to:refer 'tta the Answer Key in the back of your book for the
-%,4,

correct answer.
,

YOu will probably find it helpful to cover-the shaded'zone With a piece

of paper or card while you make 'your responseel Then you can check to see

Whether you were co- -ect or not. In,any case, you should write your response

il:c.before yat compare __ with that provided. If-you merely copy the given

response, you will not be ffiaking the best use of the 'text.

It'ems which. call for responses are of three general types. Those which

occur most frequently are -nstructed response items like Items 1, 2, and 3

below.

1

In some cases you will be given a clue to record the entire answer

indicated by the underline, as shown below:

The product of

7
1 ED

can be written 6 x



Noti.f.e in Item 3 that a bcd has been used to show that the numerator of

the fradtiot is missing,. livt t the entire fraction should be recorded on

your re once bb-r.et . In 'nem e underline is used to indicate that your

response shoidd Inci..Ae,:eyerything above the line.

A 8ccond type of item is a miltiple choice question like Items 4 and 5.

For each of these you will circle on the response sheet the Atter of the

resp,-;r,se that yOu choose, and then read the appropriate part ,in the shaded

zone w:tich follows the item. In some cases, the shadedszor

a single discusSion for all choices, asin 4 below.

e includes only

In which of the following is there an error in addition?

1A1

[c]

5

i,d

7

5

4-

1

13

8= =5

.7

no e

3.2 .7 may be

4.9, so this contains an error.

so [C is the correct choice.

.0 + 0

A] and [B]

there #s a separate discussion for each choice as in 5 belON.

itowing is the multiplication done correctly?

1-5 -2 945

[A] .3 x :2 could be grit

.06. This is not .6.

[B]

[C]

n

Yes, this s done correctly.,

2x1 2X1
3 7 3 x 7 21

correctly,

2
which e

so the multipl ion wa

If you are not really sure why a cert.sin choice is correct, you will find

wt lie to read the dirouseint for the other repponeen.



Other items are found in the form of practice sets of exercises. 4 For

these, spaces are provided on the response sneet,-Ainile the correct olio.-

are given in the Answer Key at the back of each folume.

In most ,2hapters, Lc final section includes a set of review pro-:ms.

Some of these problems will serve to provide you with more practi:e onthe

topics of the chapter. .Others have been written to challenge you w the

opportunity of applying what you have learned to new situations. In some

cases reView problems have designed to help you begin thi ng about

what is to come in succeeding chapters. Response sheets have bee provided

for those review sets which are in programed form, For others, aAswers will

be found in the Answer Key. -

Items marked, with an asterisk(*) are considered optional--either they are

Wre difficult, or they consist of material at a somewhat more advanc0 level.

Omitting. these items will not interrupt the continuity of what is to follow.

However, if you are having no difficulty with the regular work of the text,

yo will find that .the starred items provide better understanding apd a

sound background for further work in mathematics.

Your mathematical growth and the satisfaction and enjoyment you derive

.from your study of algebra will depend largely on reading and following

directions carefully. You have a new and enriching experience ahead of you.

We hope that you will be most of le

SUGGESTED REF GEG

following li.st, of references is Offered if you wish additional
(

reading material on some of the topics mentioned in the text. The list hews
bp the volumes of the NEW MATHEMATICAL LIBRARY (an), whill is a series ofr

bonographs written for:secondary school students and-published by the School
,

ti'

Mathematics Study Group. The references are by no means complete, but we

hope that they will be helpful in directing your attention to available 'Lit-

erature at the appropriate level. In the teachers' commentary is an-additional

List of, references. These cover topics which are not necessarily included in

pits course but which may be of interest to you.
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2 Sawyer, W. W.
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Following each topic listadbelow is a set of number Phift-guch As

(1 The first numeral refers to the volume in the series, and the second,

in mos to the chapter in that volume. Thus, (1, 3) refers to

Vol_ 1, Chapter 3: In the case of.Volume 6, which is divided by section

instead of by chapter, the second numeral refers to the section specified.

Volumes 11 And 12.are collections of problems of the Mtvos Competitions for

the years 1894 through/1928. These are printed'in chronological Qrder. For

these, the. reference (11, 1899/3), for example, indicates Volume 11, Problem 3

of the 49 competition., Those references which we consider to be challenging

have an asterisk to the left of the reference on.

Topic Reference'

Approximations to I (7

Composite numbers (6 ?0)

ma_l.representation (1 , 2), (1 2 , 1907/3),
(12., 19'7/2), 1925/2),
(12 , 1927/2)

Divisibility *(11 , 1899/3),

Equivalence relation *(10
, 7)

Identity element

Inequalities (1 , 3) 3 , 3)

Graphs of ineqi,alities (3 , 3)

Linear eqUations (6 , 22)

4

,Natura] numbers and integers (1 , 1), (12 , 1906/3,
*(12 , 191 ; /1), (12 , 1926/2)

Periodic decimals

it

Primes

Proof=

, 19)

1) Append A),

2)



Properties of numbers

Associative property

Closure

COmmutative property

Distributiva-property

(1

(1

1)

, 1),

, 1)

4)

Quadratic equations *(11 *(11 ,l899/2),
Real numbers-

irrational nwibers (1 , 35, *(1 , 4).)
Rational numbers (1 , 3), *(1 , 4)
Real numbers (1 , 3)

Unique factorization (1 ; Append. B)
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.Chapter 1

9 AND THE NUMBED LINE

id Subs

often wish to refer to colleetiJons of things, such as a herd of cows

e collvtion ofa flock of sheep, a'band of thieve , a set'of ddshes,

-numbers 1, 2, 4, 5. Eactroe.these eolleCions is an sAaMple of a set.

The things in a sk,t, w6 will all members or elements of the set. We can say,

that the elements of a Set being to the set,

4

We shall use the Word. whenever we wish to

talk about a collection of things.

The

members-.

of stated of the United 'States has "10

k

The odt 3,5,7) has foul or members.

(2, is the of even counting numbers

less than 7.

Fet

Above, we have introduced the use of braces,: , to indicate that we are

rming or displaying a set, such, as (1, 3, 5, In this metilod. of

indicating, a set, the order in which the elements are listed is not impo_

and no element is listed. more than once. Notice that we use commas to

separate the elements listed. within the braces.

Use braves to write the set consisting of the 1-s

three letters of the alphabet

1,2,'D, is a list of e-s Lut 1 ,231 is a

which has three members.

Often the elements of'a given set share some eharaeterlst If they do,

we may be able to use this characteristic to describe the set In words. On

the other hand, we are free to form sets whose members have no simple relation

to one another. An example might be the set, (a star- a pair of eyeglasses,

a penny, the number 6)



e

1-1

In California, Colorado, Connecticut) the elements

ar,e.states whose riameC begin with the letter

In [Nbnday, W..esday, Wednesday) the .1
-------Th

days ol
,k

tlieweek.
*-=,

1 ,

In Id,,b,e,d,e) the elements are the ffrst five

of the alphabet.

eahments,
or mealvere

letters

Althohgh e set may be described in words, it iC sometimet caPtor to use

fract']s and to list all the elements of a set: =.2

is simpler than "the set of counting]

numbers less than five".

On lBs other had, the set 6f n, all citizens of the United States" is

.oimpler'than sm actual listing of all names.

A apital letter is usually used to name a set. For example, we can
vi !te "F s [1,41,-],]=J" or "F is the bet of all, counting numbers less than

Lie have referred several times to counting numbers. The set of counting
nsmfers ih the set of ail the numbers you would use in counting: 1, 2, 3, and

7so forth. Thus, 1,0-'47,51 h an example of a counting number, but 157 is
not. disco th].]] set

. of Shunting numbers cannot be listed completely) we might
WTije t1,2,'.-1. Here we have written the set with enough elements to
sAw tim ratteAn and then have used three dots to mean "and se forth".
ne we Ift2ro roiretirnes we (4u list elements of a set in some chosen order
lo. show a pattern that we,have in mind, Thus, [1],5]35.7,.) indicates the
JeT di odd :01_altit7, urunbers

or the Voilowill is "the set of all counting numbers greater

[A]

[B] 19,10=12. ]==]

[C] [7=8=9, ...)

(A) Is 6 greater than Gix2 Na.

[B] (8,10,12, ...I 15 the set of all even counting numbers greeter
than 6, but 'not of cal counting nuebers_groter thansix.

[C] Yes, (7,8,9, ...) 15 another-v4y ofwriting "the set of all

coumting numbers greeter thaw It might be read "The set
whose el/manta are 7, Bt. 94 and oo forth.'

21 :1



Another name that is used in referring:to the counting numbers is lae

natural eumbers. If we use the letter N to name this set, then

N (1,2,3, ...]

If we include the number 0 together with the countinE (or nh.tural)

we obtain a new set, th& et of whole numbers. If w uLlethe letter

name this set, then

12

13

15

What number is an element of W, the set of whole

bers, but not N, the set of natural, numbers?.

If A 2 1, then A is the set of connting.,

numbers Ic are greater than :3 and leso than 8,

Is'everY eliment of N also an element- of W?

TT-07,7a-

Write the set B ..i-7insisting of all two-dirit whole

numbers each of whore units digit is twice its tens

\digit' B

If C is the set. of numbers less than lb which -axe

the squares of whole numbers, then C

1-1

numbers,

W to

A

(12,24,36,48)

C = 0,114!9

An interesting question now arise;;. How shall we deseri)e the set of

whole numbers which are greater than 9 but less than 10: You may not,wish

to call this a set, since it has no elements. However, in mathematics we nay

that a set which contains ho elements is the empty set or' null set. We use

the special symbol 0 to denote the empty set. (No_-

when writing the empty set 0.

16

17

18

no braces are used

How many elements does -a -Ii of the following sets

contain?

(0)

0

A symbol for the sot of whole numbers between

is



Li Thu,oet of Whole numbers lens than I Is

'the ._et of counting numbers Tenn than I is fi

Are [0) and 0 nameo for' the name s'et1 (If you are

it; doubt, look-back at item: it-1)2
yes,no),

[0]

0

no

Whenqbilements of a oct can be counted with the counting. coming _o an

thtY sot in cailed u fLnito set. It will hot afways, be-Aerrable to list
,

.

the elements i'f a finite not.' The ctizono. of Ihe United States form a finite

oet, but -it WOOL be quite wjoh in lint. them. Thu- numb4Ts from 1 to

1,000,000 form a iii aLl o ,T.et, too; 04:Tda, it would be quilke a- job o Lint these.

,When dencrib-ing fIllitesets, ht. is 1-120 conenient to use three dots.

,example, the cut .0 eounting 10 could be writter...:'..
'fl.; 2, This read, "11)e cet conristing of orhe, two, three, and

so fort,, up to and including.nin°. Notethe.use or the comma after the

doto.

2)t How would we wTite: E- is th, ri oF oven cur;;' e=r between 5 and PO

Pd- E , (6,8,10,13,14.16,13j

E (6,8,10, ..., 13)

1.Cj E c'Oj

Either [A ] or FBI is a correct selectio ; the three dots in [E]

enable us to omit some merhers of the set, [C] is incorrect because

20 is riot between 5 and 20.

WhE:h of the following ropreL;ent the same set of numbers?

M IL. 5 (, 11, 1, 15, 11, 19,-- 21, 27)

LI (1, 11, 21,
-ITU, 7, 17. 9, 19)

P (A,- 2()

,Ai M and F.

[1.-31 Id it N

IC,' al I_4 three

The correct selpetion is [C]. The three dots in set (P) indicate'.

that all the odd numbers from 7 through 21 are to be Included.
.

Set (N) is the same set with the elements listed in different
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If 0: is not poitble to iionnt, (even if we had unlimited time), all the
elements or L, rot with the wit in cominc, to an end, the iG :led an
infinite oot. As we mention earlir, a complete lluAtcng Of the
numtiers ,,.;ay that -the- rut of.c&intin,numbers is an

,infinit

counting

Co

If

and a' I 1 h I c f -'.'r l. filimberCf,i-which ol thee are inVinite

[C] A andBirAl anti anly

The correct choice is [Cl; both S and T- are infinite sea. -

t0,1,2 ....1001 Ia a finite .oat having 101 -members.

(.3ivez. set -

,

02,41o;6-L an,1 Mlle set L

,4 9

we can now
!..o.-.('M 1 sQt LI, of numberA whiiih are elements or either M or A or both.

Note that. althourh 0 and 6 are elements of
both M and T, each I. cc ftted only 'once in Q. Given two sol,s A and
I he whin marl-hi: art.; ci urn-cUr r (2.j ther A, or H, or b1--; A and B,.

L',a11(?d the union ot A 'and U. Thur;, it, o10: examplc abovo, Q is the
6

union of M and C. r.micci for the unton or iu " 1j-"k, For example,
we write "Q M U

GlYE the st of numher.7 which ace plc.:-Menti.r, ui etthrir

Qr or the izet. of multipleo of 10 which

la), or of' botli and

to, o

t 0,10,20)
C] PU, ,11 0 `20, 0,lrOJ

is the correct selection.' IBI listed only the numbers ich,

are elements both. of S (0,5,10,15,20,05j and of T, the set
of multiples of .10 which are less than 50. [Cl is not a

proper'onoice because no element should be repeated in the

listing.
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If M - {1,2, ...,19} an0 N. 7,18491; ..7.-7'30), then which of the

following in the union of M -and N ?

(IV (17,18,193'

[B] -(1,2,, ...,30)

[0] (0,p9,P8,

Either lEi] or (C1 to a correct choice.

If M (1,2,3, N -and

then which of the following is true?

the net whose Inemhers are elements of either M or

or both M gird N.

[B] E in the union of M _and N.

[CI N MU N.

All th-_-.cchoices are 'corTeH.

ft H (0,1,2;3,411 And T - then every element of N in
elomerA or H. In this case. we say that N is a subset of E.

Definition. If every clement of a bet A belorig5 -tip a net

A i 1-mbr-,01, i B.

There it', onh thing about the Get 0 whien s Important to remember.:

0 ib a ,a..bbot of every set.' For example, 3UppOSC A (1,2,l1,4]. Now

consider the ref 0. lb there an element of 0 whiff doen not belong to A ?
T-

16Ce 0 does net have any eiementb, the tumor-r i tn' thun, 0 is a

5107):.7.04. of A.

if Y dote:mine.. whvthvi etih of the

foilnwi_nr f. 1. -itt. er or P.

ct Ts

YeP

no

no

yeu

yes



Noti.i!e that P Ic or t of rz pinco every element. of

to P. in fiwt every, in p punPot oi'

purely

OILVOO the OO1ITITOOtO

X: the Pet of, pal whole numberp c-rf-,ter

Y: the net of rho to iumb ro boo than IG.

: the pet

of the ho l Prx.,tinc ,:kuttelleutu to not true?

AI x 'tuck rio the paz-T-,,e net.

12.! I ii Lubset of both y if

kintnet of , X.

hi I it :11. -d rot. of X.

and lens

The correct selection in [C-1; you were asked for the statement

which in net tpie. Notice that the same set may be aescribed

in many ways.

)

item -',5abov,= four point:; th0. hod Leen mentioned previously.

ThePe 9Te or

(I) A he depyrit'd

(Lp X fP p puipet of 1 If cot element. of X IL; on element. of Y.

-,) p2id et td ,Cd1 I r Of :=Lud

(4) Ii Pet to ci or n P:-,Pet of k 4

boo let'n pee no,,mt-jt:,- !i_fferent nunset n certi.in rinite pet han.

If hi, Ii the ..,:ifinyht of t acted are:

The correct aelectiuu is [A). Since (0,1) and (1,0) are two

ways of listing the 0500 set0 these are not different subsets

of S.
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x-37

.0

The VollowinG starred itemn are optional, explained jh tbe Preface.

0 has only ode Lyllbset. What is tlis subset?

(0) has two hnetn 0 and

(0,1) hnn four suboets; (0,11, (0), and

(0,1,2) has 'subsets,

7173,4 many)

These eight subsets are:

(0.1,2), (0,1), (0,2), ( 1, (.0)-11: 21

(0,'1,2,2;) has a substs?
how many) ,

Here we have

i

the ntalt.of a pattern for discOverini7 'the number of aub-sets

in a finite net with any givennamber of elements,

See if you can complete the following table and discover a rule for

finding the number of subsets in any finite set:

number of
elements _. - n, a csunting

number

numbe-, of
subsets

in exponent
form

, -,-- .,.

lso vritten=-

When you finish, cortmaTe your IAD-Le with the one on page
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P. The Number Line

In this section we shall make a connection between numbers and points

on o. line. You have already had eiom'e experience with this idea when you used

rulers, thermometers, etc. The scn'es on these instruments associate numbers
with certain points on a line.

It us begin by di-awing a line.

On this line choose point and label this point

0

Next choose h second point to the right of the first and label it 1.

t
0 I

bsinr the ibirtunce between these two points as a unit of measure, nark

off another point which Is ore on to the right of the point. labeled 1.

Label this point

if we were to inue lb is 0-orfeL;f; by marking off

three more points, ()urlin would look 14ke 012141

W e e arl think of this proref, ca cons. inuifirf, without end, even though we

cannot, shuw fIL(- Leyolid f.L. if,'ffvf,/, of th p!4ffe.

-01r,fy'Of,,,t: al ifo richt of the line indic:fteL, thnt the

process can ,.ozifinued utthlt. end. Thin endless process fassociates euct,1

it S number with n poi hl. A lutellifvf of pointr, ;o:Id numben; like liii

0 2 6

Ut par ccc. frca fho f:ef of whole numbers ih nn

at t srt, this -or-rs:rondenr-e makes I ffier Lent there --ac: infinitely

mary.points on the I Inc



1

keturri ncva tn tic jru ,,,ihese point we ilve Jabeled-Viith the

'HIP labeled poin t divide the part of the line tn the right

of tl,o point U el e,j hy 0 1-tr, t:,tervHs of unit length:

0 1 2 3

diwidl.- interval,. third., fourths, cit we can

ue ot.,..er

1 1

2 3

1

0
o
7

I
1

2 7
2

1

4

3
9
:3

t

0 3
0 I 2 3 4 7 10 11 12 13 14

4 4 4 4 4 4 e 4 4 4 4 .4

Here :ir we tre to imwine tj:ki z,rd 1nhelihr

i. uohtiNued witlic.)ut end. T.w/it we Lu'uti ull if1( ii wined und put .

trer tovet:Ter on urn- line In Lawh ! 'm!ed by the .'41111e number

(oin:-:de we hLive !ikr: 1

1 1 .1= 1-1 I IL. 1

0 1 2
o 1 2 0 7
2 2 2 2 2 2 2 ,
0 ( 1 2 3 4 5 6 ., 7 B 0 10

3 3 3 3 3 41
t 3 .3 3 3 3

0 1 10 1 2 1 3 34
4

_
4 4 44 4 4 ,I / 4 4 4 4 4 4 4

10
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The one of tl-re do 'c..; below the it n indii,!,t!,,, an endien

In the preceding figurb you will not] '0 that mnny different name have

been cinch to label the came

oticce' th o in I, it t I (IC)1

etn
TT

imiloxly, the point ate d with - h. ±:; the 1 ;Wei

Ali the

t; we number.

Name such

etc, 12
73-

E

cfi I abel a given point are different naheo for

Definitio We ;hrtl

are cal le ion.

Ilt.1111(7 or n 1Jymhol which

indicate ; of one ntiitrl t?t by becond numbei

(different. f on y,-eru)

written above a hori oonlcJ h_-r, and the n ,

written below. The upper' auntie i cailed the nu-crator

and the lower accrue the denominator.

- acme of t fir:A number

The insiterce in the definition that

from zero comet:, fr fa(t that divinion by zero ty. not define,

a
(D] choice. In Al

, 3a==. is an abbreviation of
-7.7 ancf is not written in the form of an indi'_dted division

of one number by another. T 2.7he symbol 7= which is in the
s

proper form, has been omitted 'in [B]. ICI not only included

al
'

which should not have been included, it has omitted

which meets the definition.

and
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A number, which can Le represented by a trot urn indicatinr the quotient

of two whole numhorr exclUdin division hy 'sero, lLO called c rntionft1 number.

In

11+

lb

_le -lumber 15 is a whole number.

r]It may be written .

is a fraction indicatint the quotient of two

numberc.

Therefove, the wOole number 11_, a numbr.

In it simllor wny. ach whole number can be written iI

an indicated quotient of Limit and

Thus, every whole number is a number.

A number which can be represented by a

indicine, the quotient oin two whs'e numbers,

excludinc, divisiou by z,ero, ls called a

is.in not

is 4 Taltional number since It. can be written as

_le fruction

a cut,ional number.

rtrue,fulse

.61 may be written ; hence,

rational number.
is nolj

may- he written a.1 lence,
4

iu,ir QotJ
rationrd number.

Look ofylin it. tin line:

whole

rational

1
.

rati6nal

fraction

,ratiptal number

is

true

61
100

io

is

0
0
2

4 4

3
2
3

2
4

3
Tel

1

2
2

:3

3
4
4

4
3

5
4

3
2

6
4

5
3

7
4

2
4
2

7
LT

9
4

5
2

10
4

a
,Y

11

4

3

2

o
a

12
4

io

3

13
4

7
2

14
4



19

20

2:1

The"fiLint,,-1-nre2" that label r& given point on the line

are different na;o for the same nArriber,

._ y paint which we have labeled<corresponds to

rationai nl_tmser(s).

ontrnanY

Every number which can be represented edabethe i;dcated

quotient, of twv,v-Yoole number eorreanondn tq one

on the line.

we have a correspondence between on a

line and ratiAanal

tionAI

4

one

point

points

number5

Notice tLcet, -as expected, and e ihbels for the same pbint.
'

, 4
3' -6 .Similarly,.ife had made more divisions 9.1{ he line, r, 7,%=, wino

uld be labels fortheoame point. If the dmerator a-n4 denominator of -,

In multiplied by the same number (other than' 0), then the resulting fraction
1

is a name for 7.

In which of the following sots may all of the numbers be used as labels

for the same point?

O 4 h
i']

(-1 9

4

' 1
7-1

2 < 2 2x 5-
[C]

2x

L-?x02x1''-'x',
X 0' 3 x 1' '== x 3-

[B] 'and 1.1-2] axe correct selections. In [A], does not belong
2 x 0 ,in the list. T trfl apes not belong-.

We shall call a line on which we associate points with numbers as we did

above, a number line.

The number correspondin6 to a given point is called the coordinate at

the point.

At the begilning of this section when we constructed

the line, the first point which we choae was

assigned the coordinate O.

The second Toint which we chooe was assigned

24 the

13

number

coordi
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13t)

w-

i71

The po ita t twav Ite (wt. O,I1 tht pit) Lht.. h:11.4

aryl t f iii t ,()0h4 L t IP

tUit_C

'flit- number

Tio ,orcater,is the

Thu point wiLI c,wriinabc 55 to the

or tile po in I th court t nal it

I o
I ht point whoof2

oo rtilnatt(3 i I 0 t it

toeet itoord inute

I -I e. ht.

01' po tit

"1"hut 1--Ibm1R-tat it- ti r thrr the iiutflcr 'u' unit

t fulth he rilunih-3r ; t}iclt-1flru,, liw ctir1 with

01..1 hat e I t Lot fiLL I, t hc. Inc I I Wi t.I1

toorninatei:,

ii

Pit a aul:10.tt. iat' ,Aholwly inilhceh, our way or thinktnr about numbera,
_At- --m---l-
it woutd In to tuillanal ro/-71.math(f,maliaiaa to uttc huch lancilaco 'LIP,

eLl-teteh, '2 f-A,A 3'.,. When he In If-. Jtilien,hita he abboitiatee po'tnIs
.,.

eh thy rauttth i[ne oe:t:toaoly wtth t et t_hutdinaIc or the plinth that he dou-.t

not (tail attentIon to thiti dic,,inotIcl,n oVery tiitte In ,liqA tlw uaitn c.- way, _Cur

hxumplo, when we hay, "the heiht 4" we mean -,1-1i. point iti coordinate- 4.

101.)0 :;,.,..! we 04 .,._.. r 1 V' t.1,,,t) p(D.tiltt:)Chtt it,-JOI'd I Iiit,E3 ti--r,-,_., rat Lona 1

huttttor. (iitth-re Ihcm a: tich5 lortrtthtr uro:hou pleahh.) Can we rina a

---(t to r4 Ht.' i.t1 I. ett t,ittert the t wo e-. ivitn po in _-.t? 11- up th(2 Pi-a of ah hoc I at Inc, num-

tthehh tie 1 h pittn I C.,,, ',1f.; :MEd 1 thy t44 ,arl:tt,.4hr I:411,- ,11.4t; t." Lon by w,Drif-1.1 UV, With

gretfter

right

loft

b3

52

num- t or, it., 1,y Lk!rint:' r

hah. Inany- L)11.'n att f)'

7 itt h-h.. Malry' ntc Nf:, fi't hi

t.111(1

1 Ii how eahy to aoc that tI.ah ih a.

Iii tint - r 4".= t fin eh Lroj

LIt

IL

12



*-234 For-examp4p is one such number.

1-2

ISince the number u is greater than and less__ _,,,

35 = : the point "-- must lie the points with
. ,- 1 1coordinates 4- and

The answer to our question, "Can we find, a third

36 point between the two given points?" is for

1-377,7177
1 1the paints whose coordinates are 7

,n

5

) f-ween

yes

1 1The process for finding a number between and and locatingthe
- .

4.

point on a number line which. has this coordinate.is illustrated below.
/.4-

I
I--I---------1

o
'

2 3

Although we have used a special case by choosing 7 and a similar

process can be used with any two rational numbers, Using: this process we

can show that between any two points with rational coordinates there is a

third. point.

11h,to rational numbers between
000

and

15 000 and

1 1Bettwn to our examplo uninr 7 ars,

Now that we have found aumtr between
12

1and let us find i --s11 !is betwecn and

other name for 1

another name 110.1.

1]

4o certainly, is br-iw-a.
`11

between and 1;1

41 Tt possible to continue-- this process f:,'
TTTT:11777e7

1 ,1

finding a numLer be;.1,w,,2en ---- and

pi 0

if

8
rw

10

iT

8

' 15-000
y
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4

Since the above process can be continued. indefinitely,

and

man
there are Points

a fin e number of,infin tely

between the points with:dpordinates

a

From this eXample we should see that, in general, between anytwo,points

.having ratiOnai numbersas coordinates there are infinitely many points.

We have a process for associating rational numbers' with points on the

number line. Does our process assign a rational number to every point to the

right of the point with_ coordinate zero?;- Surprisingly, the. answer is no.

Later in this course we shall prove this to you. Meanwhile, we assume that

-very point to the right of the point with coordinate 0 has a number

coordinate, although some of these numbers are not rational.

In Chapters 1 through 5- we shall be concerned with the set of numbers

_consisting of the number 0 and the numbers c4resp6nding to all points to

the right of the point 0. When we speak of "numbers of arithmetic" we

shall mean numbers of this set.

y

43

44

45

46

The following statement,

The det of numbers of arithmetic contains

elements which are rational numbers and

to elements which are riot rational numbers,

statement.
(true, false)

,;4,111

Evpry number of may be associated either with

the point on the number line whose coordinate is 0

or with a point to the of the point with

coordinate O.

Every point of a number line to the right of the point

whose coordinate is zero may be associated with

of

.arithmetic

ht

number of
arithmetic

Now tic]t 14Q i,ve the number line, let us show a use of it will

the bu.__; for many important applications la

It

_, on.



Consider the net of whole numbers between

Let us call the net F. .Then-, F (

49

Lam_

elate every element, of F lath a,

osi a Amber line.

etch element of F is the

point.

of exactly one

Examine the number line! I _I J I

0 I 2 3 4 EP

have marked. the points whose coordinates are

d , with heavy

dots%

1-2

456,7

The net of points with coordinates 6, and 7 is called the

graph Of the net of numbers, (4, 5, 6, 7). Indicating the points of. the graph

of a net by means of heavy dots as we have done -above will be called "drawing

the graph of the set" or "graphing the set".

51

52

graph of the net

graph of a net S has been drawn as follows:

_ I i I I

0 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

-e appears on yo response c

-I

4'.

5,6)

On the upper lino we have drawn the graph of the

N of numbers (natural numbers

your reqpo sheet on the lower line

54 aph -of the _et, W, of whole numbers.

Compare the graphs of net N and set W. For every

heavy dot on, the upper line there a is

_ ,is-notj
heavy dot directly below on the lower line.

17
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56 Thus, every point in the graph the set

57 is also in the graph of the set

58 _ the two sets/ n see that

59 a subset af

0- -en 7 T . (0

The response for each of the folloWIng appears directly beldw the item.

Draw the graph of set

W.

the graph o T.

he graph of the set, M = f3U T.

of t,t rn belonging to both

As you di -in problem did you notice a neh(-mt_ fo. drawing the graphs

Qf net M and net K? if you did, you obLervf7d thai 0 r every dot ori the

rraph of M (nee p. 19) there in a dot directly be! nt

of S and T.

You also observed that for every dot on thL

directly above on both graphs of S and T.

one or both graphs .

of K there i i a dot



The,

ph of

graph of

graph-o

-below-

graph of K

A es your scheme.

Given two sets A and B, we cah'-ifor 'a set consisting of all those

elements which are members of both A and B. This set whit- we have

formed from A- and B is called the intersection of A and B.11 Thus4

in our example above K is the intersection of S and T. The ymbol

for the intersection of sets. is Tr. For example, we write K

6)4

1-2

If M 1,2, ... -19) and N = (17,18,19, 30), then which of

the following is the intersection of M and N?

(Ai (17,18,19)

(B) (1, 30)

(C) (30, 2,1)

[11) is the correct choices [B] and ICJ are bOth

If M = (1A3, and N = 17,18,10,) 30) then which`,

of the following is M fl N?

h[A]
(17,18,10,20,21)

11 (17,18,19)

(C) (1,2,3, ..

(A] is correct. Although each element in ;B] is.a member of

both M and N, these are not all the elements of both M and
the set [C) Is the nilion, not the intersection of M and N.

If 11 is the set of all elements each of which belongs

to both set S and set T, then M is the

of S and T.

1 9

in 10n



S (1,2,4,8,9), T 0,1,2,5,7,8), and

67 N = (1,2,81, then M S T.

(1,2,4) And :T Ih'en'the

68 union of S and T 11(

If 6 ,,A1,2,4) and T (0,1,3), then

s nT

S - (1,2,4,8,9) .and T (0,1,2,5,7,8),

70 then nT J. 11,2;83

(0,1,2,3,4)

71

72

73

74

75

76

77

78

79

Consider the sets -A (0,2,5) and 13 (1,-6,4)

Draw two numbers lines, one below the other; And

on theae lines draw the graphs of A and B.

If set C is the set of numbers which are

elements of both A and B, what can you say

about set C from looking at the graphs of A

and B?

is the usual symbol for the set C?
/

Given fi te set A ,.. (a,b,c,d,e) and the finite

set. B ,-3,4,5), each having
, elements.

chow manyY

We caol,pair off, orie-to-onelthe elements of

and B 'n many ways.

For example: 1, 2, 3,

a,

and \I, 2,

b,

4,

I

e,

A

The letters of th\o alphabet, in their usual order, can

be paired with th4 first counting numbers
T-177,77.-F7

in their usual order as follows:

1, 2, 4, 25, 26

1- I

I 7 _7
20

A 6 4 10 I t II 4

B jra 14,4
0 I

It hØ.s no ele-
Iments, or it is
the empty set.

0

3,5,6
t



to
Consider E- and.=. C

aza' both of B.

owever, C 33s not contain all the elements of

B. C is s'aLa to be a prober subset of B.

C (1,2,j is a

E '= (2,4,6,E, ...) is a

E = L-2

subbet of H (0,1,2,3)

of

If we start with a-finite set S, then a proper

subset !nu-et have lever than the original set.

Wp cannot oa±s= off," one-to-one, the elements of a

tpt 2 i1 .77h the eIement3 of a

or S.

The ft:4owing 3tarood items are nrtional,

A start Lit= devel.Tment occurs if we consider an

nriina7 set which is an infinite set.,

Li
J is an infinit

-

rTo er

so aL130 an

E:.means ose the ciaaTa,,s

4U,

subsets

proper

proper subset

elements; or
members

proper subset

set '

Inflnitetet
=

subset

4

onp-to-en(,

S c 35 C1.1' cam H5,23 fh--Lin ol' an irli.h';iSe set can now ha

,Taia

At) a s-L

whLh Lhe eleents 01 a

C
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29

*30

The set of multiples of is an infinite

since (0,10,20,30, ...) is a proper of

4.0) and we oai pair the elements of

these two sets one-to-one as below.

0

0

5

t
10 20 c. xi:

Classify the fellowinc, sets as finite or infinite.

All rational numbers hetweeh I and 2 whose

numerators are whcle sumters and whose denominators

are whole numbers between 1 Vad5 10.

rational niim.hers hetween 2 and

All rational nuters tetween aha.

numerators are ":etween ahs

whose -

set

subset

finite

infinite

infinite

For the who numtetsi. 0, =, 1, ... weatice that after each Whole

rnner there is a next whole na:5her. For example, the next -Whole nixs.ter

after :7..;' is .and''7,b4 is _Icc, the ohesr
-

A1/4

successor,Eash'whoie nu5hor to oliowea ty Its

the sucdessor of iS

The of the confer six hundreS sei-enteen 1:

the nuMter Si:: hundred eirh5e:,n.

155 =f-ihd

number Is addeS to the who er. The

ssicessor Q:

Mertmters, 5, r= al: the s_,::. ter

Cf

suCCeSSOr

5

successor

Ik2t1s Look at the rationa: niuntern with the idea ft suressor 15

raiba -. ''apt 2?
Is there a ratIona

-22



tru

100

10

How should you

There,

,is

[B] is

complete the following ptatment?

n

a next ratioailrnuMber after the. number 2.

Elopoee there were a next rational number after 2. Between
hat number end 2 we know we can find a third nmber. (This

process is ihownln Items. 32-36.) This third n ''.er is' closer
to 2 than the sypRosed "next" number, Thus B2 rational
number cin-be next to 2, and,the correct inswe 'f[B].

Since there is no "next" rational number following a given rational

rational does not have anumber, the given

''[A] numerator

[B] denominator

C] successor

1

[C] is the correct selectiOn.-

1-3. Addition and Multiplication on the Number Line

1-3

P 1.

We have seen how to graph sets of numbers on the number line. Now let
us use the number line to visualize addition and multiplication of numbers.

At the beginning we recall that

is a symbo1 for the number obtained by adding 5 to 5, namely, 8.. This
can be interpreted as moving from the point 0 to the point 5 and then
moving from this point three -units to the right, thereby locating a point
with coordinate 5 c, or 8.

5 +. 3

5 3



1-j

'a different e:ae, us'find

on the numbr Ii

We move from ti-; with coordinate 0 to the

point with coordinate , and then move 5 units

to the , thereby locatinE the point with

(right,Left )

cloordiete ) D.

Thus: _

3

1

0 I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8.9

the indicated additions "5 + ',and

on the numbei- line are difierent, we zee l /

t-5-L lharrams that-tho:; termdnate et the same point=

Th1d eLhadid.es the tact that 5 t and 3 + 5 are

diffcrezt JymtoLd for the dame number, namely,

point
;

3

right

MetLfne that aLthouFh the number Line continued inth;f1nitiLeiy. here, for

fionvenichco= 'no have omftterl the three cloth to the ri;Lht of the Line in

the 71-at Liith unLd-AordtanciLidEL that the Line L!ontinues.

In 1date eadh of he folowinr juan on Lip.L hulftIfir Linen rxnvidod on

the red,d_nd .LIcet=

ca; to jL'j kIlo
45+23

I
45LI 1 I 1 I I

_ _

0 I 2 3 4 44 46 66 67 68 69

23

111(11 at,,,,! td: add lo 1 ,L)N !LLe LL:1L. L.rividQd 01 the

reddnt:.e dbeet. dtdwer faf-e L.

r
4



We may wonder whether addition en the number line is alwayd. possible.

In other words, is the cum of any two rational numMers alwayd a rational

number?-- This,question needs careful thouEnt.' :We. shall :return to this

questien.(and to 4imilar onen in later chaptcro.

1-,1--,,at the example 5 + = S. NotLise that we ean find a rational

Lumber no.thatWhen we add this numher to .5, the result will le 5;. we-

ran also find a rational number so that when we add.lninito the

result. will ho 8. Recall that,: in, lookinh] for the annwer to the question,

What number added to 0 is ?,

. we find this Mumher by subtraetion. That in, the same number, J, is the

answer to each of the questions

4 what numter b 8

and What number - - 5

Closely tied to thin -h--5 the rc,care for indicaLinC the subtraction it

numbers on the number tine. this brocedure is not difficult.

5 may bi interpreted as a symbol ror the number obtai*

outt=cactinc from 5. This may be shown on the number line J6-

5-3
3

5
I I I _ I I _ _ I _1_
0 1 2- '3 4 5 6 7

Noti,-!c that we moved firs the lolat will coordinate 0 to the- pwind.

with cooldinte and thn wovhd unttn to tile thcroLy locatift-

tho fqInt :1 .L. Tonrdihate 5 - z; Li it iii, thaA, tin rJinuite

i2 iiui =
LI= to

nnF:ben ',Inc to indLfate the foHowin,-:

j )1.:1:TWer p,

The, =brneeduro-for. vInhatirinv the multin:Liatihn to

oimiLar to that OT addition if thn,t, for Q]-:O.ML:



3 X 21:

Is a symbol for the number obtained by adding three

Thus

12

1-

2 )1'

L _ 1 I A_

3/42

44'

I 2 3 4 5' 6 7 8 9

21s.

As a different example consider 2 X 3.

2 X is a symbol- for the number obtained by adding

how many
2 X3

I I L I I

0 I 2 3 4 5 6 7

Althcugh the indicated m,tttinlieatiens "3 a 2" and

"2 X 2" on the number line are dirferent, we see by

the diacramsAthat the,y terminate at the some point.

This embhasizes the fast that 3 X-2 and 2 X are

different :73;,Tabols for the carne number; name._y,

5how the -1,-,roese of' multip112atien on the number line

for each of the fblowing.

x

2 '

a

iAnswer: to 14, an li.7; are on 1. ace -;

We may visualize the multini.b2atien of rationai

ambers as 12:iH,.ow: Chsiier "=X I: a

rerrene:tinp tw,i-r-thir of

we arc, namher Lice

WQ divid7 tie interval from C to = into three

2

6

three-fodrths



0 de

' 0:73-5.."ter

2 3

3 4

to the right

interNals

0

Indtcate (;cy ,ii ewing rr thc nu7,Lor lino:

1 =,X

= X

Answers to Y, 0, are Q11 1-qGC 110

1-3

You :ti Li have. not i cd that when we wit; or mu tti ply two whole numbers we-

altw-as ottalc a :d,-; e neater. Further, in alt our example: using the number

we end at a ; tint .11 is either at the point 0 or is to the right

of that ! otnt it' we trier to aoi Lit our method of indieatihc "subtraction"

to d - 7, wo wou ld P1 ru ojrse Lves mpving to the Left of the point with

coertli nate 0, -the ( as riot) we have not Laieled any ioints . to shall

1 earn at-tort the to ttjhj I ity of Late I ing sUch points in Chapter

U: cue we start with the set 11 1 . If we

decide to add toLetnur e- ci cmpntr d' T, we find

that th..tt!re are ;three css itt e sums; name ly

wno_te e tece cto ate 'JAL possicte

(lit, 1:: not)

Let o. ti- set ,:Ob a:l 0t.

elements of- V t

Then Li

Id tontain2 elements.

ft;ir, net

a ,du set of V.

(2,3,4)

is not

{2,3,4,5;6,7,8)

7 '

is not



20

27

28

Let- ins consider Q (0,11.

If we fotm a new net I11, ,whose elements consist

of all possible rroducto of two ebetridnts of Q.,-

then P 1 ).

Notice that F a littboet of Q.
Tio,is nut

. -

-1(Actnaity, in this case, the Oct. P is the same

net as Q. Our attention, however, ds dire,ted

to the fact that P Lu a subset of Q:

element of h is an etc.:Mont of Q.

Here. 10 another example: .,

Given the set of who nun err w

The sum of two whole numbers is itself a

eVer.,

number.

The set 6i. pot-,ible sums of two whole nunhut

a oubaet of W.

is-is not-)

We shall say: If the sun of any two elements of

a certain set is itself an element of the same

-net.,then the set is closed under the operation

of addition.

.1)

is

0

whole

The set of whole numirs closed under in

(is,is noTY

the uperatin of addition.

The sun of two ovenwhole numbers lo an even wheio

niam-hcr.

Therefore, the sot of all even whole numbers ig

31 closed under the oPeration of addition

On the other hand, the sum of two odd whole nura,tors

It is , oo the sot of ail odd whole editors tvQn
(even,odd)

is not nuder ti:e operation of addition. closed

4- 0,1i beef older addition? no
it11-*



adaition?

If' Z is a finite sct
I ratt-;:bcrL3 that is

di. tlion t

ye:-;

(0)

[This is the
only possible
answer.]

r. hani one. If :,;(3L. al..]:,wer( d it (urrecti., or If

LJ) tL,2 11;)_-vc! cainod under-

unJcr tne oueraLion of

;,L

j, 1, 'II t.1,

U.K.; III ILL

!;1;, ; 1.i;

1' LLI

10 nnt

A'

[The Iro(but of
two odd. numbers
lc odd..]



WhI,Dh of the utUove co:ded undoruhe dueration

of' addition?

Under uhf:d dreraUion Df me i tin idation?

Juiclor uhe olc49atioh df oUbtrautiou?



Chapter 2

NUMERALS AND VARIABLES

2-l. -Numeralsand Numerical Phrases

The 12
symbtas 6, VI, 5 and 77 are all names for the name number.

All of them ,ti, the coordinate of the same point on the number line.

Usually it is more convenient to use the name C than VI 5 + 1, or
#L2

because 6 id simpler. The Simplest, or efterally preferred, name of

a number is called itt common name. The common name POT the illumeral R x 7

15 lit.

8 x 1, 6 + P, T, 10 - 2 are all namon for the

same number. The common name of thin number

18

L5
name; for

The common name for 32 X 15 is

8

460

on

You are a person. You have a name. When people want to talk about you,

tbiey have to use your name, but you are not the same as your name. In the

same way, the name of a number is not the same a5 the number. "2 in an

even number" is a shorthand way of saying, "The number named by 2 is

even."

A symbol which names a number i alled a numeral. Thus, 7 + 4,
17

and 653 - 47 are all numerals. We use the word "numeral" when we5

want to.emphasize the fact that a certain symbol names a number. In meneral,

we hhall continue to use phrases like "the number 2" inn teed of "the number

named by 2" when th r L no ,old I I II Ii r doinm otherwise.

Consider Uhe stat,,ment 7 IX 5- Thin; use of the equal siun

iliuntrates i tn renerat use with numeral : An equal sicn standinr between

tl,ru numeral :1 asert. n that the numerals One the !umo number. + 7 - x

ip an arw5(2rtton which in ri J and 2 x tire numehal8 vhiph

rei.n:sent. (or nam) SaJn-2 number. Un the of:her hand, "")

is an accent Inn cluil In Iut ice, !-;in,!e 5 7 and t 5 jIi J mint, Scurie the

name numher.

I L)
a numeral fc.)r the nombwr wo usually cal

31
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17

27

77
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A. oxur-_--]r uuoh ar.

otr two numonu. ThuL;

.0

an iii 'atni

'

11.

j (1 [ih

T:0-= what

t
The c9rrec! oHjn in [Cj. If you chore [C] and are

kcrLaiu of iour rnethod, you may nk in itemo 10,48.

.r.; 1' tn

-An
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In this sentence we have two numeralh, 2 ( 7 4 7) and 20 =

connected by ", ". Each numeral flays -Lilo role of a pilrazu- in Enclibh.

When We want tO emphasize this role of a numeral in a sentence we StAdik

of a numerical phrase. 2(3 ' ) and 2m)1 - :1 are examples of nomOrica,l,--)

phrases.

The sentence

+ 7)

is a true sentence, as you can readily

Now consider the numeralt, sir numerirat -phraneo,

LO. We can make ett them tho sentence

Thio bar:pens to le a Valoo oentonce. (Cherit to te uure.

Fale conterrtoo, as well as true sines wilt turn out to he Imeortant in
your let or work. A numerical fenteoe rad re true or Calt-te, tut not both,

it

52

5!`

50

Determine which oC tLe foLicowinm sentences

true and whith are false.

(51 + 0)2 -

-_l(4 + - -;(4 ) i(4)

- f')(2) r 'X/

7

-

4 -4'

=t- 2) - 2 , (0 - 2)

(truc,false
fa -- me

true

false

false

true

Whirh of mOe Leollowinii: rovrezent(s) 77 as as irtdrateri rroauct?,

X. 12. x 5 5

Y. -tt< 2

+ 42

[A] X and

(1BH Y only

(C] I ant

12 x 12 spntaius at; indicated product, but the numeral is

not arOndicated product 30 22 is an indicated. numi Your -.

erloi(7-e should have been fB).



55 Which of the following corridctly translates the numerical sentence

3(5 4 7) 1 3t into an English sentence?

[AJ Three times five plus seven is thirty-six.

[B Three times the $us of five and seven is thlx-m-six.

The correct choice is (13J. Choice [A] fails to sh).7.7w tha" we

first form the sum of 5 and 7; It could mean (3 x "5

which is a false sentence.

5

Which of the

and which are

4(5) + 5(m)

following numerical sentences are true

-false?

- 4(13) true
true,faise

.3 " 7)); = 3 + 7(4) false

58 + 2) 6 -); 5 true

'5) 2(5 ) L(t,) true

bt) () tn

= fa1se

7 -+
false

Some of the important ideas Cl' tnis section are reviewed in items

below.

r

The names of numlers, as distjaimbished from, ninters

themselves, are sailed

7, the ndmorall ,Yom b is enclosed

in

The numera1 m 5 Is an indicated_

while LL x 7 16 an

A htin-rila ;t-'ha' may to tric or faLoe lout

net

o(J () (2 + -)

(true,falso

numerals

parentheses

sum

indicated
product

both

true



24.2

70

71

72

Insert parentheses in eam:h )1' the

expresodone G0 that

tfue. For example:

Given

the resultanc ntlntence is

We Write

2± 3 .4 + 5 115 (2 -f- 5

2 + + 5 3 29 2 + A + 5 )

2 + 3 + 5 3 25

+ .4 + 5 = 19

+ 43

+ 14

(2+3)*4+5 = 25

= 17,

or

43

2,
or

3'(74-7) 3b

2-2. Some Properties of Addition and Multiplication

Here to a problem: Find the common name for 0,8 + 7 + 1.2 How

would you proceed?

PerhapL; you would think: 0.8 + 7 + 7.8, and 7.13 + 3.2 - 11. Your

word might do written this way:

(o.8 + 7) + 3-2 = 7.0 +

or you miat notice fir:;t: that 7 + - 10.2. in thi:,) case you woo Id

think:

0,r + (7 .1)

Loth method lead to tht, same result.

Let us compare carfltily the two numera.,,t

() t

0.2 + 10.2 - 1'



4

8

both use only the numerals 0.8, 7, and

In both, the order of the numerals is the same.

Each involves only one kind of operation, namely

However, the two numerals differ as to the way in

whisk 0.8, 7, and 3.2 are grouped.

The cfrouplpg is shown by

But in spite of the different groubim, the two

numerals name the same

e can use those two numerals to make a true

sentence:

6 (7 -1 3.2

Let's try soma more examples of hhiSi sort:

1 15 = = 7
22 2

Thus th sentence (6 * 2) + 7 2 +
6 2

ts sentence.

The sentence (1-2 + 1.8) t 1.2 +

while

sentence. ,.+2 can check this ty nuting,

(],2 j + 2.6

I'LL! `I ("

and that

-

(7 L 6) Ls a

eer1Cy thin showtng that

adflit.1.011

parentheses

number

61_

7

true

true

5-6

4.4

5 6
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From the previous true rem onion it app that we have discovered:

If ve have anyithree numbers, the 'Iumi

are -equal.

(firht numher d second number third reenter

and /

fdnyt sumper ) second numbei4 d third nconur)

We ean nay thds as In owe;

If you add aseidond number to a first number, and

then add a third numher to their the rehuit

is the name an id' Pen add the seeond anil

numbers and then add their num to the

number:"

sum

third

first

You Ilave been (=!6rnputinr, 11-A,Lm:,; iiLc

0,8 7 -i-

ieforimany:years. Usually'you compute such a sun in two steps. You think

=!-. 7 d C Yd.!, or 7 4- j.2 4 10.2

_ II

/
In othe words, you usually add devoraL numiors in stens. At each step

you add two Ocombern

Addition in.an example of what. mathematicians ca Cl a binary oheration.

When we haVe a way of assii-blinr, a sinnie td each pair of numbers we

are deaLing-with inary operation.

- Li

Addition'-ls operation, because we can find

uxadtLyvone number whieh is the sum on two .ii von

nump.rs;

binary

20 Au-fther binary is multiidication, be canoe for opmatipxn

two numi ors we can find a number ;ri ci 0 their

Now let no co hadh. We oancIndedh 11' we have any three numbers, the

sum indieatod Lv

in the name ac

(1rEit, number d seeend ionUier ) third number

first nombor second number third nuiLcr



2-2

We have discovered a relationsip involving addition which holds for all

the nuliftiers of arithmetic. This kind of general statement about addition is

called a property of addition. (The use of the word "property" herb is

similar to its use it the sentence: "Sweetness is a proper.* of sugar.")

The particular property of addition we have discovered is called the

associative -zinELELL of addition.

You will discover that in all the ahsara which follows, in both

theory and applications, our main. concern will be with those properties

which hold inc all numberu with which we ;fork. In these first few

chapters, we will. be considering, the set of numbers of arithmetic. There

fore, we may omit the phrase "for numbers of arithmetic" when writing the

properties.

The word association :suggests some sort of group.

The a88aciati-i,c f8roperty of addition has to do with

the crciffjuin8 en n.f_urft_,(21.8 in an indicated sum.

4 ,.. (8 a

a8Terty of addition.

illustrates the

1-111,1:;trat.f.-2 t31.1(2 fL38.8f8i,at.ive property of addition:

(15 -f- Id) 4-
= 4

(

The brededing idmis -.ice in applying

the ri.00ciative uro-urbi cm

ac-club we

Lu an cxaoc cc of the

a one Line c,rupf,-

(8 ±9) + 6

'associative

15 4 (i8 + 23)

(9 2) '4- 2

addition

propel-by,

addition

associative
'property,
addition

neat far any -aarentheses

1110, iii- tf 8in.fff f.1c.2 88ff..qfpiric clean not. 8L.r.t'fr,81, the nun.



Which of the following sentences do you know to be true by using

only the associative pl'operty of addition?

W. 6 4 4 + 8 - (6 4- 4) - 6 4 (4 8)

X. (6 4) + 8 6 6 + (8 4 4)

Y. (6 4 8) + - 6 f- (8 4 4 )

z. (4 + 8) + 6 =, (B + 4)

LAI lei Y only

(9J

[C] X and 71.

them (ii] Y and Z

The only correct selection is [A]. The essociative property

of addition does not allow us to change the order of the

numbers, as is done ln (X) and W.

1
Suppos'el you wished to find the sum (5 + 4 ) * =. Can the associative

property of addition be used to make rho addition simpler? Yes, you would,

certainly suggest wTiting 5 + + t) to represent the same sum.

So there are cases, such as this one, where regrouping,by moving the

parentheses in accordance with the associal!ve property of addition will

lead to a simpler way to find the sure.

2,) Which of the following, additions cann:. Ix! 5. re in a simpler way by

using only the U5sociatIve property st -oitill.lon?

6) 101_
S.F.

F. f (,17 f 8)

F only

G onLy

IL (in

ICI E LnJ

E, S on

ii- 101NThe correct choice 1 ki!l. In (E) (,-° + (i + '-'" : :---,. + ku7
7 7 7

. .* by the associative propFty oraddlt8n, and the now expression
, R ,

is not $impler than the ld. in (G), t4 f- is not a Situation

in which the associative iroporty of :addition aa,lion, since only

two numbers are added.

If :mtu earn it tolay iemorrow, wi!1 p Pars

the same amohht, 41 Sri wmild Li '''II earn th t-=,1-ty and

tomolumw? yes
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Does walking miles before

lunch cove- the same distance

before lunch and 3 miles after

lunch and 5

as walking 5

lunch?

miles after

miles

If two numbers are added in different o ders the sum

32 is the same. 4 13 and 9 4 =

33 6 + 0 e and 6 Thus we see:

34 6

2

6, 6

+ 6

The elercises which ou have just completed suggest another property

of addition: For any two numbers,

first number + second number . second number first number:

This property of addition is called the cmmutative property of addition.

36

37

We can state the commutative property of addition

as follows:

If two numbers are added in different orders, the

results are the

The true sentence 9

illustrates the commutative property of addition.

6 = 6 + 5 by the property of addition.

associativeThe property of addition is concerned

with the Erouing of numbers.

7) 4 = 6+ (

-ciative. property.

illustrates the

Jr' the other hand, the commutative property of

addition is concerned with the order in which we

add two numbers.

7) 4 4

property of addition

7) illustrates

It might help you to remember the word commutative

and its meaning if you recall that a commuter goes

and forth.

41

8 4 9

ive

(7 + 4)

mmutative
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-40

41

42

11.3

44

it us-review what we have learned.

We say that addition is a binary

Two properties of addition are the associative

and properties.

(4,+ 9) 3 - 3 + (4 4

illustrates the

how we used (4 35)?)

, is a true sentence which

-property. (Did you notice

4 (9 3) (4 4 9) 3 illustrates the

property of addition.

(4 t 2) 3 - () + 4) + ilLustrates the

property of addition.

operation

commutative

commutative

associative

cammutatiV

Multiplication is also a binary operation. It might occur to you at

this point to ask whether multiplication also has the associative and

commutative properties. Make a guess. Then go on.

47

46

70

71

Let us consider the indicated product

7 x (3. x 3).

7 x x 1_, the product of 7 and

The common name for 7 N 3) is

If we are interested in seeing whether or not

multiplication has the associative property, we

can compare the indicated prody.cts 7 x (8 x

and

(7 x =

We hove found that

(y x x 7 x

is a nontonco.

Another truc! nontence iDostratinc she same pattern is

Thp3e and simiiar exarios iwzrc2:;t to is Ghat

multiplioation has the property, an dotm

addition.

24, or 8 x 3

168

(7 x 8) X 3

56 x 3

168

true

5 X (3 x7)

associative



The associative property of multiplication may be stated as follow!

Given any three numbers, the products

(first number X senond number) thi hist,e,7

and

first number x (seconclnUmber X third number)

are equal.

Thus multiplication, like addition, is an operation
53 teat has the

54

55

We could describe it by saying:

If you multiply a second number by-a first number,

and then multiply a third number by their

the result is the same as if yen multirly the

third muter by the number thld than

muli:ply their nrelent by the number.

The meaniro 7 x 7 in clear, since the

57 way the three numbers are de

matter.

2-2

assQC1Tti7-e-

product

3 trot

,ee'Ond

Now let us ask whether or hot like- also i-ias

the commUtattv e property.

58 ) 5 4 - 4 x 5, since 5 x 4 - 20 and 4 x 5 = 20.-

x 4 = 4 x 4 x 3

60 241 x ,--; = l X 345, since 2145 x : = 7233

Si and i-1 x 2141 723

The indfcated troductL; ---.2 t ana x are both4 a 4
)2 name for

If two numl)er.) arc- ru till 1Cu1 In differnt ordorl, the

result:--, are the ccc 3 r t!xarict,

X 4

1414
`1

36.



a

1he pttqrn illustrates thi of

Given two numbers,

first number X second number ,,-,cond number X first nnmher.

This property of multiplication is called, of cc,..7-7, the cemffitative

property of multiplication.

We can summarize the results of this section: addition and
,
multipli-

cation are two different binary,operatlons both of whfoh have the

associative and commutativeJproperties. Later, we se,:- that n all

binary operations have these properties-.

64

65

66

67

68

69

70

71

72

For each of the following true sentences, tell what

property of numbers is illustrated.

3 X (1
5 2

property of

proierty of

221 + (17+19) = (221+17) + 1 proper =- o:-

6 (8 + 4) = 6 + (4 8) property of

(31X 13) X17 x ( x 17 ) property of

x ) x 17 x (3i)< 13) )roperty of

The fol1owin6 example shows how p+4erties of multi-

plication-can be used to simplify a computation.

Tell what property of multiplication is illustrated

by each step.

26 x 5) x (t x ,t,)

>: 5 x 26

- 1 x 26 [since x ) .

) '06

2 kb

associative,
addition

associati11477'

associative,
addition

C ommutative,

addition.

associative,
multiplicaUon

commutative,
multiplication

commuat lye

associative
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In the example, the work was made easier by rearranging and regrouping

terms. We-could do this because of the'commutative and associative

pr6perties of multiplication._

73

74

75

76

In each exercise, you are to find the common name.

Look for the easiest method; rearrange and regroup

the numbers if

t x-7 x 25

it is helpful.

23
x 5

3 62 4- 27

3 x 4) x (7 x 25

Here is a e sentence.

15(7) 15(3) = 15(7 3).

700

7

162t

2100

Does it illustrate any property we have studied? 'Think a moment; then read

on.

The sentence does not illustrate a property of this section. An easy

way to see this is to recognize that it involves both addition and multi-

plication, which leads us to suspect that there-may be number properties

other than those in this section.

Prot:go:

-ist Wbutive Pro_portv

2L Lone there weo toyg in a ,,,-Chmn clut and each brought

7 British :tarn J Frouch stamb,i to an cxhibit. How man

stamps; a11?

In citlr to fin how otarrilho wore trouCtt,

.-Ajj Eritioh otamps wore

troucht,

), or , French tamp; were trttyht.

1,7

103



6

8

9

10

11

Fpi the total number of amps, we find:

+45

_e other hand,, you might solve this-problem

-in a Wferent way. You might think:

The total number of boys was

each brought 7 +_ stamps.

Thus the total number of stamps which were brought

can be written: 15i = 15(

Since d5(7) + 15(3)

and 1)(7 + 3) *.

we see that we obtain the same result whether we

u.se the first method or the second.

15(7) + 15(3) i

(7 3 )s 10

150

150

150

15

7t- problem we have just discussed can be solved in two_ ferent ways. Let

as 'oak at another example, which will illustrate the same pattern.

Pr- em: A candy store sells 1"10 boxes of can each containing
1

3
caramels . How manynound of choco1ates and pound

pounds of candy are sold1?

1

2

Try to find two ways to do the nroblem above, followln,, the pattern

used in Items 1-11. Test to see whether -r not the two etho ds .1-ad to the

seine re heck your work loin Items 12-22.su

One method:- The ----t5r of uund in each LUX IS

Cr

jiff there arc

1 1

2 # 3'

in ulL -150

id L; ci chn 150

15

15(4) +



17 Since :50(4) f 150(4) 7,

20

and 150(a7,17

125

we obzerve that the two methods give the same result.

Thus, we ape that the sentence

is a

he sentence

L50 4 1_50(.) l_j0( 7_, 4

sentence.

L5 C 4

is al.so a true .sc,,ntence.

r L
`=.3 7) 4- L.5O1,

125

true

We have found tha

150 150(t) and

are two names for the same number. How would we write the number
,

IP(= in a second way fol1owinr: the pattern of this discussion?
L.

9
[A] 2 4 12(

[DJ + eT)t2

In both cases, the numeral names the same number as 1-

However, [A] is the correct choice, since this follows the

pattern of the discussion.
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IoThblem: Mr. Jones owns a city lot 'of rarigular Shape, 150 feet deep,

with a front of 162.5 feet. Adjacent to his lot, and separated

from it by a fence, is another lot with the same depth, but with

a frprit of' only 37.5 feet.

1-

162.5'

Mr. Jones,

first lot

150

What are the areas, in square feet. (if each of these two lots nd

what is the sum of their areas?

24

26

27

28

The area of Mr. Jones' lot in square is 150(162.5),

or . The total- area of the Je:arate lots,

in square feet, can be written as

150(162.5) 150(

150(162.5) + 150(37.5 ) = 24,$75 +

The total area of the two separate lets to

square feet.

24,375

37.5

5,625

30,000

30,000

Suppose that Mr. Jones buys the second, lot and removes the fence

What Is the area of the entire lot Mr. Jones. now owno?

50



30

After Mr. Joncb -buys the neichborinr, lrit, the area of

property, .in uquare feet, can be written an

1.50 ( (,2.5

1,50(1 (1,4 .4 27 )

14p(too)

= 150(_

Therefore the area of the entire lot Mr. Jones now

own: IS square feet.

23

37.5

200

3.0,0100

30,000

Our results Lead us to cOnclple that

t,o( L.2.5 '4 37.5) .= j:5 0( le + 150 10.5,

true

that

area

37.5

is a L-;7.11.,enee.

we e:...amine the diaEram'showini7 the lots,

the num1er of chusre

we can see

feet in the

ol the 'arce,ft. re,:tancle.

aut are, re,:weetively, the number of

fcLfL foot ih the areas of the two

ocal or rectanr:!e.3.

Jarce,,,t re,_-'tanCe 1: :olnl,o..Jed of the two smaller oho.

noel or e :orc feet In the area of the turre,1;t also eorref3pendf,;

' Thus, eaeh oi' the n=erals

Aills'7)) reurcs'.2nts the ,.-,timUer of' square feet ih thc-2 oame

area, let If or the L;eutency

L.y

true

13075

1.000

1 07)



7,eehoe which of-ic fol18;,:ng sentences are true and

re false.

-r-ieJ 13(19 + 1 ) == 13(1) i(L)
ros,false

_1 ,t

raapq -4

41 3(2.5) 4- 3(1.5) 3(2.5 ± 1., ) true

2 4 5 --- 4 ' 7 true

4' 3(2). + 6(3) = 9 ( 6 ) false

44 15 2 7 . 2 . 2 true

The items above reveal a number pattern which can be stated as follows:

Given any three numbers of =arithmetic,

first numbef x (second number m third number)
and

(first number X second number)

4re equal.

(first number X third number

This property of nui0irn is called the distributive LliaLatL of
ltiplisation ever addition, or, as we shall frequently say, the

distributive LL241IL,

45

46

47

The distributive proterty can be described by sayin:

If the sum of the sPhond and third of three numbers is

by the first rhuritch:m, the result 15 the same as

if the of the first and third is abed to the

product of the first apt

Complete each of the foliwins iliustrationo of the

distributive property:

20(

52

multiplied

product

second

10( 2 + )



51

54

55

56

57

58

59

60

61

= 9(7) AT)

+19(
4

The true sentence

13(19 + I) 13(19) + 13(

-illustrates the distributive property.

Of course

13(19) 1

also illustrates the

19 + I)

property.

13(19 + 1) is an indi.cated product of two numbers,
13 and +

13(19) 13(1) is an indicated

numbers, 13(19) and (

In the sentence

of two

13(19) + 13(1) , 13(19 +

the same number,
, has been expressed in two

ways: as an indicated sum and as an indicated

If you are asked to compute 13(19) + 13(1) you may,
if you wish, compute 13( ) instead. Since
13(20) is easier to compute than 13(1S') 13(1),

property heitspus here to simplify a
coMp

is easier to compute,

1_50(3- )?

150(1627 id an ndicated

, 5 37.5) or

compare
4 and ) t 12( wo

note that both name the came number. The common
saris for this number in

It is ea_; comp - thin c_ommou trams -Ly

indicated

3c) 7

4
1 19(4

distribut

19+ 1

SUM

13(1

product

20

distributive

150( 162 .5+37 .5 ),

product

17

GUM
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.6 etember, the property tells us something

about a certain:indicated sum and a certain

indicated product.

The distributive property is the basic number

67 property that involves
71;z

operations,

68

7177, 7
'addition and multiplication.

WO

Which of the following statements is correct by use of the distributive

property of multiplication over addition? (Try to answer without la

compqtation, so that )/ou can see whether or not you recognize the

pattern.)

[A] 15 (12 x 7) (15 + 12) x,(15 + 7)

[B] 4(2.5 + 4.5) = 4(2.5) + 4.5

[C] 24(-* 24(')

The sentence 15 + (12 X 7) (15 + 12) x (15 + 7) is false,

which proves that addition is not distributive over multipli-

cation. The sentence 4(2.5 + 4.5) 4(2.5) + 4.5 is also

false; application of the distributive property would give the

tiue sentence 4(2.5 + 4.5)- ,---- 4(2.5) + 4(4.5). The correct

choice is (CI.

Look at the sentence

(4 3 )8 4(b) J(8)

It 12 21ear that this sentence in true, since (4 + 3 )4 - 56 and

Moreover, this sentence resent Len in nurse respects those which we have

IMIustrate the diotrihutIve nroperty. It does, in fact, state that

,certain indicate rodut c, and a certain indicated sum,

' 3( c)) sane the same nuister.

-Let cc rs ialm,! car .-altel;ce with one wtI,11 iltustrates the distributive

. .t.7,1:..att:A it.

rrter'
Is illuntrnted

54

i-:,(t) 4 ri(
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:.Look at the pair of sentences above. (4 + 3)8 and 8(`4 3) are equal
by the commutative property of multiplication. In the same way, 4(8) ,8 (4)
and 3(8) --'8(3) illustrate the commutative property of multiplication.
Thus without any computation at all we could be sure"that

(4- 3)8 . 4(8

is a true sentence. Our conclusion would.be based on the fact that this
_ sentence can he obtained from an illustration of the distributive property
by applying the commutative property of multiplication three times.

69

7o
71

72

73

74

75

Here is another example.

We are sure, without computing, that

6(8 6(8) + 6(2)

property.by the

We orb also sure, without computing, that

6 (A4 2) .T.8

6(8) . 8( )

. 2(6)

All these equ lities follow from the

property of

Hence, we can be sure that

(8 2)6 . 8(6)_4 2( )

The two examples just completed suggest an alternate

distributive property.

distributive

6

commutative'

multiplication

8(6) 2(6)

attern for the

It can be stated as follows: Far any
of arithmetic, the indicated roduct

(first number second number) X third number

names the same number as the indicated sum

(first X third number) ct and i umber x th

have several patterns. f amp tc the _ollowing,

to illustrate the various patterns.

first observed this pattern:

76 3(9 11) = 3(9)
I

three numbers

lumber

3(11)
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e fact that 3(9_t 11) and 3(9) 4.3(11) name the

ame number can also be written:

In the sentence

*-3(1) 3(9 + 11)

3(9 11) 3(9) + 3(11)

78 we apply the -property of.pultiplication

o each of the indicted products

79 to obtain (9 1133 V 9(3) + (

And finally, we also see that

80 9(3) 11(3 ) + 11)3

The fou9 patterns are summarized below. . You will need to become

familiar with all of them.

hi

ye

3(9

3(9)

(9 4=

9(3)

II) - 3(9)

:(11) - 3(9

11)3 - 9(3)

11(3) - (9 =

3(11)

11)

11(3)

11)3

4;

Follow the pattern of any convenient form of the

distributive property to complete each example.
0

12(3 + 4) 12( ) 1,12

3( = 3() t 7)

102

_(71
= (

-7( -7(- = 2J(

3, 4

3(5) 3(7)

(3)2 + (11)2

(7 + 6).

,7 1

Just an the annd,d_ative and eamddtatd_w trdertLod of addition and

multiplication often naco tomputetion ;;I:!:p1(2h, cc also the distributive

IToperty sometimes ho1!:n no to dempute
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aN

(0,

(4= - ==)7 :7)(

Nor, fl-71191,ratif, rIlun al:11-; to

tbe
ot'

cyjv

;:jr-tati(Ui if L119

4, 13

5(4) +

1- 7)

7,(0 18')

21

+ 3

(20)6 + (3)62
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Au y ee wriers Li re t ter t'he trus th m , the number ,.;V tem, as shown
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Lu

32

Lie 31,2 e that t,hero t_trQ it, Le exere

c2rie ror each 21cc cl iclercent fret E.11,3

IV we ,,itae L.he ni_u,IHT:t. I L, ,w1-11.31, I j.,

Irrstruction s
3biltlply

Add 2

DIvide "riy

Subtract In

Here L_; how wc;! nil lit: yc.Turiun

II

Since

:13y 3,1,0 Alitri_ be 3i_7;Q

(
,

(

) )

17

;:1 Lnitcr

bull 3t:13_11,3._:.:1_ WILL I we

have hui-,1,-incH, :Ann n o3hur 1 in oL,r

1

A

Lr: oL irvine,
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Given the arDab de n whose domain 1: (L18,1,
the Aly lcoo itie vaLueL: for the civen open phraes
are

It

(-)

Find the n o nvaLuen of those On1-.-ae if the

domain of n IL; t2,571,0).

3(n) -

On +4

Twitic the s\Am of t and 3" Ii indirttod Pp
which

or ) ?

in the 2(t + on t" a

Its domain Jo undernfood to be the

tom a domain woo not otnr2rw1nitatc!d

rIii in added to tw_iiie n, and Cite num in

david.ed hy

'7)1 the noilowih two thnfl,!:

21i
. ,or 777 +

The domain the variaile in th,-

Ii undrntuod f7, H2 the numbern

0, 11, 10

48, 72. 105

24,

1, , 7

5 16 11

3

2(t 3)

variable

numbers ofr

arithmetic

2n +

arithmetic

A rhr,IL-,e ,antain mere tnn.n ono vartable. In thio t.,11(-2 flLUIIL

feresfint(2J by th- hiaO (tepcnch-:-, ni.on Ch,- vaiue 000 Lried to cant, variable

c
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C CC

eommrtative

loon

aL)sor.'lative

distr

1J1

If you ()hose [A] you are orrue; ));o to Item 2. If you mado any

other ehoieej ooriinue with ILem I

eCtitUMete

1 rur-,
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Lac ortiai

L ' T r7-77- 7, i it

Thoo LEO ii

add it. i 011

nunb.err

to flat

wnnonon or no(

I A ' 77.7: 1 r t

(

H rrrut o 1

11",1,12 Or

u

Ynn nhauld raviw I 22 unla you oLoo [ID], whic!li in tha

convect reporiac.

you li000 [r or [B] you urfa not tltinkiri: atirefuIly. You ,,annot,

cleeid(2 tOO truth of the .;t:.tit,ance until "ho in teat.ifit,at: Th

vim aEtie\ - x" may be u.,;(=A tho twrIt wa:v tHu aronoun in

C] 1::
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We hay that oentence4 such cc;

and

X +

x '7

which contain variables, are open niehtenceb. The word "open" is; Yiugge::-Ited by

the fact that we cannot decide whether they are trite biric we do not know what

number x represents.

In the way, a'phrase like "'lx "7p + involvinc one or

more variables, is. called an open phrase cii cc we do net know what number is

represented by such a phrase.

2

27

;39

ii

The followlnr is a 11-:,t of sPNtepeL' and chto:es

1,-](,ntlfy whi,q: is rt, r (M), opPr phrftci,s;

(OP), numhnLud entun,le,-, (NS), tritiurorical hrasuP,

(NP) OwTitbinc W, 02, NS or NP in th,t1 spaces
provided

7x = 12
4

15

x +

4- 12

7 .

TT 4- 77

a 4- b -

a + (1) t

Os

NS

OS

OP

NP

OS

NS

OF

OS

)

In :ac of

v't!p.

tF 'al-, lo! !-1P

7 1:-);

,17,t1 votcoct. , th-1

I L wcit r 5 05

C.2

7 / 12; 1,A false

v
4-

/ 11; true

i; iS r

it
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48

L19

We can say that the open sentence 2x + 11 -.2f8

true if x is

Iwhat number

DIO yOu think there are other values of x which 14 uld

sentence 2x + 11 . 28 true?

[A] Yes

[B] No

u try numbers greate

2(B)greater than 2tot) + 11.

the open

you w111 always get a n

is another name for

81
4

.If you try numbers less then ydU alwva get a number le
-2'

than 2(8) 11 or less than 28. There can be only one 'truth"

number for third open sentence. (B] is correct.

c),8 we may be able to avoid the guessiFor some special open se

process. -Recall that we know that

(234)(478) = (478)(234)

is a true sentence without, multiplying, since this is an instance of the of

the cormiutrt`ive prop rty of multiplication.

In the sare way,

+ 4) =

15 a true sentence,

instance of the distrant_ property.

In the following set of exercises, determine what numbers, if any, will

T

12

sent", since this is

make each of the followinc o sentences

practice Paper by the method used above,

on youe response sheet.

You may work these on

ly the "truth number:"

Open '.,,lentence Vatuo ci the variable
for

72

4

10

17
sa
2

14



56

59

60

s , d + 2 careful!)

3 =

2t / 2

x 4- 1)2 / 2x 2

no nupbers

all numbers

all numbers

no numbers

Which of the followim is a true statement?

[Al Every open sentence i1y one value of the variable which makes

it true,

[9] Every open sentftce has many values of the variable which make

it true.

[C] An open sentence may have -cw value of the variable, no values of

the variable, or many values; of the variable which make: it true,

Examine Items 55, 56, and 57. You will see that [C] is the .

correct reoponise.

Recall that x
2

means "x multiplied by xl or ux x" and is read

as "x squared", x may also occur In an open senten7e.

From the set of numbers of arithmetic find values of the variablels which

make the followinr open sentences true. Afain recoml,sonly the truth numbers

on your ancw6r sheet,

61

64

05

67

(16

70

Open Sentonc:e Value(s) of theved-le
.Cor which the, sentence

is true ,

4 - o

4 01'

( ,
2

x -
1.6

7 x
is

73

no numbers of
arithmetic

0

7-J7

no numbers of
thmetie
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You may have been tempted tO,respond "-V to Iftwo, Remember that

we are considering only numbers of arithmetic. In Chapt_ - we shall see how

we may extend our notion of "numbers" to include such numbers as "-4".

A number of interest to us later is a value of x for which "x2 = 2"
is a e sentence. We call this number the square root of 2, and write
it Later you will find that 1/72 is the coordinate of a point on the

number line. Approximately where on the number line would it lie?

71

74.

It us try to guess a "truth number" for the open

sentence x
2

. 2. Since (1)2 is less than 2,
, a
k2) is greater than 11', we might try 1,5.

(1.5

Sine (1.5

try 1.4 for x.

which is less thane

(1.4)2 is very close to 2, however, se the point

corresponding to 1/T2 would be very near the point

corresponding to on the number line.

suppose wer,next

3-2. Truth Sets _ Sentenc

iable in the open sentence

= 7

Let the domain of
4

be the set of all numbers of arithmetic. If we spec-if x has a par-

ticular value, then the' resuitincsentence wi11 be a numerical sentence which

is either true or false.

74



Complete the following table based on the open sentence

x 7. (This is similar to the exercises in

If x is

0

1

1

6

the sentence

3 + 0 == 7

3+ - 7

3
1

7

is

false

false

false

3-2

We can see that the open sentence x 7" can be thought of as a

"sorter": the elements of the domain are sorted into two subsets. One of

.these subsets tT.' the set of all numbers of the domain which make the result-

ing numerical sentence true. The other Subset is the set of all those numbers
e

of the domain which make the sentence false In the example we are consider-
1

ing, 4- is a member of the first subset and 0, 1, 2, 6 all belong to the

second subset.

if we start with any open sentence and any rvan domain, the open sentence

will always act as a sorter, sorting the domain into two subsets.

Definition. The truth set of an open sentence in one variable

0

It

is the st of all number:, from the domain of the variable

which make the sentence true.

Test whether or not the Driven number is a member of the

truth ttor the riven open sentente.

at,

For the sentOnce Inn he Lsnis to the truth net

10 + x Ut

11

-x +

M

n- 7-2n / +

yeti

yes

yes

no

no

ves

no
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We see that 4. is the only number which Makes + x = 7 true. Hence,

the truth net of _3 + x = 7 is 14).

It may happen that the truth set may contain more than one member; in

fact; every element of the domain may be in the truth set. For example, we

haNe seen that ,,(n + )1) + 12 is true for all number of arithmetio.

12

14

15

16

s e AFL! domain wtrukh riLt

3(x + 5) =

_ I -

17 0,7,E,11

x2 - (4x -

4y y fy 11)2/14)

x(x + 1) = [04.21

t x = [0,1,2)

2
t3

(1,3)

(1,2,3

(0,2)

a

0

In Item 16, the truth set. was. 0 heeauue the domain of the variable did

not Include h. It 1,F, not difficult to write an open sentence havino 0 as

Ito truth -iet even though the domain of the vat-lab-IL in the set of all

bombers of arithmetic.

17 Fill in the Lian1s on thatmaJh or the followinr open sentences tas

for Its truth iiet.

c;)

Whi_Hi of the alt err t,elow is corner!t? Hememher the domain is the

net of northern oi arithmetic.).

[A] In (F) ace any number except p itd in SO any number except 0;

[2] In (P) urn any number except orb irt(Q) anc 0.

[ C] in (P) use auy number and in ((:0 u.-;e any tituMm:r.

In (0,1P we an number except 5, the resulting sentence

will have truth set O. In (Q), if we use 0, we have -x's -+ 0 ,== 0.

The truth set of this sentence is C)), The only correct choice

is

8 '2

7r:5



18

19

20

21

22

Let the domain of the variable in each

---
the follow-

ing be the set of all numbers of arithmetic. Find the

truth set for each open sen ce

n 5 . 7

n - 5 = 7

n - 5 - 7

7

2n 14 .

14 = n 7

3-2

Many forMulas used in science and business are in the form of open sen-

tences in several variables. Flazetkxample, the fqrmula V = lah is used to

find the volume of a cone. The variable h represents the number of units

in the height of a cone; B represents the number of square units in the

base of this cone; V represents the number of cubic unit: in the volume.

When values :1.`e specified for all but one of the variables in such a formula,

t)Mt resulting open sentence contains one remaining variable. Then the truth

set of this sentence gives informatl=on about the value of this variable.

24
1

,In the formula V = if we want an open sentence containing

the only variable, for what variables must we specify values?

['A] V and B [B] and

as

If V, B and h were all apecified, the resultir sentence would,

not be an open sentence. You should have selected W.

Let us consider a particular cony whbse volume is 66 cubic feet and the

area of whose be is squa±e feet. We use thin information to form the

open ;,entente

It is not difficult to determine that the truth set of this sentence is (6).

Thus we'are able to onclude that the height of this particular cone is

6 feet.



w

3-2

Here are some more problems Involving the use of fofmulas. For each
problem write the appropriate open sentence, find the corresponding tr-th set,

and then determine the answer to the question asked. The correct answers are
on page iii.

25 The formula used to change a temperature F measured in degrees

Fahrenheit to the corresponding temperature C in degrees Centigrade is

C (F - 32).

Find the value of C when F is 86.

26. The formula used to compute simple interest is

i =

where I is the numbef of dollars of interest, p Is the number of
dollars of principal, r is the interest rate, and t is tl number
of years. Find the value of t when l is 120, r is 0.04, and
p is 1000.

27. A formula used in physics to rel e pressure and volume of a given

amount of a gas at constant temperature is

pv = PV,

where V is the number of cubic units of volume at F units of
presture and v is the number of cubic units of volume at p units of
pressure. Find the value of V when v io\ 6oc. F is 75, and
p is 17.

28- The formula for Ins area of a trapezoid is

1.
A - b)h,

where A is the number or nduate units in to area the number
of units in the one base, h is the ilarnlIQ' of units in the other Lase,
and h Is the number s units in the heirht. Find the,valufi, of LI

when A is 0, L is 4, and h -s 0.



The graph of a set S of numbers, it will be recalledi is the set of

al_ pointspoints on the number line whose coordinates are the members of 3, an

on those points. Let us review some examples.

6
0 1 2 3 4

Its graph is indicated'by heavy dots

at the points whose coorlinates are

0 7and =2, .

3 -2

B is the-set of all numbers of arithmetic except 3. Its graph is

shown by a heavy line which begins at

I

the-point whose coordinate is 0 with

0 I 2 3 4 a heavy.dot, omits the point with

coordinate 3, and continues to the

right with an arrow. The arrmW indi-

cates that all the points to the right are on the graph. We use an

°ken circle at the point whose coordinate is 3 to indicate that

3 is not included in the set.

The set C is the null set, 0. Its graph has no points marked

on the number ne an there are no
1 I I _

1 2 3 -4. 5 elements in the null set.

Since we can graph any set of numbers, in particular we can graph the

truth sets of open sentences.

2J

Complete the tale.

Se _rite

X -4

+ l)

= 7

Truth

all gumbegs
aTithmt:tir except 1

Graph

0 I t 3 4 5

I _I_
I t 3 4

1_1 _L
0 1 # 3 4 5

79

4

all numbers of
arithmetic

0,2)

4 5

L3)iot 1 I

3 4 5



graph is incorrect?

Truth Set

O
12

O I 2

2

-3 4 5

3 4 5

3 4 5

im..Imm.Ammmimft.wimmmo-
O I 2 3 4 5

The truth set of (x x 4) . 0 is [1,4). The trut: set
,of 6

is t3 The truth set of 3x 4 / 1.3 Is the set of
all numbers of arithmetic except 3. The truth set of

(4 + x) + (x + 3) 2x 4- 7 is the set of all numbers of arith-
metic. Therefore, the only incorrect graph is'that of [C]. if

you selected [C], You should begin Section 3-3 unle-ss you desire
more practice.

Here are some more practice problem ,

State

sente nce s,

Sentence

(

x 3

x x

set anti draw its graph for each of the following, open

rs are given on pa,ge

Truth Set Graph

80

91
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3-3. Sentences Involving Inequalities

If we think of two different numberS-of arithmetie, we are always able

to say that one of- the numbers is less than the other. Thus, of 4 and 9,

7 3 7
4 Is less than 9; of t! is lgss thhn 7, etc.

1

4

For each of the following'pairs of numbers, determine

which is less than the other.,

1.2, 2.1

0.4, .04

.001, =OOP

0.9, 1

1 1

11' 12

1.2

.04

.001

0.9

1

We have a mathematical symbol to express this relationship between

different numbers: we write "1. n 1,2" and read this as "1.1 is less

than 1.2". We may also write "1-2 > 1.1" and read this as "1.2 is

rreaia than Li".

Note:ME:a in a true sentence the point: of the symbol

end) in; airet!ted toward the smaller of the two numbers.

I()
t-

4 + I is a true sentence.

'777

x 0 if: annl noise for

x
(trUe,ralso)

true.faiseY

" "

ocnteneo

31 9

(the small

true

true

false

not

not lees than
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12

13

114

15

16

17

18

+ <

-ethe- the

le

5 +0 5

0.") + 1.1

2 + 1.

4 (4+ ) 4- 2

4(8 + 4) x 8) 7 x
0

0.3

n ntenees are true or false.

We know that 8 < 12.

coordinates 8 and 12,

If we locate on a numb_

ice that the point

to the left of the point with coordinate 12.

19

20

21

22

false

true

true

false

faIqe

false

line two points having

Lth coordinate 8 is

The point with coordinate

the point with coordinate

in to the

Locate points with coordinates and 2.2. Which
number correspond,6,

left?

In general, the lesser

to the point to the

2.2

777.7
The point in to the

the point-farther to the

sent

numbers will correspond

of the other.

of the

1

2.2

left

left

We may interp et. 12 as meaning that the point with e
is to the left of the point with coordinate 1P.

Pe Section 1- we may indicate addition and subtraction iiis
number li

12



21

26

12 and

12 > 8 and de -

Q.

1
-d

.

= 12.

8.

4

4

2'5

3

3- 3

The ideas suggested by Items 24-27 will be developed at greater length

in later chapters.

30

2. is thp.n 1.00
great1eY 1.

is to the of i.c)8. =on the

lei 2, ight)

number line.

2. 1.08.

Indicate which of the following sentences are, true

and whieb are false.

7.6 (1.4 4-

1.1

greater

right

1.31

true

false

false

true

The

us there we- open sentences enntqining the verb symbols " ."

tlp-re aro op-11 sentences contatininr the verb symbols " <", ' --", anl

1,

true or fa ISe.
1_8 01; opeh enten(,c! Lecause we cannot t.!QC id e whether it is

Ti;;: open o x + 02 is read, "the c.um of the

,h Number X ant the number 2 18 thane 4".

open z:enteri 2 ' -T
read, ."the f_7thri of the

Himer avd 1 he numhr S is than the less

greater

8i A



_nsider the ope-.n sentence x + 2 > 6. Since
+ 2 . 7, Otnd 7 is greater than 6, .5 is a

mmber of the set of the open sentence, 'truth
x 2" 6.

3") a member of the truth set of x + 2 , is not(is,is not)

because 2 4- 2 5 and 5 is than 6. less

Which elements of the set (0,1,3,4,6,7) are members
of the truth net of x + 1 < 5

0, 1, 3
,

Just as in 'English a L;efitence Ilk] "Bill caucht the ball" is called, a
simple sentence, in mathematics a scnten,c like x + 2 > 4 is called a simple
sentence. Simple aentenceL: are senten,.es conta'ininc only one verb form. ,

A simple sentence vole ing the symbol " is often called an equation.
A simplf2 :;cntence in which thc verb form involves the idea of less than"'
or 'in rxeater Ulan" is yall,,1 an incduality.

42

4:

44

State which of the Following are inedualitics c.I'which

are equations.

2x 5 1

+ -,-

equation

inequality

inequality

She Feraindf,o- oi thl ocotioh will he devoted chiefly to finding and
cralThinc the truth net of open sentences involving ineTAalities.

How Jo we I'ind set of an open sentence nuc1 an x + 2 > 4

45

146

Suppose x 1.. freater than 2. For exampft. it x is

then x + 2 heco:X-2 + 2,

greater than,i. than)

It x then x f- 2 + 2, or 0.

If x in then x + 2

If x in = then. x 22'

rreater than
which l

In ry72.neral, it x iv any uu!!II,er ireat,Tr thf l5

,then x + 2 > 6 in a ::;entem'e

77777T177

is greater than

9

true



49

50

51'

Suppose x is lets than 2. If x is 1, then
x + 2 becomes and 3 4.

(<,=,>)
If x 4^,8

3 x+ 2.> 4 is a

If x is 0,, then ,x +

(true, false)
sentence.

is 0 + 2 or 2. It is

certainly true that 2 4.
(<, =, >)

In general, if x is a nurfiber less than

x + 2 > 4 is a sentence,

then
A

(trueifalse)

If x is 2, the sentence x + 2 > 4 is

(true,false)
Thus, 2 is not in the truth set of x + 2 > 4.

3-3

Every number greater than 2 makes the sentence "x + 2 > 4" .true,
whi'e '2 or any number less than 2 makes it false. That is,.the truth

14,set of the sentence "x + 2 >4" As the set of all numbers greater than 2.

'The gTaph'of this truth set is the set of all points on the number line whose
coordinates are greater than 2. The graph would look like this:

11,4 1 > 11P--
0 1 2 3 4 5 6

Recall that the open dot at thepoint with coordinate 2, indicates that 2
is not in the truth set, while the heavy line and the arrowhead ihdicate that
the coordinates of all points to the right of this point are elements of the
truth set.

1L3 another example, consider the inequality 1 + x <4. When x
or :;.t, or 4, or '2).7, or 10, or any number 'equ.al to or greater
then x is not le::s4than 4. When x is any number less :than then
1 + x . 4 is true. Do you acree? Test this for 3Q,me numbers less tharl

is 3,
an 3,

55

The uth set of 1 + x < 14 is the :Jet of all numbers

of arithmetic from 0 to including 0, but

(includ:Thnot i.nollf!ine7)

The graph of the truth, set of 1 + x < 4 is drawn
with at since

(an open dot,a heavy dot)
4

isnot in the truth set.

not including

an open dot



56

. The graph of Tie truth set of 1 +;.c < 4- Ls
, *

1 1_- 1- .

2 4 5 :

In which of the Collo _7 does th e graph correctly

represent the truth of the open sentence?

x <

oh 2x

I

u I 2 3 34-5

_J _L
3 4 5

'1J11.11*
0 I 2 3 4 5

0

1 _

(4-es , no

of the followinF open sentences correctly

describt=,r, this craph?

-J
0 2

t 4. x

yes

.yes

no

t_4

U

Here are :Tome prutie prOblems in El'=7.raphinr, truth cet5 of enustiono nd

Inequalit!e. The ,'orrec!t answern are on p04.7

0.
7°'

±,+

-±

m

> 4



3-3
'0

Thus far in this section the doM'ain fon x has beenthe-set of all ther.

numbers of arithmetkc. Let us consider a problm where the domain is a finite

set.

76

77

If the domain of x- is (0,1,2,3,4,5) which 61 the

following is the correct graph of the truth set of

x + 3 < 67

B.

Graph B is the graph of a set.
Tinite,fariaTT-J7

Compound Sentences

I

finite

Al]. the sentences discussed so far have been simple sentences-. That is,

they have contained only one verb form. Let us consider a sentence such an

4 + .1 = 5 A 6 + = 8.

. 4

Your first impression may bci- thwe- have written two sentences. But ac,ually

the sentence is one compound sentence,-with:-tbe connective and between twq

clause. In mathematics, as well as in 'English, we encounter Sentences wh ch

are compounded out of simple sentences.

II Select the compound sentences from the following:

[Al M

M. ± ( 5 + 2) and 4(e,

mu

and 4

[C] N-an d P (f)] al fl of them

The correct choice is [Cl. 04), "-(5 + 2) and 4(6 +3)" de note

sentence, since there is no verb form. (N) and (F) the compound.

sentences. (M) might be called, a compound phrase,

87

a
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.ddie-ate -14-4ch

2 - 7

the following are compound sentences

and 4 / 3

< 7 and 2 X = 10

= 7 ±

+ 7) sand + 1)

es no
n©

yes

yes

no

no

E-rilissh .-a.intence, "Mary carried an umbrella and John were,a ralncoa

is true rinl:/-lf both claulies, ae true. That io, the compound sentence is true

only If Mary actually carried an umbrella and John actually wore a raincoat.

In ur7ar werdstheisentenie is -I:alee if citner clause I false.

The tilesentenc'es below is true?

ni + 1 / 5. ,- +

B! + and +

/ l and 2 -P 4

In the compound sentence "6 2 and 5 >2 4" the second

clause is false In +*1 6 and 3 / 5" both clauses

are true, while,in "6 1 5 / 1 and 3 2.÷ 4" both clauses are

falpe Hence, only the conpound sentence lfi (B] is true.

10 i

0 't I

IT)

truse

true

both

. )
false

4
false



compotind

are ot
t h e onnefi- "

or CO rip c1-1 »; , - ec s. on

w11iw:
pxnrt w1:17.

17J

aJ 1

_

U

111 wit ti '
." 1

wc2 -mth;

,!_tv
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24

-27

a compound sentence 141 .11 the connective Hoy Is.ial.se,only if

_IA] at least_gne clausg is fals'e, _

[B] all the clauses are` false.`

the compoupd entente with the connective or is .true

or'-more:of its clauses is rruei we cannot- be 'sure-that it

if we know only that at leastOhe-_of its clauses is false.,
..

Bj is corr ect.
-

In the table that -ollows you .are given (a) whether. Clause 1 is true

or false, (b) the connective to be used, arid' (c) whether Clause 2 is true

dr 'Determine whether each resulting compound- se --ce is true or,compound

faloe .

31

Clause

TRUE

'(e)

Claur5e 2

TRUE

TRUE FALSE

FALSE and TRUE

-ThSE and FALSE',

TRUE or TRUE

TRUE or. FALSE.

FALE

FAL'EFALSE

Sentence

rtrue

)

Let us nnmm

wit

It

true

false

false

false

true

true

true

fdise



all of -its clauses, are false . It is true if any clause is true.

Items 25 and 30, tak*n together, lead to the following Obseryation,

which is of importance later: if we know that the compound statement,

"Clause 1 orCluuse-"

is true, and ifwe also know that Clause 1 is false, we may conclude that

Clause 2 must be true.

_ Crinaider -the co.miao_u_ni-i__cipea zentezze=__ _

37

40

142

x . 2 or x > 2.

This sentence will be true if "x° has a value which

aises either clause

Thus, the truth set of "a . 2 or x !--==. 2" is

ho -of the truth 'et of "a = 2" and the

th set of "x >

-e truth set of a-= 2 is

AO truth set of a > 2 1: the set of numbers

-which are

Therefore, the truth cct cf "x 2 asa x

the corYsisting 05 the number

numbers than

and ali

The a-abb tru,th :::et Of X -2 is

1 _ L _ ±1___
0 I 2 3 4 5 6

The:::raun 0: trb truTh 0: X

0 I 2 3 4 5 6

the trlitn set OF "a or a

0 I

_ 'L _ L _ _

3 4 5 6

true

union

greater

t

greater



143

104

The graph of the truth set (=If x < is

0 I 2 3 4 5 6 7

Thr graph 6r the truth c.ot of

0 I 2 3 4 6 7

-orefore,-4.he of the truth,rt of

or x >

4567

see answer
below

8ee anewer
below

r;ee ahlVer

below-

It bar requireI mar wordr, pan-Ai-11y rhoeen, to descrIhe the vaxiouo

amorr open ,:entenoe,' thhtjl retr. and crapb.s. We hao consio--ently

referred to the "im.aph of the truth r_ct 01 on open .(2-ntenee", In the future,

let uo -34:ree to ,Alorten thin phrd.r-Q- to tho rrdph of a entence".

.)pe entenoc, for f71-1whilimmmmilmowt10--41411mwojrimmwimmm400
5

ITh L'rapt of tiro open .0riterc,

The groat of t ku open reAedre x

The graph of th open hentenoe

Tb :rupn o. ni open :otehry

x < 2 or
x P 3

e I 214 S
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-51

2

53

4a

Write an open sentence for each of the following graphs:

Instead of writing the compound open stDtencey "x > 2 or x 2", we

shaA'use an abbreviatiom "x >_2" y which is read, "4 is greater thagtor

equal ta '2". Similarly, the symbol

5 4

58

t-.

is read, is less than or equal to".

e may write x < 5 or

> 3 is read, "x is

We may write or x >

as x '

X is less than
or equal to 3

x >

e further remark may be made. We have introduced, the symbols /,

you see how these symbols Ore related. to compound sentences involving

inequality?

57

58 "x < 7 or x 5 7" may be written as

7 means the same as x

59 7 means the same as

Remember: a 4

,a 4 ens X = (70MpOUnd open sentence with

three oLass.

e compounf] open seotome havi.hp: two clauses.

53



34

60

hi

Write an open sentence for each of the following graphs:

x < or x

0 I 2 3 4. 5 6 7

-11&11r1-13-7411....1161
.x 2 or

< 2 or x > 5,

x < 2 or x

x < 2 or x > 5

sidered. only Kite Kraphs of truth -sets of compound open

senter,ce., with the connective "or". Now we shall study the gra#rs of compound

So far we have c

open sentences with the connective "and". Sentences such as

offer no difficulty..

We recall that if two phrases are joined by "d",

the ressicitin compound sentence is if

true,falE-0-

both clauses are true, but false if-either clause

Thus, a compound sentence' with the

conhectdve "and" is true if and only if all n4 its

clauses are true.

Since the two cimuses - 2 and x = " dannot

both be at the same time, the truth set
true,fair

-= 3 and v is the

How many point,i are or the rruph (5:1' lido truth set of

and x Y'Z

How bdahy point are on the rorriTh or the truth on

o.d: the iOdl(owi!,r oV lbs oentonce,

11? ,),11i,

Will.* I l'r1Q ] owinr trutn ool on the

, , ,!b,

11J''

2, and x

true

fal se

true'

empty

none

none



We shall now turn our attention to compound sentences such as. "x > 2

and x < 4V in which the connective "and" joins two inegualities.

The graph of the truth set of x > 2 is

_L._ I

0=1 3 456
The graph of the truth set of x < 4 is

A) I .2 3-4 5 6

The compound sentence, "x > 2 nd x < 4"

are true. Therefore,' the graph of the truth set

which are included in both the graphs oCrhe truth sets of the se arate Clauses

Thus, the graph of the truth set of "x > 2 and x < 4" it is

344

is true only If both clauses

consists of those points

0 I 5 6

In short, the truth s'et of

x > P and x < 4

is the intersection of the truth set of x > 2, and the truth sQt, of x

In words, we may say that the truth set of x > 2 and x < 4 is the set of

numbers of arithmetic between

71

73

74

7`i

76

2 4

The truth set of "x > 1 and x < b" is the set of

numbers of arithmetic between and

An open sentence whose ;truth set is the set of numbers

between 'fr and." 9 is d

The graph of "x > 2 and ,x -f-;,g" is the

the graph of x > 2 and the graph of -x

of

The truth set of "x ,=, 2 and x > b is the inter-

zeetion of the truth set of

set o

and the truth

The truth set of x < 2 and x >b
,

io

95

and 6

x > 5 and x e 9

intersection

x<2
x > 4
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83

8&

e write "x > 2 d < 4" as
"2 < x < 4". Tbis'can'also be read-, "x is be

and 4" we shall write 'x >1 and

compound- sentence "x > 5 ana x < 7' written

in this abbreviatedjont is 'This -sentence

is often rpad. 1e_a*s than and x is le.s7s

than 7.

is between and

< 7 meal that x

ee

between

-Usinr the abb-reviated ould 1,Fpfte "x Is either 2, or-
any riumber of arithmetic between 2. and 4" ,ae

Do you see what would 3e ,t-neant by

2 x".-, 4 ?.



Summa and Rev/

Wqrhave examined sOmOnumericalftentences and have seen tht7t each one cdtn

be classified eithef as true 07 false, but not both.

have also established a set of Eyrnb lo to indicate relations between

"is" "is equ I to"

" means`- "is not" or "is,
equal to"

means "Is less th-

"' means "re greater than"

means "is less than or is equal to"
I1 I

means "is greater than or is gqual

We have di4cutscl compound sentences wbich have two £lauses. If the

clauses are connected by the word or, the sentence is true if at least one

clause is true. Otherwise it it false. If the clauses are connected by and

the sentence is= rue if both clauses are true. Otherwise it is false.

An open sentence is a sentence containing orie or more variables.,

The truth set of an open sentence containing one variable is'the set of

all those numbers - twitch make the sentence true. Th6 open sentence acts'as a

sorter. It _arts the domain of the variable into two subsets: a subset
a

numbers which make the sentence true`, -and a-subset of numbers which make the

sentence false.

The E:rapfrof a sentence is the graph of the truth set of the sentence.

The following items-- provide further practice in working with open -!

den erftes, both Simple and compound.:--tor each open sentence that :follows,

state the truth set and ccuistruct its graph. Remember that the domain of the

variable is the set. of all numbers of arithmetic. Answers 'are on page iv.

Some examples of the form of your answers are:

Open 5e ence Truth get

x + I

The set of rill numbers of arithmetic
except

The net of rill numbers at arithme
less than 4.

The set of all°numbers consistin

and all nuobers creates than

97 O

Oraeh

1

O" s 4

O 1111

o 1 >l 4



98
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, 11

Thp truth ..,(2t or oaoh or thusp

Tht-_:: product, 01- any rill_mhp r ii 1 cHual ii tip;

Thp idprItity LAP:IP-at I'CR m1111.10 Loat Lon tr:

In cc rut or a:ny humht_,r 0, r(i)

I L.; the Cor the opcutIon of

number

0

_identty,
multiplic a ,ik-n

%nce a(t) L(a), committative proporty cA multiplication, we

o,tatp the multipt'catioa propt_,rty 6r

For Pv(ory ntilmL.pr a, a(i) a ( 1

okin ortftu uo,o the mui,tipliation property of
)

prN,_-:rt,r of. (-) t0 trip lip work of findinc a coroon noire

tftliflt_P:142_. In which o:' thp Collowlar could neither of ther.e prypertice

bp nrpd"4'

or thp addition

or ci

tAl tf( t - H Cl

47
27 + Ta = 07 +'18 18

= 27 + (16 - 18)

or + 0

+ 27

The last step is true by the add'tion property of 0.

1 1
163(7(7 +

1°1 (T)
Asoociative property

, 163
" (TT T,710)

, 163

The last otep ih true by the multiplication property of 1.

(6 - 6)0(i) 0(i6)

0

Here we did riot use either the rmiltlplication property of 1

or the addltioh property of O. The correct choice,i2 [C].
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Look at the following sentences:

(0) 0

0

o(o) , 0

=(0 0c :2

=0

Each time that we find he product of a number and 0

our result is C.

Consider the open sentence, m(0) -7, C. Can A number

m be found that will make thk3 sentence false?'

Try different values for m.

This sentence, m(0) = 0, is true for every

number,

This property of numbers is called the

of '0.

Simply stated: Any number times; equals
.

no

0,0

property

Since a(0) =, 0(a), by the commutative property of multiplication, we

state the multiplication property of 0:

-For every number a, a(0) = d 0(a) = 0.

The multiplication property of 0 is very useful. No matter how many

numbers are multiplied, as long as one of them is zero, the product is still

fc- it ever be fooled by a problem such as

10x9x3x7x6x5x4x3 ":K 2 x 1 0.

The answer is simply 0.

17

18

21

22

Find the common name for each of the following, and.

tell which of the three preceding properties was used:

+ 0.3)

_e property used was the property of

11 .

e property used, was the

5260

property of

imuitiplie tt1r 0

addition, 0

540

multiplication,1
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If you missed any of Items 17, 19, or. 21 turn to page vi where you Swill,

see how they can -be done:

ROmember that the number 1 has many noise;;. For example, all of tha

following are 'natilez for 1:

4 6 11

77' i-1

23 For every value of- n, except 0,

We shall- often use names like these fol-- 1. Not that no matter whiA

name we use, the ntiMber 1 is the identity element for multiplication.

For instal-lee,

is just another way of saying

nr 1) = n".

This multiplication property of 1 is useful in arithmetic in working
9

with rational numbers. 'Suppose we wish to find a numeral for in the form

of a fraction with 18 as its denomihator. Since (1) we may use some

other name for 1. Of the many possitdlities, such a;' we

choose " = berause 3 x 15; 18.

24

2h r,

We know that i(1)

witich, may be written 4, 4( )

5 3Tor
Jr 60

to show that

. 7
,

Suppose we now wish to add to . To do th-i we 'desire other names
7

,

for and -' names which art; frahtions with the same dellominator. What__ ___

denominator should we choose?

The denominator we lou-r must be a multiple or

27 both and

28 But it cannot be U ince division by

29

not possible.

Non-zero multiples of 9 are members of the ert,

9

102

9

(9,18,2-



30

Non-zero multiples of 6 'are members of the set,

-.-1,

potihla ohniceq forlour denominator are the coMmon

non-zero nmttiplei of both 9 and 6; namely, the

31 elements of te 31_?; (

Aid:lough we OirCdd ehonne an our denominator any numl4r

in the set (18,6,54, ...), if we choo:=,e the smallest

of these num-hers, we 11 find the computation to be

33

easier.

the smallest.

i:-;Thalled the least common multiple

and

7Return wain to the problem of addinc 7 and

To change Ao a fraction with denominator 18, we

proceed us follows:

From Item 26 we know

7 0 0
Then .4;

5
or -4-

= El-

(6,12,18,

9, 6

15

15 14
Ta TET

It us use the multiplication property of 1 to find a common name for:

, -

lo



4-i

4 0

42

Usinr the multiplication
property of 1:

--)4 4 -61'

7
el

We chose :27 heeause 21 io the iesidt common

multiple col' and

We ran write:

Uslaa the distributive
1.hoJperty:

Multiplying:

and addinr:

:7)= +

4(21)

±

1$

3,7

4

7

(21) 5(21

'Cf:)

119
12

In which of the followinr is the multiplication property of

correctly to find a common name for the number? If you use paper and

pencil to follow these, you will find them quite simple,

1
E. +

F.

G.

H.

1+1

7 r:)

12 ld 12-2, lo

7

[Al E and

[B] F, ar-rd H

IC
20

21 20
,-

iu ju

+ 7 00

F lanct

all four

1



'E Alo use is made o t e t p icati Appierty of.

result is incorrect, Done correctly

The multiplication.property of 1 is used

The multiplication property of 1 is used.

-since the number is m
10

ultiplied by whic

Done correctly, this would be:

1 3

2 5

The only correct choice is [ ] ,

4-2. Clo8ure

Let us develop Curther what we already know from Chapter 1 about a net

of numbers beinr, cloned under the operation of addition.

If a are -Jle number: (a an may

both be the same then we know that

1 a + b is ai,L7,o a number.

We also know that wh

exactly one numbs

That ln,

whole number, namely. i-h

a + in tf7el r nu m.

Another oa

number which

"The surr, of wt.!

The only whole nu,

whole

whole number,:, there is

io exactly

num of

io the onl w ole

and IL:

1: a unique whole n

which th+ -num of

thuo,-we may can

whole
-letter

_,um of 11

unique



L-Ally,more than)

and

one whole number which is

namely, the number

sum of and ic a whole number.

,n

exactly on

that when we add whole numbers a

we obtain is an element of the se

We may express :eceding statement by :dy=ing that
et of whole nu -b6rs is t lowed under the operation

Think of any two even numbers. Find their sum.

an even number?

IC a

10 a + h,

ar.(4 twc even number , their sum,

an even number.
-in,ic not

Just as the set of whole numbers is cloned under the

operation of addition, the set of even numbers is

11 likewise' under adclittan

In the sot of all odd numbers closed under addition?

Letts check this.

i + 1 17

and L in the set of odd

ly

17

unique

the unique

mole numbers.

sed

14 numbersi they are

e,are not.

numbers.

The net or odd numbers

because we do not obtain an

add two odd_ numbers.

under addit

number when we

Consider the set, S = 1, Since 1 is in S

and 4 in C, but 4 is not in

lh S closed under addition,
j_74,is not

106
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17 Which of the following sets are closed under the operation of addition

X , (1,2,3,4 5,6,7-8, ...)

Y 3,5,7 9,1i, .,

[7d X am Y are cfrosed under addition.

B] X and are closed under addition.

[CJ Y and f are closed under add=ition.

[0] All three are closed under addition.

The only correct choice is [Eli, X (1,2;3,4,

(0,2,4,6,8,10,12, ...). are Closed under

/mad

the

5U2 of any two counting numbers is a unique counting 1 r and

the sum Of any two even numbers is always a unique even nuacr.

The set Y = (1,3,5,7 9,11, not closed under. addition. -""

Y t, the set of dd counting numbers, and the GUM of any -two odd

numbers to always an even number.

The cat of all numbers of arithme is, cloned under addition. because

the sum of any two numbers arithmetic in always a unique number'of arith-

metic. Remember - we use the word "unique" to mean ctly one, We state

this,p erty as follows:

Closure Icq),rty of thu Set of Numbers

Addition: For all numbers of arithmetic a and

a + b is a unique number of arithmetic,

thmetic Under

the number

1 1
At; -f the following numbers, 7,

1.(Y 1(

number: of arithmetic.
are,are not)

Find the followir,

=

t_rt.

Each of the above sums is a

Just as the set of the numb(

are

10

63
100

number of
arithmetic

arithmeti- is under addition

from our experiencf-we are awar:_ t.tcat the set of the nur;t;er of arithmetic is

closed under multiplication. The product of any two numbers of arithmetc is

always exactly one number of arithmetic. We state this property as follows:

107



4,2

Closure- Property of the Set of Numbers of Arithmetic

under Multiplication: For all numbers of arithmetic

a and b, the number Ab is a unique number of

)art-thine-L.1c..

Note that we use the symbol. 'ab to indicate a tips b. a x b,

(a)b, (a)(b), a ! b, and ab- name the pi-me number.

22,

29

Find the- following products:

1
x =

100

2 I 1The numbers and 7, j ana T5, and

are of a: are their p cduLts.

From experience we are aWare that the set of all

numbers of arithmetic is 2 under multiplication.

Is the set of all whole numbers cloLlea under

multtplication?

auMbern of
arithmetic

closed

yes

The following two example: further illustrate the idea of closure.

WhiL:hof the following set ',. are closed under the operation of

multiplication? -

[A] K an"] L

[B] and M

K 11.3,1,7)),11,1)

(1,3J5,719111,13, -- !)

M f0,3,6,9,12,1'5,18..)

[r] all are clo:,-;ed

[D] L ar.d M

The only correct choice is [D). L and

M = (0,3,6,9,12,15,18, ...) are cloned under the operation

multiplication. L is the set of odd counting numbers, and any

element of L multiplied by any element of L 1,s always an

element of L. For example, 3 x 5 = 15, and 15 in en odd

counting number. Also, 9 x 11 :, and 99 is an oddcouat1ng
(continu

)08

j
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(29 Continued)

number. Set M ir the sot of multiples of three, which lE

coed under muiliiplication bectsn:e the broduet of any two

mu1tiptc of throo is itbelf a multipIn- oh Mh.reo.

The snt K (1,1.,-,,,7,),11,1i1 is not closed

multiplication. Per example, if we moitirly 9 x 11 we obtsin

The untlue number 99, but it in not an element of not

i

I

f A l LIH,t1 I (1)! :1C1. 11J t :nt

JI i cc-act !ime '

1 n -Lintr sP,1:0 :e.

The norreet selection 1E, 113i. I ; 0,1] is elo.sed under

multipliestion but not under addition. All of the numbers in

the multiplication tsble are clIomalliac- oh I, but the number 2,

whdch is in the 'addition table, not Inc I..
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10

12

14

la

Jr

-t;Ince,the first number cartrbe

Hwe can represent it. by tne variabl,e a.

arithmetic,
stt.

e will not represent tie- rprond number by a sin(tb

sound number may be riirCurent from the
. _

numbc-vV

The second number will b_ _pre.tented by

(-:
Tthe same,a7ftent

Let's re)reent the number by the vtcriabie b,

LdRewisc, the third number will be represented by .a

variable other than or 7t1 incte the third

n6mbor tI ferent (ran the

num114tut.

Hopre re nt I he

ur

number ,Itt,v thu variable c,

4-3

number
'

111'st

a different

Second

ayb or ,b,a

firstisecond

third

...tonttr'tth:t. with our bffort to state -Aile asoiative prorerty as a'

tore 1 r ibf matlirmtat tcal statbrA-

lb

20

21

Given any numbc'*-177a arithmetic a, b, sand c, the

number oPtaln,:ttt_I by a.ddirr thtt4 sru'on7 to the

+

Now t-tor 1 er act Ar, the th number,

the number

All 'xr(-2,++..:.1-1 + ) +

tO

'However, thu numb -s btained by acidinu urn or the

see nd and third numbers , ( b + ) to the h irrtA

tumhr, a, lb -a-p ( ). .

')

properly or' additIon ur tan'

(a + t) 4- a

+ b

(b

o I t' a, t , arb varitt-He. Their domain ir the ret of

rturd+trr tttf arittilmt t+- tti+:re vnrjabt et wb may ;.',tatu the al+---.0(q ative

prnetT4y addr]I.1_74,14: Tt'or or the -vartl_ a, 1 and - it ii;

tru- I ti-el

a r- 1 -t a+ (h +

111



Thin- Of statement is usually shortehed by saying:

For 'any numbers of srithmetIc, (a + b) c - a + (b + c).

Compar the brevity of this statement with the same statement it-Len out in

Items

23

25

2(

A precise mathematical statement of the associative

property of addition is: For any numbers of arithmetic

a, b, and c, Ca b) +

As a consequence of the associative property of addi-

tion, every sentence of the form or pattern

(a +Fli) + c . a 1- '(1:) k)

will be, a true' sentence if a, b, and c are

.of arithmetic'.

Consider the addition example, 1.2 + 8.8 + 8.8.

By the associative property, this example can be

written two ways, either (1.2 + 8.8) + 8.8 or

he sentence, (1.n + 8.8) 8.8 . 1.2

is true no tc the

+ + 8.8)

property of addition.

Finding the common name from the phrase,

(1.2 + 3.8) + 8.8 is than
(easier,more difficult)

finding it from 1.2 + (8.8 + 8.3) since it is

obvious that 1.2 + 3.3 .

(a+b)-1-c=a+(birc)

numbers

1.2

associative

easier

Another property developed_ ii 'Chapter 2 was the commutative property of

addition. In the Tanc7uage of alg Jra we state the domMutative property of

if(1dj tier':

For any numbers of arithmetio a and b

a + b U + a.

Only t.R -aria, Los are needed to state this property.



29

31

1
To -simplify the 'computation in the example

2
the commutative and associative properties of addition

are both useful,-'r.

. 0
The property of addition gives us

how we group our numbers.

1 1 1 1
Grouping and ,7 we may write

3
+ as

3
(1 2)

E frtay be written as 4-

1
2 3

L by making

of the of; addition to change the
1 "1 4'

+order in (2= +

1 1 2But ( +
2 , 3

property of add]

Now we can find a common

1 ,1

because of the associative

name for

1

or

assoelatiYe

The example above illustrates that-using these properties intelligently.

will simplify your work at times. Later do you will find. these properties

sic lied. to more fundamental mathematical investigations.

You have learned. before that there are associative and co-
.

es for multiplication,

algebra?

ative prop-

How would you wrpe these in the language of

asnoct. Ivo property of multiplication

involves three nutribers, a statement- of this proper

will contain variables.

y

A stutemeni the u,Tho,!iutivQ property of multipliea-

tlou

number.-7

at, ),:

:tement of the co1 ative propeit, 1 plica-

14volves

A si 6nt of Lie -tive property of multipl ira-

on is

For any ni -r arithmetic and ab

(ab)c . a(bc)

two

ab ba



37

38

d Commutative, opert _s for Multiplication;

For any_ numbers -Of atithmetic a,

t'

(ab)c F a(bc)

ab

If m, n, s, u, v, and y. are ariy numbers of arithmetic, which of the

joilowing true sentences is not an 141ustFation of either the associative

property of addition or the a soe ativ pr ty of multiplication?

[A] 2u vz 2uv)z.

1]

It yOu wil

siOSie'mutibertrY the

numbers of arithmetic,

ht f as the name- for

multiplfdatioh for the

that 211(vz) =

true by the associative perty of mu tiplicatian.
if la I)" iE an illustration
'2

associative propePty of addition for the numbers, of ar thmetie,

since if m, n; and a are any number's of arithmetic,

in 6an d -2- are also numbers of gritbeetic._

5z,-it:a true

commutative property of MUltiplic

tion or

but it _

on, net tote asiociative property

ativa property for multiplication. Yen"

ty has to.do with order;
-r

If x, y, m; and n are numbers of arithmetic, which of the following

sentences are true?

[A] 9 and T only

[B] and T only

(x)(clY) - (`Y)(3x

R and S only

all of them

114



(10 in a&:instandn of cc mutative

mace of the oonmutntive

true switennes. (T)

3 commuta
of A

(3

the comet choice is [DJ

fl

aseoetetivevroperty
of motion.

4

Because of the associative and commutative properties of addition and

multiplication for the numbers of arithmetic, you can reorder and regroup the

terms in an indicated -sum or the factors of an indicated product of several

numbers.

ConsiOer, product

qw a 4 3

We can write the numerals 4, a, 3, b in many orders. (There _are 24

orders to be exact, as you can verify for yourself.) We may write, for-

example,

4 . a or

a b * 3, or

b 4 3 ay. etc.

Also, we may group the factors 3, 4, a, b in many

we can form many.. true sentences, of which these are samplea;

(4a)(3b) (3a)(b)(4)

(4)(3a)(b) = (4a)(3bY

Ie'we `want a short name for (4a) think:

(4. 3)(ab)

= l2ab

In a similar way, we can write the pro x -y-x in many ways. xyx

and Nxy are numerals for the same number. You will recall that x
2
y is

ono .her way to wyLte xxy. Thus, another name for (xy)x is x
2
y.

115



59

43

44

49

46

47

48

To write another name for
$

s) = (2.5)(r

we might

rs

To write another name for .(17a)(3ab)i we might think:

(17#7( 3ab ) - (17

YOu remembered, of course, that a- a

A short name for (3x)(4) is x.

51a'b

Read the following carefully:and, complete each

statement*

3(d

(50(.3q ) =

(Sm

(9Y)(7x)

(4c)(3abc,

3 (

lOr

Were ydu bothered by-the arrangement in the previous responses?- What
do you note about 'Ors, 12x, 15pq, 16mr--e3xy- and 12abc2 ?,

40

In each case the variables in the above responses

'ere written

ITTETETE7TET

In the response 12abc , 12 is written

before

1&6t

abe

In products we usually write variables last. You may also have observed.

that when several variables are involved in a product, we usually write them
in alphabetical order. This is not a hard and fast convention, but "3ab"

is usually written rather than "3ba" unless there is a special reason for
not doing so. And, of .c:ourse, you alreadgi,know it is mathematically correct
to do thin since multiplication is commutative and: asso.ciative.
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51"

52

53

54

55

56

4-3

(.2q )(40 =

10004, = (10a)(:

100211 (290)(

(cd)(6-

'In 51 through 56 above we made use of the associative

and commutative properties of multiplication.

57 7xy2 7Yx)(Y)

58

59

60

64a2bc

-C-77T

bab 4abc)

xy)(Yx)

8a)(b (8)(ab )(b), (4b)(2ab), (24ab)(40)

all indicated products equal to Sab2.
are notCar

In the preceding item, the indicated product

)( is not equal to Eiab'.

properties with Which we have been concerned are the commutative

properties of addition and multiplication for the numbers of arithmetic. Why
are we so concerned whether or not, binary operations like addition and multi-
plication are commutative? Let us try division, for example. Recall that

3

means divided by 3". How would. you write this example to test commuta-
tivity? We want to ask:

63

s "E

Since r 3 3

above sentence is

6" a true sentence?

the

117
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4-3

Since- + 3 3 6 is false, we can conclude that a 1-,h b + a is

not true for al numbers- or, arlthmetid; and hence that division is not

commutative.

Let us test the operation of division for associa

following sentence:

(12 2 . 12

If this sentence is true, then we can consider the possibility that division

is associative. If this sentence is false, we can state that division is

not associative=

To test associativity for division we wanttto ask:

Is

(12- o ) 2 is a name for

12 is a name for

(12 J ) = 2 12 ÷

a true sen ne

,true,faace

We cab therefore conclude that diviSion is not associative. It is

P
.neither commutative nor associative

If you are interested in seeing some other binary operat ri x= d 7ete

Iteme 68-76', otherwise, begin Section 4,4.,

Let: Ll'o define another operation as follows:

Let "
In general,

__ defined to mean (2)(2)(2); and- j ** 2 to mean (r

_ will be defined to mean a has been used as a

factor 1, timas where i and b are counting, numbers. 12 the

following sentence true?

A] yes [ Bl

Si " 2 means

2)(2 or 32 *=

and ( was the correct choice.
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us see if the operation "**" as deigned in Item 68

a. ive:

*69

*70

*71

-*73

*71+`

*75

2 ** 3) = (2) 2)(2) =
.

:2 ** 3)* 2 = (2)(2)(2) x ( )( )( . 8 x 8

2 '** 3)*

2 **(3 ** 2 2'* 2 ** 9

* 9 r- (2)(2)(2)(2)(2)(2)_(2)42)(2)

We cm conclude that the sentence

2 *it 3):** 2 2 "( **! 2)- is

he' operation

1- s no

and
771717,=;7

associative:

We have found that there exist reasonable binary operations which are,

neither commutative nor associative. You may cOmpislin that such operations

are artificial. On the contrary, the "4," operation actually used in

Age of cert4Wdigital computers. A machine is much happier if yot, -

give it all its instructions on'a lines and so a hOrizontal notation which
writes 53 as 2 3 was devised for this operation and here the order of
-the-numbers makes a great difference.

You may think that a binary operation must be both commutative and

associative, or else that neither of these properties holds. This is not
the case. Consider the following binary operation:

b*76 We define a o b to be
a
7-- for all numbers of arithmetic, a and

b. We can easily check to see that this is a commutative operation
a + bsince a o b b

and b o a =
a

-le since a and

by the commutat

arithmetic.

a +b b+ a

are __ of arithmetic and. a+b.b+ a

prope_ y of addition for the numbers of
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4-4

Now let us consider the associative property for this op eratfin.

a .-3, b = 2, and e 4../W test to see if

o 4 3 o (294).

Is this opera on associative?

[A] yes [B] no

not an

3

-f4-' 4 12

associative operation and [B) vas the correct

choice. As you g0 on frith your study of mathematics, you will

gee other examples of binary operations that may be associative

or commutative, or neither, or both.

4 Distributive Property

Our previous fork- with numbers has sho s marry illustrations

distributive proper%y of the numbers of arit

15(7 * 3 ) - 15(7) * 15(3)

and 4(12) 12)

are both true sentences which illustrate the distributive property.

1 propert

hrase-

phi

art:

2_

also illustrates the

is an indicated

20)

( 2o ) .

is an indicated

Product

sum
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4

The true sentence 3)20 2( 20
5 5

xelation between an indicated

indiCated

and an

states a
produc

4-4

The example above points out that the distributive property relates

indicated sums and indicated products. As you continue your work in mathe-

matics you will find what an important role this property plays.

You may find it difficult to decide whether a number is an indicated sum

;or an indicated product. You must look carefully at the numerals and the

indicated. operations For example, 3 x- is an indicated sum since the

number x is added to On the other hand, 3x may be thought of as an

indicated product since x is multiplied by 3.

6

7

8

9

12 is an indicated

x) is an indicated

(a # b)n is an indicated

an bn is an indicated.

sum

Product

product

sum

If you were corre*ct on itcmo 6-9 you may skip to Item 13. If not,

continue with Item 10.

10 The phrase y(x is an

[A] indicated. sum,

[P] indicated product

Although (x b)-

y(x b) is an indicated prod.u6t. It is the product of y and

(x b). [B] is corr

to a _ the entire open ph

phrase + yb i2 an

indicated. sum

[B] indicated. product

Although y and yb are indicated products, the entire open

phiase yx yb is an indicated sum. It is the sum of yx and

yb.- IA1 is correct.
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4-it

12 The phrase (4a + b)p is an

[A] indicated. sum

[B] indicated product

(4a 013 .1P gated product.. the-

-:(4a b) and p. By now you zureV observed furthei'

4a + b) s the indicated slim of b lend the indicated'

4owever, the entire open

indicat p [B] is correct.

phrase (4a + OP

0

Let's look at some of ourexamples for indlcated sums and indicated

products again.

I-dicated Sims

xy + zw

0
3x 4xy

Indicated. Products

(x + y)(z + w)

x(3x + 4y)

that xy + zw is the indicated sum of two *oductsi namely, xy

`and/ zw. on the other hand, + y)(7. + is the indN,ate. product of

two sums; namely, (x + y) and (z + w). Let 'us note also that the indicated

sun x
2
+ 4xy and the indicated. product" x(3x + 4y) illustrate the dis-

tributive property since 3x
2

+ 4xy is the 4a.-- number as x(3x 4Y).

1?,

14

16

17

The distributive property relates indicated GUMS and

indicated Hence,` it is used in two situations:

The indicated product 3(x + y) maybe written as the

indicated 3Y=

On the other hand, we may write the indicated :sum

3x + 3y as'an indicated. product:

3x 3Y 3

#
./3

6 4a + m + n are all indicated

(3 +-x)y, x + y), 4 a(7 ' 5y) are all

indicated

122

products

produc



18

19

20

21

22

2=

Complete each of the following:

Inclicated Product :

3( )

a(x + y),

x( )

b(d + 1)

y )

dicated Sum

Notice in Item 22, thatlby using the distributive

property, we get x(y + 3 ) = xy + x3. However, we

hent agreed to write _as Sx. The commutative

property of multiplication makes this permissible.

The ii;dicated sum 15x + 25y can be written as an

indicated product. To do so we proceed as follows:

15x + 25y = +

5(3x + 5y)

4-4

+ b

[Remember: .

b.1 b)

5(3x) + 5(5y)

Just as we have stated the associative and commutative properties in

mathematical language, we can state the distributive property: For all

:numbers of arithmetic a, b, and a(b + c) ab + ac, and
.

(b + c)a, ba + ca.

Although there is only one distributive property, we shall learn to 4

recognize it in any of the following patterns

27

a(b + c ) at +

ab + Sc . a(

b c) = ba

ha + ca C

Irl.order to understand the patterns of the distributive

property better, examine the fon:ow-int:. If all of the

variables used represent numbor of arithmetic, write

indicated products as indicated sums and indicated sums

as Indicated products,

28 P (I) =

29 a rt 4

ab + ac

a(b + c

ba + ca

c)a

mp mg

r(s + t)

1



34

3h

37

38

39

41

42

44 .

46

47.

-48

49.

k x

Use the'distributive property',to write the following

Anaicated products an inllicated

3(10 0) t

3(m_2 2) =, 3(m) +-

,= 3m + 6.-

(m + = , -J

(X + y)b = y(b)

d(d + e

a4a + a) +

Omit the middle

0.7(3 t n)

(c + ) =

b(a + 1)

rite if you wish in the following.

(Remember: h

2m

+ 4b

x(b) + y(b)

xb + yb
bx + by

c(a) c(e)

ce

2a



Use the distributive property to yrite these indicated sums as

indicated products.

-50

52

53

54

55

56

57

58

59

60

61

6?

63

64

65

zrt, as
produc

We can write the indicated sum, 2r
indicated product in three

66 1) 2rs v 2r
67

68

69

2rs 2rt

70 2rs
71

)

r(2s) r(2t

Although 911 three correct, the third is
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Si

do

+ x:=2 !ould w-rit.tPn as

6()) or

or seye-I-al.ot.1-1Qr way:: however ha rollo wi 5
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18(3) + 18(2x

16(3 2x)
1.8xy +

18xy(3x 2y)

6a

-3)b

(6 ÷ 1)x
LI

,i- 7)c, 10:

Orri or 5m

9
ifl

5a 31)

(...!9mmutative

dic,trnoltive



86

87

88

8

91

92

94

98

ro

100

0.1

Where possible, use the associative, commutative, and

distributive properties to write the following in

simpler form:

2
+ +

+ 2n + 5m

=a + )+b
I

-a + b + 29 + 8a - (4a + 8a ) +

a (

7x + 1-3Y + 2x + 3Y -

3x + 3.7y + 6.2 + 7.7x

2a + 5
3

How might we write 3(x + y + as _1 indicated. rum?

By the aahociative property we might croup the a and

the y, to write

4- a
3 3

+ 31
3 3

(I)a

a + 3b

16m 2

(44-8)a 4- (34-.2

I2a

9x + loy

7x 2y 3

9x 4- 3.7y 6

2a + 11 + 5

-.34x + y +s) as :((x + Y) + y) z

Then, by the property, distributive

m Y) + s) - .3(x + Y) +

nce more, using the iliftributj_ve property,

X )

jrx

Prom Item): )8-101 wcr,C --e al the h1 )i.t.111C,nt

y + !)-4 + is

3(x + Y) + 3z

(3x 4- 3Y)

which is trn,.: t 1J valiy t} VU) By a himilar pro2ess we could

extend the Itlitert-i of Mhe ditrihutive property to -the :um or three or more

numherl:.



1(_n

10e,

Write each of toe followinr, as an indicated ounu

f + ?7, = on 4 fh

+ U + c) =

6(2s + 3r + 7: a) ,=

(2x 1+ $y + 4.z)77, = 1Jixz

-h

3e
2

3ab 3ae

12s-1-18v-42w-6a

14,xz+21yz+28z2

6a 4-

Another important application of the dtstributivq property in illustrated

by the followingexample:,

Write (x + 2) (x + as an indicated sum without parentheses.

E."fore lookinu, into thLs matter more closely, let': look at another

similar example,

107

to

10

110

X + 2)(b

The closure property of addition a,:w1tre:_, uc that if

a is a number, (a 4 2 ) is a

Thm, (a + 2)(U + c) may be thought of as

a 1)4= c), thus

+
t

+

In the cainecame way,, (X 4 0)(x 4 3) may alc,7, be thought

of af,

We or: now apply the di:;tributive property,

a(b s + a,2, az, foliowL;:

L, t t f t t
+ o) (x 4 ) - x ,2) :1. ± (

number

3



111

4-4

The remaining steps are displayed below.

2
x- + 2x + jx + 6

.

± (2x + + 6

,
x- + ( )x + 6

In going from step- (1) to ii), the distributive

time(s),,112 property was used
how many

11,3 In going from step (iv ) to (v) the = property

was used again.

114 The property'ased from iii) to (I was the

property of 'addition.

From the items above we hays arrived at the sentence

two

distributive

associative

x + 2)(x +, ==,) - x + 5x + 6, which is true for all values of the variable x.

115 Write the: phrase (a + 5)(a + 8) as an indicated sum.

[A] 40 + a-

5 + 8a + 40

[C] a2 + 11,a + 40

Your work might look somewhat like this:

(a 5)(a 4- 8) . (a + 5)a 4. (a 4 5)8
2

+ a(8) + 40
4- 5a + 8a + 40

2 ,
a + + 81a + 40'
2

Although. on the third line of the work shown w have the. roe

Indicated sum as in [B], a better choIce is [Cl.
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Use the distributive property to write each aen phrase as an indicated

sum followirig, the pattern used in Items 111-114.

116. (Y 2)(Y 9) 119. ,,(3x + 4)(4x

117. (x + 1)(x 5).. 120. (x y)(x

118. (2x + a)(x +." =

y)

ffter you have co4le-t-ed all of Items ilr- 20, turn to page vi and

compare your work with 'that given there.

The Numbers of Arithme-t.ic

Iet us. summarlze our(:onclusions-about the operations of addition and

multiplication in the set of numbers of arithmetic. In the statements that

follow, w are oonoerned. only with numbers of arithmetic.

1 Closure Property under Addition: For all numbers a and b, there is

exactly one number a + b.

Clo-ure,Property ilnder Multiplica ion: For all numbers a and b, there

is exactly one number ab.

Commutative Property of Addion: For all numbers a and b,

a + b b + a.

4, rommutative Property of Multipliration: For all numbers a and b,

ab = La.

Associative Property of Addition: For all numbers, a, b and. c,

(a + b) - a + (b +

6. Associative Ihoperty of Multipliation: FLy all numbers a, b, and c,

(ab)e - a(bc).

7. Distri Live Property: For all numbers a, b, and (1,

a( ii +c) ab + as and (b + c)a.- ba + ca-

8, Addition Property of 0: For every number a,

-a 4" 0 a and. 0 + a-.

Multipliat+h Property of 1: For every numher a,

a(1) a and (1)a a.

10. Yrultiplisa.tIon Property of 0: P'or every number a,

a(0) . 0 and 0(a) 0.
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4-6. 'Review

This set of review problems is included to provide an opportunity for

reviewing the mathematical ideas learned to date. For this section, ad for

review sections at the close of other chapters, no response sheets are

provided_ It mote practice is desired with the distributive property,

Probtemo i7--37 may be done. The answer: to the problems in this section

will to found on ag-,e vii.

1. (a) Write a description of the set H if

H ' 49),

(b) Consider the set A of all whole numbers greater than 20.

Is H a :_-.1_11-)zlet:(37' A ?

(c) Classify A as- finite or infinito.J

2. (a) Find, the ordinate of a point which lies on the number line between

the two vprf-4,6 with coordinates and

(b) HoW many beirY'to ttetween these two?

Consider the set

Is T closed

fc
,

(a) under the op:=!ration of addition?

(it) under the operation of "averaging"?

1. Let the domain of the varjable t be the set R of all numbers between

3 and 5, inclusive.

(a) Draw the graph of the set R.

(2) Decide whether each of the following numbers is in the domain of

the variable t.

11

In which of the following does the sentence have the same truth set as

the sentence "x

(a) x 5 or

(u) 5 and

(c)

(d) x

(c) x-

X

112



6. Find the truth set for each o: the following sentences.

(a) n - 5 . 7

(b) 2n - 5 = 7

(c) 3n -

ti) 4n - 5 7

(e) ,6n - 5 7

(f) 12h - 5 = 7

7= If m is a number of arithmetic, find the truth set of

8.

(a) 4- a 2

(b) n+mas=

m >.2m

(a) m 3 < m

If the domain of a is the set of counting numbers, find the

of the open sentences in (a) through (a) in Problem 7.

9. Let T be the truth set of

(a) Is

(b) Is 2

(c) Is

3

= 5 or x 1

an element of T?

an element of T?

a subset of T?

10. If S is the truth set of

"x +1 < 5 and x 1>21

draw the graph of S.

11. Consider the open sentence

< 1.

What is the truth set if the domain is the set of

(a)

(b)

(c)

all counting numbers?

all whole numbers?

all numbers of arithmetic?

12. (a). Is the following sentence true?

17 17
(8 1) 7)

2

4-6

uth set

(b) Do you have to perform any multiplication to answer part a)-

Explain.
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13. Which of the following sentences are true?

(a) 5(4 + 2) (4 + 2)5

(b) 16(4

(c)

(d)

10(.h +
713)

21 21

3

10
5 -4-

4 + 7 + 1.817 5 + 1.817 + 6

12 x 8 + 12 x 92 1200

(f) (5 x 4

0,
'))16 - 800

14. Explain how the property of 1 is used in performing the calculation

3 . 2

8 3

15. Explain why

+ y3 2x + 3y = 3x+ hy

is true for all values ofHx and y.

16. Write these indicated products as indicated sums without parentheses.

(a) (x + 1 )(x + 1)

(b) (x + 2)(x + 2)

In the remainder of the non-starred problems use the distributive

property to state indicated products as indicated sums; and indicated sums

as indicated products.

17. (1 x) - 24. 3ai +

0 2
lo. t a 4 T=

19. 33 +

14). (5 + Y)Y 2Y =

26. h + -

20. c 4( 2r 57. 2a(a d)

1 1,
1. --6)Y v Sc. (a + 2(v) (u + v),

b
22. x(y + 1) 29. (a l)

xy + x r bememher: u+1, a41)



Use t_ properties to write the following in simpler form:

30. 17x x 33. 1.6a + .7 + .ha .3b

Je. 2x + y + 3x + y 34: by + 24 .

32. 3(x + 1) 2x + 7 . 35. 9x 3 + x + 2 + lix

14-6

Here you are going to see how to test whether a whole number is exactly

divila_le by 9. Keep a record, as you go, of the properties of

addition and multiplication which are used. Try the following:

-2357 = 2(1000) + 3(100) + 5(10) + 7(1)

2(999+ 1) + 3(99 + 1) + :5(9 + 1) + 7(1)

= 2(999) A 2(1) + 3(99) + 3(1) + 5(9) + 5(1) 7(1)

-99)1 3(99) 5(9))

2(111) + 3(11) + 5(1)-

222 + 33 + 5)9 + 3

+ (2(1)

9 + (?.
+ 5 + 7)

3(1)

3 .+ 5

+ 5(1 )

+ 7

+ 7 1.

Is 2357 divisible by 9? Try the same procedure with 35874. Can you

formulate a general rule to tell when a whole number is divisible by 9?

437. Look for the pattern in the following, calculation:

19"x 13, 19(10 +

= 19(10) + 19(3)

19(10) + (10 +

= 19(10) + (10(3

19(10) + 10(3

19 + 3)10 + 9(3

9(

(what property?)

(what property?)

(what property?)

(what properties

The final 'result indicates a method for "multiplying teens" (whole

numbers from 11 through 19): Add to the first number the units digit

of the second, and multiply by 10; then 'add to this the product of the

unite digit; of the two numbers.

Use the method to rind:
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Chapter 5

SENTENCES AND ENGLISH SENTENCES

5-1. English and Mathematical Language

Ii

4

Problem: Henry and Charles were opposing candidates in a class

election. Henry received 30 more votes than Charles, and 516

memblprs of the class voted. Find the number of votes that

Chailes received.
<

In this problem you know that Char He- ry together

received votes.

You know that Henry , because he received
won, lost

more votes than Charles.
how many

You want to find the number of

received.

that Charles

i6

on

One way to solve this prbblem is to use trial and error:-. We can simply

guess until we obtain the correct result.

5

6

.7

For example, we might test whether 200 is the number

of votes Charles received.

We would reason: If Charles had recetved 200 votes,

then Henry would have received 200 votes.

But 200 + 230

Thi s. would mean only 430 votes were cast.

But we know that 516 voter; were cast.

We see that 200 the number of votes

Charles received.

is,is not

200 30

430

-is not

Did Charles receive exactly NO votes?

[Al Yes

[H] No
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9.

If Charles received 300 votes, then Henry would have

received 33 writes. this would mean that 630 votes

number of votes Charles received.were east.'

(B)

id Charles receive exactly 243 vi

[A) Yes

[B] No

If Charles

Together,

243 votes, He ee ted 273 votes,

ed 5i6 votes, wh h is indeed the

[A] is correct.

Trial and error is tedious way of solving problems like this. Do you

notice that for each guess you are repeating the same pattern?

The pattern is: "Choose a whole number. Add to the number you chose

the sum of the number and 30. Test whether the result is 5i6. .Think
back. this remind you of a game described in an earlier section?

,

In dealing with a somewhat similar pattern in Section 2-4 we found

it helpful to represent the number chosen by a symbol n. We can now

summarize the pattern we have followed. in our problem' about votes.

P a number

Add to the number you
chose the sum of the
number and -_30

Compare your result
with 716 Compare

30)

-30 with 516'

n 30)

have called such a mathematical sentence an

10 oven

We have learned that an open sentence "sorts" the

elements- of the domain of the variable into two

subsets - -those elements which make the resulting

11 numerical sentence true, and those which make it se

open sentence



I

12

The set of elements which make the resulting

numerical: sentence true is the set.'

5-1

The pattern followed above leads us to conclude: The number of votes

Charles received is an element of the truth net of the open sentence

n + (n *-30) = 516=

Suppose that you know that the truth set of this sentence is (243).

Then you can cheek that 243 is inPeed the number of votes Charles received.

You can he sure that 24 is the only possible answer to the given prohlem,

because the truth set contains no other numbers.

13

14

This example illustrates a general procedure that can

be used in solving "word probiems"such as the one

given. In such prdblems you are often looking for a

certain number (here, the of votes Charles

received). There are three major steps:

( 11

(3)

We. find an open sentence such that the

number we are looking for belongs to the

set of the sentence.

We find the truth set of the open sentence.

We test the elements of the truth set in

the given problem.

number

truth

Step (1) is illustrated it the box before Item. 10. Steps (1) and (3)

really involve translating the- robleM into the instructions: Find thq

truth set of

n + (n 30) = 516

and test each element of the truth set in the original problem.

It takes praoticerto teoome skill:1'111 at finding open sentences that fit

word proboms In thin chanter we are going to concentrate on this step--

finding open sentences.

In later chapters we will give much-attention to finding the truth sets

of open sentences, that Is, to Step (2).

Oil- aim in this M.7ipteT is to 1_earn to translate word problems into

instrutions about V mid L t15 Ii; 11; Open :;ent.onops. IL will help you

to do this if you pradt(ee thinking abont what problem s,ituatioris might fit

certain mathemattoal expression2.
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16

In the example, we saw that if the variable n

represents the number of votes Charles received, then

the-phrase represents the

of votes Henry r4ceived.
n 30

number

How might a problem involve the phraae "n 5"? Pa a problem, "n"

might represent "the number of students in your class" or 'the nubiber

of dollars in your alloWance", or the number of years Sr your

17

00

21

In the following table you are told what n repre-

sents in a problem. Give an appropriate meaning

that a + 5 might have.

a certain number

the number of students

in your class

number of years in

your ape

the of
sum,difference

.

the number and 5.

the of students

if '-)

(more, fewer

enrolled in the class.

the of years in

the age of your sistQr

who is years

than YOU
T-older,youagor)

\

EUM

number

more

number

5

older

You can see from those examples that the came opon phrase may be
related to many situations. The meanin(ii, you choose for a phrase debendo, on

the .interpretatioa you have choen for the variable.' However, remember that
vailie of a variable is 21E5jL,2t 8 71aimber. iikewise, the corresponding value

of an open phrase is a num



2

F

t us consider the open phrase 7w. Which of the following meanings

and 7w have in a problem?

] w is the water in the well and 7w is seven times the water

in the well.

] w' is the:number of wolves in a zoo, and 7w is the number of

wolves in seven Zoos.

[C] w =is the number of dollard I paid for one bushel of wheat

and 7w is the number of dollars I paid for 7 bushels of

wheat.

[A] Don't you man the number of g

number Of pounds of water Remember that the variable

lways represent a number.

ead the choices again.

Go back to item 23

a possible choice, but 'you d be a correct one

if you knew that each zoo had the same number 0

better selection?

[C] You are interpmtation,aboUt the wolves

in a zoo would d-also be correct, provided you

the seven zoos has' the same dumber of w lveach

is more reasonable to expect each of several

bushels or wheat to cost the same amohnt than to

expect each of several zoos to Contain the same

of wolves.

The interpretation you use for the variable, and hence for the open

phrase , should be sensible. You are not likely to find a situation in which

y represents the number of pencils on your desk and "2,500,000 + y is

h phrase related to a reasonable problem. On the other hand, the phrase

"2,500,000 y" might occur in connection with a problem about populations.

2+ Suppose there were 2,500,000 persons in the city of Detroit in

1950. Then the open phrase "2,500,000 y" could represent:

[A] the number of persons living in Detroit in 1960 if y is the

number by which the population increased in 10 years.

[B] the population of Detroit y years after 1950.

[C] the increase in population if the population is y- more than

141
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CAA You are correct.

LaJ You have mot been careful

If y 14 the maker ofeare.

iole say about the population, in

enough information to

LA] is the correctCho

The "increase in population!! suggests that something

to added to 2,500,000,,but the open phrase would not

Indicate the increase. (Al is the correct choice.

__ng the open phrase.

aer 1950, -what would

-0 y? We don't have

n phrase for the popu-

nose the sensible meaning for th

k.

variable in the open phrase,

R. k is the number of cows in the barn.

S. The rate of interest is increased by k per cent.

T. k is the number of dollars in my purse.

R only [13] s only [C] S and T

S is sensible, and T is also good., I might have

and .5i in my purse so that the open phrase

ents'the namb r of dollars in may purse. Thus,

corredt choice. -, Don't you agree that we would not ust

the number of cows and the number .05?

k dollars

repre-

y add

Before we consider other open phrases we will review some of the ideas

we will need as we go along.

In the open phrase "-Ix the symbol

indicates the operation of

The symbol " + " in the open phrase x +

27 that we are forming the

28

numbers, x and 5.

-e open phrase

1f3

more, less

The phrase

than

19 "2w inereasbd by

1,difference

might be read:

may als( be re

of the two SUM

more

ion



30 The phrase 4- 7 may be read: "6t ,by 7".

The symbol " -" indicates that the open phrase x - 5

31 might be translated: 41x by 5".
Tinereased,decreasedj

Other ranslations of the phrase x z 5 might be:

than x"

rMore,leWWT

"5
is subtracted from

5-1-

Note: We must be sure each case that our variable represents a

number. We are perfectly correct in saying: "John is .n years old," or

"I have t dollars." In each case, if we substitute a number for the

variable, we have a sensible statement. On the other hand, we must avoid

saying: "d is dimes" since that does not indicate whether d, is the

number of dimes or the number of cents in the value of the dimes.

In the following table you are given open phrases and you are to

complete the table as suggested by the first example. There are many pass

bilities in each case. Choose a sensible one!

en Phrase Meaning'of Variable English Phrase

3x 4- 25 x is the number of cents

Tom earns in one hour.

The number of cents Tom

earned in three hour.. if

-he gets a bonus of 25 cents.

34, n # 7 n is John's age now,

in years.

35 Joan's weight in pounds

after she lost seven pounds.

36.

.

lorry's wages in dollars

for one week.

37. 2r + ' r is the cost in cents

of one
,
bunch,of rhubarb.

a + b i a is my aga in years and

b is my sister's age in

years.-

43
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Afteroompleting-your. table, tun, to page xi and read the completions

suggested there. Although the answers you gave may be different, they should

represent numbers. The .ideas expressed should be similar.

Of course, the indicated interpretations are just suggestions. It

would be fun for you to write others for the given open phrases. Therefore,

in the space below we have written only the open phrases - -you are to find

for each a good English interpretation. Be sure to specify the meaning of

the variable first, so that it represents a number, and the find a

corresponding meaning for the open phrase. You must be very alert, since

we shall not record these answers and you will have to find your own errors:

Keep your results. We shall use them again in the next section.

Open Phrase

3x 4- 25

n 7

2

Inte -r on of Variable English Phrase

Go on to Section 5-2 when you have looked over your work and feel it is

correctly done. If this program is being used under a teacher's' supervision,

have your teacher read your interpretations..

English Phrases and Phrases

In the section which you have just completed, you practiced finding rater-

pretations for-open mathematical phrases. In this section you will learn to

translate English phrases into mathematical language. Once you have

learned to do this with ease, you will be able to solve "word probleMs".

Suppose you were asked to write an open phrase indicating the number

of feet in y yards. Recall that there are 3 feet in 1 yard. Hence

3y



would be an opeh phrase fo-

1

2

6

7

10

11

12

he number or feet_in' y yards.

Write an open phrase for each of the following

English phrases.

The number of pints in k quarts is

The number of inches in f feet is

The successor of the whole number n is

(For example; 5 is thesuccessor of 4.)

If n is an even' number the next even number is

In one pound there are ounces.

An open phrase for the number of ounces in k pounds

and t ounces is

In one quarter there are cents, and in one

dollar there are cents. Then an open

phrase representing the total number of cents in

d dollars and k quarters is.

An open phrase for the number 'of cents in d

dollars, k quarters, m dimes and n nickels

is

Ap open phrase for the number of cents in t

dimes and t nickels is

An open phrase for the num er of coins in a stack

of coins containing d dimes and n nickels

is

An opC'di phrase for the number of cen in d dimes

and n nickels is

12.f

n

16

1k *t

1001+ It+

d
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ack has- only dlind6 and quarters. If represents the number of

rs he has, and if n represents the number of dimes he has,

then m n represents:

[A] the number of cents Jack has.

[B] the number-of coins Jack has.

n.

kts sant, in eental

In the above examples you were told the number represented by each

variable. You Probably noticed that, having chosen an interpretation for

certain variables, pit represented other numbers by phrases involving these

variables. In!order to do this it was necessary to look carefully at the

relationships expreSsed in the English phrases.

In many problems, you will need to use only a single variable. It

will be necessary for you to choose the number you wish to represent by a

variable. (There are often two or more possibilities.) You will usually

want to express other numbers in

single variable you have chosen.

17

16

17

e problem as phrases involving the

Write an open phrase for the number of years 16 John's

age if John 4s seven years older than Dick.
6

The number of years in John's age is expressed in

terms o the number of years in age.

e rejationsip "older than" can be expressed by

ddition,multipliOaTi7iTT

We can choose the variable n to represent the

number of years in Dick's age.

Then the number of years in John's age is repro-

sente by the phrase.

Many problerlieinvolv- geome

to draw a diagram.

146

D-lokts

n-17

For such problems it helps



18

20

21

Suppose a i'epresents the number of units in the

length of a rectangle =and b represents the number

of units in the width.

The number of _square units

in the area of this

rectangle is

The number of units in the perimeter of the

rectangle in

The length of a rectangle is 5 feet less than twice

the width. Write open phrases for the number of

feet -in the perimeter and the number of square feet

in the area.

the length in given in terms of the

we might choose w as the number of feet in the

Then an open phrase for the number of feet in,the

length, expressed in terms of the variable "

would be

The rectangle might be represented by the following

the length and width are expressed in terms of the variable. w.

24

An open phrase for the perimeter of the rectangle

is

An o)e -ase c area of the rectangle i

147

or

width

h

which



27

28

:-he number of feet in the height of a triangle is six

more than the number of feet in the, base. If b is

the variable representing the numbel' of feet in the

base then is an'open phrase for the number of

feet in the height.

Indicate on the following figure how this might be

shown.

p

How shall we write an open phrase for the part of the

house a man can paint in one day, if he can paint the

entire house in d days?

Suppose that he painted a house' in 8 days. How

much of the house did he paint in one day?

Similarly, if he can paint the house in d days, an

open phrase tor the part of the house. he can paint

in one day is
d

In Section 5-L you were asked to write English interpretations

of open phrases and to keep these interpretations. Now take your

English phrases, .over the mathematical phrases, and look for open

phrases to fit. Write the open phrases on your response sheet for

item3 Now uncover the open phrases and check to see if they

are the came ac the.open ehraoes which you have just written.

If they are not, you have not translated correctly in both

directions. Review train the beEinning of this chapter, and then

continue with Item j5. If you have written the open phrases

correct y, co to Item j5.

I
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If a pipe fills
5

the'part filled in

The part filled in

of

3

x

a swimminz pool in one hour,

hours would be

hours would be *-

31

The width of a rectangle is 4 inches less than the

length. bet the variable y represent the

of inches in the length of the rectangle.

An open phrase for the number of inches in the

width is '

5-2

In many problems you need facts you have learned in earlier mathematics

courses. In working with such problems, it helps to think first about the

relationships that yOu know apply. Remember, drawing a figure is often
, helpfu 1 .

39

For example, in a problem about square you might

need to remember:

The nu ber of square units

in the area of this squa

(s is the

-Amber of units in the side.)

_per of units in the perimeter of the squa

In a problem about _--langle you may need

remember:

The number of units ih the

perimeter of this triangle

41 is - 2 arc

rs of units in the

respective sides,

a



-2

The number of square units in

the area of this triangle

. (b, is the number

of units in the base and h

the number of units in the

altitude.)

imilarly, -umber of square

units in the area of this

43 triangle is

We should also look at some basic formulas which are frequbntly used

in everyday problems.

44-

47

The distance d in feet traveled by an object which

moves at the rate of r feet per hour for t hours

is given by the sentence d

If d is a distance in miles, r is the rate in

miles per hour, and t is the number of hours

traveled at this rate, the sentence is again

The simple interest i earned in t years by p

dollars at r per year can be stated i

The-total amount A after t years is wri

d

= prt

A p prt

For each of he following write an English interpretation of the given

cben phrase. In each cane, identify the variable explicitly. Some

pc5oitte interpretatiorus for the ne are Given on pace xi .

(Hint; This phrase miOlt be interprete
expression for the number of
in an area.

170
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In the following items, identify the variable explicitly and write

the open phrase requested. Check your phrases with those on,page xi

Write a phr for the number.ot inches in the length of a second

side of a tr angle, if it is three inches longer than the first side.

priceThe admissioft price to a performance of "The Mikado" is 2.00 per

person. Write-a phrase for the total number of dollars received in

terms of the number of people who bought tickets.

57. When a tree grows it increases its radius each year by adding a ring

Of new wood. If a tree has r rings now, write an open phrase for

the numter orgrowth rings in the tree twelve years from now.

Three sons share in an inheritance. Let x represent the number of.

dollars in the-inheritance.

(a) Write an open phrase for the number of dollars in One son's share

which is one-half of the inheritance.

(b) Write an open phrase for the number of dollars of the second son's

share, which is fifty dollars more than One-tenth of the

inheritance.

(c) Write An open phrase for the third son's share.

(d) Write an open phrase for the sum of the three sons' shares.

Remember to draw a figure for this geometric problem:

9. One side of a triangle is x inches long and a second side is y

inches long. The length of the third side is one-half the sum of the

lengths of the first two sides.

) Write an open phrase for the number of inches in the length of

the third side.

(b) Write an open phrase for the number of inches in the perimeter

of the triangle.

60. A plant grows a certain number of Inches per week. It is now 20 inches

--tall Write an open phrase giving the number of inches in its height

five weeks from now.

61. Suppose that when a man immerses his arms in hot water, temperature

of his feet will rise one degree -per minute, beginning at 10 minutes:

after his arms are.put in the water. -Write an open phrase for the rise

in temperature of the man's feet at any time (more than ten minutes)

after his arms are immersed.



5-3. Interpreting en Sentences

In many "word problemsftyod are concerned with finding a quantity by

the use of certain given conditions. The conditions are stated in English

sentences. As we have seen, one step in solving a word problem is to-

find an open sentence which has in its truth set the number (or numbers),

we wisht6find. We have already seen how an open phrase can have many

interpretations. Now let us examine how we can relate open sentences to

problems.

We first review the meanings of some of the verb forms used in

mathematics.

1

0

5

T1

means: "is" or "is equal to".

means: "is Or 15

" .means: "is less than".

means:

" means: "is than or is

It

" means: "is greater than or is equal to".

Consider the open sentence

2x = 500,000

is not,
is not equal to

is greater than

is less than or
Is,equal to
St 11

We could translate this as "two times x is five hundred thousand". But-

in using mathematics we often arrive at open sentences like

2x - 500,0004

from more concrete situations. For example, we might know: cc the

--number ;25 reIdlers in the army it 500,000. MON if x represents the

number of soldiers; in the army, we have:

2x = 500,.000.

One step in findinc the number of soldiers in the army, is to write the open

sentence 2x = 500,000. (The'recond step is to find the truth set,; which

in this case is easy. However, we are not interested here in actually

finding truth sets.)

In the followine table we have stecified an interpretation either for

the variaPic cd.- for the cpen sentence. Complete the table. Then turn

1 f;



to page xii -t0 see some suggested comple

Idiftetent0

s. (Of course yours may be

_en Sentence Interpretation
of Variable

Situation which would lead
to open sentence

7. 3)c 2 = 784 x is The number of books in the
library is tripled. Two
books are lost. There are
784 gooks left.

n 4 7 , _ Jonathan weighs
6 pounds.

= = 17 A class that has the same
number of boys as 'girls
has 17 boys.

Consider the open sentence 45 3x = i08. If x is the number of

set .t of books; this sentence would be suggested by the following sittiation:

"A book salesman is paid 4045 a week, plus $3 fur each set of looks he

sells. f In one week he was paid ICd."

An her situation, if x is the number of small_ cartons, might be:

"A freig shipment consisted of a box weighing 45 pounds and a number of

small cartons weighing 3 pounds each. The whole shipment weighed, 106

pounds."

10 Which of the following is not a situation that would lead to the

open sentence 45 3x - 108?

[A] Mary bought bunches of carrots and a 45-centbox of

berries. Her bill came to 1 .08.

[E] Jane had a piece of cloth 100 inches long. She used 45

inches for a tablecloth, and divided the rest into three

equal lengths for place. mats.

[C] John worked the same number of hours each day for three days.

He had previously worked 05 hours on the same

total pay was i08.

You should have selected [Ciphiqh.-does not lead to the open

sentence. The open phrase ,%5 jx" concerns the number of

;hours John worked, but 1018 is the total pay.

153_
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Let us consider the open sentence

t(t + 2) = 425.

An appropriate hltuatlon is the, following:

t

nuidber of feet
in the widWuf
a rectangle.

the number of feet in
the length of a
rectangle with length
2 feet more than the
width.

t(t + 2) = 425

A rectangle whose length
is 2 feet more than
its, width has an area
of 425 square fe&t.

Below is a set of open sentences. Write your pwn English interpretations

for each of these. Then turn to page xii for other suggestions.

11. 2n = 500

2% a t (2a 4- 3a) = a

3. 5n t 8n 65

14. 4x r= 100.

15. y 5 == 5

16.

3a

( _

We have also wbrked with sentences such as

x + 30 < 40.

We could read this as "x plus 30 is less than '40. Again let us

consider where we might have obtained this sentence. Ft in the format

used before we have

Variable

x,

number of dollars
in my wallet

Variable

x

number of points made
by a football team during
the first half.

Open Sentence

x + 0< 40

If you give me dollars, I
Shall still have less than 40
dobllars in my wallet.

Open Sentence

x _30 < 40

If the team makes 30 pO sIc. in

the last hail', they_will still

have Less than 40 points.

15 4
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[A] is not, urrect. tL dle varla1:o p roprehnntn1he of
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5-4. Writl, a.LL.,entenr.2eL;

hy now you shouLd be rear_ty to write (iTen .Lentences for some problems.

board 4_4 in,2heL; lonc is to be cut into two

bieCOS in Ouch a wry that one pio':2e will he three

Lnohn toner than the othvr flow tont; the

porter pieco Le?

3ine :Jne is On be tomer than the

Other, we mt-ht number O1

incheo in thc, !encLh ol' the L;horter
10 to On

The numbor f:)1' in,211e In t,,,2 i.e:4'th 01: the toocc,r

-Acc? Ito .J Von

jine the board ul 11)4 100100 Len', t.H

twu Incth!,
t

We thUr LrrH'e J.t. Lhe

Herr wLa', h

from Ehcl.L,;h,ontt2n abon!,

k )- 3

k + (k

44-

k + "-2

bcy-tr an open ,-,ent,!nep at_,out numbers.

'f 21 ,"1' 11,0 1,211,2"f I one' L'01 'o' 2:21 lif"1-ItfE2

)

thc: truth ret 02'
W! :I1i

I OL'tUOLI 2 f t-Lly "E7W Cnr
f-fholf t-

I f."","-a" however, t.hat.

.1;!,

t.1 .,n and

;CO 2211 : 2"

,.. !NI; 1.,11f2

=1,

ft!, yr i!1;
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r!'

+5000

n-42n,t 000=1Cf)00

X+5 Oti)

5 000

1 35

70
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Yid

The distance that you traveled non he represented by

the open phrase

Since the number of milos that each if us traveled

is th ames we can write the open sentence

A net of students was separated loan a: etasses.:

Ono class was assignecr to Mr. Silith and Um ,17A:i4r to

Miss Jones. If Mr. myth had fi more studi :3 than

Miss Janos, how many students 41d Miss Joni ya.vp?

A hated relationship is that tii it a tents

in Mr. Smith's cM

number in Miss ann

Joinm this reiationship, Li Mi_os Jones had y

students, we can exproos the number Mr timi cli had

as

The Encli3h sentence imp Lied is thW:. the numier sf

students in the iitasses was

From this, we set thin r_Jpe7, sentence

inet its noon tiler a different apuroacin tie the -problem

about the rusher im-stud-ults -uiLyned '- Miss JytIpi;

and Mr. Liuppose we !rcide tu writyi an

pinc usine the fadt that thpre wore iii ali

students.

Tf Miss Jioneii had y student i aunt -r

hod eari in ;:rrenned by the oLcm

Then thp tin Lint; neritnrmeu it' :5 phen

"Mr. iimith had

wpaLb

Notice that thwso net Lb ii

for PrfiL'Lk .FOr

1-luve choc;erl to -r,2!-_..c!nt,

115

more

y

= + 1)

Y
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T tou,Tht-

of tho

cost _a,-, man: c!ah

[A! Iho H-2ent

[ is 11e f I or -n2r1d, -

You shouLd note that if N is the number of 5-cent

stamps, 5x is the number of elerrtsl seent for the

cerit stamps. Likewise 8(23 - x) is the number

of cents spent for 23-cent stamIZ. Bence LA] in 1101-f

correct, since 1.18 '-inw.the number of dollars stent.

The number of sent; spent i$ Lth, [B] ic correct.
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Tf nAM car tray-tif.; for k hours, then an appropriate

rJen -7,entance won't:1 Pe

Thc, ha re they artnally (-1rnvo Loan aremont

the 3011. Of tl,is aentencte,

45 - 34k =-= 37

truth

or hang at writLri sentences. In ench prnhiem state

the L-nrie vi rappesant, than vrite an open aentance, usinp-, this

por ini 'e, oh I 1. :!tr ;TaLlem, ,,,Whan hair have finished, c-heek your reoult

__:,=ttow the proitiem. It in pooitr La that your answer,

ift,..:n.ent :Tem the one ,tiven, may to correct . If you are not

mL,et,eV nere thnt :;,_?1 are eerree, or if had difficsmity, complete
:!,

awtrpl the prat Leer, IC ,:iou are sure, tto on to the

A retanLa a ,,Dr! as it in ai:L!. Its perimeter io

Lntbe:;. How in ha rtr!tancje?

_Lot w be the number of Inchen in the wi2th.

nentence: 2(w) 4- 2(6w) - 144 or

2(w 6w) 144.

Open

width tar I vicar the rectanitle,

1 the len,7th in Inehs. Mw

.eL,-tns

12:e to the

at the Imtar open 1,11r'-_1X,Q

tar

sum

204. 4 2(6w)

r26:6:b a 144 Inchs

) 2(04-(uw

L rlpa Ia C 46,111000 thLill

-_!n=dn, and the ::reannna at t.nn

tihat I'd I'l(' !m2r-_t6nr(7! th6 ;rairl loot, ancir?'?

he 'inn rn,ndddrc2d at the ancles i a trianlo in

e2
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r,ct o On the numbcr of dgrcen in the meaem of the

met. ani,,,Le Open !3enten(e;

4 (2,! ;20) 70 122.

L

an) T.:,rfanh-, is

8+ Os 1 po

Let a .bo the nIlmer of inehna in She width.

Open 5entonce: w( a - !,7)1 4;

or

Let a b.(2 t.ho number of cneliea n the

Open FJ2ntc:n,,2e; a(a 5 )

71: a i-r ot H 1vi in

r0AucU

iin

Let r he the rate, in ml 1 en hour, the

frelflf,ht train traveto.

Open aeatehce: 5(r 4 20) r 00

5(T i 20) - la 100
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Word prol,iomo re,luhre compound open 3entencen.

Ho i o.r n Uri:oil:le have lenctIl ni' 7 inche and

in-hf!i;. What I nrth of thcr third sidQ%'

tha I ,,nuth chi any rid: or
a triahr :-:;H:;1 Inr hail Urn coin

Im.-t1h; 1 thc' other two rider
Li ii n:;(2Ht..; He um-heI (-fr in'tleL; in the Length of
the i.h.rd thi.; ondition in exiTcosed by the open

AL th..2 time, the tencth -inch :.tde moo I;

the ,;urn ut the thc other two

.FLL; an a, ,n ;;,'T11,-211Ct : u c)t7IC-J r

ath 11,1 1 LI L.511:; ::1!;;;-I, hold, a ,-.!ornpourid

i lahf yr, with

Ott -Jjahr. ,:F2nt en

(and ,or)

the tJroLlom

it hh.:_rd Unit; namely,

h.

',a; true ...'Jr a o:AL:_ve Va Loon o n. Thun

Th.JLi: Lnc to the information ahout the

I: Uriancie.

5-4

5 4- 6

6 5

and

n <5 6 and
6 <11 + 5

tar: ira hToviaJualy that, onLoic_; otherw-13(1, L3p."!,21ried, the domain
variah!o wi: L ii numherh-, of art thin I: Howevc.,r, in

rotor ru _peop t.H'!'.et, and the tHu it in clear
that T,h- .L.rain la in thh, ..;yt nt it huml. We cannot have

a 'oft, or .0(: You will
i-J2 Li indi donlatn f..Dr a rl-ven problem.
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If y io the number of boys whu are no. memterJ of a

club, the sentence "y + 3 < 10 and y

be used to state the relationship, If three more

boys join the olutf, we shall have more than anti

fewer then members."

an

The domain of the variable y i. the not of counting

numbers

For which of the followinc wort1 prohtms is t e 11 seni

adequate?

[A] The amount.

Harry. Dick is

1Jc! amonc Tom,

3de not

to hr ve in rr nr Iit Ls Harry and liar is Le

have twit a:=3 _k. 111AGr mos Uto V i ri +7111':'

If Harry has n dollars, than Dici _as (h 15, liars

and Tom has + 15) %11-,1 Tars.

(Id t 1`.)) 2(n

LEI John said, "It wi I 1 tal,.e me move than to mow the

lawn and 1 ,11f not spend muro ihan hen n the Joh or

I won't he an to p ow-nrimtnc., Hew mu eh i r ne expee-t

to spend on the ob?

If Jathrl can Tend x

x and

DJ Pi 1: is years ol

is re than hi-ea ele is ilt rman?

n n at 1.11on an or o n

11

:_;ent,.-:nee is

You should have seleci [CI a the p_ tlem

suggested open sentence was not norrect.. An open sentence

for the roih in [C] might he n + (n 4 ?3.

Write -1-n L

t I if , Li 1

1 rri,1.:y =II I rtvi
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One-third of a number added to three-fourths of the same number is

equal to or greater than 26, What iL; the number?

84. A square and an equilateral triangle have equal perimeters. A side

If the triangio is five inThes longer than a side of the square. What

is the lenn:th of the side of the square? (araw a figure.)

85, A student has test grades of 75 and 82. Waat must be score on a

third test to have an average cin or higher? If 100 is the

hirhest score possihle on th third test, how high an average can

he achieve? Wiat is the lowest average he :,!an achieve?

In me proALeu: hay,: ;tatements as "the

wiith I -:.: feet," This HI to to uderstood to

no " is the numhor of feet in tht width.",

Li va that cu assign to a variatte is always

A aiid 1,-. !lay 1A:J-2:1

itt .0
Fhraes sl_wh as , , repre-

A at start- iii 1 is I lt travois

10 ill.; It ho.sr fes t then tO LOt IL

the ;hrase whi:h rele.,serits I I it l mi les

'L ang1,2 t II 0 titf.
1 Ii n LFIL : ;i 1

r' - 4.

Im-a.rtieent la- I hi. nnrult,_-,t. 1 110

riangit.

IC

number

numbro

number

inAeo, area
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10

11

L4

tt:)

I 6,

tI Jeff earns $15 this week and deposits it with tire

aoll.ars he noyghan in the Lank, the p1-irate xt 15 will

represent the total of *altars in his ameonnt .

If oho side of is redtahcie ire inchoS lonc and the

other siac is three inches longer, their a phrade for

Ce area of the redtanp10 lit uduare inhen is

2(f, 1) is a phrase expreduine the same

"tIe total artn)unt paid for three ren1Ac, nit 1-i

aents etp-th".

If fcar dollars mon, t1-au Betty's pHowanee

reeresehtod Ly the shrade
, 4, then the

nami:er at doLlars in latty's al owatm-e

If a is the numher Ltf year in Ciam's; now, "P:am',,,

ace seven yeartt:, from naw" may 'me exere'Ped La, the

phrase

if the number DP years in Mary la ace no,d is

yea-re; aco nhe wad years it d .

ten

lf at 6 a.m. the temperature iu I decrees and at

noon it id MO decrees warmer, the at

noon it decrees.

The .,a,st in :am: Ca of n Id at ci=acn may

La ten
VI have ' a dimes, La c,,,1 1 :I.; amid : eat:it!: in my

sumkEtt. Tim war e aP my crone: mi cent:, Is

lox -.-

num:her mareaded

:ult; 11 n I 1.1111 ,
I are

[e;

I:1i fli-)11 pepuic_Lt.iot.

number

a +7

1 0

t 1 2(1

5n

10x -1 5y 6

n

n .2n

2P t 1;000,000



If the number of dollars earned each month by

19 M. Kincaid is l-x, in-ono year he earns a 12x

dollars.

If Jake travels for h hOurs at 42 miles per hour,

20 then he travels ' r miles.

Mr. Brown's taxes are computed at the -rate-of $25-;

per - 1290 'valuation. If y is the value of

Mr. brown's property, his tax is * dollars.

4

If Ear's weight in pounds is p, then 'a phrase

representing the weight of an object weighing forty

22 pounds more than Earl is p 4o

4or,

-"Y1000(25), or:

eu, .T5y,'etc.

24

25

27

28

If u, v, aad w are the number of degrees in each

Ample of a triaagle, then u v w - 180 can be

interpreted as a statement that the of the

number of degrees in the angles of Wtriangle is

21:(o 13) - 360 is a sentence reLiating the area and

the dimensions of a certain rectangle. If the width

of this rectangle iL a feet ati4 its area is M'
equare eet, then the length must be feet

(h_o%., many)more than ti-w vidth.

II' x is Mr. Jones' age in ye&rs, then x < 80 is an

open sentence for tIle statement, "Mr. Jones is

eighty years old." /

"Bill bought b bananas at/ 9 cents each and paid 54

cents " may be translqed into the sentence

A
If b is the number of dollars in Cheryl's allowance,

the statement. "Janice'S allowance is one dollar more

than twice Chiryl's and isalso two dollars less than

three times Cheryl's",; may he .written as

If a A_s the population of Spillville, which is less

than one million in pTulation, we can write-:

169

# . .

180

13

is less

than

9b 54

a 4 1 a 3b 2

z < 1,000,000,



30

Two million is qiore than,twi,ce the population of wily

if p is the number of people incity in Colorado.

a city in Colorado, then 22,2

The length of the ,side of a eertaintquare if X, fee

The lehgth of a rectangle is x 1 feet and its

width is x 1 feet. A sentence stating that the

square has a largv ar -than the, rectangle is:
0

The tax on real' estate is calculated at -54.00 per

$1000 valuation. The ta; asseS-sment oniiiciperty

valued at y dollars is $348.00. Translating this

into a sentence would give: --4woo ) = 348.

2,QOO,0O0 > 2p

if John added, 40 pounds to .his weight, he w6u1A still

not weigh more than 152 pouhds. If John weighs

pounds', translating the foregoing rtia'a sentence

would give: w* 40 152.

The distance -from, Dodge City to Ok'ldhoma City, 260

miles, was traveled ip t hour: at an average peed

40 miles per hour on July 4 order to find

the number of hours traveled, we may write the

sentence

Pike's Pak is more than 14,000 feet Show sea

level. If the height in feet of pike's Peak is

represented by

34 sentence would

J5

h, then a correa: ng -open

h 14 000..

A book 1.4 inches thick has n sheets; esc_,-,
1

is 0.003 inches thick, and each cover is inches

,thick and is blue. An open sentence we miat use to

find the number of sheets is: 1.4 =- (1h) +i-7( L

Carol, who 1k 16 years old and has two brothers, is

4 years older than her siste If her sister is s

years old, an open sentence wflich may be used to find

her sister's age is

170

24)

+ 40
w + 4.0

46t - 26o

152, or
152

h > 14,000

16
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Sometimes there is'informatian in a word proble: is not needed to

answer the question a2ked. In item 6, the fact that the savor is blue tias

nothing to do with the thickness of the hooh. The fact that Carol has two

brothers is not needed in item 35 to write an open aunten7r representing

sister's age.

3(

38

40

4-3

Ii 14

45

147

48

f a whole number is n, then its Swices2or is

"The sumlof a whole number and its suesessor is 576"

7Ould be stated:

Of two successive whole numbers one mi=t be even and

the other odd. Hense- their sum he even.
Isan,cannetY

it Inflows that n 4 In Ly 576 in

all whole numbers n.

(true,falseY

in an odd number. The next :Lonsecutive odd number

2, or ). if n is an 'odd number, the next

::onseeiltiv6odd number is

The sum of t1.0 consecutive odd numbers is 75. If n

in an odd nilMber, le open senten-e corresponding to

the given infiSrmation is n 75 4 Note

that this sentence is false for 11 whole number

values of n, beause the sum 5 two odd numbers

always is
even,oditY

A board 5 feet tong is cut in two pieces such that

cfne pie,* is one foot longer thatiltwiec the other. If

the shorter piece of the board in r feet lung, then

the other piece is Feet long. A sontene for

the problem

Folly earns S2.2 5 bqysittlng for 3 hours at

cents an hour. A sent-tIne, for this would be:

Ann has 15 more Looks thin Beth. if Beth has k_

books, a sentence showing that together they Ivo kre
than 25 books would be: .

The phrase represents the number of books Ann has.

1(1

(n+l)

cannot

false

n + 2

n n42 = 75

even

2f + 1

2f+1) = 16

225

(k+16

k.4 16
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49

50

Di

l2

The sum of two numbers is 42. If the first number is

r6presented.by n, then a phrase for the second

number would be

A number is increased by 17 and the sum is multiplied

by 3. If n represents-the number, we could write a

sentence stating that the resulting product equals

192 as

If 17 is added to a number and the_ sum is multiplied

by the resulting product is less than 192. To

restate this as an open sentence, if n represents

the number, we would have:

One number is 5 times another. The sum of these

two numbers is 15 more than 4 times the smaller.

If the smaller number is n, then an open sentence

Barton paid $176 for a freezer which was sold at

discount of 12% or the marked price. To restate

this by a sentence, with the marked price as

dollars, we would write: 176 m -

ti

A man's pay -heck for a work week of 48 hours was

pt66.40. he is, paid at tHe rate of times his

lormad rate for al I hours worked in excess of 40

.... If the rite of pay for one hour's work is x

?.Jolla A, then l the number of dollars for one

hour'. ime rate,

to th riven inform-

o tbb.40.

A farmer can p 4u hours with one

tractor and in 5 ,hour_ with another tractor. Let us

find out how long it would take him tb plow the field

using; both tractors.

If he uses the first tractoor, in one hour he an plow

of the d'i_etd.

172

--n-

4-k7) 192

5

176 m 1676

or I76=m-.12m

0

No)x+ 66.4o



'sing the first tractor, in two hours he can plow

of the field.

But using tksecond#tractor for two hours, he can
56 plow of the field.

Tr has both tractors going fqi 4, hours, he

_
) of the field.

. 5-5

If both tractors are used for x hours, the part of

thesficid that is plowed can he represented by the
60 phrase

e entire field can be indicated by "1". Hence if

is the number of hours it takes to plow the
61 entire field, we can write:

x x
or

7 5 '

x(1
7 5

Tent your common sense. Then Look on page viii for the answer.

A man with five dollars in his pocket stops at a candy store on his
way home wfth the intention of taking his wife two pounds of candy.

. He finds candy by the pound box selling for 1.69, 1.95, s2.65,

of candy.
and 3.15. He leaves the store with two one-pound boxes

a) What is the smallest abount of change he can have?

L) What is b largest amount?

It is a good idea to think baAovpr wha you have learned in earlier
chapters. In Chapter 6 we Wit .:be using the number line a great deal.
If you feel that you need review, do Items 63 to 79. If not, go to
Chapter ti.

Graph these oPen sentences : -

(Jj

5

05 x

2

2

173



71

73

77

76

Given the compound open sentence: "x 2 or x

we would graph this as in the following steps:

the graph of x

the graph of

the graph of x or x

1 1 1 4 0

Given the compound open sentence: "x = 2 and

we would graph this aefollowd:

Given the compound open sentence: "x > 2 or x < 5",

we would graph this as in the follo*ing steps:

the graph of

the graph of x

the graph of x or

Given the compound open sentenc

we would graph this as follows:

I

4 O

2 and x < 5",

174

A

iilleli
*021441-
the empty set

J- I I

6 4 I



77

78

79

Determine an open sentence for each of the following

graphs:

Open sentence is

--_ open sentence is

An open sentence is

5-5

x 2

"x 6%pr. "x 6"

"07<x.C6

"2<x<6", or

"xe-and x<e:or

d.



Chapter 6

THE REAL VUMERS

6-1. The Real Number Line

The number line above reminds us that we have associated numbers th

the points to the right of the point represented by zero. In this chapter

we shall associate numbers with points to the left of zero and begin the

Study of the set of numbers corresponding to all of the points on the number

line.

4

6

The point B

I 2 3 4 5

one unit to the of zero and

associated with the number

The point A is one unit to the left of zero. We

shall associate the number -1 with this point.

1 is read "negative 1". (Notice how high the dash

in the numeral -1 is written.)

" 1" is read 1" .and represents a new number

-which we shall soon find to be very useful-.

" " is read '

Negative 3" would be written "

"Negative 53" is

727-7.;7idT,incor ly.

en '53".

L _ 1 1 I -

-I 0 I 2 3 4

Point C is located two units to th¢ left of zero and

is associated with the number

associated with the number

177

right

ne t 2

-3

correctly

Point D is 2

3

1



The point ten units to the left of zero is associated

e number

hat point.

10 read "

"11

; which is called the coordinate 10

is the coordinate of the point which is

o the of zero.

13
is the

he left of zero

of a point which lies units

This process of locating points to the left of 0 continues without

We may indicate this by writing these numbers as member& or the set

3, 2, 1). This set may also be written (-1 -2,3, ...).

If we form the union of this set with the set of whole numbers

(0,1,2,3, ...) we obtain the set of inteurs:

(.. , 1, 0, 3, ".) .

Note that the counting numbers are elements of the set of integers.

These are called the positive integers. The elements -1, 2, 73, ..., are

also integers and are called the negative into era. 0 is an integer but

is neither positive nor negative.

This is indicated in the following diagram:

17

18

19

(...,-3 1 0, 1, 2, 3,

zero
negative positive
integers integers

The positive integers are associated with points to

the of 0.

The negative integers are associated with points to

the of 0.

0 is an which is neither

nor

5i
178

integer

positive(ne ve)

negativa(positive)



20

21

22

23

224

26

27

29

W is the set of whole numbers, then

= ( ) .

If P is the set of positive integers, then

is the set of integers, then. I

If IL is the set of non - negative integers, then

(
) and L is the seine as the set of

numbers.

If is the set of counting numbers, then

and N is the same as the set of

integers.

If Q is the set of non - positive integers, then

Q ( ).

If S is the set of negative in _ge s then

( ) .

6-1

f 0,1,2

1,2,3,-

(0,1,2,3,...

(1,2,i

p0Sitive

(0,

Draw the graphs of the following sets.

4)I

The set of positive integers less than

-3 -1 0 2
4 41

5 6

2,

See =answer below

See answer below

Let us reall some ul' the thine6' wii

are earn l' of4ationaL

whol i1111'il "I';:.

about rational

ruler ; whilA

i- not

17

are
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If a number can be named by the indicated division of

a whole number by a counting number,the number is

33 a number.

1?the number line the point is located
5

3.4 of a unit to the of the point 2.

Proceeding as we did when we asso ciated rational numbers with points to

the right of zero, we can subdivide the intervals to the left of zero and

label points within the intervals.

Thus, the point which lies of a unit to the left of Is
5

_

labeled ). -(1) is read "negative twelve fifths ". In this way5
12is the same distance to the left of 0 as is to the right of D.

-3 -2
I L
2 4

In general, if the rational number r is the coordinate of a point to the

right of zero, -r will be the coordinate of a point which lies exactly

as far to the left of zero as the point with coordinate r lies to the

right of 0. This number r i called a native rational number. The

,union of,the set of rational numbers of arithmetic and the set of negative

rational is the JUt of rational numbers.. By the positive rational

number_ wed can those rational numbers which correspond to points to the
right of

other rational numbers are graphed on t

ber line below:

-"umber

-6 -4 -3 -2 -I 0 I

is read

Negative eleven - fourths is written

37 We note that is to the of
TRght-left

1
180

negative

[negative
three-halves
-(1l)

right



The rational numbers to the

positive rational,aurers.

39 The rational numbers to the
.

negative rational numbers.

f zero are called

z

Among the rational numbers are numbers like -6,

40 12, 17. These numbers are also called

6-1

ter[

ailed left pert

tigers

41 We have seen that every integer a rational
Trt.ITT5-17EY

number, but numberd like
1

(), 1.9 are rational

42 numbers which
are ,are

egers.

43 we can say that the sel of integers

a subset of the set of rational numbers.

r;:rs.7r7TT

You recall that there are points to the right of zero with coordinate-

that are not rational numbers. Similarly, there are points to the left a

zero with coordinates that are not rational numbers.

45

46

48

49

Let P be a point to the left of 0 which is not

labeled by a negative rational numbers. We can locate

a point Q which is the same distance from

to the right of O.

P

0, but

0
Let x be the coordinate of the point Q. To

follow the scheme that we used for negative rational

numbers, we must label the point P with the symbol

Since the coordinate of in

x

is not
a positive rational number, b

x a number of arithmetic.
is, is not

is no
a national number and

number,

-x

ratio

is no

181



In _hil manner we can associate every point on the nutber_linewl.th

some number. The set of all numbers associated with points on the number

line is called the set of real numbers. The numbers to the left of zero

are called the ntelt real numbers and those to the right are called the

positive real numbers. Remember that zero is a real number, but is neither
4

positive nor negative. Another namelor the set of numbers of arithmetic'

is the set of non-negative real numbers.

We emphasize the fact that now every point on the number tine has a

real number as coordinateby calling the number line the real number line.

A real number which is not a rational numberjs called a irrational

number. We have not as yet_shown how to locate-a point on the number line

whose coordinate is not a rational number.

Let us comer the positive real number whose square is quill to

It'is customary to represent this number by the symbol, IL7. How can we

locate the point on the number line which corresponds to 14? Consider

the square of side 1.

You jnay recall the Pythagorean -Theorem, which says that in any'right triangle

the aqua re of the length of the hypotenuse is equal to the sum of the squares

of the lengths of` the,two legs. In our care this would tell'us that

= +

or

Hence,- the.length of the diagonal of the square is

In order to locate the point with coordinate V2, all we have to do is

to transfer the length of the di_agonal, to our number line.. Thiswe can go

by drawing a circle with{ center at the point 0 on the number line and with

radius equal AO the length of the diagonal of the L-3quaA. ibis circle cuts.

the number line in two points, whose coordinates Eire the real numbers 1/7

and



54

55

56

6-1

Study the'Aiscussion above. hat is main purpose?

[A] To show that in any right triangle, c2 :a2 b2.

To show'how the point on the number lithe corresponding tc

thb irrational number I can be determined.

To show that -is the length of the diagonal of a square

of aide 1.

poi 4s

irretynea: wmhers. The moose of the

ceding discuiSion is to demonstrate hhw l ate the ,

point on the nu*Aer line corresponding o the irrational

the correct answer.

number line*

e number 1.4 __ sometimes used as an a-ronatiori

Do you think l.4 is actually equal to 1?
Ith

1.4 X 1.4

Perhaps 1.41'

1.41 X 1.41

141)2 (1.4 }2

2
1.41)-

If you were to _try

1.999396 which is

you would get

Although 11 could find rational numbers with squares

which are'near to 2, we are never able to find:

a number whose square is equal to 2. , Later-

on you will see a: proof that is irrational.

1.96

rational

01' course there are many other Jsrational numbers. It can be shown that

'numbers like- 6 # 31/7. are irrational. Also if a whole number is not the

square of another whole number its square root is irrational. For example,
1, etc., are irrational numbers.

Another type of irrational number is the number yr.

183.
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57, The irrational number ar is the ratio of the g_ drence of a

circle to its diameter. Thus, a circle whose diameter is of length

1 has a circumference of-A..length A. Imagine sudh a circle resting

on the number line at the -point O. If the circle is rolled on the
-re

lin without slipping, one complete revolution to the right it

'Will stop on a point. What is the coordinate of this point?.

IA) 1 [B) (e) rb)

e circle rolls one revolution will roll a drstance

e complete circumference Of the circle. Since the

circumference of.the circle with diameter 1 v _ .the
pant on rich it 'stops is n units to the right oezerat

Thus the point onPhich the circle stoPs has coordinate

[C] is thd correct choice.

The following diagram may help to review the sets of/number we have

discussed.

1- al Numbers

Integers

Negative Zero
Int42ge

like

7

1

Positive
Integers
tike

Rational Numbers
Which are not Integers

like (

i .4

Refer to the diagram ab ove to .ins frwing:

AiL of the sets of

-f set of

e have s led arf AAbets

integers is a IL=set of the set of

as well a:-; a subspt of the set of numbers.

Trile set of :'ositivn idltegor in a

of into

set

real numb

rataional

numbers

subset



a

We could think of our work so far as successive stages of ffxtendin

.our ides of " numbers" until we finally obtain the set of real numbers.

every point on the number line Can be.named by d real number, and every real

number names a point on the numr line.

6-1

62.-

63.

64.

After you have worked Items 61 -80, turn to page i to check'your

work.

Araw the graphs of the following sets:

(a, 3, 5, -(1) 3)

Of the two points whose coordinates'a are given in the pairs below,

which is to the right of the other?

6 3, 74

5, 4

4

71: -47, 1

72.

Is a whole nuj

A real number?

. Is
.
0)

73.

74. 0, 3

75 4,

76.

77.

n integer? A re

a whole number? An in

A real number-;

80. Is a whole number? An

A real number?

mai number?

A rational number?

A rational nvmbe_
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6-2. Order on the Real Umber Line

How did we describe order for the positive real. numbero? Let us

review, using the numbers and 6.

1

14

gree that the too sentences:

"5 is to the left of 6 on the number line," and

"5 6" say the same
lgria.tban,,is. greater_ than)

hing about 5 and 6.

"5 is less than 6" mea.fs that is to the

of F, on the real number line.
left,right)

"5 is less than

the left of

6"

-) 15

< 6 is a

may be written 6y.

TI1-iTe;33iTe7

also be

sentence.

ten

ea

left.

Thus for a pair of positive real numbers, "is to tfie left of on the number

line" and "is less than" both describe order.

What 'shall we mean by "is less than" for any two real numbers, whether

they are positive, negative or 0? We agree that "is less than" will mean

"is to the left of on the real number line".

Let us look for e, justification din common experieiilee. All of us,are

famil4ar with thermometers and are aware that scales on thermometers use

numbers above 0 and-numbers below 0, as well as ID itself. We know

that 'the colder the weather, ti-w-_Zawe/4 on the scale we read the temperature.

If we piacl a thermometer in a horizontal position as shown, we, see that it

resembles part of our ,real number line. say,"is leSs than" ("is a

lower temperature than" we mean is to the left of" on the thermometer
- 6-7

placed in'a'horizontal position, as shown.

-15 -10 5

1 186

15 20 25



6 -Refer to the diagram of the thermometer and find which numerical

sentence below-describes the order of the temperatures, 5-
o

and

_100.

[A] < -10 [B] I < 5

-

-10 is to the left of 5, Since <" means "is less than"

Ntblaftanehe interpreted as "is to the left of", 710 < 5- is

otrect.

Thus we extend osx formhr meaning of "is less than to the set of all

real number's. We agree that:

"is less than for real numbers meant '"is to the left

of on the real number; line". If a and h are real

numbers, "a is less thAn b" is written

v

(Now and in the future a variable is understood to have-a, its domain

the set of real numbers, unless otherwise stated.)

'nce "is less than" for real numbers:means "is to

the left of on the real number line", then "is creator

7 than should mean "is to the

number line".
left,richt

of on the

If a and b are real numbers, "a is rreatei%

8 than b" will he written as a 1. . a > b

right

:9 false

true, false

LO -4 is true.

7 ,7

11 Since 0 is

7577TTTTET

13 Since 0 is

14 Ole to the

than 4, 1 is to the

numbers

n: Since 0 to

tb 0 is to the

of 4.

is reater than

right

than any necative real hmmtter, is greater than

of all nerAtivb real right

left,richt

than any foit ha r'eol not es, Is ens than

of all positive rcu: loft

-1e1t,rightj

rj



. 6-2

17

18

0 is to the of -5.

Thus 0 is than.

Let

rIght

is greater than

Just as with the set of positive real numbers, we.see that since
-3, we would go from b to .4, by moving to the right on the

number line.

us extend the meaning of the other verb forMs to the set of all
real numbers.

19

20

21

22

23

2t3

If a and b are real numbers; "a is less than

or equal to b" is written "a b" and "a is

greater than or equal to b" is written a b'.

is

is true.

fe

We have seen that the symbol " < " can to used to mean

. "is to the loft of or is the same point cis". We may

conclude that the symbol " > " means "is to the

of or is the same point as".

Is môt to the left of", or "is not less than" is

written The symbol used for "is not to the

right, of", or "is not greater than", is written

4 2.8 is

7-TT-17-7i7T-T7T

3.7 is

4 3.5, is

7177,7:Ti.77,77

TT:1777Ese

188

a > b

true

3 >

right

false

true

true



If you found 'it diffit'ult to a--,wer the questions in Items

corsolete Items otherwise, c,int,nue with Item 36.

Is the sentence4 d.5 true or false? Let us

Locate these points on the number line.

Since -4 is to,the of M5 cut the number

Line, then 4 We an conclude that

the sentence .2.7 is

tPbo,laLao)
fi

For each of the-

a° are

lawatt sentences

fi

terrine which are

aeft

false

false

true

true

true

fe:Lme

A 1 of t-meso santenaes are tone s-eateaces.

Is any necati-ve ranter ana p is any taitkve number

n an,(1 Remember that p > nand p a are

juat other wa:foof-vritin n



Pr101_1:-.ty we

variablc the

ave<c,l ne
num_-=

ities with he 4pmain. of the

(AI= In the same manner, we cb.n

thc 2qua:i w 00 -V tilo variabLe the spt of rea D

m, rr . .

rr, !-!Thl

JEILL: me don ly the set of real'nu becE4)'

-4 -3 I 2 3 4



49

50

5

54

55

Find the truth set for each of the following open

Sentences If the domain of the variable is the set

of integers.

and

and- 4 < p

2 or p

In Items we shall examine pai-s real

numbers. See whether you can discover the,property of

order sukkested by these examples. It may help to

use the number line to answer these questions. In

each -ofithe following groups of three sentences,

select the true sentence.

6; 72 e 1

o-

-2 =

.01 ---

100
-.01

100 100
01

1.6

2 < 2"

1

6-2-

Observe that in each of the three groups of'sentences one and only one

'Sentence is true. This illustrates a simple brit h_14,hly impertant,fact'about

orde.= for the real numbers . For any real numbers, a, hnd b, either they

are jhe.same number, or thefirst is less than the second or the second is

le- _:han'the first. (Only one Of these true'l)

ti s is called the c omparison L E 2 = I L L , t e . t a t

If a and 1 are real

exactly one of the tolls-trig Is

a oi h, a = b, b

then

The comparison property is true in the numbers of arithmet

Deli as if the set J.3t real numbers. :Zile we did npt actually ;tate

brosert.y in so many words, iwa have assumed it.

191



6-2

-56

57

no

Another way we may state the comparison property is:

If m1 then either' m < n or

Suppose the value of x is such that we.know that

x m 4 is false and that 4-,z x is also false, we

is true.may conclude:

For any two peal numbers, th'e comparison property
-

is stated in terms of "<" - Can we state this

property in terms of

Think of a point with coordinate 5 on the -number

line. x be any other real liumber. Then

exaA-17,,' one of theCollowing is true:

5 is to the right of x,

x is to tthe of

le comparison propert may also-Le stated1'

If a and 0 arc real numbers, then

exact one of the following is true:

> -

a

Ti

right

a> b, a m b,

b >a

-lich of the following is ,girretl, stated?

L 10 a and I are real numters, then ea.itLy one

of the fliowing is true:

a Lt, b a,

II. IL' a anc are real hut.ters, then exaetl:; one

of ihe'roi:owin.- Ic true:
I 1, 0 a.

If a = A and h m 3 wo sec that a b and t a --e

both true sentences. Thu t should read

If a and b are real numbers then exactly one

of the following is true:

aic, t a.

II is correctly stated. :Thus, the correct ,-..holge is [1.9].



[--

If a and b are real numbers, and both
-_.. .

and b < a are true, we may conclude a a

6-3

Another property of order is suggested by the following argument.

Suppose a, by, and c are real numbers such that, on the"pumber li.r a

is:to the left of b and 0* is to the left of c. Theri we ice-that -a

is to the left of c. This is an instance of the transitive pI2pqrty/

We can state the transitive property using the verb form

If a, b, and c ate real numbers and

a < b and b < c, then a < c.

AlthoLh, this property has not been formally stated for the numbers of

arithmetic, we know from the number line and the definition of "less than"

that this property is true in the set of numbers of arithmetic.

63

65

ta(

he

70
71

'14 _ ig
Since -- < 3, and. < r we may conclude that

_LIT lg
7-J,---, using g the property.

If x ih a negative number, then x o;

is a positive number, then

hence, a y.

, Suppose we knew that a is less than '4 and that 4

is less *than n, it l'ollows from the property

that a .

Which is true,

Onf, way to answer thio iPeotion is to appty the

muttihlitation property of 1 to eaei-. nutMioer to cot

and

Then is to the left,

15

transitie

x < 0

O < y

<'y

transitive

m <

4

4

5

5

16

15

20



73

Jr

.oppose you wanted to compare 3i7
and

.

u l_d the above method be used?. The answer, of course,.

"yes". However, perhaps there a simpler waf

fI doingthis
Pe.:2att that vie can always a number between any

o given numbers. Thus we an

which lips the Humbert

--

-337

L
If we can compare 1,l -t7 and this number n, and

j

and a1so and the, same number n, then vier'

find some number
167 3_17and

113

tan say one of the fol

TT- n
anti n

n an{ 33

1_

he true by the property

167 .

n a n rue, then we can

7 17doncLude that
233 6

by property.11 '1)5

and n
113

1J-Jt
by the I "

c can _71tide

d 5eme nurrbe which will-ew 2 etther Item 7',

ri then answer the question:

Whieth is the lesser of uumhrF;
tby and :

1'

T

contilnue with Item

194

Items 8078(,

between.

n. and

167
<

55

167 < n and
55

337n <
113

campsrisen

--t razisit ve

transitive

Item

33:1
113

it not,



8

81

8

84

F

87

167 'f
55

55

Clearly

near to the integer since

167
_

:the the hapdAf we

can conclude that

337
113

!eh of the following is' a t.ru

7 ib7

55
or

Finally, we can concLude

167

55

D
113

atement?

337

T- the followinG pairs of real numbers:

1.9 and

and

and

al

and

ad (

3 55-
167
55

11

337 le

113

- (y70'
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Ar t.. arid rirc

and A-rt

Ar7T. ,!nci

riI .)-1"

[A4

,You L4houid have LAI. Art in heavlor than .fjoi., and
130144::. 1 havier than Cal y /frit
in hoav,11(rf than Cat.

t Ii I.Lrf . 1 .

1

111:111 I Ii !Ln.t

tr.11,12

cc)!4,art.,,on

r201,,tpLtr:LLIon

.

I 1...

T. ,





"L-rhe oppoo r L loo.)) a -

flumLer

To summari

e-Ns

tic )1--u r )1, u),))-1- ))).)ru roa I numLior co moa.n Lhc of,hor roa

riumbe Ii 4)))) at. ii iIii i,;Lan):)))) 0 cc tic)) 2--)ea

nurritier- Inc)

lie uppou I f.,)))

The ti)urd:,-r tuDF.,-.1.t.i V+; ,..JI-t,C),..,1t,F2

))1 ri)-2,).)-)J.f.),1)).))),) ve)

awkwrd to writ:' :)f". Wc) wiLl use a,Lower cinch

I MC2-.1-T1 I i oppuoLLy )).)

wben cc wri to w0u 1 d miad ).11iu as

"the uir

= tbo

read

rue .

)) rue i-2)::: v®

-

O')

the opposite of

=0

the appos 1 te

of 2
. negative 2:

-2 2

-0 -



Wlth unis new ,Jymboli.im, we recogniae that P and -2 art: both

namesfor the same number. Hence, it makes 1-16 difference at what height
i I

the 'dash is drawn.- There is nu need to retain both symhotn. Since tho

upper dash refers only to negative rmimbers whit every, real number ha: an

opponite, we shall iretin the lower dash.

4

What\would we moan by the notation -x"?

Wn must irriderstand first that :. is a yarlahle

representing a real

Nince a in a numbcr,

a mac), be a poaitive

number, ar tho real nuobor, O.

we mean the "opposite of the real

If is a negative real nombor,

real number.

TI a s a honitivo real 1-i_Mdier, is a

teal niimber.

If is La 0, -x

If we a dash to a variable x, obtaining -a, we are

indicatingbat, we have Performed the operation of "aeteeMining the

opponite" n x. We re: an "opposite. of x".

c(nflisus this ,dr11 subtraction, which always involves twit

numbern.

1 9

number

real number

positive number

negatJAe numAr-=

p4itive

negative

40

41

Here i5 urn Q practice in determining opponites.

Notice-that we can.find the opposite of any real

namter.

If x is then

=

(I o

_.4)

(

)
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If you believe that any of these statemento in false, you

stIould review Section 6-3 to this point. [2] is correct.

On the number 1: th2 loft of 2, That

rue. true? Sin d6 another name or

we see that -(-j) In fact -a --,-- a In true only if a

is

fur 1:00 w n.tart, with a !air of real niamLern, a and b ;such ,

that ' a - w a n d-t-ludo .thent-the; ctrdcr and -b1

try nomo

=

Fsei,o it, J., h he ' o L own! -:r Line .

Yt)lt WI tH falat. L 1
I n)rd,dr ;;roT,e=t;'1;=;:: n 1 ';:)!doc1 t,t;1:;:

;

ro,a a anH 1;

Or 1,1-1 2-:; H

tt..,'F; tt;'1%drs_dc,... a inborn l,,d 1-1,..,:-rt;d-r 1-61ve

-762

-

=11

gj

r rdort h t,trh Serto rid wIth

i(4 L), =fr)-

Ttirn to our work.

'1)1



We can uoe the order property of opposites to heft in finding',.the

trMth sets and the itrarhe or gcrtain'open sentences.

Suppose we start with the oben senteno

64

71

Then it fotlows from the order property (="LC opposites that

hmt =(=x)"4- x, henco we 2an rewrite thin Last senterm2e ash

-us, the truth set of -x < 2 15 the ore as the

truth 5et of -2

This truth set is the set c.2. real number. h are

than -gm

wreaterlesser,

-2 < x may also be 'written x

The graLph or the sentence 4 > =2 is

-3 -2 -I 0 I 2. 3

This is a the graph of the sentence

The trmth m-=t of -x is the set of real ntathers

than
;,c,reater

The trmtb set cmf -X g is P. 'fiwt as the troth

The trmtn -;),r -X : is the same us the truth

set of a

I I 1

-2 0

(mr 1 > x).

20:2

greater than

> -2

see answer bel-w

-x < 2 or
-2 < x

greater than

X

x -3

x < 1



72

74

78

Graph -x > 3. [Pint: See Item 70.)

Graph -x "-3 e, hence, K <

Graph -x

Graph -x o:

CompLotc the dcrcrirtion of the truth net of each

hat the followinz:

Sentence ascrhti of truth net

netted rcal numbern exoent

ql

numhein.;.

,)et or alt

(roitive,reKative
roal

(hon-po:Jitive,non-hecative.

real numherr.

(nen-nositive,non-nerat

real number:3.

-3

positive

non-positive

non-negative

tbe e,r

Which uf the f,-:,,11.(:wtnr in er -tatment?

[A ] The draphe have red noint ir:nomaaeen

[2] The craph cd -x C a nebne t the Eraph of

[2] The i-ranhr have only the poinLn between 7±, and

an ',Jr1P-101-1,

H-_-)] The :,oinl-w.; betweerl and 3

in

7

If you chose [B] Xo

1:

are correct; go to Item 80.

If you chose any o. statement, continue with Item 81.

203
0

4
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6-4= Absolute value

IL

For each of the followinc nurd)ers write Ito oppcoIte

and then choose the lesser of the nuMber and Its

opposite.

Number

7 2

L1L21'1 LQS0er

We know that the statement: If = C is less than 3,

then _3 is creator than -J_ is

(t.17_-,777-7(.77

Chu " and "::," ye can rewrite

above sentence as: it , -1 <' C then I -j,

If ='; ih the les-ler of = anc the:: I In the

'Greater of and

Jas.!. Pc and "- moan :he name thinc,

is the. '±ehser = 0:1 =.:" and ". Is the

of a -and I' mean the some thinr.

6f4

-j, -3

7 .2, -7 .2

0.01, -0.01

-2, -2

-(1

0, neither

true

3 > -3

=3 and 3

greater

We may rewrite IdauLls ty sattlinc the: rreater of the number and
its eppo..dhe in the third 10

aamPur
Greater of the Number

andito Qprosite

205

4

7,2

15

0.01



Lf.) -(-;?)

16

I') Fom [tents 1-1PJ we are led to certain eonelukion:: Whi.ch of the

to k. tatc,,ments are

I. TN ter riumbr!r: In the thIrd (,)ipmn are

potiitive.-

TI, The Ereater of a nun-kern numl,ur and Lt;; oponite in

positive.

ill. The oprosite or 0 in 0, hence neither in greater.

1A] I, II and Ill J and TI (C] none are true

[A] _Is correct. Don't forget that - (4) is the number 2,-

and in a positive number! Alt el the. Gtatements are true.

-r-rom the defiultion of "opponit" and "greater than we are able to

the following general_ :Aatement:

The greater of a number and its opposite is alwa3

positive or zero.

In Seetion we onsiderce the operation at "taking oppositee which

meant that for every real number, we euuld find another number an equal_

di;; Lance From 0 on the number line_ Now we are ready to define another

operatia on a ningLe real munber. Thin operation will relate a unique real

-number to every real number.'

ab!3olute value of a non-zero real number ik drkrined to be the

p,reater of that number and I Cu opposite. The absolute value of 0 in 0.



21

214

25

26

27

-pmplete the followin _1

lopkaLL,Ia Greater of Number Absolute Value
Number Number LAELILL1210LL2 of Number

4)

0

-4

-2

neither

- or 2

Since the absolute value of a non-zero number is-

defined to be thc3 greater of the number and Its

opposite, we can say that the absolute value of a

non -zero number is always

The bsolutP value of 0 is

5.66,

0,

posi

0

6- 4

6-4)

As usu t we find that it is convenient to on a symbol to indicate

the operation. We write

to -mean the

In1

solute value of

The symbol 1 1 is read the value of absolute value

29
1 1

P "the absolute vulue

o value symbols.

1 1-41

32 11.51

33 -1-31

1-(-3)1

35 101

of

207

using ati s h

4

4

1.5

- 3



6-4

36 L-(14 4 01 -

37 _-:0 =

38

ember that "I- gl"

39 :The,

is read:

C=IT

41

42

44

45

46

47

48

119

50

Jraph and

What is the distance between -4' and 0?

What is the distance between 4 and 0?

Graph 0, and

The distances between

and 0 are botn,

The absolute value of

and the absolute value of

The distance het

as

and and be

and U is the same

_.,

3
n

The bet en 7 and 0 is the same number

as the absolute v4.lue of

You have noticed in these examples that the distance

between a real number and is equal to the

of the number.

In fact, we could have defined absolute value for

every real number -n as " I n1 is the

between n and 0".

.1.,
-4 -2 0 2 4

4

Keep in mi_rd that the distance between

non-nega,Ivo real number. Therefore, we can say:

absolute value

distance'

absol ate value

di a

a number line i.:,, a

The distance between a real number and 0 on the real

number line is the absolute value of that real number.

There is still another way that we could have defined the absolute

value of a 'real number. Let us try to develop this alternate definitio-

_



,A 52

53

51+

55

57

59

hO

First we examine the absolute value of some tion-

negativ nUmbers:

We conclu.de that the of a

non1121...21 number is the number itself.

In symbols,

if x in non-negative.

Now let uo consider the absolute value of some

negative numbers.

=

The absoiute value of a Liey-Iliafa

2.11.21W-2.-L of the number.

ln symbols -

if x in negative.._

3

10

0

absolute

6-4

=

If we combine the statements which we made in Items b7 and 61, we have

a statement that could Le used as the definition for the absolute value of .

a real. number. We can state;

xi x, if x is non-neratirc, that is, x > 0.

W if L=s nefbativc, that is x < 0.

2 0-r (



62

63

64

65

66

67

68

69

70

71

For any real number, it is always true that

(Al Ix B1 On 0 [C] lxl > 0

x -7, 1-xl = 7. Thus is not aiway true.

x 0, [X1 0. Thus lx1 > 0 is not aIWayS.-t1"14e.

The correct ehoiee,is D3).

us summarize:
)

The absolute value of a number is the greater

of that number and its ,

The distance between 0 and n on the

number line is equal' to the

of n.

For every real number a, a I 0.

d) If y > 0, ly1

If ys. ry I

Le S = (72,-1,0,1,2). Let A be the set of the

absolute values of the elements of 5, then

A (

Is A a subset of

Renee
is,is not)

of taking the absolute value.

tyes,no)

closed under the operati

Is the set of all real numbers closed under the

operation of taking the absolute value?
Ces,no)

opposite

absolute

Y O, IA '3,

0, ly1=4

yes.

yes



72

73

74

75

76

77

78

79

. 80

81

83

84

85

86

87

Here is some practice. Write a common numeral for

each of the following.

121 4- 131 (The s4m7cf.the absolute values

12 31 = 151 (The absolute value of the sum)

1-21 + 131 -

1-21 1-31

f -

rite a common numeral for each of the following:

1-512

I-511-21 7-

-(I-11-51)

_17511721)

13 7

-(I-TI - 6)

Judge each of the following as true or false.

1-71

1-21

1-51

-2<

< 3

1-31

1-31

121

1731

(Fi( ember 1-7i = 7)

= It

3

151

5

-I'

false

trUe

false

true

true

true

We may have open sentences involving the absolute value of a variable.

example,consider the open sentence lx1 2.

88 Since 121 = 2, 2 in the truth .set of is not
iS,i8 not)

Ix' < 2.

89 The truth set include numbers cannot

greater than

Ti7_71.'n,cannot)

2.

-10



6=4

90 Sinca

91

set ixl

The abA skute value of a number less than

-2 . the truth Is not
j17,57-117:TtT

ess than, greater than

example 1-31 ' 3.)

Therefore the truth set include numbe
can,canrio7FT

2. (Remember that,

is

less than

The absolat value of 4 number between G and

93 less than 2.
trsTaylot,

94 The absolute -,value of 0

The absolute value of a number between and 0

95 less than -
fi

not)

The truth set of lxi < 2 consists of all numbers

96 between and-

97 The graph of lx1 < 2 is

98

99

100

101

102

-3 a -1 0 2

belov

The graph of

The graph of x > 2 is

Another way to describe the truth set of lx1 < 2

is the set of elements in the truth -Set of

and in the truth set of

The truth set of 1x1 is

(intersection,unior

of the truth -sets of x < 2 and x

2

-2 -1 O. 1 2

x 2-

X. -2



Graph
I .1

-3 -2 -1-t 0: #1 2 -3

lnd the

these.

106

106

107

10b

109 If

6-4

nswerloei0w

re unable to graph Ix1 or it you are not sure of how to

ruth set of j xl > 2, continue witfir Item 106. If you are sure

ideas, go- on to Item 108_

1 3 1

If

he truth set of

ncluje aLt nutTibers

111

112

1L

therefore

efore, the truth f=.; et of I x I

ins Ludo_ al !- ,-, Less

T;f77777.7-17,77

truth 5ot of 1,-:1 tho set X71 numbers

treater than and t.he numbers than

Another wRy cf saying- this is:
.Mc truth sot 1. 1

it., union

i

-4 -1 0

does

1 3

does

-2 -1 0 1 2

see bel



6-4

1.14

115

116

117

Fing thd truth set of: 4

I- X °

Ixl m, -1

I X I 0

(0)

(-2,2)

0

pd you respond correctly to Items 116'or 117? Remember that the

Wsolute value of any numberean never he less than 0.

11_

*119

*120

121

Ix' 8 has the same truth set as

[Al x < -8 or x > 8

LB] < -8 and x ? A

[t] x -8 and x 8

[)] x > -A or x R

If -4x 9, lxi >8, if x m -9, lx1 >8.

[C] is the correct choice.

sing the absolute value symbol write an open

sbntence whose graph is:

Using the absolute value symbol write an open

sentence whose graph is:

t _ t
3[-=4 -3 -2 -I 0 1 2 4 5

Ix1 < 4,, or

lx1 4-

Ixl or

1xl 1: 1

Which of the following open sentences i2 suggested by the English

sentence, ("The temperature stayed within degrees

< 5

[B ] x < 5 and x- --t==

x 5 or

[I)] 1X1

[E] Ixl >

of 0 today"?

211



Tom 'axe correct if, you. se [B] ED.4 they

have the name truth se true for all real ncul-.4ra x.

h. to of [A }:. -IE 13d0ifUOntain, for example,

and 15 defies below zero is not within five deg4ees

of zer0.

*122

6-5

Are' the sentences: x < lx1

-x < lx1

-1x1 < x

all _rue for all real values of x?

[A] yes [B] no

All three sentences &re tree.'`

> 0, then' x 1x1; if x < 0, then x <

and

Renee, x lx1 is true for all real valUes

X > 0, then -x < ixl; if x < 0, then -x = 1x1P

hence, ,x < 1x1 is true for all real values of x.

x > 0, then -1x1 '7--; X;
if x < 0, then -1X1

heneel -1x1 < x true for all real values, of x.

1. Points to the left of 0 on the number line are labeled with

negative numbers; the set of real numbers cpn - of all

numbers of arithmetic and their opposites.

Many points on the number line are not assigned rational

number coordinates. These points are labeled with irrational

numters. -The set of real numbers consists of all rational

' and irrational numbers.

"Is less than" for real numbers means to the left of" on

the number line.

4. Comparison Property. If a is a real number and

real number, then exactly one of the following is

a < b, a b < a.

21=1, 2
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Transitive Property b, c are rea

a< b and b< c, then a 4: t--

d if

The apposite of 0 in 0 and the opposite of any other real

number is the other number which is at an equal distance from

0 on the real number line.

If x is a positive number, then -x is a negative number.

If x is a negative number, then -x is a positive number.

7. The absolute value of a non-zero number is the greater of

that number and its opposite. The absolute value of is.

The absolute value pf the real number n is denoted by 1 nl.

Also, Inl is a non-negative numbdr which is the distance

between 0' and n on the number line.

If n> 6, then I n 1 = n;

if n < 0, then In1 =

If

ruth set of 1x1 < a is the same as the truth

set of the compound sentence -a < x a.

the truth set of 1x1 > a is the same as'the truth

set of the compound sentence x < -a or x

The dorrect

on page iii

ersfpr the following review E7obl ms will be found

1. Whi, h cf the following sentences are true?

-2 < -5

(u) -(5

( 0 ) -(5

(d)

(e) -2 < 1-51

Which of the following sentences are false?

(a) -(-3) 5 > -(-

/ nor

and

14

4
and

-11)

1-5 131)

215



Draw he graph of each o

v > 1

(b) 1 1

v <

6-5

following sentences.

_scribe the truth .set.of each ph

3 and y > 4

(b) < 2

(c) -3 < x

5. Consider the .open sentence

4 or

"Ix < 3".

set if the ,domain of x is' tip set of:

(a). real_ numbers

'(b) integers

Draw bbe graph of its h

non-negative real, numbers

(d negative integers'

cribe the variable used and write

by the foIlbwihg:

On Sunday the tempo

sn sentence duggested

emain d within

If R is th_onet of all real.numbers, P the set of all positiye

real numbers, F the set of all rational.numbers, I the set of

all integers, which of the following are true stateme:

F is a sub'set of F.

(b)

(C)

(d)

Every element of I le an element of F.

There are elements of I which are not elements of h.

Every element of I is an element of F.

There are elements of R which are hOt elements or F.

Draw the graph of the set of integers lees than whose absolute

values are greater than Is -8 an element of this set?

When a certain integer and its successor are adder the re ult is

the successor itself.

(a) Write an open sentence s by the" FnglEnglish sentence strove.

(b) Find the truth of this sentence.

,

10. The perimeter of a square is less than .10 inches.

What do you know about the number of units, s, in the si

of this square? Graph .this s=et.

What do you know about, the number of units, in the area

of this square? Graph this set..

217



Chapter 7

PROPERTIES OF ADDITION

7-1. Addition of Real Numbers

You have known' for a long time what it means to add numbers of arithmetic;

that is, non-negative numbers. Now we are de'aling with the set of real

numbers, of which the set of numbers of, arithmetic is a proper subset. Your

experience.in adding non-negative numbers; both in arithmetic and on the

'number line, should give you clues about the addition Of real numbers.

. Let us consider the daily profits and losses of an imaginary,icecream

vendor during his 10 ddys in business. These profits and losses are summa-

rizein'the left-hand column of Panel 7-1, ich you find on the response

sheet for -this sectldn.

1

We. mould use positive numbers to represent gains.
P

Since a logs is the opposite of d gain, we would

use -ers to represent losses.

During his first two days of business, the ige crenryn

vendor recorded profits or 7 and . See Panel

For this period, a sentence expressing

dollars is :

He had a net gain of

To show on the r

set gain in

sr line a gain of 1,7 followed by
0

gain of we use our usual idea of addition on the

number line.

starting at 0

draw an arrosylf length 7

nding to the *

lel

We th en draw a second :si°rnw of ltmgt starting

at 7 and also extending to the right. Thus we) have

7

0
The second arrow ends

5

point'

neg

right

12

Look at the fi.rt entries in Co/nrim 2 and in Column 2 a 1 7-1.

Notb how exhibit your responses to item j, az7 1

pi 2
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9

10

_11

12

1

14

lb

17

During,ta n'ext two days- of business, the vendor

recorded a profit of 6-(o1-07bdnesday) and a

of 0 (on Thursday).

During.,-this two-day periiod he made in all a

net

gadn,lossj

Infackt, his net gain was

A loss of t is represented by the number

Moreover, the net income for two days is the sum of

each daPs income. Hence, it is reasonable to write:

6+

Note t) th'e student: The correct responses to certarn'
items are underlined with a wavy line: This
wavy line is a signal to you that you are to-record
your response in the appropriate Spade on t panel.

Consider the number line illustration of these tw

of business.

rays

Tp show a gadn of 6, we draw an arrow of length

starting at and extending to [the right. 'Then,

to indicate a loss of we draw-a second arrow of

length startinT3 at 6 and extending to the

left. We have:

The

e
I I

0 2 6

(Enter this Jlag mmAVe panel)

sePond arrow ends at the--_o'

For the next two-day period

vendor reportrd a loss of

of

Friday and Caturd.v) the

and then a prorit.

18. For those two days, he had a nct

19 We thus write tine ehce:

ui-,77T-J777

0 220

loss

'gain

t2

6

0

S7

loss

-7)

-4) 2



TO illustrate .on the number line. the results of Fri.dayts

and Saturday's bUsineSs., we first chow the -.7 boo by

an arrow of ren(!th 7 which nturtc, at 0 and leteedo

20 to the left-

Wo then complete the,drawing. It loo' like -its:

4
7 A

_ iJLi7 3 0
11 (Enter in the panel)

Can you coMplete the rest of Panel 7-1? If you can, do so and skip

items 21-24. :If not, review Items 6-20 and continue:

21

22

2 3

24

the next line of the panel, referring to .ftarlay and

-ficay, you should enter, in Column 2, the

aw the dahgram for this line of the panel.

Corresponding to the t-et income for the last two days,

we write

Draw the appropriate number line diagram.

7-3

-10

10
i so j

XseEw Ss.

Now that You have finished Panel 7-1, compare your results with the com-

pleted panel on paLso v . You will coe that these accounts illustrate almost

every possible sum of real numbers: a positive plus 4 pc4itive, 'a positive

plus a negative, a negative plus a positive, 0 pluc a negative, and a

negative 'pluSa negative.
I

Notice how our exkrience with adding non-negative number: lac given us

a clue as to how to add real numbers.

26

We were able, Just as before, to ti7.7177are.27477,Tron on

the -number line. We hscSarrOWe'extendir to the right

to represent ,=-Imbers.,- while negAtive numbers

were represented by -arrows extending to the

positive

left
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.

.
The number line illuatration agreed with our common

sense ideas about combining gains and losses.

27 We used positive numbers to represent
1 gains

Ti-ains,lossas

28 and we represented losses by i - numbers.* negative

To add two real nuinberb a and b on the number line,

we first go to the point corresponding to a. We move

29 from a to the right if b is . If b is positive

30 negative, we move'to the left

31 No motion from point a occurs if b is 0

Item 31 illustrates the fact that for any real number

32 a, a + AD.

33

37

40

41

Let us consider some further illustrations.

If a football team lost 3 yards on the first play

and gained 8 yards on the second play, its net

yardage gained for the two plays is yards.

Draw the appropriate number line diagram.

Write the appropriate numerii3a1 sentence.

.-3uppose,John paid Jim the 60 cents he owed, and then,

John collected the 50 cents that Al owed him. After

these trannactionS, John had cents less than

the amount. he started with.

Draw the appropriate number line diagram.

Write the appropriate nuimelhical zentence.

unet on a wintry day the temperature is zero

degreeb. By midhicjit it ha.- ValD,n tn -15 degrees.

Then, tetween midnight and ,mniri6e, the temperature
_o

rise,; l0 The temperature at sunrise

degree: zero.

above ,below

. -

Draw the appropriate number line diag,ram.

rite the appropriate numerical sentence.

a

2

Li I L LIt

-0.

(-6)

10

-60 -1'0

(-60) 50 = 710

5, below

---10
m----15

1-15 - 0

(-15) 10 =



113,

45

46

47

50

51

5

53

54

55

57

58

60

6i

62

63

Suppose the temperature was zero degrees at sunset,-

dropped to -l0Q at Midllight,, and rose 15° by

incise. - The temperature at sunrise was

degrees zero.
labove,below
ft

Draw the appropriate number ine

Write the appropriate numerical sentence.

Jones lost 6 pounds during the first week of her

dieting, Igo-St 3 pounds the second week, gained 4

pounds the third. week, and gained. 5 poundria the last

week. Her net gain (or loss) was.,,pounds..

Ih the appropriate number line diagram.

Wiite the appropriate numerical sentence.

In performing the indicated operations on real numbers,

thinking about the number line may help you.

(-6

-6) .- 4 +

( -2)

The sum of,the number -2 and its

=

:21 (-2) = sinc 1 -01 = 2.

(-3) (I-31 5)

7-1

or zero

1-4 "1.4.- 5 -of

14'3 61
t_

..,(4)+(,3)+445.F.9

opposite

a

3

(-2)

-5.5
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64 To go from a to a b on the number line we move b units to the

right if b is positive. If b is negative, we move to the left.

How far do we move if b is negative?

[Al We go b units to the left.

[Bj We go --b units to the left.

The number of units is a number Of arithmetic; that is; a

non.inegative number. If b is negative, then -b is positive.

[B] is the correct choice.

can summarize our process of adding real numbers: To fink a b on

the number line,

O5

66

67

68

0)

70

71

start at point a, and

if b is positive, go b units to the right,

if b is negative, go -b units to the left,

if b is 0, go 0 units.

Let us see whether we have a notation that will state this more Concisely.'

ton b is addd to a on the.number line, if

non-zero, the direction from point a depends upon

whether b is positive or for every b, the

distance from point a is a non- number.

We saw in Chapter 6 that for every real number n the

distance between n and 0 is

We can use Ibl to describe the we go from, a

in adding b.

It us verify that this says the same thing about b

as the' last three lines in the summary of the process

of adding, real. numbers:

if b is positive, lb' =

if b Is negative, ibi

if b is 0, lbj

if

negative

non-negative

.-1

distance

b

-b

0



Now we can restate the -ocess of ilei inl , real numbers in tfsr- s of

absolute value: if a and b are any read numbers,sthen to find a 0

on the number line

start at point,

if 17, i2 non-nerative, go

if h is neEative, co 1bl units to the left.

To find

and move

-10) on the number line, we becin it 7

units to the left:

To find -t0 + on the number we Jer,in 3t =10

and move 171 ttti to th(:

To find -5 + o on

a move

nulr begin

-t;

right

0

Here are several numerals i volvinr

P. lo

Q. ( (-10

1- 10 + (-

(-10) -i--

T. 10 +

the followin- otatcmient.-z,

[A] The pro, es or addition itt

7, 10 and the it oppOsites:

L.I. (-7) (-10)

(-() r 10

(-10)

x. (-Lo) +

Y.

as for the nmnbf': ---it ic.

IB] In

or tWO numb-

IC] The numbrL-_,;

and Y exactly the oame

and X you can lo the adJW-

I in

11_11 (1 01 i S1_1111

and taldn-, oppoite L -t

are

The numbers r rtecl by i and 4d are negative, but those

represented: by 0 and V are positive [0] is the only

false statement. fA) in true. Notice that [B] in also true
4'

For example, (-1 an -(10 7) both name the number

-17 We shall return this

Iii t,1 LiectLon we have hcH: iddition t 1 real tllliiilrr rs on the

number line. Now we ure 1 ead For an n1 brato definition or real numbers



7=2. OF,.finition of Addition

those 9m»1 emn to ten.

(:))

(If you tshed any of Items 1- revt Section 7-1,

Itemc

rum ut n r u_a-lh

. You 'have learned:

San use the r-Imber

u to ri_nd on the number 11,

ri mote move In a on the number line

corici, from move

bl units to the right if t is

1bl units to the

w,2gative.

unith if b is O.

,:amplo to find

and, from move

If

on the number lino wo

units to

In c her wet' you

on the number fine when x and

to restate the pro:

When we have fini.Thed we shalt have an algebraic deftdefinition for the sum of

two real number.

6

PO

I-PI

left

iVe

sum a b into addition

are riven. In this section we are goinr

-Attion on the number line in algebraic lahguare.

tO

want to express di urn and dire on the

umber line in Gehrut symbols. help you. if

a remember: The distance hetween a and 'zero



JI:tan00 tti.htiegt0
-h clztd

We reit. L' I t 0.tt afii

,thath l'Cu oc t 0 1,2(2

0

#

1;w -e ;1

1



-Can 7011 000 a genera] rirle for addinc two necative numb err? Try to

state it 'in word'j for yourself then QntripaTe your rtatement wi th this one

The

2],

on or Co ne-atly nev,ative. The abolute

t-r0Lue or this sum is the 'rum DI' the abLiolizte values or the

-
-An alcphraL' ntatemnl, or I,L, rart

If a 0, C anA 0, then

u+t =,`-(1-ar + )

Now I 14Lhel f-`-0 0!: re'ponne Tort 1. has adre;-_Lly been

ynu Oil' nt)w reiLdr: to comp 10 1 PiInt.

1' 0 0 a4!,] 1] -0 U,

fr 110m]_-. uL-L_ t ri h _Pane

ion nor- 04-rr 01 l 0 0M:

) (- )

-)1]

- (=i-)

(=-) -

I =

I-

I 4 )

%1 1 1 00 t ion
on Toni

or a_r hmyti-

[A wavy line
mean:; to enter

responre on the
panel.]

-7I)

-( 1-4.61i-1-1.4 I )

8

are.
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All of the followinc t_,,atements are true.

Part 2 of Panel (-L?

[A] (6) 4-

[B]

[ -4 ( -

Which one best ill dtrates

_41

(C] is-the best illustration. Note that (BI, though e true

statement; caanct-illustrate.P , which begins, "If a 0

and. b < 0". [A] i5 really a consequence ca [C].

Now that :,c: have ,,_-)mipieted dLtbttboi:od Part 2 of Panel 7-2, let or go

on to tubiter the ,:bm Al two rea] numhery wlit:n one number Id non-negtive
and -the othor nbitavivo. 1r Part or ttc ylw-l'elw(2, have,. "if a > 0

und d 0 " , ' while L u Part. we have, :III: b > 0 and a < 0",

:!bpp0::,o ono uf 1 numdo,-: H: 0 and the other

nunder id ne;-aive. Ul_dio thy nundor line, we can

any nera=tive number b.

+ , Cos 'UP' n i '02 LI,Te flux', ,

0:- toltriv, it b d b a + 0 a aro aiL;O true

urd a no-u=:b-btative: hut thece

Pdrt.

-7

b

8

3

a

u,tiy, ,ton.-i,derInc : and 4 aC Panc:1 7-2, we may concentrate

our at t 1 wh-re ei a tt I negative and the other

exumplev pro:Utr and 10:Jes.

F-c :it Or 4i1 1;±:i T (-)

Pror_t o2 (-Y) -4

4

Loc: and nrofit P P: + 7

The four above entx.ent the followinv, at atPMentS:



(-2

44

46

hy

Each h v. I n o with t. ft 1 _ vn itu.I err,' onr-

po it -IV(' Lout OrIC

In euhh, the obo)uto vaJno of' the ver-)ult

In each, wu rind thr: at4)oluto value of 111,- IV II

Li(l)r-r-1

Ft faLt, LI! out t it ve:-..c) v 1 hro o rhr, :Hun thr
Ii 1 we or thr ohnolato valuer.: oh t we hartilrcer,i,

Tho r7;1+m ih pouttLvr] 11 Lhu bull iv numneh thrri

r.reatQr vain

fLu, or iu ::rative 1_1' Lift. neratiVe nur;:1),-,)i the

lit

h)1 +h.-) ,rart) ti thy I owl ttl pa i_T" Tea aUffibill",

101. that_ oil l pa HI' Ilidefl Caa p0.1 iv- aati
nr,t,a++ve numh?r, It' you 1--;a),.' vuu may wi).:h

1() It -it 40 -hn, wi IWj.ltj!l d ,_euriple:)

und :Jruryotionu.-

)

+ h

,

ner.ative

Lu

ryl'eater

rr,
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Now that WQ havt? -ti iii r;ome sk L11 in all inr two real numbers, we shall

tic nk about how to comb Lc-le Pane 1 7- P. Th it; panel, when completed, will

providb a pverte :;Latement oF the definit Lon of addition for real numbers.

(=

I> 0 oct

It
The :--;um ( f-

0 and

.r1:4 the rotm -a +- h, whore

!Ind
( a,

11,1

In ,-,en,rat, i 0 d E) tj
J-1+--...Tt a + ii

No,ti,e that

wb are sure From our know I -c!pn- hl tuictrac tion for the numbers at arithmetic

Li, Lid - 1)1 name c],,act I y on.,

4

(-3) 0

171 > 1-31

a > 0 and b < 0 .

a+b =

are nuva)e vs ol ar t hmetle ft °I > I b ,

Ler of arithmetic.

You cui It Cc: nrnj Nil the toilowiniumb at a plane.

Uct c, howovev, 11:.;e the dbfiniti-on inc Item P7 in

order to ;.onviw!e our:;eLve,; that thb definition rives

tlhb renit, that. we feel Lure IUcc crract.

1-161 1-1)11

-

) '31

2)1

r)

161 1-41

6 A
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We have a definition of addition which we can use when we add a negative

to a non-negative number in caner such as
, where the non-negative-

number has the greater absolute value.

Now suppose that the negative number has the greater absolute value.

78

7')

80

81

83

86

(-7)

Similarly, 5 + (=11

and 2 +

In these examples the sum is

(positive,neg-ative

its absolute value is equal to th&

and

(curb, difference

the absolute values of the numbers being added,.

Hence, Part in Panel. I-P should. read:

a >0 and b < 0, and

if !al 1bl,- then a + b

if Ibl > la , then a± 2 =

of

-1

negative

difference

21:1E1

now we have a pattern for completing, the definition in the pablel..

Part 4, in the panel, should read:

If U >'0 and a

if 1bl > a ,

lal Ibl,

0, and

then a b

then a + 2

a+bJbJaj
a+b=:ilal-hi)

Compare your completed panel with the one below. Your panel should be

exactly like this one.

PANEL 7-P

Zifivition of Addition for Real Number:

Part i. If a > 0 =ani 8 > 0, theta a and
and a+ 31 has its usual mewling.

Fart 2. If a < 0 and b 0, then a + b

Fart . a --, 0 anc b < 0, and

(a) if lal bl, then a * t

(b) if al, then a +

Part 2. If is >0 a =s 0, and

( a) if hi 2: a , to a + b hI

(b) if al > Ibl , then a + U -(

0 =
km,

al

are numbers of arithmetic
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You are not expected to memoris,e this definition. Given two rec[

numbers, you ehould be able to add them without referrirw, .to the def- ition.

On the other hand, we hopeyol: 'understand what has been accomplished ihis

definition,- addition, If a and h are any real numbers, then we can

compute a + b by applyinF the appropriate part of Panel 7-2. In order to

do it you need know only:

'1) how to find the sum of two number: of arithmetic, for Parts 1 and 2;

2) how to subtract one number of arit1mqctic: from another which is at

Lea:A a:1 large for Parts and 4;

how to form the abzolute value aud the ontx)bite of a real number.

Lot uo summarize Parts -(a), (b) 4(a) (h) of tile

definition. Thc s,um of a np,ative roil 'A_ non-negative

number:

in equa1 in absotute ',4atne to the

ctim,difference

tho abolutc vaLuo:7,:

is non-:teratiwi If it.b: non-nettattre ralmher ha: the

acoLtic- vatue.
creater,Jesser)

ip nerotive if to ncrat:ye ::amber bas the creator

difference.

greater

absolute value

If r and b arc particular root numberi, we ,_an clad exactly one part

'of Pane 7-2 tbat applies. From thc Op 01 part d find exasctiy one

number a a t. ll:icc we hove succeeded 1p clv ibg a comPiete definition of

the binary opebati_ob nf addition in thb :c-r, of rear numbers_

real

additiba

the :,-um or or two peal numbe-rs

numtbem rid r_al real numi-n-s

6peration o:'

1 n unLclue

nnier the

Fer eatb of thc .r1-,L(C,W-Ln=' open pententes, fint p real

numbces wn'.en wilt riOt 0 p,-,nft,:b.'e true. If you have

trouh:c you may riht, it .nbib2nA tbin.;,, about the

number

n

233

10
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95- a ± 5 = 0

96 b (7) , 3

97

98 =

10

0

99 7 = '(-5) + a 12
0 ,

100
7 --T

101

102 + (-4) = 6 20
'-=

103 (-2 )) + 2 . 3 3

104 -1

1

106

107

108

Bill earned hoj on Tuesday, spent 60/ on Wednesday, but

doesn't remember how much he had on Monday. He had ii(V

deft Wednesday night. To determine what amount he had

on Monday, we can write an open sentence with the

variable x representing the money he had Monday.

The open sentence is

x + 40 + (-60)

Bill began with 0 on Monday.

If you drive 40 miles north and then 59 miles south,

you are then miles
(how many

starting, point.
(north south)

of your

30

50

15, south

For each sentence below, tell whether it is tiie or is false. After you

109.

have recorded all of your responses, turn to page v and check your

answers.

(-4) + 0 = 115. (-7) (=7) + (-3 - -7. -5

110. 1( 1=1.51 = 100 115. - 6 = = (-6) +

111. + 5 - 5 (-3) 116. (-7) + (-9) - -(7 7)

112. (5 + (-6 ) + 6 = s +((-6 117. (--J) ± 7 = ± (-7)

11A. (-5_ - -5 = -10

Look at Items 111, 112, and 116, and see if you can guess some of the

ideas that will be .discussed in the fellow-Mg sections.

2-i1t



Properties of Addition

In Chapters 2 and 14 we described in detail and then listed the properties

of addition for the number of arithmetic'.

We now have a definition for addition that we can use to add any two

real numberi. (Hemember, the net or real numbers ineludes the neGative

numbers as well on the numbers of arithmetic.)

We want to zee whether the properties of addition already dicussed for

the numl)err of ari-thirlet),. a.ro l true in the uot of real numbers. Further,

we waxct to.se whether iliere axe icy new properties of addition for this set.

1.4

1

Complete the followihr LAatoments. They will help you

to recall the proper tier of addition we have studied.

+ + is a true ..-,entence that illustrates

the property of adnition.

4, 0 = 6 is a true .0eritenre tir.1 illustrates

the pcopecty or

The tTuu :ienience

(7 +

illustrates the

+ (5 1- 4)

property of addition.

We have seen that the properties of addCt,Fen dan often

Je used to.dmplify coempa tation. Here is a detailed

iliu.;tration. Tell which property of addition is used

in each step

property

property

property

commutatiVe

addition, 0

associative

a5300iatilie

commutative

associative

7

Ptteii we do not. thihk throur-,h .'.top in rut dot-ail- We simply

th ink
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In other wordz, =we have convinced ourselves, by many examples, that the

a.ssociative 'and commutative properties of addition for the numbers of

arithmetic pevnit us to regroup and reorder the numbers in a sum in any way

that we like.

ompute each sum, by any method that you like,

tb-

-1) + 5 + and

+ (-1) -

) -2) + (-6) - , and

1 -6) # (-2)

-18) 4

+ (-18) r

4

4

-8

-8

-i4

-14

It appeW:1:, that. when we find, sum ol any tvo real number, the corn

ic the sar.,, errs the ord,-;-e in wc2

the CommutatLure Addl.tion:

For any two real numbt, 00 it .1.1)d

a + h 2 + a.

rail 7 are both rc!al the

o: addilion

N umt,,,,F

(_

)

(- 0

10- -1 `1.:,! on

nOw OIlY jOLiO VIOl :0
we (Ur ) the

14,- know titr

II:::; 1,1.

;11

corm At 1VC-°

Ii :o cit tb-co real nunwer,

g.,Ad ftr.thm--tic, bit:

11111111 1,

0 A



J dl

20

21

2t,

If(

oh

t +

+110 utio ntimtto-r?

(1+

entht+.

thornt-non nht_tixf

rtf-ft+

t,

)
rtLI_trr . trtt'

t1+11(11 w_11 1110 61)

L-0, In no
1.nue

have upon +hat the dci 11.Q1pi flU, arth trilt.:

+ + +

+ + _tt

+ 3,) + (-3)

7-3

(-2

ye :lc_

(-8) + Ii

-7

t_.(+1+1+.1 hook at t!IaLti.; I t+.7. :f1+1:,..: f 1001 ruirr11)01':_-,

dl :re Peril ::OrfILL!1,73t.10/-1; 11LV,01 an,1 nt.hrta+...! t++ cx,funp.11+L.

wool th in,110:falLth 1 that ftfiftit io +1; at i.e oh t+11. ye-al ntarl+hrt.

1111 p I. oho ative P-ropt++1,,- ot 1,+011Iflon

ifbff !AI I -rt.f,01 1+0111,th a, 1,, ant)

(3, + + a + r -1-

,.oid rt.+ cu dl 1-11-a1 at iv- t.urturtut at, I Vu pmto ho I I

bril, -verttl in, 0th. _ -nt.f.tt-r. 1,, nyfrantet+ that t t in
+.1t PLO 1+-0-2 1:11:+canf t f120.1-votl Ii tf.t1.0 nr, 4 p10t+11

thud tht,L on ft I con:11111,d 1v_i ar, uc.oc tat iou piCif

Hy prottft? t 1.01 cO 1 h. 1,_!,.3.1 t'utrt,t,tittynt,0 01 two t

thu w;: Ii 0111 '11 w 101it-1 0+1,1.1 t 1011 t real rirribt,r antl 1=lw rtorti 1 at.
propert :tt_i 0 I h+ 00 ft-t3 Otiod Ift_v.fthvt. , 14-21't1ItL: coo:: tic+.

A-It.tt u
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very detailed and very lengthy, they will be omitted hero: At this pointy

we shall simply take for cirallted that the proper], IC.: in luestion do hold in

'C tin net of real numbero,

Very soonin SectiUn 7-'syori wit] becin to learn how we ran prove that

certain relatlonohipo mut follow from otherr Ar' you become famlliar with

the idea cOkli proof, you will pa in a bettor underotandthc of the real number

syotom and of how ito properties are related tu th000 of the auml err of

arithmetic.-

k2t tar; now invoLifrato another ar6perty or adaj-:,:on.

J, (1))

e ran tttt2 -LI La. L;

-4) is the nprea2lt P (-4

What li; the opi)o:_litc,,' or

( ) =

Of

)

ribe r000cl int: Hate' at L01.1 .1 ow

ii at era id H true : ''JThe o :,.:: I

LI

0

opposite

0

0

0

0

opposite

ta_ued 1 ft:, ?yap, rty

+ - II and ,

I t- t110-tnt,t:t-t_ Pt-tYtIII,Itt' It

t) real talt.qt:, t'LI hat 01 I "%ILI It II Ira H nit'; tt 'IX I 111IIItI t

Wbet we rt Yter the tel of auubuo,

Ill! t. !
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An in the case or the anix),iutive and commutative properties of addition,

-the addition property of opposites for real numbers follows from our defini-

tion of addition and frog properties of the numbers of arithmetic.

44

iv)

46

47

48

Let un now invest another property of

addition.

Hefer to the definition of addition to complete the

'fog lowing:

-5) + 0

+ 4 4

We ,obnerve: adding 0 to any number given, ,as the

urn, that same number. Likewise, adding-any number

to 0 given the number.

We may state our co lusiorf an the Addi =on Property of 0:

For every real number a,

a + 0 = a and 0 + a a.

prop6rty for real

-5

4

0

-7

umbers follows from our definition of addition

and from the addition property of 0 for numbers of arithmetic.

we can us

phrases

Ote:

properties of addition to simplify

to s imp lify the phrane we

because

at.

Thu-

the addition property

the addition property

+

0

opposites

6
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54-

'5

56

57

58

59

6o,

61

63

64
66,

bb

Here is -iother example:

_ 4

Hence,

=

-3

4

by the associative
property of addition

:by the addition
property of

by the addition
property of

= 3

by the
property of addition

by the
property of addition

by the
property of opposites

by the
property of

Consider the open sentence

x x +

Lit us look at the right side of the equation.. We

Aow- that if x is any real number, then

es

commutative

at ve

addition

by the
property of addition

by the addition
property of

by the addition
property of

lave found: If x is any real number, then a

67 simpler name for x + (-x) 4- _ is . Nov

suppose that the open sentence

X X ±

is tru _ coat x. Then the sent-et-we

is true for this E1,71_me since

Or x + -x) +

240

Le

asnociative

x = 3



69

7t

71

72

-.73

714

But the truth set of the sentence x = 3 is seen to be

the set containing only the number

We can easily verify that 3 is also an element of the

truth4set of the original equation. Hence, the truth

set of x x

Consider the open sentence: m 7+ m.

We can apply some of the properties of addition to

obtain the simpler sentence:

M

What is the truth set of

nd the truth set of each sentence:

77) (74) = (y 4

n + o

(-4)

The ass6ci-tine property of addition guarantees that

4 +(l) , 4 + ((-1)

7-3

without inat acing`, how the numbers are to be grouped for addition, since the

way they are grouped does not affect the final sum.

The coot ,a property of addition enable:,, us to change the order of

adding two n if we- wish.

ive'



the previous example.suggests,

ties Of addition,.taken together, mean

independent both of the order in which

in which they are grouped.

This general conclusion is exactly like the one

the associative and commutative props

that the sum of,several nuAbers is

the numbers are written and'of the 'way

we have already used'in

many examples with the numbers of arithmetic. Just as we found for the

numbers of arithmetic that reordering and-regrouping numbers in a sum he;ped

in computing, so we find for real numbers that reordering and regrouping is

often helpful.

78

79

80

82

83

84

n each of the fallowing items, consider various ways

of doing the computation and then perform

in the easiest way:

28+ -

0.27 + (-18) + .73

) + 7 + (,2

w + 2)

1=4

253 -67

+ 1 + -3

-133

the addition

Find the truth get of each open sentence.

x 5+ = 12 + x + (-1

n (n 2) + (-n ) + 1 = 0

7-4. Addition and, Equality

Consider the true numerical sentence

= 8.

In this sentence, the symbol signifies that 2

names for the same number. Suppose we add -2 to this number.

6 + (-2) anc ( -2)

are again names for cne number, which has the common name

242

5

and 8 are

Then



7

10

Mere is another example.

,4 (-5) = (-1) is a
(true',fals67

two names for the same

sentence.

us add 3 to this number. Then the phrases

4 (-7) and (-1) 3 axe again names'Ior

one,number, whose common name is

Hence, we may write the true-sentence

4 + (-5) A-
4.

In a similar way,

are all

4 (-5

4 (-5

4 (-5

alse

3 =

5

( -2) - (-1) +

+ , (-1) +
2

sentences.

In fact, if c is any real number, we can conclude

that 4 -5) C (-1) is a true sentence,

since we began with the true sentence

4+ (-5 -1

Let us generalize from these examples.

Suppose a and b are names for the sane real number.

Then a 4 and b are also names for one

number. Hence, if a = b, then

In fact,

a + 4 b + 4.

is any real'number, we can conclude

from a,, b that

. b

We restate this as follows:

For any real numbers::

if a = b

then a

imilarly, for any real numbers a

if a - b

then + a c

243

-4.

true



This generalization is an important fact about addition. It is a con-

sequence of the fact that IT a and c are two numbers, there is exactly

one number which is their sum, This nuMber does not depend on the particular

numeral we choose as a name for (Remember "a = b" means "e, and b
name the same number".)

We shall use this general zation so often that it is useful to have a
special name for it.

12

1A,

11;

We will call it the additiorvaLent of e uallt:

For any real numbers a, b, and c,-

if a b

then a + c = 1).+c and c + a = c + U.

'Which of the following e' resses the idea of the addition property of

equality?

[AP- If v'a -and b names of numbers, then a + c and b + c

also names of numbers.

[Es] If a and b name the same number, then the number named by

a + c is the same cc the number named by b c.

(131 is the correct choice. Although [Al is a correct sentence,

it is not the generalization which we have called the addition

Property of equality.

If x y, then x a y

a then- m+p=n4- -11

r v w, t.L..

a 6, th .ar A-

Tr + 7, .h-p., );) + (_4) +

a

n

w

'?

7

Item AL. Joad.A u; to wonaer AA' the aatiltien property of equality mirht be

uneful in l'in-tine truth A;et GI' open .,:atenca-1: Up to now WQ 11:Jve found talitAl

setn by inteiliAebt. "nePL:work", U:qni- the a'ddi-Lon property of (-,Htiality

can dQtQrminc tlIc. trutt ic-in. ol' oertain open LlentemAer. in a more nr7tematic

r..inae we are den in H- it a prclpert:: c)f e nbi wo :11,a 1 1 atfli c Op (NI

ocaltentabA. nu, 11 4:: Hi e the vy -n1 Opc 1-1 nl_

hr,vnn lt: 1 11 L: i on t equation x (

me nal x + 4 tti= I eft H k, and 7 tiv) dc_.



17

19

2

21

-2) an equation.
5--

TrTTETnotT

The open sentence 2 x 5

x <5, an equation.
TYTT71;77

ATI

(-7) /

verb fOrm

777177717

is an

an equation.

is an open sentence that contains only the

Let us return to the equation

x 4 7.

equatiOD-

is not

in not:

equation

Since this is an open sentence, it is neither true nor faiseas it stands.
In order to find the truthiset of thin equation, we ah reason as in the
following items:

2

26

If (the "-if" in important) there in some number, x,

that males x + 4 = 7 a true nentence, then that sane
number also makes (x + )z) + (-4) = 7 ( ) a true
sentence

We are able to make this coneiliclion by using

property of equality.

[Can yotz -F7,11osE,; 'why we chose -4 an the

Now we can proceed as follows;

he

number to- add71

If + 4) + (-4) 7 + (-4) is true for some x

then x 1 + (J1)) 7 is for that
came x,

and a ÷ - is true lam that came...

and, Vinally h: true for that cameo i.,.

The truth set of z - is olavious. It is.

Hence, if there is some number x which makes
x + h 7 t.1,1,-,= this number must be

Dje 3 make the original sentence true?

Yes, since

(-4)

addition

true

0

[3)

7

7Fit
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We have shown that if there is a number making x 4 = 7 true, then

-the only number which x can be ls 3. After we check and find that 3 does

make the,Septence true, we have found the one and only number which belongs ID

the truth get.

Let us simplify our language a bit by Agreeing to the following:

Instead of "determine the truth set of the open sentence" we shall often

say- "solve the equation".

''Instead of "truth set" we may say "solution get".

Instead of "a member of the truth set of the open sentence" we shall

often sax "a solution of the equation".

t 30

31

33

The solution set of x + = 7 is

The only solution of x -7 is

is a

(3) is the

of the equation x 4 7.

!!..et or truth set of x + 4 . 7.

3

solution

solution set

In solving an equation, as in Items 2229, we may use many different

properties: The first one that was used here was the addition property of

equality, We were Very careful to say "If x ± 7 is true =for some x,6

etc. In our next example we shall continue to make this statement and at the

same time we shall examine the use of the various properties.

Solve the equation + --- s a +

--;

If m ,

1

then r:, + x is true,

D for the some x, usi ng the addition property of

+ true for some a,

i6 the same x us I n the

e oame x, the

1,
is

property of additLon.

true for

Is true for

of opposites.

7 x s true ter the same a,

j ash thf: of O.

fto
264

equality

associative

0

addition
property

addition
property



If x is 7, then in the original equation

the left side is 5

and

40 The right side

13

13

2

(7)

41 Hence, the solution set is
(7)

In solving x 4- 4 . 7 we began by adding s4 to each side of the

7-4

equation. Of course, we could have added some other number, such as 5 to

each side,' If we had added 5 we would have obtained the,equation x +9 =12.

By adding -4 we obtain x z 3, in which the left side contains .x alone.
x 3 has an obvious solution set.

1In solving x (-7,.) we began by adding to each side of the

equation, obtaining, 7' . x. The truth set of 7 = x is obviously

42

43

n solving e beg_ by adding to bo

(-9)

sides

(-6)

(7)-

Consider the following example;

Solve the equation x

then

x

x 0

= (-2)

is true for the name x,

is true for the sane x.

is true for the same x.

is true for f.[)

is true for the same x,

247
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13
ck: If x is -7r, then in the original equation

the left side is 13) 3

5

and

d the right side is -2.

Hence, the truth set of x + 3 2)

Which property was not used in the above example?

[A] Commutative property of addition

[B] Addition property of equality

[C] Associative property of addition

[1)] Addition property of opposites

[E] Ad4tion property of 0

of the properties except Al were, used. Review each step

the example and note that the properties [B] ET are

listed in the-order in which they were used.

It is important in studying mathematics to learn how to organize written

work. Well organized and neat Work helps in two ways. First, the chance of

making careless errors is reduced. Second, good. organization is an aid to

understanding and reasoning.

-amine Item 45. Notice that we hive not stated the properties used to

obtain each successive equation. In solving equations, it is not necessary

to write down each re son but it is essential that you understand each reason

and that you are prep _red, to explain each step.

The first line o your written work should begin: "If ... is true for

some x", and the secon line should begin: "then ... By writing this

we emphasize the logic of our argument. You may wish to omit writing "is true

for the came x° at the end of each line,

As you gait eApe.rience, you may be able to do certain Steps mentally.

For example, you may wish to proceed from (x (_2) (21) to

x
1 3

in one step.

Finally, in simple equations, the "checking," may to done mentally, but

it is importpt to undetstand that the 'check" is essential.

2)1-8



Solve and check each of the f011owing Organize and show your work on
'

the response sheet in, arform similar to that shown in Item 45. Since

we wish to become familiar with the use of the addition property of

4114,Y; be e to show each step that makes; use of this property.

Compare with v and vi.

46. x 5 . 13

47. (-6) 4- 7 .

48. 2 + = 4 x

x x

[Hint: Begin by finding a simple
ndmeral for the left side.]

[Hint: Nothing prevents us from adding
-4) to both sides.]

Herd are two easy examples of how the properties we have developed can

help us to solve problems. For each we shall write a related open sentence,

find its truth set, and then answer the question in the problem.

5o

51

53

54

After Bill added six books to those on his desk, he

had 24 books in all. How many.did he have at first?

If b represents the number of books he had at first,

then represents the number on the desk after

6 are added.

A related open sentence is =24.

The ti_th set is

Bill had books.

To verify: If Bill had 18 hooks on his desk and

then added. 6, he would. have books in all.

57

In numbers differ by 2- The sum of the numbers is

10 more than the smaller number. What are the

numbers?

n represents the smaller number, than

represents the larr,er number.

Their gun

(18)

18

24

6.24

-epresented by (n

An open sentence which r.:ay:7. that the sam of

numbers is 10 more than the smaller number is

n

214

two

10
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If n + (n + 2) m n 10 is true for some

59

6o

en -n + n + (n + 2) = ( + n + 10

ut true for the

ana- = +

The truth set is

is true for the same n,

2

is true for the same n.

The smaller number is 8 and the other number

62 is

6: To verify: 10 -

64= 10 8 is 10 more than

n + 2 10

In this problem we reasoned: If there is a number which fits the con-

ditions of the problem, then that number is an element of the truth set of

n+ -(n + 2) = n + do.

In solving the open sentence, we concluded: If there is a number in the

truth set of the equation, then it is 8. Since we are interested in solving

the'word problem, we checked 8 in the original problem.

Suppose we try to solve the equation

(-2) + x + (-3) = x

If

then -2)

and

X +

= X +

X + = x +

x -5 = (-x ) + x

5

is true for some

is true for the same x,

is true for the same x.

is true or the same x.

is true for the same x.

Remember, our method depends on the assumption that there are numbers for

which the given equation is true. But there is no real number x which will

make this last sentence true. Therefore, our assumption is false and the

solution set of the original sentence is 0, We also express this by saying

that the equation has no solution.

250



65

66

67

68

69

70

71

72

73

74

He is a slightly different example.

If

then usi-

.Solve (-2) 11(1 ' 5.

(-2) Ix1 ! 5 is true for
some x,

property of we have

2 (-2) + Ix1

using the appropriate properties of addition,

Ix1 = 7 is true for the same x.

The solution set of this last equation is

Do both solutions of Ix' . 7 make the original

sentence true?

Hence, the truth set of (-2) Ix1 -5

Solve the follow'

ICI + (-3) = I-21

Ix' =

(x -1 x

.1) )4 Ix'

\

equations.

(Carefl

1)

2

,7)

yea

1-7,7)

-10,101

7:4

In this section we have stated. the addition property of equality and

have discussed_ briefly how this property together with properties already

familiar to us may be used to find the truth sets ("solution sets") of

certain open sentences. In the process of finding the truth sets of

("solving") these sentences ("equations") we have laid stress on the logic

of replacing one open sentence with another until we obtain a sentence whose

truth set is obvious. You will encounter this same pattern Of procedure many

more times. Later on we shell examine more carefully the need for checking

whether or not the soll4ions of the final equation are also solutions of the

original equation.



7-5. The Additive Inverse

We have pointed out that A is the identity element for addition. This

is simply another way of expressing the addition property of AD: the sum of

any Atarberkande-0 is eqUal to the-number.1-

Suppose we have two numbers whose sum is 0. These two numbers are

related-in a special way.

4

6

7

10

What number when added to 3 yields the .sum 0?

What number when added to -4 yields the sum 0?

In general, if x and y are real numbers and if

x y 0, we say that y is an additive inverse of

x and that x is an additiVe inverse of y.

Since (-2) 4- 2 , 0, 2 is an inverse of -2.

1 1is an of .,-

If y is an additive inverse of x, then x+ y

,

An additive inverse of k-1 is

An additive inverse of 0 is

If t is an additive Inverse of s, is it also true

that s is an additive inverse of t

(yesno

Given two real numbers, each is the additive inverse of
0

the other if their sum is

11-

additive
additive

inverse

0

0

yes

Consider the following pairs of real numbers. Which pairs are pair:, of

additive inverses?

[A1 all but one

--7 and 71

1.1

and -=

and 0 ,

(-',) and

12] al I

-5

al but two

Since for each pair we canvverify that the sum Is 0, [B} is the

correct choice. If you answered Incorrectly, convince yourself

that the sum of each pair is 0.

1 j



(-7

Perhapo yon havo nol ihed. that we ha.ve ,_dreCul 1 y re forced to an add It Lye

inverne al a number rather ti an 'the add it :ve tar .0 . I we t liih it in
paxtieuiar number, 3, we luiekly r--ti! ti-t 4- It and

there-fore = an additive nvetd.c Al our experi.rner wiot.h numbers

::llguests t.hat o the oniy addJ tdve ma a:--

previously i m tin (-nurc!, vi naval- our axiali0tt0 :,urzotc(.1

=property, we h- avlo anoumed t' truth o TAW- rropeft:.' . wai :. the cash with

the vw-iono propertl.: of the nu.irdql-d- a of oxithmilld wh I 'ii wr have ae:30:tte,1

Mathemat hav found, h0d.x:ver Lint phcdr1 hhe:0

beohu5le thhy Ue !0,how, id le dd:- iii- ,ropert: eh whi.Th have

already t.eon aLe:ume,L

Let UL try to an "pove" ) that has adddl ive i.nverne.

it wid:,h to :7h ow in mt,-(.11111.

ono" :at rty

any rJur:Eti.F :L. L'IH !I :VT ',11,17!1%

tit, ii LOT'. rrs' 11_1_

i-t

1,;e10.,-i to
1 h0; Jtid i 1 i v, it--00hr, 0:i.ven .

h

I . ht:11 I

-t,}tt- nuri =

(-)

rti--iii I T.

ht

,',,Tpti.d-ty

hr LI en prop-
,: . rut

-tuur

I rrt-0,

LT T, IL , ;0: 1 (Tdir

;lot rit t vo

Addltion
property

a$sociative

addition

(I



Thus e slid not need to

,dere able to reath t.

me that. the number -3 has only one additive

a lot;ical arguJult that

dLpended only on factt:, cllI eatli, knew.

Surely, there L nothinL .Lpecial about DD you think that has a

unique additive inverLw? D. 0? Does (-6 We suspeftt. that the answer

tts1.(Il C _13! r lta1, y we could check by repeating the

reasonin 01' Item 11-13 WI certainly do not wi,A, to cheek all numbers.

we need a result. wh ith in true ter rely real number x We know that

'tivo inverse a. We would like to state: ail, real number

e' additive namely -x.

itir? inverse

[mply two L

a II

ILt it

han er -1Lid i I iv-0

untiI I_LLILI I

addLtive

.ly one number

(lea

_Ln the

LL, LL ton ;!r__)

t. tI L' real. torch 'r

ltir.r ',le are

Llv:erte.

:l!

le

t tie a!' It I II=

L,r

trt pl

hown to te

l 't

,14

inverse

unique

one

opp-61

rove -

1y one additive

nn i = r,hnwn to follow

etilLu "the,,nme," The

Hue tta-, Lit t Ler Vac

ttt raL e
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27

Theorem 77

Proof:

Any rent number x has exactly one

additive inverse, namely -x.

First, we already know that. -x is an additive inverse

f x, since x ) = O.

Suppose z is arty additive inverse of x, then

by the definition of additive

e wish ter show -

If

Therefc

is true or me z, then

= X

by the >_ll,lit cot1 prorpert.

of equality.

by the associative
'Proper

by the additio
of opposites.

by the addition grope
of 0,

inverse

ax

_ _ only add trive, inverte,

tO as

completed proof of Thort.

0 ÷ z

It would be natural for you

or with if or sometninr Wt1iob we stro-_-_, expected to

to true. alonL

illeuansweP to is tier;

iliar wLt.tt the idea of a

hail p .1ve more theorems in order

mathematical reasoning. Eventually t

merits whosj truth is not obvious.

Note that in the proof DC then ren 7-'=,,a we added (=x) to each side 6f

t equation z = 0. Why id we c-

From time to time we

1ps you to become Thorn E-Icustomed to

of will be able to prove :gate=

it (=x) to add? If you recall

your work with olvinr eqt you wi I l t t.itctt addinr

ehatled alone on We often n,ed, to

"rir" the ml this a

manner whih r ()al .
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32

33

34

37

473

Theorem 7-ha may be- used to solve some equations. You

should be able to L'ind. the solution sets of the fol:Ow-

inr at a (-7 tl_ri

+ a 0

+ y 0

X + t 0

- u

2 4- :,-, 1-:) 0

(-X) - 0 (Be care:Cul!)

+ j1; + -4) + c 0

+ N

tti_h_s_:,tz-, the Red in rained _:, reds

After next DJ.Lc,' the

I mu:: betel--: where it atarteo at bQrinninc of: tLe

.A1COC.-01,, Uhat h;-_-)ppenld on the Lied down?

nut:tor tho b411 moved on 1.11:: third

then an _IEvropriate efen

-TA

(-7)

loss

7
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45

La

Mary had Sd in her purse before Mrs. Jon,i; paid liar

4for baby-sitting. After rho got'pedA she went shoppin

asd bought a .sweat ur for 5 which took all the money

she had. How much was she pail . for baby-sitting?

If x is the number of dollars ..:11e reei-ved ror

haby-:titting. an appropriate open ..-anten2e Jr

t#

+ )

Then - 0,

or ) = 0.

The truth ret is

Mary war paid

To verify: Aftpr in added the 1

to the had it'

att her money.

_for hwt.ic,,t+',' toot,

X + (-5 ) 0

Now we shall try to ,t4w-r another eneral property an trJ. to proYe

tbat property is 7,u_,t,lic.! for ad reai -411,ra,22-:.. We 'u+'-t prove a lheoretf-,

untft we .,f 'I one: =1,-.2t. I. rspeet.

A

Comvare = ( J +

Have we dLo,:overe a genrul propf.i.!rty?

more er,gLmTHcs_u

ii :10 UT". 0 - ( I) .

111:.C.J I 1

(=)) (=4) +

-),!-- (-4) urd UtA.:1

-I. , 1, )



We now state our suspected property as a theorem.

Theorem 7-'5h. For any real numbers a and I),

-(a b) - (-a) +

Before we begin the proof of this theorem, let us think about what we

already Icnow and what we must prove.

Cd

r

How may we prove that -

We need to snow that (-a) + (-b) names the same

number as C ).

a 4- U) names: the of (a + b),

We have Just seen that the opposite of a number is the

ant (Us additive of that number.

That is, if (a + b) + 0, then b names the same

number as ).

Thus, if we that

(a (-a) + (-b)

then we will knee that (-a) 4 (-h) and

both name the adaltive inverse,: of (a

= ( a b)

-won:An 7-5b. For arty real numbers a and

7,(a + 1-e) (-a) +

Proof: Consider (a in) + a) ± ( b

show that this is equal to zero.

a + =a) + (-b a + is + (-a ) +

(b + (-b

usinF the aspociative
and proper-

We shall

tier of addition

0 + 0 urine the addition
property or

using the
property 01-

Therefore, (-a) (-b) names the additive inverse

of

-(a b)

opposite

inverse

commutative

opposites

addttion

+ b)



611. But =(a + b) alto thu add-ithv Inverru or

since it tnt: nppo=lite k, t).
low:ever tty rt.t t -r-d that Lt h-t..

Only onv athit:vu

It follows that + (-11) ,.4-rid a H.- 1) rim'- the
.,;ame numt)er.

Thert!ry.rt, I, rj,

+

7-)

did you not He that weHL.ti 1-1a in Hi- proor or Theorem 7-5b7

Tt ir quite usual to,provene _result by ult-t oth4r rerultr which have

aLready 12'rI proved,

r 1

it)

We t,tti Thoorem ti de,'tde wTuthr or 110t thtt

rolLowir ai r 1'(2a1 mtr:lbers.

-,,=ttbonc; tbu._. or raHL

a + T

et.

true

false

rue

true

true

(= e.) , t-"_..tLtt l' -that

(-',) (-').
-it tr rt.,ut thn!. 'Iie l-tb or

eiui 1. 1 u :,-ott-; of Li u wit! hot f,)n'

ThE,torer% 'it= but we 21 12 wh-Lovur H !lett):

difper-nt rqrm.

Thu:, '

tot.tensLon or
uIictralr in it

(- ))

( )

(- ) (_

(-5)

(-'5:"x) 3y

(=x) y + I

+ b )0

I 7 12 71 hnve bina thc: ajditive

real nn:Ilt,et. .atud r,11Ht:v.- v.,'It wiii the adJition
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property DE equality to .[;o 17e 'unit-' Pluationo- Equally important, we have

htated and proved two theoremk. We are not roinm to prove rijorciunly every

thinm cc 'inert from now on--we ccualiot at this 1:,tape--but we are tryii .i! to cive

you a little experience 1,,th the kind of thinkinc we rail "proof" auntt be

dl000uraced if you ill nut follow cue.' dotail ii arrvi_mentk. We hoDe that

by the en0 of tin- couyse you will have oome feetinu for the nature of proof,

and hence a etter Elea of nomeLra and a creator iloor.feot in mathematic.

Then 'oL, will he not oni, to Ek_t2 alr-cbra at rolvinm .oroblemn, but alL[o

to rc. [e-motr_okl cDm-ti iio- uout ite locir,1 twelopment.

[4

Curt I' the followinr proer oE the otatemeat

For c.hy real. humiep a, '11' any reul numtep

unl any real numler r. if a b y,

t.,

) All i tiou property

t

f
'b )+(-n)+ c)+(c-[:)

Aociativ,
addition

a A- 0 , It

Addition,
zero

-t [[ w I , emen-;: -[[-.[[[ it'', -,[cLpt

:BI IP not a precio definition, I' it it serveP to give point:, "Veer

for what a theorem lc, and iBl ic the Eetter choicTe.



80 lx) you a4-:_rec, or dL;ac,ree with the rollowin tatement?

A proof of au a:-.;erti_un 10 an arr..ument wit toit proeeed

by Aep, each LltQp beLnr jutif[ed. by pro-

until tIl _-! cAmired

IU010II 11 reached.

IA1 rtiwee 1i1 di agrec

this statement is not a feral definition but it at least

presents the idea of what we mean by "proof". If you disagree,

perhaps you should restu4y some of the proofs of this section

before proceeding to tion 7-6. You should have chosen [Al

Wc ilave dtfinrod uadil.ion or real nurril aL-; to Lieu:::

The !:.um of two Lon-necat; raJnillar
0

eU 00 t1

The ti_rr: at two ner:ativr: numE)ci-,-2 lo ricative; the a-bolutt7 value

of thiL; .:um o" th- ab:;clute value:: of ti

qne a: too number, oi' whlh on:: tooth vu (or U)

the othr nbta'tno:d. a: failirwo:

The at:olute value of diflrnrence or the

0000101 a v'_.0.1.1(2J 01 to numl)en:.

Ph: 0100 10 0 11:0 lf flU [100 ot 100 u-61,,Thec

:71001,01'

1: ny;:at,ve Ii tlie nullt.or 110 th

001 001010
11_

The _H271 L 0 If the and n(-at. ive

1:0 itO a!::: lute valu.
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We have satisfied. ourselves that the following properties hold for

addition of real Lumbers:

Commutative Property of Addition: or any two real numbers a and b,

a + h b + a.

Associative Property of Addition: For any real numbers a, b, and c,

(a + b) c + h c).

Addition Property of Oppoidlies: For every real number a,

a -i- (-a) 0 and (-a) + a , G.

Addition Property of 0: For every real number a,

a .4 0 - a and 0 + a = a.

We alto stated a fact, already- clead- from our ear-:lisr ideas, which we

called the addition property of ehuality:'

For any menu numbers a, b, siti

if a u h, then a + c + c and c a = b.

This idea supplied an with a useful procedure for delbrtm[ning the truth sets

of open sentences.

We- have proved that the additive :inverse is uniquethat is, that each

number has exactly one additive inverse, which we call its opposite.

We have discovered and proved the fact that the opposite of the sum of

two numbers is the same as the bum of their appoitea.

Rev i rob .1 ear

The correct answarn for the: p Problem are- on page

1. Find a common name for each of the following:

(0 =0 2 3

a 7 -4- (_i4)

(d)

(0 -(1 ,

Which of -tile t'allowin ariA true?

(i) (-3)

(d) +

+

+1

( e ) =

(f) '`,4 - -4H) 44-

(43-4) A, - 4-
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Show how the properties of addition can be used to explain why the

following sentence is true:

2
= 7

4. Find the truth set of each of the .-followin:

(a) + 32 x +

(U) x 5 4- -x) = 12 + (-x) + H)
15

(c) x + f + x 10 + x + (_1)

(d) lx1 + 3 , 5 4- lx1

5. For what set of numbers is each of the followipg sentences true?

131 + lal > 1-31

(b) 131 lal - 1-31

(c) 131 < 1-31

6. Iwo numbers are added. What do you know about these numbers if

(a) their sum is negative?

(b) their num is 0?

(c) their sum is positive?

7. A salesman earned a basic salary of 00 a week. In addition, he

received a commission of 3% of his total sales. During one week

he earned 016. What was the amount of his sales for the week?

Write an open sentence for this problem.

(If you had trouble writing an open sentence for this problem, do the

following steps:)

If n is the number of dollars in his sales for the

week, then his commission on the sales, at 3% y

would be (.03) dollars.

Since his earnings of 913± include his basic salary

or and his commission of .03n dollars, an

appropriate open sentence is 80

263

(.03)n

08©

80 + (.0311) il6
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8. A fir,ure has four oideo. Three of them are 8 feet, 10 feet, and

feet,,respoctively. How lone: is the fourth side?

(a) Write a compound open oentence for this problem.

(0 Graph the truth cot of the open sentenee

(If you need help in writinc this compound. open oentence, here are

oome thingo to think about:)

Since each nf the four sides moot

have some ienmtb, IV x io the

lent h of the fourth side, we know

that x>

10

Is the any pool: ye number x that would be too

mreat? If x 8 - 10 + 5, the rimure would. look

like

In other word:, -!,ho ficure wolik.i be a 1in(, o,o,:ment,

instead of a l'icum e of

Can the lonrth of the fourth side be r.reater than

:='3?

TyF.,n6T

Hence, we I: lint for this problem

Theoe two re,:trHtiorw on -;.!_ are ',1tated in the

,'ompound open oer.ten,!e

0 and

X > 0

four

no

x < 23

x>0 and 0023

if a U, on: ar numl,(=ro aTithatio, wi ouch of the indicated.

no wi Iro!Ltated orodu-L, Lthd each of the i.bileated produ:to as an

Lndi,-a11 Alm:

(d) LUa_x

x ,

( ) 4J.:21_,

at\-,(ac

(h) ±c
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JO. Given the .ket.
_

(aS Ic tido set ,:ick!tz.:1 the op.,!rntion a± -Lak in:: the oppo_z:11..e of

each element. 01; t eat ?

(b) Ic thtLi: .;et Hohed under the operation of tafin the abholute

vaLue or CCLII eJemen.n

(c) Ir a ',lat L :docei under the operat on of t thi if t oppocito, s

ur Le, t.itt, operation or takinr, tht alk;o1 uti"vra I lie? Why?

li. Given the =

(a) Ic thL: cot :1 cadet' the (Dry:ration of taktrw-, the

of each clement or the

nit--)late value

(t) 'oh anion the operation o: oppohlte of

(f.:) if a cci If! anion opera-L ion t ehifl r the :::;hho n Le va

ii it Joe under t oponict ion 01' JoRi nr Un op po ? Why



Chapter 8

FROPEtUIES OF MULTIPLICATION

8-1. Multiplication of Real Numbers

Unta-we were introduced to the negative numbers, all our work was with

numbers of arithmetic. However, quite often we arc faced with problems which

call for the use of negative as well us non-negative numbers. For example,

in the.launching ota Ill: its the upward force of the I'll,1_,2 is counteracted

by the force of gravity. I one of the forces is considerej positive, the

other would be gonsidered negative. FT-oblems involving suc': concepts sets

times require operations with negative numbers as well as wibhnumbers of

arithmetic.

At another illustration, let's consider the case of a meretumlt who is

effo.rinE --Taekly "leaders". These are items which are sometimes offered alE a

lossAo attract customers. IA2t's say the merchant is handling record. albums.

post. the Terchaht risd,00s a 0 profit on each album of

br_ ld A and a profit on each of brand Y. If he

sells 15 albums uf it A and U oh brand Y,

:hen his net t,rofit may be represented by

3, Pc

On the other haNd, suppose the merchant makes a

(-15)(3)+ 2

it profit on brand X and

takes a less, on brand Y. What were his proceeds from the sale of 15 sets

of brand X and 20 netn oh braind Y?

If we represent the R prbrit as 3 and the 42 loss

atl' (-2), then the result or the sate may be repre-
1.

seted by

(15)(3 )1-(20 )(-2

Ptihthnrmure, IL th- dealer bur 1 accept come returne d merchandise, say

of brand X and ( or bratfcl Y, then the resnittng expression may look

Li 11 more Lnvonvod:

(15)(+) (do)(: ) - -5)(5-;) d

We may need 1 know hew to handle the multiplication of two real numbers.

Ail that we -an say a! 0resent ts that we know how tomiultiply ,non -negative

nukbars (that ft isiillters of arithmetic). We want to n-ivo meaning to products

whLil* involve neativt numhers.

2n0

9 e
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Let us, recall some of the things we know about multiplication for the

numbers of arithmetic.

We noted that among the properties of multiplication

that hold for non-negative real numbers, that is, for

the numbers of

the commutative property of multiplication,

the associative property of multiplication,

the multiplication property of ID,

the multiplication property of 1.

for the numbers of arithmetic,

pi-op ty connects tle operations of and m

We use these properties repeatedly

distributive

addition-
multiplication

en we use the numbers of arithmetic.

Furthermore, in Chapter 7 we found that for real

numbers', just as for the numbers of arithmetic, we

have the commutative and associative properties

addition

We found that we were able to define addition of real numbers in such a,

way that certain -properties holding for non-negative numbers were maintained

for the real numbers. W6 shall-find that we can also define multiplication of

real numbers so that the properieb in 1,rems are preserved. To be useful,

the definition should be such that when it is applied to actual problems, the

interpretation is realistic. We will -see that our definition will fulfill

this requirement. Jr, particular; since all numbers of arithmetic are real

numbers; the definition of multiplication should. rive the familiar results

when we multiply numbers of arithmetic. Thus, tihe definition applied. to

) (2) must five to agree with our knowledge of the numbers of anthmetic.

Hewever, at this point the Alrlbol-3 0)(-2), (3)(-2), (72)(3)

and (_o7 (3 =.7 are meaniarlenF-; to us. Ear li Lao the form of an indicated: product

and each hu at least one negative nullIer. We are roinr to qefine such

prodUcts in a way that preserves the basic pmperties melitionecl above.

ow

hen a

a is any. non-

by the

property of zero.

vf,8

number, moo- negative

0

mtultiplis
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As we extend the set of 'numbers from the non-negative real numbers to

al] real numbers, we shall want the multiplication property of zero to hold.

That is, our definition of multiplication must insure that a 0 = 0, and

0 : a = 0 for eves real number a.

10 If the multiplication property of

11 then (-2)(0) =

12 (0)(-

13, 1/72)(0)

14 (0)( -g) =

is to hold, Zero, or 0

0

0

0

0

Now let us consider What real number shall this represent?

17

18

19

-20

21

2-;

multiplication property of

then 3(2 (--

that is,

1, to hold

But we also want to define multiplication so that he

distributive property holds true,

N

if multipl ication of real h

dialrttative property and.

to, then,:

Now

,o be urns

of

is to have.hoth

iplication proper_

mus

co Wt7 L---,QC that

,mutt he true.

must be the ad ive

is the addhive i_nvt!re or

umber han only one

terefore, our Jefi.rsic on of

at

and a real

10,

jtiarantee

A

inverse

0

0

2+ 2

0

inverse

_6

additive inverse

iplication



Note to the student: Be careful in your thinking! We did rove that
3(-2) must be -6. We showed. only that if we want to define multiplication
in a way that preserves certain properties, then we must define 3(-2) as -6.

Note, also, that this agrees with our intuitive nation of- 3(-

27

If record albums are sold at a loss of 2

the sale of 3 albums results in a

o the de _er. Tgain,loss

Observe that if we define multiplication so that the distributive property

is to hold, then

If x is

28

29

30

then

3x= (1 1 1)x . x x x.

(-2) ( -2)

It should be leer that when we state our definition

of multiplication, it must guarantee not only that

3(-2) = -6 but that

We age ready now to consider the prod:-i

us proceed_ in this marine

(0)(- Af the multiplication property of
is to hold for real numbers.

We write (3 (-3)) for 0, using
31 the addition property of opposites

32 O = If the distributive property is to (3)(-2
hold LOT real numbers.

33 )(-2 ) We have vio(Islyfound that our (-6)
definition of multiplication had
to guarantee that (3)(2) = -6.

Now (-3)(-2) must be the additive inverse of -6

rice, the only possibility is that

270

(-'3)(-2)



The same line of reasoning would lead to the true

36 sentence

37

It would appear that we should define multiplication

or all real numbers in such a way that the product of

wo negative numbers is

positivei-TWWETWT

8-1

positive

So far we have been concerned with preserving the multiplication property
Of 0 and the distributive property. We also want to preserve the commutative

property or multiplication.

38

39

40

41

We desire.-hat for any re& numbers a and is

b

Thus, if :

-0(3) .=

The product of

= -6, then.we must have also

a positive number and a negative number

should be

positive ,negative

The product of =3 and the opposite of 2 is the

of the product of 3 and 2.

b - a

negative

opposite

We have now covered. all the possible cases of multiplication of real

number's:

ode or both of the numbers are zero,

both numbers are positive,

one number is positive and one is negative,

both numbeTrs are negative.

We have reasoned as to what the products must be, if certain properties are to

hold. How should we formulate our definition of the product of two real

numbers? iktls look at the various products we obtained above:

Each result is 6 or its opposite, -6. Both 6 and -6 have the same

absolute vaiue. This absolute value can be obtained by multiplying the absolute

values of- the numbi-s on the left. These examples suggest that we might think

of formulating our definition in terms a absolute value. We must notice,

211
Ad j
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however, that the product is -6 when one of the numbers is positive and

the other is negative.

42

First we review some facts about absolute value. If

the real number a is non-negative, it is either

positive or

4A,I1,1" a is .0, 4n lai

44 If a is non-negative, then lal

46

47

48

4C)

If a Is negative, then al

-a

r

Applying the definition of absolute value, we have

Al So

101

101

0, or zero

0

-'a

7 2

-(7) 7

0

0

Let us now try to express our definition of products of real numbers in

terms of absolute value.

5 0

It follows at once fromo the definition of absolute

value that (2)(3) = 121131*

Thus, if we formally define

ab = a

for pos[ti_vo numbers d b, we shall not conflict

wi=th what WQ already know about the product of numbers

of-arithmetic.

Now consider (-2)(--=,). The preservatlon 'of basic

propertie requires that (-2)(-

Notlre that 1-2 = )( ) =

Henn .

Ii osii nppear it for any pair, a, h, of negative

real nurnUel's we want. ;t to be true that

al: - t 11.A.

272

ab {alibi

6

(2)(3) - 6

ab lallbl



P5

56

57

58

59

Let us now try the same approach on the produ

(- 2)(3). We found that our definition had to give

the result ( -2)(3)

-However, 1-21131

(-2)(3) -(1-21131).

From this example it appears that for a pair of real

numbers of which-oneis positive and the other is

negative, we want it to be true that

ab = -(1 II I).

Finially, consider the product (0)b, where b is any

real number. We hhve said that our definition of

multiplication must insure that

(0)b

Since IbI is a number of rittimetic, and since

and

an state

101 . 0,

1011b1

1011b1)

8-1

-6

0

BemeMber that for every real number a, Ial is a number of arithmetic.

The principal achievement of the above discussion is that every possible

product of real numbdrs has been expressed in terms of a product of numbers

of arithmetic, This enables us to define the new operating in terms of one

which is already known.

Definition: Let a and b be any two real numbers. In case

b are both negative or are both non-negative,

ab = lallbl.

In case one of the numbers is negative an is non-

negative,

ab = -(lallb1).

The second statement of this definition may appear awkward. Letts p'Ause

to analyze what it means. We are giyen any two real numbers, b, of which

one Is negative and the other non - negative. First, the definition tells us to

find. the absolute value of these numbers. Having done this for each of two
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al numbers, a, b, we now have numbers of hmetic corr _sponding to them,
and we can form the product lallbl. Finally, -(lallbl) tells us to find
the opposite of the product.

From the definition and from Items 58 and 59, we see that for a pair

pf real numbers of which at least one is zero,

ab = lalibl and

ab -(1a11101).

both

You should convince yourself that the above definition properly handles

all of the cases which were discussed above.

Examples: (5)(-3)

(1-511-30

-(1-51131)

171100

=

-15

17(-5)(-3)

(-5)(3)

(-7)(o) .

Using the definition, find the simplest names for the

following products:

(-8)(4) = -(

.(t)(;) z
I U _

You should wake very sure that you understand the method of computing

products which involve negative numbers. Here are some questions to help you.

For all real numbers a :and b, lal lb e

65 non-negative. Consequently, lallbl is a non- non-negative
number. This non-negative number can be computed from

what we know about the,,numbers of arithmetic.

To compute the product of any two real numbers you nee_

to know:

66 how to compute products of numbers of

67 how to decide whether the product is

or non-negative.

27

arithmetic

negative



From the first part of the definition, we see that:

68 )the product of two positive numbers is a

number, and that

69 the product of two negative numbs is a

number.

From the second part of the definition- we see that:

I
the product of a positive and a negative number

70 is a number.

We can also tell from the definition that

71 the product of a real number and 0

The product of two non-negative numbers is

73

74

75

76

77

number

8-1

positive

positive

negative

If 747 is positive, w is

Ti7ETTave,negative-737

If (-9)t is positive, t is

If 8u is negative, u is

If (-2)s is negative, s

if (-117)q is zero, q is

From Items 68 and 69 we get a simple but important

t about x' for all real numbers x.

_e property, if x is a real number,

exactly one of the following is-true.

79 x > 0, x T 0, or

80

If

Since

or

then either

x 0 or x < 0 or
x > 0

means if x > 0, x- i the

81 product of a number and a positive In
82 and this product is a number.

83 If x < c,

84 and a

85 a

is the of a negative

umber, and this product is

number.

Po

tl

negative

positive

P



8-

86

87

From Items 79-84, we have the following:

If x is a real numtr and x / 0, then

x
2

0. x > 0

Consider the product

K. -12)

L. (-18)(4 )

M.

N.

Which of these statements about the products is-correct?

[A] Only C and M are non-negative real numbers.

[B] Only N is a non-negative real number.

[C] Only K_ and L are negative real numbePs.

f you selected [C], you made the correct choice.

are non-negative, and so is (-3)(0).

(r7)(-8)

88;

89.

90.

91.

Calculate the following.

(ZP

The answers are on page viii.

1-A(-4)

(-3)(-4) + (-3)(7) 9. 1311-21 (-6).

(-3) -4) 7) (-3)1-21 4- (-6)
(-3)(-4) 7 ]]-;)']). (-3)(1-2 + (-6)

96 Which of the following sentences are not true when x is- -2, y is

3, f is_ -10, m is 2, and a is -4?

P. 2x + 7y , 17

Q. x
2

31al (-4)Y) - 4

R. 2f + 8 , -12

S. In + 31 (-2) > 1

T. x + y 15.

[A] P and Q are not true sentences.

[B] Only R is not a true sentence.

[C] Only S is not a true sentence.

[IA Only T is not a true sentence.
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You should have seleeted (DI, as your choice, since tAey are all truo

-except T. x + y + f = 15 beeorhes (=2) + 3 (=10) = 15, or

=9 = 15, which is a false sentence.

Items 97=100 give you -additional practice in using the definition of

multiplication of real numbers.

97

98

99

100

Label each of the following true o faase.

(-3)

if y is -10.

(-x)) B 0 7 if x is 2.

(-5 ) b)(.l4) + 30 < 0, if b is -2.

21 (-5)I(-3) 2x -40), if x is -2.

true

false

true

true

Recall the procedure which was developed in Section 7-h to find the truth

sets of oven sentences. Let us apply this procedure to open senteroes which

have products,involvinr rusgative numberc, In working through the first

example, we shall supply all the reasoning, in order to refresh your memory.

As you work on through these problems you may wish to drop some of the ex-

planatory-words, following the pattern of work suggested in Set ion 7-4.

Example: Find and graph the truth set of

t 3 (-4)

We can proceed as follows:

If

't hen

Likewise,

Also,

( (- 3(-14 is true for some y,

is true for that same y.

in true for that same y.

is truefo-2.- that foame y.

is true .r that :Tame y.

-t is true only ib y is Noth that IYs!!: alove, we have only

olairmoJ that ir ..);) io true for ,:ome y then after i i t of

reason inc, finally, y -1 is true for the ,-tame y. lire has been HO point

duo-ins this process Wi vs we have- det(Jrmined whethVti the orijoinal errs is
true y is and this muot he verified. if I. to liC" in the truth

set. If y then the left (j.)(-) + (-:), or 1,2, am the
right. 1,11111 we say that ii' thfo ilISt otatement to

true for some y, ther ma! statement 1s true for the cause y. we mean
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that no other y will do. Hence, the truth set (-3).

The graph of the truth set of (3)(-3) y = 3(:4) is

101

102

4

Find the truth set of x _4 . 8 and draw its

graph. The truth set is

is

and the graph
_A_ .-AL I

-roll 4 0

Omitting words which show the reasoning, the work for Item 101 might

appear like this:

If x -4) = 8

x 12 8

x 12 (-12) = 8 ( -12)

x -4

is true for some x

is true for the sane x.

Check: The left side is (-4) -3)-4) . 8.

The right side is 8.

Thus, since the original statement is true if x is -4,

the truth set is (-4).

k

Find the truth sets'of

their graphs. When yo

results.

103. x

104

105

3

each of the following open se_

-5)

Than draw

have finishdd, turn to pace viii for the correct

106. x (-2)(4 ) ' 1- 21( -3)

107. 1x1 + (-1)

Let us _x some products of real numbers, giving our a ntion to the

absOlute values of the numbers and of their products.

108

109

110

1711-31

1(7)(-3

7)

278
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111

112:

113

0

114

1-811-61 _

[(8)(-6 )1 .

-8 -6

e examples above might lead us to wonder whether it

is true for all real numbers a and b: lob--_I I,

As a

be stated

matter of fact, the statement is true for all real numbers, and can

as a property of multiplication:

For all real numbers a and to

lab' = 'alibi

When we take many numerical examples and arrive at the same conclusion

each time, we still do not have a proof that our conclusion is true for all

real numbers. However, the property stated above can be proved. as a theorem.

Items 115-119 are starred, tut we hope that you are curious about the proof

and will work through the starred items.

*115

* 116

*117

Theorem 8-1. For all real numbers a and b,

=

Suppose a and b are any two real numbers.

I: If a and b are either both negative or

both c negative, then

ab

lab' - lallbl

= lallbl,

from the first case of the
definition of multiplication
for real numbers, page 273.

since the absolute value of a
non- number is the
number itself.

a II: If one of the numbers a and t7 is negative

and the other is non,negative, then

Thu.,

Ib1-
once, in either case,

from Case II of the definition
=for multiplication of real
numbers.

since ab is a #

number, or 0, and its
absolute value is the
opposite of the number.

ab

-27g

la' Ibl

non - negative

at

negat

'alibi)



The Commutative Property and the Multiplication Properties of 1 and. 0

In the last section we defined the operation of multiplication a.n the set

of real numbers.

If a and are any two real numbers, the product

ab is defined as follows:

ab lallbl if a and b are both

non-negative or th

ab = if one of the numbers a and b

is non=nepative and the other is

'Thus, for any two real numbers a and b:

tier ab is equal to the product of lal

, or alb is equal= to the

of the produ

and

f lal and Ibl.

1bl

OPP

In the last section we saw that if multiplication for the set of real

numbers isito have certain properties, then the definition given is the only

nnssible one

Now you should understand the task which lies before Beginning with

n1.41 lefi nit. ion of multiplie.ation we shall investigatewhether or not certain

familiar properties,that hold for the srt of non-negative real number-5 also

hold for the set of all real numbers.

To aocomplioh thlo, we shall first a given property by .trying out

some examples. 1-)31ng this will -able spect that a certain: theorem

trun: at times w'- shall also see that th sea °sonrnp used n each of a given

group n led fits [nto certain pattern. In some instances we shall

organ readonihg into a careful, step-by-steP proof.

Is thlr. chapter :=oat will dee many proof2. its your bent to underst. and the

mai eaTh one, i t :-J not try to memdrizc proofs'. This 12 a waste of

ti l . Ly you w learn how to con2t.rnot some proof: for youl;self.

Thl: taht sk

liortuhate

take: time and patience to .achieve.

aiong.



5

6

7

8

9

10

11

We are familiar with the following properties of non-

negative real numbers..

If a, b, and c are non negative real numbers, then

ab ba Commutative property of
multiplication

(W6 ==. bc property of multiplication

1a * 1 = Multiplication =property
1 * a = a of

a -* 0 = 0 and Multiplication property
a = 0 of

a(b + ab,4- ac proper
and

(b + c)a = be + oft

We are going to find out that those rive properties

hold true in the set of all numbers.
7-ea1 , non-negative

In the proofs which follow, notice how we use the fart

that the properties stated_ above hold for all non-

e 've

Here are Severna products involving the number

and 17 . and their opposites,. Tte first product

been computed for you. Compute the other produc

quickly en you can.

1-

(-17 and

Did you ore paper and pendil

intellirent

-17

dia io some

18

If you guessed, intelligently, then you spectn'

that the property of multiplication for

ali. real. numbers.

-A4aocia ive

,AD

ietrit;

real

W6 306-

.°5

306

We know that pro ho 1'

numbers.

281

2

non-

comMutative

ve

8-2
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16

17

19

20

$1

The tact that the commutative prbperty holds for

non-negative real numbers guarantees that

18 18'
1-1-711).-H = I- 511-17Iy because -171

are non- numbers.

Can we conclude without using pencil and paper

following numerical sentence is true?

,13)(-47). -

In fact, we can reason:

c_53)(T47) = 1-5311-71

I , 1-4711-531

-47 -83)

ye.fn

that

Teffnition of
murtiplication

the

property of
multiplication for
non-negative real
numbers

plicati
of multi-

Can we conclude without actually carrying out the

multiplication that the sentence

is true?

The first stcp in the reasoning is to note that

(-93)(b7) )

from the definition of multiplication. Try to complete

the reasoning.

non-negative
1

rotative

Definition

yes

-5311471)

We can now organize the reasoning needed in the preceding examples to

construct a step-by-step proof that the commutative property bons for all

real numbers.

02

F400f.

Case I. Suppose a and b are both non-negative

For all real numbers a and b,

ati -

or hots

I
282

ab . bq
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214 definition of

872

1plica

propel-by of mu
tiplicatibn for non-,
negative real number's

ba

ba Definitionef,,multiplication

Case II. Suppbse one of the numbers a arid. b is

26 non-negative and the other fs

7(L.110 1)'

29

Definition opf multiplications

Commutative property of
multiplication for
real numbers

Definition of multiplicatio

egative

-(Ial [161)

noki-negative

Read the proof carefully. Try to see how it tr anslates _reasoning

you used in Items 11-16.

I

*Another way of proving this theorem is to recall .first that at the end

of the preceding section-, we proved that for all real numberb a and b,

labl . 'alibi. A simirar statement can be made for Ital. Next, we consider

and compare the products ab and ba for the various oases bf

if a and b are both positive,

if -hey are both negative,

if one is positive and the other is negative,

if one or both of these are zero.

--d

ry to construct a proof along these lines and compare your reslits with

those on page ix.

t

t

e reasoning in both of these proofs is similar.

In th ways of reasoning, the ess'ential ideas we need

C

the fact that the commutative proper

to hold for the real numbers; and

the definition of 'multiplication.

is known

e moral is: A theorem can

Tsometimeo
proved in more thanRone way.

be

_ever r

non-negative

sometimes

ti
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32

9

35

3D

40'

41

le Op the multiplication property Of

try these exampleo.

- 1

11

8

('-=1 x 1 .

1 > (-i)

We suspect: If a to any real nwnb

a . 1
. and 1 . a - a.

Let ub bee the pattern we wOuld follow in working out these examplco,

A 4

The ;irot -two examNeb (Itemb and involvevehly

non-negative numrerb. We aiready know that the mul-
,

tipli..!ation property o_f nolds for non-necatve

re aill'humber b

What about - 0 1? °f.ie rind a r,t.tmn1.=:r narn for this

product by tkoinr on:- detThition of miltiplicat-.10.)=:

-7\

We

x 1

know that

:7=111,12Q

the oupu:ilte of 2

- 0:

property of 1) n.rH

, we have:

oAaltiplication

-3

There ie a point to coneiderinr, (-.) I 'in co much detail. We could

have Ile.1.!rj exactly the same rearoninr with any oth. neratve numl:wr; for

inetanc, we could uric. it to e...1)=11ain why (-="))x 1 Llkewi8e, the
example 4 * .. a renerai property of numherr- In
other wo)fjr, trro rokeon".nr we hove ...trod lii talkiho about the example:)c can be
ek=oe,..i in a proof that If 'a iy:tin:v rea hurAer, ] -- a and I a -.a.

.,,. C: Falle1 yflnr re=u=onoe elleet try to comprtn r.er yowrre)f tho

proof of He the-ca-cal

nor a.. ,a.

0
Lb not reer-io telD'w unlerr you if:nt=le in the vrcof w11th

, yon cuunot Tu en -I= h rCf,or to )Joni item beiow-whIch 1 r

nunt,or.A to correopon1 to th'==: one whi...1r.aveiyou.trouble.



47,

46

;In Cw: I, we use at once the fact that the

of o, holds for

ail. non- roe-1numbers

-In Case II, we assume that a

Sine a is a negative real number, the fael

a . 1 - iall/1) in an appliOation of the

forreal numbers.

Since the absolute %lue of a no

the number it:3elf,

_nce la!

-ive number

ir non-nerative, we know t hat-

1, hence, _Cal .

,,atIlive and the

nek;at n

nume,

(- a),

t

V

multiplication

non-negative

negative

Aefinition,

'multiplication

i



. 8 =2

PANEL 8-

Theorem. If a fs any real number,

oaf.

then a 1 = a.

Case T: a is non-negative.

If a- is non-negative, then a

multiplication property of 1

holds for all non-negative real numbers.,,

Case II: a is negative.

Since a is negative and 1 is non-negative,

1 = -(1a[111)

-(1a11)
-jai

But, since - a . is negative

. lal

Hence,

He 1

inition of ul tipiicatian
real numbers

since 111 m 1

Multiplication property of, 1

for non-negatiVe real numbers

Definition of absolute value

The opposite of the opposite of a
real number is the number itself.

Since a 1 -(al [Item 47]
and -Ial = a [Item 50]

We could prove, by exactly the seine steps, that for any real number a

we Ire 1 a . a You should be able to see how this proof would look.

Honever, we have already proved. that the commutative property of multiplication

-holds for the real numbers. Then it .follows at once that since .a . 1 . a, it

is also true that 1 a = a. This td4gain illustrates the fact that a proof can

sometimes be given in more than one way.

The proof of a mathematical_ statement helps us see why the statement is

tine. In studying a proof, the goal is to understand the ideas and the

reasoning, not simply to commit the proof to memory. It is useless to memorize

a proof that you don't understand; and if you really understand a proof, there

is -no need to memorize it.

U
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52

53

orlant idea used in the proof in Panel 8-2 is

that the multiplication property

all real numbers.

of holds for

This property is used in each of the two cases,

If a is non-negative (Case I) a 1

this property.

In Case II, -where a is negative, we nbed this

property to explain why aI-1

:from

Now you can try your hand at conftructing a proof.

8-

Try to prove the multiplication property of 0. lbyour best to write a

complete proof for yourself% If you are successful you can use Items 55-63

as a check'of your work. If you have trouble, use these items to help you,

complete the proof.

55

7b

57

58

6o

.6t

We want to construct the proof that if a is any real

number, then a - 0

As in the previous proof, we ran se---ate this prool

into eases.

We Tirst -suppose that a is non-negative, and then

that a is

Case I. If a is non-negative, then a - 0 , 0

because the of holds for

real numbers.

Case II. If a is , then a 0 - -(1a1.0)

from the definition

The net step is to not; thsA U.

incc al i a nen-native real number, I 01.0

buctilIc of th(2 of

SO WG have, from items 60 and a . 0 r -( al.0 -0.

The proof ie complete ::inee we know that

287
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8,4-2

We proved that if '. a is anyKoal number, then a . 0 =0.

We could prove in exactly the same way:

If is any. real number, then 0 - a

However, we could also prove this at once, since

0 - 0 a because of the property

Thus, we have both-

' 0 and 0 . a - 0.

-.7peak of the multiplication property of 0- whenever-

-e want to reCer to either of these statements.

0

absenutative

nuitiplica

' In this and in the next section, the 4-tarred items are designed

you more practice in thinking about proofs.
0

*67 In proving that the multiplication proufitty of 0 bolds for all real

numbers, which if any, pf the following ideas were not used?

J°- The multiplication property of 0 for .non-neative

real numbers.

:Rj 7:11 d.cif-Lnit.lon of ;Tlii]tiplicaticn in thfi Pet of all

reai number.

r(- The e mult-PTicot, PrcTertY of1-'

Pi The rtrosetu that -0 O.

Look careAllly at [C].' We proved the multiplation property of 0

in the same way as we proved the multiplication property Of 1.

However, we did not u.5e7 the multiplication property of 1 in our

proof. We could prove the multiplication property of 0 even if

we did no-eknow the multiplication property of 1. Thus, (e) was

riot used in the proof, but [A]', [9] and [01 were u-sed, (Look agaln

at items 7.) to 63, if you weren't sure.)



68

69

70

71

72

73

Apply the muitTplicatioh properties of 1 and 0

(which we have just shOwn to be true iii the set of all

res1 numbers) to compute the following products:

(-2) 0 0

0

A-3. The Associative and Digtributive'Pbperties

8 -3

Since the associative property of multiplication holds for the numbers of

arithmetic, we are led to ash whether this property holds for the real numbers.

If the associative property for multiplication hold

for real number s a, b, at

(ab)c

ab = 0,

of the numbers

a argue that aln and ID'

(ab)c a(bc)

a real numher,

sue, (ab)c-s = O. Similarly, we can show that if one or more

then (at): = 0 and also a(bc) = 0. Thus,

,ab)c = a(bc) if one or more of the numbers a, b, c is 0.

To trove that the .associative property holds for non-zero'real number,

we might show that (ab)c = a(bc) is true inall of the numbers L,

c are positive, and also true if One or more of them is negative. There,

are eight different cases, three of which are listed below:

a is positive, b. is ,positive, and is positive;

a is positive, is posit se, and cc is negative;

a is lo,itive, b is negative, and c is positive.

The detailed proof of ch case, namely, if a and are positive and

c is negative, kis given in the starred Items 91-l01 at the end of this section.



You may want to try construc

the one given there.

Instead of proceeding with the proof by considering each of the eight

cases separately,'we are goinrto indicate a more condensed version in which

this proof for yourself e it with

seveial cases are sometimes combined in one. As usual, the consideration, of

a r4 ex les will help.

2

4

10

11

Compute the following:

(,7) ((4)(-2

7 4

1

of all of your answers were equal, but all had the

same value.

This suggests that 4,t might be helpful in comparing

the products (ab)c and aSbe to compute 1(ab)cl

In doing this, remember that if

numbers, xy

Applying this to l(ab)el,

It(ab)cl = lablicl

y are any

which we can write.without parentheses because lal,

IBI, leis are numbers of arithmetic, and the

property of multiplication holds for

numbers.

In the same way, we can write

a

Combining Items 10 and since ab)cl and

are both equal to l!lblIcF, we callyco4clude

that ab )

real

tit

I n(be)

asao,piative

non-negative

a(bc

a(bc

IaI lbllel

Having shown that (ab)c and a(bc) have the same absolute value for

call real numbers a c, 'we will be sure that (ab)c = a(bc) if we can

prove that,-whatever,the numbers .b, and c represent--(ab)c and a(be)

..are'eitherboth positive, both negative, or both 0, If you tried the second

290



proof for the commutative property in the last section, yog,noticed that th.

line of reasoning followed there parallels the reasorring outlined here.

We shall not have to consider the case if all of the numbers are positive

since the associative property holds for all numbers of a'rlthmetic.,-

If one of the numbers a, Id; c, is ndgati d the

others are positive, either ab or c Is negative
ow-

and -Ole other is positive. So the product (ab)c is

TFoaltive,nel;TT,77

imilar1K, either a

other is positive.

or- is negative, hnd: the

o the product a(bc) is

Hence, in this case, (ab)c and a(bc)

both

ve

be

negative

negative

Thus, we have proved; If one of the numbers a, b, c, is negative and

the others are positive, (ab)c and a(bc) are both. negative. Moreover,

we have proved that the absolute value of c is the same as the- absolute

value of a(bc). Hence, 'in this case (ab)c = a(bc).

For the other cases, we can proceed in the same way.

*If two of the numbers a, b, c, are negative and the other positive,

either

*19

20

*21

*23

2-

c is positive and bet a and b are negatille, or

c is negative, one of the numbers a, b, is negative,

and the other is positive.

In the first case, ab is since both a and

b are. negative.

Then (ab)c is

'Zpositive,TIETTTY

In the second case, ,ab

(ab)c is

In ei case, (h_

and

Continuing in the .acne way, we can show that if two of

the numbers a, b, c, are negative and the other is

po5'itive, then: (ab)e and a(bc) are both

Finally, if a, b, c, are all negative, then

(ab)c and a(bc) are both

291

positive

negatiVe

positive

positive

positive

positive



Since we are nOw sure that the associative property hold far all real

nuNbers, we can write the pi.dict of the nini .a, b, and c an abc,
I.

4
kmitting parentheses, without fear of confusion.

27

28

2')

30

3;2

The commttati and associative properties of multipli-

ratio permit U5 to compute the product of-three or

more n berc in any convenient order and grouping. 1#
.

renient to find. (-5)(17)(-20) as follows:

(17) = 17)

.

Perfiirrn the computatbms in

indicate the grouping.

' 1 7
7)()

5

= ( )(100)

(-4

(-v±,00

he easiest way. In each

t7.9

Recall that for any real number a. a a. We may also ask: "What

is the prodi)ct (-1)a for any real numbr(i-, a?" It will turn out that the 4
r

answer to this question will he very useful in our later work.

(100) 17

1700

7
-10

2100

(10)(57) m 570

-(100)( = 1i00

38

Complete, tiT,ing the simplest name:

The opposite of e. is
The opppsite ni

Flu l the .ralueo of the followinr:

/

The last item can be real :

The pr it of and 1F,

(J

e



'1 -1y, the product of -1 and -3 is the

Qf -31'

.41 If a is any real-number, -a is the of a. Opplasie".

.c

8-3

42

The preceding responses -should help you suppect-a

useful theorem: for every real number a

Theorem 8-3. For every real number a,

(-1)a . -a-

After we have discussed the distributive property for real numbers we

shall give an interesting proof of this theorem. However, you may want to

prove it now using methods similar to those. of the other proofs we have

studied_ We can start by expressifig the absolute value of as 4-

product f two absolute values. Try the proof if you are curious. If yaw

try it, use Items 43 t 48 as a help or a check. Otherwise, proceed. to

Item 4g.

Although your proof need Rot be exactly like this, it

probably uses the same main ideas.

-1)al I-111 I

j lal,

lal,

I

Theorem S-1.

since 1-1

from the multiplica-
tion property of 1.

Moreover, -1)-a. and -a are ertler both yoritive,

both negative, or both

In tart, it a lo positive, than (-1)a and

aro both wh15 iT a is noc,ativo, the!r1

1)a and -a are roth

Holwe, for ail a we hae: (-I)a arid -a have the'

saris ar.Toli.te vs 1 cia arN are either tart hr posit so both

norative, or sot ii O. ifoir, they as

Li:;e Thoorem to rewrite the followirw,

ihdi,:uted;

-t , =1

292,

0

negative

positive

equal

-r

7

(-1)t



2

53

54

Here' are some examples that
k

'66
,(-3)(8) = ' and =

(-5)(-6) = and 5(-6)

(7)4.= and -

4 4

another theorem.

We might guess thAt for all real numbers

(=a)b = =(ab).'

and b

We could prove this in the same way as we proved. Theorem 8-3. But we can also

e proofprove it in 'a.different way, using Theorem 8-3. Try to construc
using this method- Then read on.

/7"--

55

56

57

We would like to prove: For ary real nUfribers a and

(-a)b = )

Theorem 8,3,.we know that -a= -

Hence, (-a)b = ( )b

.= (-1)(ab) by the property
of multiplication

from Theorem)

b

-1)E)b

associative

By the commutative and associative- properties and Theorem 8-3, we can

similarly show that

a( -h) L(ab).

In practice, the expression -(ab) _ently 'written as -ab. In

summary, we may state that for any real nuMber s a and

-ab = -(ab)-- = a( -b).

Write each pc duct without pare

58 (3x)(-7y) =

(2x)(-4) = -Bx

( - 3a) ( 51) ) be



41

^' 62

63

Let un now consider the product -a

If a is 5 and b is 3, the

ab is and (-a)(-A-4s

If ' 5 and b s 3, then

at is m and -b .

If -5) and b is (=3) rthen

abis and (-a)(-b)

Even from these few examples, obably suspect

that (-0(-b) =

You can easily show that you are correct that

83

(-a)(-b)

Try to construct the proof for yourself and compare your proof with the one

shown on page ix

66

66

From the statement

can we Gay that if a and b are real numbers, then the

product of their opposites; is positive?

Write each product without parentheSes.

(-2a)(--5c) =

-,xy)(-'4) =

(=x 2 = (-x)(=x

110,- see Il&m62

lOac

z

2

-27abc

2
9x

ipLts look into the distributive property, This property holds in the set

or all r6al uumbors. The proor, however, requires many cases. A few examples

w It show you why.

295
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1Th d
LL r::LL niuibidori"

a, ruld

Lt( n Lth if 1)0.

Je knOW al. re . d'uf,,,,n1Iy r+1 I 11,31;=

n:732

-

Here row U-

utiv prc,perty io10 fob cbf I real hid_rd+2r,,,

+ 6) - (L3) and

5 + (-3) , r
1 5.

4-

(-3 ft7) -3_ 12 + 07 ,

4( ) -C). H

4(=.1)

-Tho 1t iV roptinty ai,220 ii tratcJ by

thod,-

50 + --k7) _
t--74

4-
81 _h + ain] 6-

-15

-60

In orlti=r I a prow' ibH1 tl2 H va property holds in
H proi,cibb lob or nultractiibr

the nurn ow a H arithJa-Lie Thai ci Hoc na,:c, not been dealt with no far.
C1'11,-. Who Ch.4.t.c.f.r 11 However: it
ic a ii-.t that tto ri Ha two broberlb Inoi+ tar a] 1 paccib 1 a vaneii-_

61,

I
I riLm, rrom. -Thyw on without,

Li:- In:, IrII ht i.;:u.;

Ln f 11.1 woit.

- ) (

')00

73
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ml. Theorem
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Compare youl
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*The following its suggest aproof for one case of the ass ciative

property that uses the same method of proof as was used in Secticn 8-2. It

is a clumsy proof compared to that carried out in Items 2-25. It is included,

however, to show you how you might have proceeded in woyking out the proof

fo;.yourself. When you come to a proof it. is always a good idea to think

about how you would construct it. Walt worry, though,- if sometimes you

donit_succeed.

*91

want. to consider the products ab)r, and a(hc),

re a and b are positive and c' is negative.

For example, if a is= 7, -4 is

WP have

(ab)c = ( *4)(--

a(bc) = 7

and c is -3,

*93 If a and ti are positive, then at is also pogitS,ve

*94 Since c is
negative e

ab)c = -(1 11 1) from the definitiSinOf

mu- itiplication.

*97

*98

/
k_7 is non-negative and c is negative

from th9 definition of multiplication,

ho = ).

NH, of course, and 1bl

Consequently, once more using the definition c

multiplication,

a bc

IblIcl.

298

non-negative



* qq

* 100

*101

et us compare our last result,

a(bc) lal(lblIcl)
with our result in Item (715:

(ab)c =

We see that we cam replace labl by lal Ibl.

when we do this we have:

(ab)c =
I Ilbl Icr).

Now we are almost finished. lal, ibl, and Icl are

absolute values Qf numbers. Hence, they are all non-

nelative. We know that

(Iallb1)1c1 lal(lblIc1)_
since the property of multiplication holds for

real numbers.

Thus, (ab)c and a(bc) are equal; because they are

of equal numbers.

8-4

associative

non negative

opposite

8-4. Use of the. Multiplication Properties

Recall that in Section 4-3 we mentioned some conventions of writing

products. We went to emphasize that these are not herd end fast rules, but

another convention that we might mention here is that we prefer to write ab

instead of (-a)(-b).

3

The expression (11 -c) is an indicated

Sy the use of the distributive property,

(11 -x -c)

The expression 11(-c) ± (-x )(-c ) is en

indicated

11(-0 + (-x)(-c) can also be written-,41 + c

which is the preferred way of writing the indicated sum.

'Prduct

11(-

sum
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)
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8-4

31

34

3_5

lb

37

od

40

41

S

Consider the indioated 64m -7x + 14y. We can eapreso.
.

it a: an il-idicated product./ To do so, we need to

notice that 14

+ 14y = 74- + 7 . 2y Y ',2y)

Use the distributi4 property to write the followlhg

indicate} sums or indicated Producto:

2a 6b 2(

6x- + 12y =

14X- lOy

+

Since a , a . I, ax a - ax + a 1 = a(

Write the following ndid ruin: a: indisated

products:

rx.+ r

)x 5 ,

an ho + c =

Consider theifollowing ways of waiting

2(-a + 3b)

a(x 1)

r(x

5(x

(a b

30y a: an indicated product:

ox + joy s 2(3x +

Oxi 30y =3(2x.+

6* +;30y = 6(

2(3x 1,y)

3(2x 10y)

6(x 5y)

The ways listed are all correct; 1(6x + 30y), 30(x + y), ..., are
-3

also correct ways of writing 6x + 30-y as an indlcated product. Uoually we

prefer the form in Item 41= Tbidii form, 6(x'+ 5y) has the advantage that

the numbers used are all integers, and the indicated sum a + 5y cannot be

expr6obed as a.product, without the use of fractions.

42

Dati'us try writing 3x ± (-5y) Or an indicated product.

We see:

3x + 3x +.(3)( ) = x ± (-2:yr))

We might also have written for the same indicated rum:

3x (-6Y) = (-3)(-x) (-3)(2:

302

)(-2y)

(-3 -x ÷ 2y)

3



144

140

The indio.a.te(1 produotp in the last two itemP, are

E nd (-3)(---x 2y). In both of these

tn[itoated products, the nnmbers usod are all integers,

and the Ind tooted L4,4141, x + -2y) and -4- 2y),

oattnot he expretisect an. ta product without the use of

lOot lone. Here, 11th Lnditated. product ohtch would --

uPually "nc preferred lo x + Oy))

Ex-prvs.4:, the 1ndioated :,4tms as Wioated

projuot,::

24t1 ( -L4p)

) Pi

(-±,)

ax

01' p0 rti_o4,144r toterst ip title 4.1,xa..4f4p14,4:

Ex:tor/4'44,, lie I I ued pur44 3x -.4- :?.44.= 44_3,4.4 tnt

ii 1= protaot.

(..3

ixTho -Paot

thn propePty,

u cort44e,14J44_44444(42 01

ti,n144H.Ittnvc_ property to 4,,,Trito oa,th indloated

if 41:4' an tnd nootp:1. in :4_,Impt Ill

2t 4 1.

PA 4

t

- n);-t

the Ind]oated produ,41, lo ntrnp,',4-444

I;) hoer than Lt 4n4liratej tom.

0 ft4in an ,74triplify -ho 6-4pret144ton 3x t= X when we

write Pt it rho -form

,
We nimplify x (=P when we write it as

3(4 + -4- 7(a r (it 1- b)

303
-d

5x I

diotr ive

5
IT a



The wca d "hiriplIfy" J=h tuitt 1-.-,ener91.I1,y in mathtmatico to refer to

t on to a more oompact Jr p re r errQd

t Lull 1 " LI. Il IA-It-Lye prOpirty. In fact,

HMTlif:; ,y? No, thert it no to appJy the) di4tributive

prop2rty to ! Cyihc Iforecf , it LT, (2.tstomary to

ray that y Is in Cr

eaoh of foitowin, if DoosIble.

fl11! 12 LI un

.,trr + (-14r) +

x f y) (-3)k ,)

41)

ax

0

V
11-(x y)

7K + 8y

5y 4. 7z

In th.:! Lhdi,,:atut ourl LI, I and "Y" are called terms; in a

onra.Jt of thf- n

LI! r:. n %y "Ty" aht 1::e terms In the EhFIL 11 +

are called. ter=,

1 hrr,, thr2t7 LI term:. .
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7.!

-1,1)x IAD Tit, winr, su1:3

4:14444i,- : L4

oxFirip

) t-

1,1-1,-- 44', 4 4:4TH 4:4 CO

-Leo ;lc e :core :

4z4- - )

- n)

( y -

ix-- 7--_'

44,1-4 _4 21 +.0 41_ otew 4.'1 2244 4-2 r -4 2 x

13X

1_3a

n

-
22x

or 2a

2y

ea (-7c)

2a + 19b

2m

4x +

0

3y

5.b

;44_4 44; I) CC), hit+

Th- 'or 4.--`,",c- on-r. t4L--,eri.:_ -n we ut1 pre Cer the "'arm + Cx

t 0 xj...3.-y, ty:gwre:w--.1 on L'tt u!'ttal 1 y
t r-in f not revr
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8-4 6611,

87

88

89

Collect terms (where ponsible ) in the following

hpdicated. sums:

12a + 5c - (-2c) + =

3a+ 5b + c

9P + 4q + (-)P + 7q

90 4x -2x-

1 X y y x

(-Dx) ex' 1

ba + c

hp ilq,

,X 1,or

3x2+:(-k) +1
Av /

2y
.4=-4

The process of collecting terms I. often useful in solvingen,sentences.

For example, consider the open sentoo6e: ha + 9x = 30. If we collect terms

in the expression' 6x + 9x, -e can the open sentence to: 15x = 0.

Now consider the open--s2ntence:

2x, ÷ . 6x + (-5)_+ lix ,,-38.

combining terms, we can simplify the open sentence to:

19x 7 :38.

-.,

:

Both of these sentences can be solved by intelligent guesswork at tlill

time. You will see more elLations of this form in Chapter 9. There you ill

learn how to solve such sentences without guessing. lbreover, the method

given there can be applied tosentences that may not be as easily obtained

by guesswork. ,

Although multiplication is originally defined for two real numbers, we

have seen how the commutative and associative properties of multiplication

can be used to simplify certain expressions in the form of indicated products.

For example, we can use these properties to express (3xy)(7x) in the follow-

ing simpler from:

(3xy)(7x) (37)(x)(xy) 21:y.

Iii an earlier 'se+ on we saw how the distribtitive proper could be used

to write indicated products as indicated sums.

93

One form of the

numbers a, h, c:

(a

property is: For all real distributive

b)c ar + be

If we apply this fern:of the distributive property to

the indicaIed product (x + 3)(x + 2) we have:

(x 3)(x x(x`+' 2)

3Ck)

4- 3 (x+a)



96

97

98

100

101

102

103

.

We can apply the

Trice here: x- + 2x

Once here: x +

property three more times:

2
and obtain + 5x +

Let's- try another.

(a +

a' +

icated product,

a 1- (-3

-3) + 7a 7(-3

21

-ite' as lndlciateIrsums in the simplest 'form possible:

107.

8"4

d15tr butive

3x, 6

2, 3

,

a-
2

+ 4+3. + (-21)

The items . elOw will g1 you more practice. The answers are to be found

on page ix.

Write as =indicated sums in the simplest form possible:

112.

+ (-2 ) 113. (c ±() 5 + c)

IN'
_3 (-2 "- + (_3

+ 115. + (=n (hn)
b) 115. (x + x2 + 2x f) =

4 + 1) 117. 3Pq =

7) =

+ 118. 5y -2x +

Write in the simplest form that you sun:

119. (-3xy)(2x 1
120. 100(-ab

2)

100

307



_ r and Review

We have defined the product of two real numbers a and b as follows:

a and b are both de!gatilre or both non-negative,

then ab =

If one of the numbers a and b is positive sir zero,

and the other is negative, then ab =
(I 11b1)*

Ftom this definitiOn and the properties of operations upon numbers of

arithmetic, the following properties of operations can be proved:

1. Multiplication peroperty of 0: For any real number

(a)(0) . 0 Viand_ (0)(a) 0.

Multiplication property of 1: For any real number

( (1) . a and (l)( a) a.

Commutative property of multiplication: For any real-

numbers e and b,

ab =be.

Associative proporty.of multiplication: Tor any real

numbers a, b, c,

(ab)c a(bc).

tributive property: For any real numbers, a, b, and c,

a(b + c ) e ab + ac,

and (b + c)a ba + ca.

Review Proble

The answers for the revieF

1. Change to indicated

3a

(x + 1)(x +

(a + b

Write each _ c

2ax +

ac + ) + c

problems are on page x.

SUMS:

-2

ie following as an indicated_ product:

b)x + (a +

715x



3. Collect terms in the folwinit phl te:

3a +

77; +

b + a + (-2b) +4b 6a + (-7a

A record dealer makes a profit o: _eordn of .and, X and taken a

loss on brand Y. He sold 15 pf-brand X and 20 of brand 1%

he alno accepted 5 returned. records of brand X tad 7 of brand Y.

Whet were his proceeds?

-8.6)

A mutual fund corporal

C, D, E, and F.

500

1

7las the follb assets in 6 r

in 300 :limes in

500 is in 0; 400 uharer in

12)

17!-) shares in

At the end -of the year, the Gain or loss in point (dollars) per share

for each of the companies were as follows:

A, B,
1+7; E,

What was the profit or 7ain from this inveorment proGram?

6. A mar c paycheck for a work week of 48 h 166.40. He is paid

at the rate of time's hic normal rate for all hours worked in excess

Of 40 hofIrs. If the rate of pay for one hou'n work in x dollar:,

write an open sentence corresponding to the given information.

-.1no



9-1. Multiplica ive Inverse

1

2

3

4
= .

5

Chapter 9

L PLICATIVE LITVEREE,
. 4

3'

3: + 3 is frue by the

=

For any real number' a,

8 ,

9

13

1t

property of 0.

The number 0 in called the identity element for

addition=

Another way of saying thin is that 0 is the

additive identity.

Since 0 in the only real number such- that a + 0 . a

and 0 + a . a, we can say that 0 is the cnly

additive

0 in true by the

oppositep.

For any real number a, there exists

one real number (-a) such that

a

(.a a =

property of

T75.71-Ttiy,mor:

The number the oppopite, of a, is atso called

the additive of a=

The number a, the opposite of -a, in the

of -a.

3 +

3+ (-3)

3(1) 3

3 .
ad

a 0 a

0 a

Identity

'addition

exactly

a IF 0

.(-a) + a .

additive inverCe

additive inverse



15

16..

17

l8

19

20

21

2lt

3 i true by the property cif.

I
For my real number

=anr1 ,

al

The number 1 is, called the identity element for

multiplication, or the rmzltiplicative

The product of 3

galled 3 _,

In the wine wccy, we call
1winceCr Sec

additive

identity.

Since

and
1

multiplicative

and } are inverses, nince it = 1.

(l)( ) - 1. Therefore, 1 is Its own
ultiplicat Iwo

The cam of r niunbo and its additfve is
27 thr identity.

t The product of a number and it Inverse is

t +. 7 the multiplicative

i l' eat, t ujnber=; aut F

mi, _ 1

thin P; i =; +:oiled the mrxltlplicaiive i,nv+reeof
mat. ttp>li;:ative inverins o;'

Identity

multipl i c ative

inverses

3 1

multiplicative

(1) 1

inverse

Inverse

addi t i,ve

multiplicative

identity

a is also called the

Fes every zeal number have a mul t i f l icat ve inverse? At this point you
do apt know the answer ttc t}ii li ct Len. However; we do know that every
nen= cere caPer oP ar ishmet i' has a burl .Ii.p1.i ;dive inverse. T91iS inverse
raise_, a non soro um it r1 at tel r

Let US try 1. {} +,lf ,:over corneth inc iheut the_ ohm stonco of multipl at \re
Inverses es tics nt r l -ivi nirnhea= . -



.30

31

411

1
cate the numbers 3 end on the number line.

1
-61

OI

1
that-ip; 3 '-and are

titipltcative-

Now locate -the opposite of 3, and the opposite of
1.

2 I-OtI 2 3

, Aknow that

Since (-3 . 1, we can nay that -3 and

are multiplicative

newer bl.ces.t.:-

1 =

inverses

Pee answer beIbv.

-1)(3)(1)
3 3

inverses

From the fact that 3 and 1 are multiplicative invemes, we could
1

.

conclud that -3 and -- are al ffb multiplicative imerses. This suggests
A

a general theorem about negative numbers and multiplicative inverses.

3

by

38

ho

We know that positive number has a
every,notY7

multiplicative inverse.

We would like -Lb prove that every negative humhbr has

'a multiplicative inverse.

We also know that, if a is a positive number, -a

a number.

Indeed, every negative number the of a

positive number.

If we can show that the opposilx1 aC every positive number

has a multiplicative inverse tiler' we can genclUde

that every number has

inverse. '

1

every

negative

opposite
additive inverse

negative

multiplicative



9-1_

In order to show that every negative number has a

we first proVe the following theorem.

41

42

43

44

45

46

50

51

55

plieative inverse,,.

Theoreth .1. If a is a positive number and- a 1,

then - -b . 1.

(-a )( -b

(for all real numbers (-a )(-b)

since

( -b)

1 by assumption.

b

We have proved that if a and b are positive real

numbers and a and b are invdraeS, then

d ,b are also multiplicative

Now let us consider any non-zero negative number.

Every negative number is the Opposite of some

number e.

Since every positive number a has a multiplicative

inverse, there is a positive number b such

at

multiplicative

inver64o

positive

ab

Theorem Y-1 ab 1, then

--efore, a multiplicative- inverse for

We scan conclude that every ative number has a multiplicative inverse

Number

1

7

10

3

10

Multiplicative Inverse

114
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every negative number has a multiplicative inverse?

] yes ] ntp

'herr gim4 t.S0 we find the,

inverse-by finding the Inverne of .025 and -Caking its

Ibus, since (:025)(40) - 1, the inverse of -.M

Any negative number plioative inverse. The c ec

Aboice is fAJ.

We have been careful to'consider inverses of positive numbers and

negative number!. What about the number 0? Does 0 have an inverse?

58

59

6 c

If Q is to have an inverse, then there must be a

number b such that 0 b m

But, by the nn tiplicatiop property of

for every real number b.

Therefore, for any real number b,' 0 .

cannot have a multiplicative inverse.

0 b

wide whether or not each of the following- numbers has a multiplicative
l

inverse:' (-'5)
'

10, 0, 1.7

[A] Each has a multiplicative inverse.

[B] Each of the numbers listed, except

multiplicative inverse.

has a

.11 nt ier listed. except 0 has

72

0 have a multiplicative inverse? in other wog

bet' 1 such that 0 b s 1? No!

1;

iPlica ive

1 - 1 m 1.

Consider the following example:

61 same

and and 6 are different names he

her

Let'us multiply (- 2)( -3) by 4 and also multiply 6

by IL We haVe
(4) . 4

62 24 24
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63

Sine 2 -3 and 6 are different names for the
k . -

same number,mhen-wemultiply thit'number by 4.,

-e obtain

-2)(-3) (b)(6)

as different names-for the same new number.

,(5)(-3) and -15 are different,names for the

number.

Therefore, if we multdply this )umber by

can write

64 (0)(-5) t-15)(

and (-15)(-4) are different names for

the same new-number since

We

a one

These ecamples illustrate a very useful prOpertTof multiplication and

equality, fèe we shall u-se this property a great deal, let us cant this

the multiplioation,proPerty of equality which we state as follows:

For any real numbers a, 1, and

if a = b then as toe and so . ob.

The multiplication property of equality follows, as did the addition

propert:i of equality, from the ieieri that "u "h" means "a and b are

names for the rune numter".

Which of the followinr statements is not as illustration of the

multiplioation property of eluality?

A] if

then 2-x

If

iL I: true for some

is true for the- same so

is u ror sane a,

is t 15.z c for the name ai

[C] if 7h J- i, true for some n,

th-Frn ,h(4) e 1,2( ± s tru(' for the same u.

I- D] If :::, --.r71 is true for sore m,

then 47)24 - is true for the same m.
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If = 12 is true for sop n, is
1

We must multiplyry -and 12

obtain the same:ILAy nuMber. [C] is not an 411ustratiOn eit the

4) --12( ) also true

by the same romper to be sure we

multiplication property of equality.

In Chapter 7 we found the addition Property of equality ofgreat importance

in solving equations. Later in tmt, chapter we shall learn more aboiit the

solution- of equations.

The multivIdoation 'property of equality will heltp.us prove an impol:tant

theorem about muatplicative inverses.

66.

67

72

If a is a real number, then there is

one additive inverse.

What is a multiplicdtive inverse of 1i?

Wvit t. the multiplicative inverse for each of -the

following:

exact,: a least

From our ekrerience we would cues that :'aoh non- sore

real number has one ,:iltipli,_tative
exnctly.at least

exact_

1

9

J
1

5

exactly

lei tt: prov- thus oaott non-00.1, r6:'_611 nnmt-er Ita,7 6:ttatiy one m0tip1icative

If a ), then a has at least one mdat,Itlicative inverse,

that is, t,hero is a sibq

I-

Wr:Itet 0l 's tt

[y miliTipilyatlott

proncrly of edtAity,

ht:tfc-t.attive prep-

0:"]': 01' e(a-b)

c(ah) = c(ab)

317

iii
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c b

since ab = 1 and
ca = 1

multiplication
property of

-a b

We have proved-that the multiplicative inverse is unique; that is, eve'

non-zero realnumberhas exactly one multiplicative inverse.

9-2. EtILELMELE

We know,that every non--ero negative number has a unique multiplicative

inverse.,_ That Is, there is exactly one real number b such that

kb 1 and ba -= 1.

We shall find it convenient to use a shorter name for the multiplicative

inverse. We use the name reciprocal. This parallels the use of the name

opposite for the additive inverse.

The additive inverse of the number a is

1 written L_____/.

5

6. = is the

Another name for the additive inverse of a is the

of a.

The reciprocal of the number a is the

inverse of a.

We agree to write the reciprocal of a as
a

Thus if a i s . non-zero real numbei., its multi-

plicative inverse may be written

1
For example, LT; the reciprocal of

7

1

7 is the reciprocal af 7.

The number is also a rational number. From our

experience we know that

opposite

multiplicative

5

reciprocal

1.

7

:= 1



1
theThus, ailing

5
= the mult p cd ive inverse of 5

-ees with out knowledge of e:

9-2

The definition QX
1

, as the "multiplicative inverse of agrees,a
with our experience from arithmetic. What about other iafAnumbers?

10'

11

a

Can we say that every non-zero real number a has a reciprocal?

[A) yes [p] no

very non-zero real number has exactl

verse. have called this multiplicative In e

"the recipr Of

which we can

ltiplicatire

a

e number a must have a reciprocal

Does 0 have a reciprocal?

[A] yes

Dave a multpl

does not have a mutt

does not have a reciprocal. Rememhe

simp

answer

Pince- have proved

verse,_ we kn

4raciprocal"

the multiplicative Inv rse. The correct

1Since 0 has no reciprocal, the symbol
0
= has no meaning=

If a is (-1) which.of the following numbers have no reciprocals?

R. a + 1

(Al and S

[B] R and T

[C] S and T

correct c te.

a T. + (-,1)

_p

and a 4.

proc -al. However

is -1, and h nde, it has a recfproca



12

13

14

a is

hen a is

a
a 1

has,does not have

Hence

then

a
a +1

a
a meaningless.

1
rn

when a is .0.

a reaA_Rpocal

The set of values for which a
2

(-1) has no

15 reciprocal is ( 3.
0

Since a 1 is different from 0 for all values

of a, the set of values for which a
2

1 has no

16, reciprocal is

1

+ 1
_

a-

16

20

21

25

2b

has a reciprocal for

(all,no
values of a.

We saw that every real number except 0 has exactly

one multiplicative

We can restate this: =Every real number except 0

has exactly reciprocal(s).

1
is the

1
We know that 7

reciproca, , of .

Since 7 has only

means that

1

of Ir.
3

how man

so that 3 is also the

reciprocal(s), this

'e can use the same reasoning to'find a simplei" name

for

?-

_y definition, means the

is theSince

Since - has only

of .7;

of

Jreciprocal(s) ,-- -,
_

- 4

0

does not have

4

ali

inverse

one

reciprocal

one

reciprocal

reciprocal

one



27

28

09

30

31 .r

33

34

35

36

37

38

The reciprocal of 0.25 can be written

The 6oirran name for

This is true since

Hehce 4 is the

1 is 4
0.25

0.25 t, and 4 t
of 0.25.

y this problem:

What number is equal to its reciprocal? if

represents the number, ,we may write its reciprocal

as

An open seence suggested by this problem is

n

The truth set of this sentence is (-1 j.

reciprocal of -9- is

However (-9)(- = 1/49A4

1
Thus, is multiplicative inverse of -9.

(.)

That is, - 715 is the or

Since the reciprocal is unique, =

1 :1oimilarly, we could show that 67 717, or

7
e suspect that for any non-zero number a,

1

a

Lt us prove that for every real number a except 0,

1 1

-a a

1
Since (- = (i)(a the,

. a a

reciprocal of -a.

But -a has exactly one

ere fore:
-a a .

1

-a

9-2

reciprocal

1

n

1

reciprocal

-9 9

1

reciproPea

-a a
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The fact that every number

used to prove
1 1

a a

except 0 has exactly one reciprocal was

A number of other useful theorems can be proved easily in

Suppose we wish to-find a simpler expression for

a
any real number except O. trying a few examples helps us to

state the theorem we would like to prove.

similar

where 'is

39

40

44

45

45

1
is the reciprocal

--]if- is the reciprocal of,

Since 4(9 1, we see that

reciprocal c2
1

1
9

has only one reciprocal, hence,

1
Since --- is the

reciprocal of

I1 7
9

"the reciprocal of the reciprocal

be read:

-g, whlch.is

is

Is it true that for any a except
1

1

a

Is the reciprocal of the of a the number

Of course, we must be sure that 1
if

1
- is

a a
to have a reciprocal.

Since ,

1
.cannot be ab0 - 0.,,!us, for any real.cannot

. 1
number a except 0, -=-

1
is a real number.

We are ready to prove that the reciprocal

zero number is the number itself.

47

48

49

reciproc

oca1 of a nc

For _, a

of and a is the reciprocal (multiplicative

inverse} of 1.'
. a

1.- is the reciprocal of

By definition, the reciproc
'1
- is written



-5o

51

3

51i

Since has only one
a

1

9-2

reciprocal

1

We have proved that the reciprocal of a number is the ?amber itself,

ram arithmetic we know:

shall we compute

Remember,

1
7 7

1

means "the of "

Can \,o, be sure that a rule which works for the numbers

of arithmetic holds for nimbers such as and
1

-5
(yes, no)

1

In computing

_

and J7

we
1 1

note that -

1Tom the previous theorem w- know that

1 1 1
Therefore

In enoraJ, for a tinml.,enJ a an: dIVCc2ront from

0, '3=5

a

Ix2t us; prove I; Its Lea alL 1-ea numl,en; an

different from 0,

Wt- 1.-,Nriembr,r that-

1

tb at LW,

I tOtal i ,sir that -Lny rintilLor teatI
0 hits oxa.,:r recipro,.11.1().

L

1

12

reeitTocal

no

1

12

ree iproc a 1

one



) l'rom the
a .

asoolative and -T,ror.ertieo of ::',hltfpliat'0::r.-

. 1

a

aL, an,j I:how

1:o LOP.

QommutatiVe

I.

.51

reci.pr.ocal

reciprocal

ono

bab



(0t x X 0 x X n4:2

a

then 0

a C Ltt,, -than we a1aL . Chat n

tit (211. ten2 U t'Qt_!t6

false

Ii'
q / 0

P q 0

rI 0

p 0

0 Lir b at: Ii aC = 0, what can We
atou t a r it -lr;at cujitnent the tot Cowl n;

T-1:cr-m; tar real tr.,:t:teTa a anu

0,
IL It then

ler ac; ntimt_er a, a r a Luti, at

L-t "a, 0 03: I ott

arri ha t. lnennrn-ttt

II' a a, Char; a hat,' a

(ai) ":10.1" :rue !it i rt.Li (tat. 1 an

1,y tnct abriou,lutive

-pro.par Ly ar-vt inn C tti idicat, ion
aect,,trt:: ,n.`

0
1 LIOfLIII Clan or'

1,,Y Ititt, t 1.- nto,

:ruberty L.

19..: . i a rate "try t

-Theertni Lii prc_Artl . be a ant

I;: trt. thccrt2m

both

true

reciprocal

,
----, 0
a

reciprocal
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85

86

87

88

89

90

IL

Look carefully at the wording of the theorem we have just proved:

If ab = 0 then a = 0 or b = 0.

is "n 10 = 0" true7 cYnly. if n

Sthilarly 5 @)( = 0 only if x =

0 aIIL if' = 0 or y = 0.

And in fact we could state the theorem this way:

at ab 0 a = 0 or b = 0. only if

We already know the multlpltcation property of that is, that:

We have proved:

ah = 0 if a = 0 or b . O.

ah = only if a = 0 or 8 . 0.

A qluick way of combining these-two statements is:

ab = 0 if and only if a - 0 or' b = O.

Ti cure that ab = 0 if and only if ,a=0 or

b = 0 we had to know two things:.

if a = 0 or 8 = 0 then

if ab - 0 then or

In provii, our "if and only if" statement we had to

prove parts.
(how many)

We have proved: ab ,

a - C) or b . 0.

0

a = 0 or b 0

two

Af-and only if

The-statement that ,ab = 0 only If a - 0 or U . 0 is useful in

finding trutinseLs of certain equations-

94

4

The truth Oct of -p:50 = 0 is

The truth set of ' (-5) 0 Us

the tn_lth Oct , 9 L - 0 is
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9

IOU

ICI

102

Consider the equation X (=3))( Y
li

The left sidp of this equation is a projoct,

It is 0 if and onky if +

The truth set. o1 x + (-3) 0 is

The truth set of x .+ (-d) 0 is

Hence, the truth set. of (a 1-

is the union of EA and (8), or

rf 0 or a

The open sentence + -20) a (-100)) = 0 has the

same truth set as the compound ientence: (-20) -= 0

or

The truth set is

The opeA sentence (x + 33)(s + 9 = 0 is equivalent

to + = 0 or

The truth set is

9

(3,8)

x (-loo ) 0

(20,100)

Find the truth set for each equation: Turn to pace a for the

correct answers.

103. (x (-1))(x (-2))(! -3)) = 0

104. 2(x -4 7) x * (-2

x(x 4) 0

106. -

107. Fn.,. t (-6)1 0

a(a t 4) x +

109. Try to construct a proof of the following theorem:

If a, b, c are reaL numbers, and if an hc,

and el- 0, then = b.

Comhaki your proof with the proof on page a.

35 1

L



D . Solution pd' Ly11--tq-'

1

Consider the equation

1

If there La a numPer x for which
1

L s true,

-then, uPinc, the -meltiplidation propert oi eauad_j,

' In a true for the came x,

1.

= 10 and x

Lame x

are aido true hor the

4

10

2.5

The reasoninr, used in items 1 an 2 aliovo La uhmilar to that developed
in Lieotion 7-4, whore we aced tho addition rarartw at equality to calve
home equationh.

-jupuche wa denoider another earit-afj dhciw1hr, i1 Oaiai tdic [.=t-tp,s in

dolvinilothe evation.

Yin(' the truth net of oW

It 60 Ic -1.1Q for some x, then

tU)

If a Is 2),,

tm, LOLL hide is (4)(2=i)

The iidi1 sioo i.i to.

Hendf2, Utwu nnaics ii 0f tx. - 6,j=

r' I; at the stoic in the ,0ii_a7.1 0t, thai

In tho'firut tart, we dudio,00 that 1.,10ea io saw nr7'.1221-

x _11
00



In want to obtai 4 :;impler :r11c In whiQh the left

Lii.df_! L5 to muLtdply both flides

of the 1.1atit,n tr-awle 7 in the multi-

)

the r Th

Of tT,';71-,-2, ai: th,2 att:tichaL ster_

neJ, anl in 7u,r..,

nc-Inra!

9 II

5
inverse

2 5
1

associatiAre

multiplication

true

24

60

60

dam not

uf.4 that thri coIn does

20

truth set
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(Of course, it is obvious that in the only

ciement in the truth net of_ , 24.)

Remember, both parts

(are ,arerTcTCY

necessary.

How:would wino ivt2

2x 7 - 1_5?

are

We know that if there in some number a such that 2x 7 - 15 in true,

then perhaps we oar. obtain a simpler sentence that is true for the same

number x.

bet us consider the r1oLrowing approach to this problem:

29

20

Find the truth set Qf

3): 7 ,-- 1:5

By the addition property of equality we may add

-7 to- both sides to get

(2:K 4 7)

Since

and

we obtain

The equations

have

and

) = 15

7 i (-7)

4 (-7)

Px

the same, different.
truth sets.

Now, by the multiplication -property of equality, we
,1N

may multiply both sides of 2a 8 by (r-t-) to get

-
=

or x =

Thus, if there is a number x such that 2x ± 7 19,

then the sentence a 4 is true for the same x.

The truth set of a 4 to

330

154. (-7)
0

8

8

the $ame

2 2

(4)

ct,



3

We must check to be sure that if a is 0 then

2x + 7 = 15 is

If x is 4, then the left side of 2x -1- 4 is

7 or 15.

The right side iu

Hence, the truth set of -2k + 7 = 15 is

true

K4)

15

[0)

We have used both the addition property of equality and the multipli-

cation property of equality to find a simple sentence which has the same

truth set as 2x + 7 15.

Suppose, instead of beginning by adding the 2.211 of 7, we begin
f _ .

by
. _

by the reciprocal of 2:,

31

32

33

Find the truth set of

2x ( = 15.

By the multiplication property of equality we may

multiply both sides to get

1 -7(2x + 7) -

or

or

1
m 2x

x =4= 7 _
15

This is true by the property and the

definition of reciprocal.

the addition property of equality we may add

to both sides to pet

or

15
) =

8
x =

or a

Using this method, we a(;ain pot the sentence

x _ 4.

From the check shown in Items 27-30 we know that

xl, 4 and Ox + 7 15 have the came truth sets.

3_31

9=3

2X+7 ) .1.7i
2

di t butive

x+1)+(-
2

22 4i, 1
2

x 4
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Clearly, both of these methods are correct. Which you should use

depends on the equation you wish to solve A "rule of thumb" that mdcht

be helpful would be to try to beet the na/4thmotic" as simbie as sossilie

In the course of finding the truth set of

Px + 7 = 75, we found a simpler equation which

has (47 as its truth sot. This simpler

equation is "x = (("

Thus aithou!,t the cationL;

bob site ti LIOrOrO tey have the same

sPt

tot rhai re hiet tIthe Ii we aned

truth

a. J1en entt sees win i bav(,? tho sees oru

Inst t5 whtv:h trash 5:5 Ole :0 bitt

ivi.1= ,!,ILI__Lt;

'ila-1_11

^ eigo.i en. 'P ohs tab: e s"

addition

multiplication

x 4
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the other hand, to go from

x 4

2x = 8

48 al iplied both sides of x 4 t

41
-1

note that 2 and are multiplicative

of each other.

To go frod

50 we add (

2x 7 - 15

8

both sides of 15.

C

The corresponding step in the chain of equivalent

equations

x 4

, 8

+ 7 ---

51 is to add to both sides of -x

52 7 is the inverse of (-7).

P can summaris

In the first case we "climbed down-, by steps involving

the addition and multiplication properties of

from the equation 2x + 7 = 15 to the simpler

equation

In the second case we- "climbed 22" from the simpler

equation to the original one, by steps that were the

reverse ( those in the first part.

e reverse step to multiplying both sides of 2x = 8
1

by 7 was both sides of x r 4 by

additive

uality

plying,

We could have saved the actual work of the last part by recognizing at

each step, 'as we "climbed down' in the first part, that the steps could be

reversed. By I2aELT1DE alone, without going through the actual work, we

could have convinced ourselves that we could "climb" hack froirithe equation

x = 4 to the equation 2x 7 = 15.



Let usisummarize the kinds of (reversible) steps we used Inc- --Lbw from

our first equation to a e 4. The major steps were addino the same number to

both sides of the equation and muitiplyin both sides 01 the equation by the

same (non -zero) number. Adding the same number to both sides oh an equation

can be reversed by adding the additive inverse eV the number. Multiplying

both sides by a pun-zero number can be reversed-by multiplying by the multi,

plicative inverse of the number.

We also applied various =properties of the real numbers which are true for

all real numbers. The application of these properties to obviousLy reversible:

For oxample, we can replace L.a. by a or a by 1 a whenever we like.

For any real number a, we know that a and I-a name the salTP nufribc.Lr.

1rhe2, we could have ccalcludeci from our first :Aops

alone that Px + 7 L5 and a - k have the same

set4

We could have concluded without checking that

Py3 + 7 = 15 and . 4 are equations.

CALir conclusion i5 based on the fact that each step

used in obtaining x -: 4 from 2x + 7

reversible.

15 Lu

truth

equivalent

The l'oregoina discussion was donr). Once you have understood the reasoning

however, you can apply it quickly.

'

hid

Exampde. Fdnd the truth out of y 2y * =0).

OY - by + (-18)

by 4 -2Y + (-1.3) -t -2y

(

The truth cot is (-0.

Tel this example) we began by adding to both

sides,of the equation.

We then simplified, applying properties whf.1) hula for

all ri,-;111. numterc, and obtainpd the equation

sle multiplied }Loth sides-of this equatLon by

obtaining the still simpler equation

3235
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By adding (-x) to both sides or our open

sentence we obtain the sentence 0 = 0. '

7U This is

71

72

74

TTrne,falSe)

9-3

for all values of x. true

e shall never get into logicad inconsistencies if

r regard this as an open sentence which is true for

all values of x.

onsider the equation

a = L + a.

Adding -a to both sides, we have:

1 and x = L + x are equivalent open sentences.

The truth set of 0 1 is

-:ft may be thought of as an open sentence which

is for alt vaLueL; of x

The truth set of x 1 + x ft

0 1

false

0

Sometimes we use the terms lIaLlf member and left member of an equation

instead of right side and left side.

75

7(

77

"The right member of an equation" is another way of

sa:iing "the right of an equation".

Tlx-1(2ft side of an equation is also called the

oft

side

member

In whi-h or the tollrwinc are the two equations not equivalent?

lAl x 4 (-1 and x

(Li L c, si 1 -

[01 i -r and ft lU

[DI (-)x and (ox)0 (7)0
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7

79

80

8.

82

83

The veneeneee D),

6x 7 and (6x)0

1

(6x)0 (7)0 10 the same ae

has ea irath *et all real numbers, ve de not

have equivalent sentences because vs balm multiplied b7 0

and O'doeaagl have a xvciprooal--we camnOt reverse our

4y =6) = 5y -6) and 0 = y

equivalent.

-3a = - and a 2

tae,are not

5m 1- 5 )---"-and 12 -6m

equivalent.

Tare, are nom

equivalent.

are,are not)

3 and lx1 == 131 equivalent.
tre,are not)

The truth set of x 3 is

The truth set of lx1 ' 131 is

Find the truth set of

6x + 12 = 2y + (-

are

are

are not

(3,-3)

There are several approaches to this. Here is one approach.

6y + 12 + (-12) = 2y + (-8) -12)

6y = 2y ( -20)

6y + ( -2y) 2y + -20) + ( -2y)

4y = -20

Y = -7

Check: If y -5, the left side is 6( -7) 12 - -18.

The right side is 2(-)) + (-8) - -18.

Remember that there are other approaches to this problem that are

equally correct.

338
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87

88

89

90

91

Find the truth set of each of the following equations=

2a + 5 . 17

4y 3 3y + 5 + y + -2
Collect terms first)

12x + (-6) = 7x + 24

8x ( -3x) + 2 = 7x +

C
6y+ 9 (-4y), . 18 4-

12n + 5n + (=4) = 3n + (-4 ) + 2n

15 = 6x + (-8) + 17x

5y 8 = 7y

9-3

16)

the
erg

(6)

(-3

(0)

(.1)

the set a
real mothers-

Find the truth set of each of the following equations%

Answers are on page xi.

p2. -6a + (-4) + 2a = 3 + (-

193. 0.5 1.5k

p4. + (- + 1(-

95. 2y (-6) 7y = 8 (-9y) + (-10 ) + 18y

96-

2.5x + 2

= 4c + (-2)

)(x + 2) = x +2) +3

Equations arise in the study of physics, chemistry, engineering, etc.

As you saw in Chapter 5, many everyday situations also give rise to open

sentences. In that chapter we learned how to find the open sentence

suggested by a given word problem. Now we are able to find the truth set

of the open sentence.

97

98

Example. The perimeter of a triangle is 44 inches. The length of

the second side is 3 inches more than twice the length of the

third side, and the first side is 5 inches longer than the

third side. Find the lengths of the three sides of this triangle.

If x is the length of the third side in inches

then As the length of the second side in inches

and is the length of the first side in inches.

The open sentence suggested by this problem is

+ 3) (x +

339

44.
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99

100

We'now find the truth set of this equatOion.

x (2X 3) (x 5 44

4x 36

#'3
101 The truth set is f_ ).

The solution of this equation eorrespolads to the

length of the -third side.

If 9 is the length of the third side, then

102 i) is the lelgth of the second side.

103 is the length of the first side.

The lengths of the sides are 9 inches, 21 incAes,

and 14 inches.

t

Check: 9 21 4- 14 44

(Note that we go back to the original problem, not the

equation, and check our solution with the conditions of

problem.) it

4x 4-13 . 44

9)

(2.9) 4- 3

9+5

You will find it much easier to dO these problems if you use good form
in setting up the problems and in your solutions.

.

Now try ;yiour hand at solving some word problems. For each of the

following, -problems, write your work carefully, using the general form of

the preceding 'example. When you have finished, check your drit-er with

the one given. If your answer is not correct, or- if you are not sure that

you understand, complete the items below the problem.

_Plant A grows inches each week and it is now

20 Inches tail rlant B grows '1 itIches each week

and it is now 12 inches tail. Bow many weeks from

now will they be equalty taJi?

LC

Let x = number of weeks from now until tbc:

pLanto are ovally tail.

x weeks 1tnt A grows inches

,40_

In 8 weeks.

2x



117

106'. -Plant B grows -inches.: 4

107 At the end of x weeks, plant A is

inches tall.

108 Plant B is inches tall.

An open sentence which states that at the end of

109 x weeks the plants are equally'tall is

110 The tth set of this open sentence is

9-3

+20 3X+12'

If a counting number and its successor are added, the result is one

more than twice the number. What is the number? (Remember to sPeci_,

the domain of the variable in this-open sentence. The 2tathment

of.the problem will usually indicate the domain of the variable.)

112

1.13

114

115

116

Any counting number.

If n is a counting number, its successor is

The number that is 1 more than In Is

An ()Pen sentence which fits the problem is:

The domain of the variable is the set of

numbers.

Since n+ (n+ 1) 2n +1 true for all
7777777

---

numbers in the domain, the number may be aNy

22112Liaa number.

n + 1

+1

n+(n+1)=2n+1

counting

is

e sum of two consecutive oad Integers Is 11. What arc the intererc?

The set of hairs of consecutive odd intec:erc that fit this

txoll:._2m is the nuL set.

L. 5, 1, ,.. are consecutive odd thter.,crs.

If n stands far an odd intoFeri.

Integer is

331

n $
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12

An open sentence which- the problem is .

-119 n+ +,2)

The domaih of the variable is the set of integers

An open sentence equivalent to (n + 2) = 11

120 is 2n =

e 121 This sentence has truth set (

Since 2 is
2

122 open sentence, n + (n + 2) = 11 is the

an integer, the truth set of the

set.

A radiator contains only water. Two quarts of alcohol

are added. The mixture then contains 20 per cent

alcohol. How many quarts of water were in -the

radiator?

124

125

126

129

It x = the number of quart of in

the radiator.

After the alcohol is added, the radiator

contains quarts of liquid.

Of this, quarts is alcohol.

We know that 20 per cent of the liquid is

alcohol.

We may find 20 per cent of the number x + 2

by computing either .20(x + 2) or

An open
1/
(x + 2

5

nce appropriate to this problem is

An equivalent open sentence is: x + 2 -=
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Trn td page xi for the solutions.

130. One number is

times the smaller.

es another and their sum is 15 more than

What is th4 smaller number?

131. A number is increased by 17 and the sun is multiplied by 3.

the resulting Product is 192, what is the number?
.

132. In an automobile race, one driver, starting with the first group vi'
cars, drove for 5 hours at a certain speed and was then 120 miles
from the finish line. Another driver, who set out with a later heat,
had traveled at the same rate as the first driver for 3 hours, and.
was 250 miles from the finish. How fast were these men driving?

Four times a counting number is 10 more than twice the successor
of that number. What is the number?

134. "Jake has 01.65 in his pocket, all in nickels, dimes and quarters.

He has one more quarter than he has dimes, and the number of nickels

he has is one more than twice the pilumber of dimes. Row many dimes
has he?"

9 2E2 21EL and Review

We lave defined multiplicative inverse as follows:

For each real number c different from 0, there

exists a real number d such that

cd=- 1 and do 1.

We have proved that for each non-zero real number c there is exactly
one multiplicative inverse.

We have agreed to use the name reciprocal for the multiplicative inve_
1 11and to represent the reciprocal of any number a by

We have also proved the following theorems:

1. The number 0 has no reciprocal.

343
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The reciprocal the reciprocal of a non-zero real number

a is a.

For any non-zero real numbers a and b,

1.1
a b &b.

For any non-zero real number; a,

1 1

-a a

For real numbers a and b, ab = 0 if and only if

d =0 or 1:)- 0.

Review Problems

Tha'answ4rs to these review problems are on page xiii

1. Find the truth set-of each of the following equations:

(a) 4a + 7 . 2a + 11

(b) 8x (-18) - 3x 17

(c) 7x 2 (-5x ) 3 2x+ ( -1)

-(d) 1 =21 + 2x (-3) + 3x 4- 5

3X' (2 )x = x + 2 +

Find the truth set of each of the following:

(a) (x)(x + 1)(x + b) = 0

(b) (x + (-4))(2x + 3)
(c) (3x (-5))(2x ( =1)) = 0

3. We have proved that the opposite of the sum is the sum of the opposites.

That is any real numbers a and b, -(a + b) (-a ) +- (-b). IS

it true that for non-zero real numbers a and b, the sum of the

reciprocals is the reciprocal of the sum?

For what val

211 +

does each

344

e follow
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For each of the following problems, write an open.sentence, find

truth set, and answer the question asked in the Problem.

(a)

(c)

Jim and I plan to buy a basketball. Jim is working, so he agrees

to pay: $2 more than I pay. If the basketball costs 11, holt

much does Jim pay?

The sum of two consecutive odd integers is 40. What are the

integers?

The length Of a rectangle-is 27 yards more than the width. The

periMeter is 398 yards. Find the length and the width.

(d) Mary and Jim added thei=r grades on a test and found the s_

be 170. Mary's grade was 14; points higherrthan Jim's. What

were their grades?

A man worked 41Y days on a job and his son worked half as long.

The son'm_daily wage was that of his father. If they earned

a total of $96, what were their daily wages?

(f) In a farmer's yard Were some pigs and chickens, and no other

creatures except the farmer hialself. There were, in fact, sixteen

more chickens than pigs. Observing this fact, and further

observing that there were 74 feet in the yard, not counting

his own, the farmer exclaimed happily to himself---forile was a

mathematician as well as a farmer, and was given to talking to

himself--"Now I can tell how many of each kind of creature

there are in my yard." How many were there? (Hint: Pigs

have 4 feet, chickens 2 feet.)

At the target shooting booth at a fair, Montmorency was paid

14 for each time he hit the tar(;et, and was charged 5/ each

time he missed. If he lest 254 at the booth and made ten

more misses than hits, hew many hits did he make?



Chapter 10

PRAVERTIES OF ORDER

10-1. The Fundamental Prdpe ie-s of Order

We have used the concept of order td make certain statements about numbers.

In Chapter 3, when we were 'considering only numbers of arithmetic, we used

"is less than" to mean "is to the left of" on the number line. In Chapter 6,

we extended this meaning to the set of real numbers. The statement "a is

less than b" is written in symbols as :Ta< b".

If we are given a first number a, and a Second number b, then the

statement a < b is either true or false. In this sense, "<" is called a

relation in the set of real numbers.

We have discovered two fundamental properties of the relation

us review these properties.

1

2

4

If a and b are real numbers and if a < b is

else, then either

a = b is true

or b is true.

The above is a statement of the proper y

If a, b, c are real numbers and if a < b and

b < c, then

The above is a statement of the property of the

relation "< "

Recall-that we have called, this the "transitive property

of order"

b < a

eo parison

transitive

If x < -6 acid -6 which of the following relations is a con-

sequence of the transitive property of order?

[A] - < x [C] -

"If

appl

-6 and -5, then x < -

on of the transitive property.

There is one other property n

this section

a direct

[B] is corree

l at 1-- "<" that we stall develop



7

10

11

12

14

le

-

To fir?d the truth set of 3 x = 3, use the

property of equality, to write:

If (-3)

then

x). (-3) +,-.3 is true for some x,

x is true for the same' x.

Thus, we determine that the truth set of : x s 3.

is

The sentences "3 x = and "x = 0" are equivalent

sentences, since they have the same

Now let us consider the open sentence

set.

+ X 3.

-1 in the truth set of 3 x < 3, since
T7717.71-7T7

3 + (-1) <

In fact,

all.

In

is a true sentence=

truth set must include

TTZT-r,174Tive,poSITT177

notl

no

real riaribers,

in the truth set of

a fal se sentence.

Is 0 in the truth set

Hence, the truth set ail

nec7ative real. s.

A open entente

The z;en _1( x o

x since

real num _-r is in

T.-77,77

Is the net of all

set is:

are

oet.

the propel

It to the narnhov

addition_

x 7 0

.(0)

11

negative

not

positive

no

x

equivalent

V3
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0

C ---11W1 c

- a a+c
On th6 nti,mue:y

a

b#c

7
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27

28.

2)

31

It i. true that 2 J.

If 4 ic added to 2 and alco to 5, the resulting

sentence will be 2 + 4 < 4 or 6 <

which is a sentence,
Tirue,false)

Again, startine with the true sentence 2 < 5, if

ls added to 2 and alco to h, the reshltinr sentence

will be 2 (-4) < (-4 ) or l, which

is a sentence.
true,false)

Since .(-7) < (3)

then (77) 2 (-) 2,

U ic to the left 't-)

Since (-7) <

then (-7)

or -6).

)

We can now state another fundamental property of order.

Addition property of order: If a, b, c are real

numbers and if a < U. then

a 4- (0 h + c and c + a < c

tine the addition troperty of order to determine which

of tbc fo11owin= oenteuceE, are true and which are

7

(- ) (-) - (-)

di

Beall the addition property of equality:

For any real auttbers a, 5, c, if a

then a+c,h+c and oi-a=c4= b.

350

6 < 9

true

-2< I

true

-5

-10 c. (-6)

true

true

true

false

aft



39

40

41

42

43

How would we write an addition property which combines the,addiTUL

property of equality ,ti.th the addition property of order?

(Ali- If a . b or a < b, then a p c or a c:< b c.

(B) If a.b or,a< b, then a+-c=t4c and a+ <b+ c.

[C] If a < b, then a c < b c.

-knee a4c.b4c and a+c<b+c is always false;
CB] is incorrect. While either (fid or [C] is a correct choice,

li[cq is the more concise form.

65 65
Is ID- , a true sentence? Let uo use the addition

property of Order to decide.68D
= 3 4-

19 '

5

11 11
/

T7777

Hence, we may conclude that

68

a L;entence,

TTT-TiT7,77-i1aTT

Heresoi a harder onc. Let Te determine! whether
5 11 7 15

+ is than T- +_ _ . 4

First, 'we . nee that -= (We would u: the

arramht oi' item) -0 ne,tet,Thry-.)

flow,

ii

1' .

1_1

U:-

: th!

iL 11We !lave :77 ",rld +-

ur,ing the

-.intcladtet tnnt

)

propefty of order=

property

a truo r,atn.ment,

U
19

true

addition

addition prop-
erty of order

trantiitive
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4I 7 . 10 is true; (7)(6) < (10)(6) is also true

42 = -6 4 and (-9)(5) < (4)(6) are both true
brue, false)

Given that,
---:-, -2. If we multiply each member of

43 this inequality by 2, we get the inequality

thich is a true sentence

ci

Did you noti.ce that in each example we utarted with a

true inequality and both numbers by a positive multiplied

10-2

(-7)(2)<(-2
Or

nurrWer?

If a < U is true, then (a)(3)< b ib also

It appea-rn that IC a < b anci . if c is positive,

then ac < b

Hrhe anwer to Item war "no". Can you guess why?

true

tie < be

6 -;h rcmc WhiTh oV the Ibliowin:= numbers cannot tie inoortbd in

thy Lcacc cci U- :i c tdiat Lhd, reu-idting :,zditenco in true?

(2)( )
(i

)

[0] Each cii ii ciliacilic the nentence true-

(2)61) (6 and (2)(68) < (6)(66 ale both true sentences,

but (2)(-2 ) (3)(-2) in false. [Cl in the correct choice.

a true ::.entence Let -ut write u true rentence

that ',NOWf_:. the order of (2)(-h ) and (-h).

tr-u, tentone.

tr)ce (:?ntetce. 11 He tru,

LI ".", Lhut idlt!a o: (-1)(-:)

it - ) (-',)(--I) ate tutn trm,h nebtenec,n,

wbat c we 'cc cc as6a1 tng

-8

-12

2

o(-1) < (-5

-2a

=1
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Try a

-
b = 3)
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If we atume t

proceed to prove a

really neeary.

When we are

matter whether we

with (omplete trees_

Of the propel- ;tatted in Items 1-3, we could

thtforems about ' Fortunately, thi6 is not

for example, 1

0 one order relatl )
.

real it really does not
1

We may move,

he

In uiar we ma

opposite aL; 0110WO:

Similarly,

and

e- and (-15

if a b,

equivp e- tO x

y

-a >

Exanine

P.

ow no in- ati

Which two are equivaleNt open entencec,?

[A] I' C and [D] Q and S

The truth sets of these sentences are:

P. the set Of real -numbers less than 5

Q. lihe set- of real numbers less than

R. the set f real numbers greater than 5

the set of re.l numbers less than (if
it follows that y ..=2. 9 is true)

The correct response is (Ell.

5 < 7 is true, he

If x < y,

If

If

0

wht the order of

then

also true. -5 > -7

-x -y

x >

or
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Here 1s some practice in finding truth cetsand in drawing grnPELS.

Determine the truth set and graph each of the following open senteneen.

The answers are on pace xvi..

1)4 18. !yl <- 3 [Petal that IA means
the distance between
0 and p.]

21 < -3

Here are some practLce exelkises in finding truth ,--ets of inequalities.

Answers are on pace 7,cvii.

22. x

2. t r

24. Ex

) > + lbx
.!

x ± I- tl

The multiplication property of order call be it J to help rind.otruth sets

of open sentences. We :hall apply thio prupxIV in the term which is the

more helpful.

27 Which or the rollowing pairs of oentences are equivalent?

[A] > -4 and x >6

[2] -Yx < -3 and a

if we multiply both sides of -4x > -4 by --- we obtain the
3

equivalent sentence a < to [A] doec not contain two

equivalent senteDies. He obtain a 1 by multiplying both
7

sides of -7x < by hence (13] is the correct choice.

IC we uhe the addilion and multiplioation properti,,:; of order, we can

find the in-uth :2,et r open ,uteri- 0 :;1_111 the followng:

If

th,

(Jr

hence

n y

(--k)

(- ') ')

L)(- ')

(ftl!lt,i.o:, property of circler-

(mulliileation property
of ordeli,)



JQ-

n ird'er

Of r t !1,0 I rp:-

(-

(

'

0:

rreater

= I I I _ g.
0 I 8

01 ii a]
numL.-er T,re04tt.-;'r

thit1-1
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4i

42

7,ain, starting with

first write

then

finally,

Perhaps, starting with

first write

th(in

finally,

-2x)

2x

1 < 5

-1 > =5

'x >

one might

x >=2

-2x. < 5 one might

2x >

+

x > x > -2

The truth set of

real numbers- which

4
[Al 'less than r

-2) + 5 + < 4x + 7:v

[B] t-Trater- than -=

[C]

(D] greater than 5

10=3

set, of

The proper choice Ia [B). If you had difficulty in determdning

the truth set, continue with Items 37=51, Otherwise go to Item 4

IC (-2

then

+ - 4x -I- 7 -2x

74

< X

the truth set of :2x

lint the truth f:e_, 01. + (-2) (=5)
5

[11:i a fi.rtJ :Aep vc,u night. 14-1 t A 21/

FUN the truth :itEA (-i >

[As a rir,it. stet yeA ral-hi oithhr milltLply both

Sos t,y 7,:t or apply the di-ArilJutLve property.]

Find the truth 'L:et of' ':.2x t I -)x

I Be

2x 7

5x+ 7

-4 <5x

? 4x

The set of all
numbers less

17
than

The net of all
numbers greater

than
2

The at of all
numbers greater

11
than

2 -

The set of all
numbers greater
than or equal

8
to

D
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46

47

48

49

Let us construct open sentence for the followi_

problem:

Carol.has 16 .more books than Patricia.

Together they have more than 28 bOloklp,

How many books does Patricia have?

Qpen sentence:

Find the-truth set.

and x is a whole number.

Patricia has at least books?
how many_

x 16) >28

(7,8,9,10, .-

7

If a number of flower bulbs of a certain type are

5planted, itfis known: that fewer than4 rs of them will
3grow. However, with proper care, More than g of them

will do well If a careful gardener grows 15 of these

bulbs, how zany did he probably plant?

He must have planted more than and less than

If you did not see how to do the question above, do Items 50-57. If the

problem gave You no trouble, go on with Section 1t -4.

51

53

55

56

1r the number he planted_ed represented by the

variable b,

5then 17 of them can be represented by

of themNean be represented by

Since less than will grow, and we are told that

15 do-grow, we can write the open sentence

The truth set of this open sentence is the set of

all numbeys greater than

A
Since with proper care more

write the open sentence 15

grow, we

Tht truth set of this is the set of all numbers

than 40.

know that the gardener Ilanted more than

57 bulbs and fewer than

if 366

15

less than

4

40



"1 _4. Review

Here is a list of problems which will give you more practice in using

the ideas developed in this chapter. Answers are on page xvii.

1. For each pair of numbers, determine their order.

2.

(a)

(b)

If p

-100,

0.2,

1-31,

0

-99

-0.1

1-71

and

are false.

If 5 > 3, then 5n < 3n. (d If

(b) If a > 0, then up < 0. If p >,n,

6 5
(d)

7' a

(e) 3(i.) -4) (-4))

2
x + 0

n z 0, determine which sentences are true and which

1, -then x > n.

1 1
then C.

P n
(c) If 3x > x, then 3pX > px. *(f) If A 1 and then

P x
p < x and x > 0,

Which of the following pairs of sentences are equivalent?

(a) 3a 2, (-3)a ( -2)

(b) 3x > 2 + x, 2

3Y 5 - Y (-1.), 2y 7

(d) -x < 3, x > (-3)

-P 5 (-1),

1
and m > 0,)

4. If p > 0 ar

which .represen

0, determine which represent positive numbers,

ative numbers

Solve each of the following inequalities.

(a) -x (-

( -1) + 2y < iY (e) b + b

3

> 3x + 8

Pb + 12 < 361

10-4
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Find the truth set of each of th

1
) and x > 0

2

1

x 2

sentences.

> 0

(e) 0 < 2x < 180

x c 0 (f) x2 + 1 =0

7. If the domain of the variable is the set of integers, find the truth

sets of the following sentences.

3x + 2x = 1p

= _!;x

(c) 2x + 1 -3x + (-9)

. ,

. Solve the following equation

(a) 3x . 5

(b) x

(c, 2n + n + (-2 ) . 0

Solve the following equations.

3(x + 7) (x + + x

x + (x 3

(d)

e) (x

(d) 2(x +

(e) 3x + 5

(r) +

(d

2q 2q-+ Lig + 1)

2x +33

7Y + 3 - Y +

3x = 7x

3q + ( -q) + 5 +

The length of a rectangle is known to be greater than or equal to 6

finite and less than 7 units. The width Is known to be 4 units.

Find the area of the rectangle.

11. The length of a rectanrectangle is known to be at least 5 units and less

th n 7 upits. The-width is known to be at least 4 units and less

than 5 Find the area of the rectangle.

*12. The length of a rectangle is known to be greater than or equal to h

inches and less- than 6.25 inches The width is known ,,to be greater

or equal t'o 4.155 inches ands less than 4.25 inches. Find the

area of the rectangle.
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*13. A certain variety of Iowa corn plant yields 240 seeds per

plant. Not all the seeds will grow into new plAs when

I

5planted. Between and T of the seeds will produce new

plants. Each new plant will also yield 240 seeds. From a

single corn plant whose seeds are harvested in '1964 how

many seeds can be expected in 1965?

Suppose instead that a corn plant'did not yield exactly

240 seeds, but between 230 and 250 seeds. Under this

condition how many seeds can be expected, in 1965 from the

240 seeds planted at the beginning of the season?

14. Write open sentences and find the solution to each of the quest

which follow.

A square and an equilateral triangle have equal perimeters.

A side of the triangle is 3.5 inches longer than a side of

the square. What in the length of the side of the s

A boat cling downstream goes 10 miles per hour

than the ra of the current. Its velocity downstream is

not more than per hour. What is the rate of

the current?

Mary has typing to do which will take her at least 3 hours

if she starts at 1 P.M. and must fJnish by 6 P.M., how

much time can she expect to spend on the job?

(d) Jim recqives 1.75er hour for work which he does in his

spare time, and is saving his money to buy a car. If the car

wi11 cost him at least r5, how many hours must he work?

I



10-5. The 'Real Numbers - Summary

Let us summarize the material of Chapters 6-10.
I

We- began by introducing the set of negative numbers, as suggested by our

knowledge of the numbers Of arithmetic and the number line. We called the

union of the set of negative numbers and the set of numbers of arithmetic

the set of real numbers.

Addition and multiplication of real numbers were then defined in such a

1414y that

(1) the usual meanings of addition and multiplication in the set of

numbers of arithmetic were preserved,

and (2) many of the properties of these operations, which were true for the

set of numbers of arithmetic, were also true in the set of real

numbers.

We discussed an order relation in the set of real numbers, again based

on our ideas of order in the set of numbers of arithmetic.

In the course of this development we stated many properties of addition,

multiplication, and order.

Here, is' a list of certain baiic properties wtttch we consider

For any real numbers .e b, and

1. a + b is a unique real number.

2. a +b.b+ a
(a + b) + = a 4- (b + c)

There is a special read number
O such that a+ 0 .40. and
O + a . a.

For _ach a there is a unique
re-61 number (-a) such that

a + (-a) = 0 and (-a) + a . 0.

1'. ab is a unique real number.

2'. ab ba

3'. (ab)c a(bc)

There is a special real number 1

such that a . 1 . 1 and 1. a . a.

For each a, different from 0
there is a unique real number
such that

a
1

. 1
a a

6 a(b + c) ab + or
(b + c)a ba + ca

7. For a and b, exactly one of the following is true:

a < b, a = b, b < a.

8. If a < b c , then a < c.

9- If a < b, then a + c < b + c.
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These are by no means all of the properties we discovered, but we will
interrupt our listing at this oint to make the following remark. If we
add just one more Basic property, we have a list of basic properties that
could be used to pr

this additional pro would involve us in mathematics beyond the scope
of this course.

Practically all the algebra of h course may be developed from the
ourteen properties listed above. Let us now list :some of the more important

properties which may be proved as consequences. of the basic properties. All
of these has been discussed in the text. AS you study more mathematics you
will learn much more about the real numbers.

hi about the real numbers. Unfortunately,

1. For real numbers

then a . b.

c, if a + c b + c,

2. For real numbers a b, and c with
6

ac . bc`, then a = b.

3. For real numbers a and b, ab . 0 if and only if
a . 0 or b 0.

4. For any real number a, (-1)a
5. For any real numbers a and b, -(a + b) . (-a)

6. For any real numberS a and b, (-a)b . -(ab
(-a ) (-b) . ab.

7. The opposite of the opposite of a real dumber a is a.

8. The reciprocal of the reciprocal of a non -zero real

number a is

9. For any non-zero real numbers a and
1

a
10. If a and b are real numbers, then a < b, if and only if

there is a positive number c such that b = a + c.

11. For any real numbers _ b, acid c,

if and 0 s. c
, then

ac < bc,

if a < b and c < 0, then

bc < ac.

371
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12. For any real numbers a and b, if a < b, then -b < -a.

1 1
13. If 0 < a < by then

b a

14. If c Q, then x
2

is positive.

15. If 0 < a < by then a
2

< b
2

.

If we consider the set of real numbers together with the operations. "+"

d " . ", the relation NC", and the basic properties we may call this the

real number system.

t---

tJ



Chapter 11

SUBTRACTION AM DIVISI ON

In the preceding chapters we have succeeded in extending the order
relation and the opeli ations of addition and multiplication from the numbers
of arithmetic to the set of all real numbers. We were then able to state
ceLtain fundamental properties of the real number system.

However, in stating these fundamental properties we have never mentitned
subtraction and division. We remember from arithmetic that subtraction is
closely related tWaddition and that division is closely related to multipli-
cation. It is therefore natural to define subtraction of real numbers in
terms of addition and to define division of real numbers in terms of multi-
plication.

U ofultaetion

Suppose you make a purchase which amounts to 83 cents, and give the
cashier one dollar. How does she col* out your change? She might hand you
2 cent and say "85 ", one nickel and say "90", and one dime and'say
"one dollar"

The clerk wants to find the difference between 83, and 100. But in
subtracting 83 frOm 100, she has found what she has to add to 83 to
obtain 100. She has mentally changed the wording of the problem from
"One hundred minus eighty-three equals what?" ta "Eighty-three LIAIL what
equals one hundred?"

open sentence 100 =

1 has become

e_all how we have so1v the equaticr

In order to

f

Using the rroper

x r- 100.

1 F; P ocite
get

(83 -,, X)

es of additi

100

1.00

we

373

100



4

6

7

is

0

us, "100 - 83" and IT 1i1" are names
r the same number. In this case, the number

In the same way,

27-8 19

and 8 + = 27 are both true sentences.

6 - 1 =-

and 1 are both true sentences. 5

-83)

T

In the set of numbers of arithmetic, if a-- b names the number n,

then b n a. In the set off' real numbers, we are able to solve the

equation b + n = a no matter what number a and b represent. We are

led to state the following definition:

In the set of real numbers, the sentence

a - b n

means - exactly the same thing as the sentence

+ n = a.

Given two real numbers, a and b, we use the definition to find

-I" by solving the equation n = a.

then

and

Therefore, blI

If b = n = a,

b + n ( -b) a (-b),

n = a +

and
"a + (-b)" name the same number. Further-

more, the closure property of addition assures us that "a ( -b)" names

exactly one number.

" and name the same number. a I-

10 a minus b" and "a

he same meaning.

plus the of b" have opposite

11 In order to subtract

opposite.

Pal number, we its add

1,2 In order to subtract 2, we would add

7



13

14

In order to subtract 0, we would add

In order to subtract -2, we would add

a

'0 C-0

2 C-C-2 el

21.

23

How do we read the expression

We read this as 5 minus the of

In the expression 5 - (-2), the symbol

used in two different ways.

II

The first " " indicated the operation of

The second indicates the

is

of 2.

o?pQIt

subtraction

opposite

To help keep these uses of the symbol clear, we make the following

parallel statements abut them.

In "a -'

"- " stands etwo numerals

and indicates the operation of

subtraction. We read the above

as "a minus b".

In "a (-b)",

is part of one numeral

and indicates the 22k2ELLs of.

We read the above as "a plus

the opposite of b".

Here is some more practice. The answers are on page xviii.

24. 15 (-8) - 31. (-5000) (-2000)
25. (-7) 2 -

7))2
3
E - 7) =

0 - 5 .26.

27. 3 - 33. (-6) =

28. -9 - (-7) - 34. (-0.631) - (0.631)

29. 8 - (-8) -
35. (-1.79) - (-1.22)_ 8 -

36. 75 (-85

375



Instead of saying "to subtract b, add the opposite of b", we could

say, "to subtract t, _id the additive inverse of b". The lang:age

is somewhat awkward lul. 1r indicates why mathematicians sometimes speak of

subtraction as being, as toleration which is the inverse of the operation of

addition.

37

S

U

To find the truth set of y - 725' = 25 we might

use our definition of subtraction to write

.1 =

The truth set is

2u Lye:

70

7

fi

4. 25 725

(750)

(1.10)

(42)

r)--0

(-16.4)

(1)4

The alteration of subtraction can be used to answer questions which may

he stated in several ways.

if

47

5L)

51

question ' at number is 5 less than -Li?" is

aswered by writimi (-3)

"liw much reater is 5 than -L?" is answered by

vritim: 5L(-
-: is how LLML creator than -5?" We can find the

answer by writing )
=

(

The uolstimv "bow much 1022 than L in

has as its answer 1 - , or

Subtract -8 from I. 1,5 (-o)

from subtract -4.

What number is 6 Less than -Lt?

S
1.

(-3) 5 = -8

(-3

6-(-10), 18

23

- 21

- 15



-12 is how much greater than 17?:

52 ( -12) - (-17)

53 How much greater is than -5?

5

13

11-2. Properties of Subtracon

Included in the list o2+,propertles for the real number system wer

commutative and assoclative4roperties for addition and multiplication.

Is subtraction commutative or associative? If we look at some

examples we might find the answer to this question.

1

d (-3) - (-8)

This rune example is sufficient evidence to enable us

to conclude that subtraction commutative.
TTTE771,77

11-2

On he other hand, we must rememLAr that addition is commutative

tho commutative prulorty

In oa,+ or these exw les 'we made !,se of the

property r

addition
[not subtrac

-b + a

a -7

commutative,
addition
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9

10

11

ne

7)

and 2) - 7 = 6 - 7=

Again, this one example is enough to allow us to

assert that subtraction idkot

,13

assoclatAire

It us recall that addition is an operation involving two numbers.

Hence, 8 + (2 + 7) and (8 + 2) + 7 are both meaningful - expressions.

The associative property of addition assures us that these numerals name

the same number. Therefore, we may omit the parentheses and write 8 + a+ 7

without confusion as to its meaning.

Since ubtraction does not have some of the properties to which we have

become accustomed, we need to be careful in handling expressions involving

subtraction. For example, since subtraction is an operation involving two

nuMbers, both 8 - 7) and (8 - 2) - 7 are meaningful. 8 - 2 - 7

does not name a specific number, hence is not a numeral. However, it is

convenient to agree on'a single meaning for this expression.

We must. decide whether it is to mean

Or

8 - (2 , 7) 13

(8 - 2) - 7 +

e second of these is the meaning we decide upon. That is, we agree

that, for- any real numbers a, b, and c

1

lI

a - b c means - b), c.

By our agreement,

b c = - b) - c

+

b),
a + (-b) + (-o), since addition has the

property.

a b c means a + (-b) +

notice that -b), (-b

number.

Since addition is iZommutatiVe, we

etc.,all name the same



15

16

17

18'

19

20

21

22

434

gees each of the follOwing in terms of addition

andAtaking of opposites.

x y

y z

3x +.4y - 2=

x2 - x + 1

2a - b E c

EXpresseach of the following in terms of

subtraction.

a + (

x +'(-Y) (-3)

(-3x) + y + (-4

s-

+1.

+ -x)

2a +C -11) +t -ae 3f{ -5d)

Multiplication is distributive over addition. We are able to write,

for example, 3(x + 2) = 3x + 6 and 5x + 3x = (5 + 3)x :11,1x. 31.1e now ask,

is multiplication distributive over subtraction? Is it true that

3(x . 6 and that 5x - 3x = (5 - 3)x = 2x?

23

24

26

27'

y be written as 3(x + ).

3x + 3(-2), by the distributive property

of multiplication over

5x - x may be vritten as 5x + y.

5x (-3x ) = 5x ( -3)x

5 (-3))x, by the property of

multiplication over

addition.

5 -3)x

379

3(x + ( -2)

eddltion
[not subtraction)

.3x - 6

5x,+ (-3x)*

distributive)
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Since our me

state:

la e property. It a concpcluence of our definition of subtraction in
5

f ad"dition and of the distributive property'of multiplication over

-d in Item. 23 -27) is'entirely general, we are able

by c are real numbers, then

a(b.- .c)

and (b - c)a = ba - ea

Multiplication is distributive over subtraction. This is not a new

add .o111.

29

30

31

34

37

8

Apply the distributive property.
'

1) .

x(x

-5( 1)

-7(

-

n)

Apply the distributive property.

6x -

x -4x

[Recall_ -x = (-1

5x -
2x

4x2 - 8x - 4

4x

2 6)x

-8x

x(x
[since -x = ( -1)x]

3(y x)

or



40.

We already know that the opposite of a sum of two

real numbers equals the sum of the opposites:

(a + b) (-a) + (b).

Using the notation of subtraction, we see that

-(a -

A U2 seb how -(a b) might be written.

41- b means

42 So -(a ,b) means +

14-4

45

4p3

47

7,0

Since is the opposite of a sum,

(-a)

-a'

-(x ) =

=

fi

11-2

b

x (x - = x x

(a - 2) -

If ycl_, ai=1, 5: ro :1 Trr000

x 4- 5

2a + 3b - 40

00 0000 :1

a uf s'e,i1 in -,!rxrkin,,: 5ui:triaHtfm. YiLthQuh :a7)14 5hould

aLLo So !nany 7.11,nt-,a1V, (-2a11



5

54

55

56

58

59

= x a (-3

x (-x) ( -3) + 2

= 0 # ( -i.)

yeu wish to deck your reasons, see page xix.

A simpler numeral for

[A) 0

[B] 10 -4

[C] -4

[Ed 10x - 6y - 4

[E] none of these

3Y 5x is

The correct choice is

practice, or if you respond-

Item 54. If you. had no diff

eel that you need

ctly, continue

proceed_ to Ttein,61.

Simplify each of the followin,

- 6) (7 - 4x) =

(3x - 6) 3x)

(5s. 17b

-(4x - 4y)

-(7 x)

a.id- 2b -

(7x 5)

(la - 6b

- 3b



. 11=2

3x - 4)=

3x - 4)

qx - 3x) 4x2 -'7x 3

72 - 3x) -\(4k2 - 7x - 5) A

From lla 131) - 7c subtract 8a - 7b - 4c,

-4x 4- 5

31c2

3x2 4x & 8

What must be added

70

71

72,

73

74

4a

2(x - y)

.0° ,2
x 2x

0

A simplerexpression for 1(1 - x) x

et response is 13). If you had difficulty cultinue

75, otherwise goto Item 79.

3 -32x



442-u -4- - 3(2,o

x(x-+ Y) 7 yk-Y =

a(h , 1) - 2a(21, t

7x(1.14._ 2x (-x y)

2 2
x y

-3ab ac

6
"-6x'

Fornerly- in 'iping open sentences we have been careful to write4 for

example,

Ware now able to ',,orite this as x - 4 = 5.

rsr mbthed of solvinE, of co,lpre, remains the same: we add the opposite

to both sides: Einoe -4 = 4, we are

The trctb set is 431.

(41

(0)

set of numbers
2

greater than

set of numbers

greater than 3

t2 inches



A teacher says, "If I had 3' times as many students

in
-S'

my class -as I do have, I would have less than

46 more than I' now haVe'." What is the .largest

number of students that he could have in his class?

22

If you had trouble finding an open sentence for any of these, you

will find.suggestions on page

ion Distan

xix

,y know how to illustrate the addition of two real numbers on

the numter line.

number x, we start at

that to add a positive number t.o -2. real

x and move IA units to the right. Similarly,

to add a negative number y, we move ly1 uqtis to the left. Since

subtraction is defdned in terms of addition, we therefore know

illustrate subtraction.

If y > 0: I--

If

x-y

"sulitrali on the number line o8 shown

nothiric new, we mWht tr somewhat- iifer< +

e noticim t

Novel, for any rev

It fNliows that

since (a -

=



llz3

2 Therefore, . = lb

Whatever statement we make about

apply to lb al.

bl will also

Next, we recall that the absolute value of any real number represents

a distance on the number line.

5

7

la 1 represents the distance bets en a and

The truth set of 1x1 = 3 is

and its graph is

lx1 does n seem toindicate subtraction, but we

could write 1x1 = lx - 01 =

That is, 01 and 10 -

between x and 0=

each represents the

*Given any two real numbers, 2'.,' reasonable to Usk:

(-3, 3)

See' answer be1ov

'may we interpret

la - b1 in terms or 4istance on the number line'? We start by examining

)some particular pairs of numbers.

On the number line,

11

r line,

(-1)1 = 1(-1) 21 -

On the number line,

1(-1) (-3)1 , 1 (

On the number line,

--14
0 1 a 2 4

-2 -2 -I 0 1 1 1 4 $

r-3
-1 -t -t 0 I 1 I 4

1)1

_ i __L _ I I_
r-2 -1

i I L
-I 0 1 1 1 4 $

38



12

13

15

16

19

20

21

Our exaOples lead us to the general statement:

If a and b are any real numbers, then

the distance between a and b is given

by la - ti. (Of course, la bl ' lb-al.

V

The distance between 5 and 1

15-11-

The dist?.nce between 7 and 0

17 01

The distance between -3 and 5

51 -

The distance between 6 and, is

16 (-2)1

The distance between -1 a:nd 3 is

1-1 - (-3)1,-,

For any real number x, the distance between

written ,either

22

26

8

and x may be

or IT 21. We usually prefer the-4 form Ix 2

The distance between

and may be written as

and may be written as

x an

O and x may be written as

-2 may be written as Ix

11

x and

and

may be interpreted as the distance -be an

may be interpreted as the distance between

11-3

Ix

1x-( 2)1, or 1x4.21

- or I:

We have seen that 'distance between" is related to subtraction and-

absolute value. An understanding of this relationship will help give us-one

way of finding truth sets 21 equations such as Ix - 41 = 1.



.11-3

29

30

31

The expressidn lx---41 may be interpreted a

between x and .4 ".
.,

The sentence "Im' 41 = 1" , therefore, may.be

interpreted as "the distance between x and 4

II .
is .

.

distance between4

Ir?cated by dots on the niic

The distance between and 4, eld'between

and 4 is_ I.

T

The truth set of the sentende 1 is

Ix - 61- 8 may be interpreted as, "the distance

between x and 6 Is

The di between 6 and each of the points

34 indicated on the number line is

25 The distance between

and b is

7

me truth set cr Ix -

and 6, and between

is

-JO - a

et.....teen

I may be interpreted. as, th di8tanch

. and is nil.

The distance between 1 and TO to a Los the

distance between and 1 is

The truth se t oll - al is

and and since

40 10 -'121 and 1, we are certain

that and 1:2 are rend er uf the truth set=fl-c

Ito - al - 2.

ju+-,
inn

distance

1

[3,51

8#

-2, 14

(-2,14)

10 and a

8

18,12)

6



Draw the graph of - al

11-3

In graphing Ixr< 3 it may be convenient to think

of lal < 3 as lx - 01 < 3.

is may be interpreted as::"the distance between

and 0 is less than 3"."--

'Since the distance between x and 0 is less than

3, the graph of ix1 < 3 includes all points to

the right of 3 and to the nP

Graph the tru

left.

L

lob of the folio win

[A] lxi < 3

[E] -3 =t x and- - -

noes is not equiv

[C] -3 < x

[D] -3

lent

or

to the otheY. three?

[A), [1)1-and [D] are ail the ne: the

tiet of real numbers between and 3. The thith set of

[C ] is set of all real numbers. Thus, [C] is the

correct choice.

Graph the truth set of 1,1

(This may he rea4 the distance between x and

0 is Treater than or equal

Graph the truth set of a -3 or

The graphs of 1 and __ -3] or

are
,ante,

14. _ _ _ "the ista,c,

and 4 is Les];

Draw the graph :7' the tn 'i sot I,

rho truth of and_

389

41';

the same

4



11-3

53

54

55

56

57,

59

6i

62

63

L.

65

66

67

68

> 3 'and x < 5" n " "3 x <

Graph the truth set of 3 < x < 5.

The graph of the truth set of lx - 41 I is the

same as tie graph of the truth set, of

V

X

The t set of 41 > 1 is the eJ of a11--
numbers x such that the distance between x and

greater than 1

Graph the truth set x'.< 3.

Graph the truth set of

Graph the truth set of x < 3 or x > 5.

Graph the truth set of lx

Notice that the truth set of x 3 for x > 5 is the

same as the Truth set of
. -.

" I y _1 < 4" may be read:

"The distance between

is less than

The truth set of ,Iy.- 8 <:4I is real numbers

such thai < y

Graph ly 81 <

t -9)1 - 3"

x dnd -9 is

y be read, "The distance between

The truth set of Ix - (-9)1 = 3 is

Graph lx -(79)1 3.

x and 4

t

4

41111+1011.,

4'"ib-4--6-1**1s

4

*

41 >1

< y <12

0'1 VA114



69

70

71

72

73

I.

:1y +51 9

Written in this form it is'now easy to see that the

distance between y and y is 9.

The truth set of (-5)1 = 9 is

The truth set of Ix # 31 5

be written 9.

Graph the truth

Graph lx1 > -3.

set of Ix 1 3.

care _1!)

(-5)

-44.4 44

11-3

,

[For any.i,
i.s non-negat v

Here axe some more exercises on finding truth sets and their graphs \- if

ou need more practice, work these exercises. if you have had no trouble

th this section,'go to Section 11-4, or to starred Item 82.

-Find he truth set of each of the fo11owing. Graph each of these

sets'-. Answers will be found on page xix.

10 ,78.- Ix 41 =3

= 13 79. lx - 31 < 5

80. Ix - 21 > 3

81. lx 4

74. y 11761

75. br! +'12

kl

77. lx - 31 = 2

In later mathematics courses you will encounter absolute value in a

Nariety or situations. By examiningraome special cases, perheips you can

discoyeria result which is useful in more advanced mathematics.

We shall compare - t -he absolute value of a sum

numbers and the sum of the absolute value of the

two numbers.

*82 17

*83 1_7

*84 17

*85
1-7 (-5)1

+ 51 171 151

+ 51 1 -71 + 151

(-5)1 171 1-51

12, 12

2

391

12
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11 1I anc -ur c'uh!h.:Loh

l'Ori:aI numt,:_!rh h

.7.1mL:ar, a:thc,("cb

may - t,!

Our concLusion;

-(1 1-C1

la = la '

YOu -Tay wish ta.verify for :vourr..uH Thal it

true that

la =
J

L,

in aLit Ii;i y 1 a = 11, j an r_ = a are

obl('''dc,ites, and sincc la = is c-r,,-,:ater tba Dr

equat to Loth di- these, 'we have

a 1

TLa reult

la 1

may tf,-,! T'h,-=! distan(c-J rat-: rea! numLor=r it and
is at loa.-it as ,:yead as t,he distance Let:roan thecir 'd:soHte values." Thin In
apparent II' rot; recul that 1E41 and 11 - 1 ar° both nutriht-ni cf arLthmotici

-white one of a or t may be t9 the rirdlt th.,,2 a Id. cu I oft

lal-lbli



1,1-4

Ts arithr,e,tis we c,ten re for to Ole four fundamental" operati ons of

en, mu i tip 1 Hatton, traction, and (livi . WQ have deve 1 oped

set: of lirol-:ertico J1' addition( and ifavinf,7, thee priq,erties,

we then definca suntraction in terms of addit,ion. Ne really "now" profertlen

were needed, sine our def'intion a ilowed us to api,ly all. the fereviouly

developai trosertien of addition=

It wouLd soal reaaonat'te that we :00: hi Jefine the fourth o-i)eratien,

on heron iof mhitinliation.

= L r a imntLF,s: "Lo su0traat moans to add the oppoite" or

shttra/it meann to add the o.,-hlitive inverse."

1,-21 the def--ini,tion 0 division in a parallel manner.
a

jr: 0 ,1,1' H hot e to a dividod ty 0 " an 17. rather

or

10.

exam ,es, aritmeiic, illustrate the

role:: ionsh l.etween dsion mul7:10 !i0 cition. Ws are led to o,bate the

swin,: de:fir

esan[; no (Ale ente-no



Therefore "-1." and "a @l-", name the same number. Furthermore, the
A b b

1"closure property of multiplication assures us that "a(-)"

one number, remembering:, that b 0=

14

7

(-3

10

11

= andan a name the same number.

"a divided Ly b" and a multiplied by the

of b" have the same aeaninp.

In order to divide by a real nonzero number we-

by its reciprocal.

order to divide by 5, we would multiply by

In order to divide by we would multiply by

In Order to divide by -3 we would multiply by

In order to divide by r I we would multiply by

1
a

reciprocal, or
multiplicative
inverSe

multiply

-3 _31

hi the statement of the definition of division it is important to

recognize that division is not defined for all pairs of numbers

a and h.

[Al X is O.

is not defined if,
y

[B] y is 0. [O] either x or y is 0.

To Bete _: 1" we multiply I, x times the reciprocal of y7'.

Since 0 has no reciprocal, y cannot be zero. On the other
1hand, for ex 75-ample, means 0 which is the name for a

ti
nuttier.- 073 0. Thus (1)1 is correct.

As in arithmetiq,44-e shall call "a" the numerator and "b" the

denominEaor. When -Ire is no possibility of confusion we shall call the

number named by "4" the numerator, and the number named by "b" the

denominator.

39)4



12

13

19

15

16

17'

In an indicated quotient, the

came for the number O.

2+

must not be a

the denominator is

and the numerator is

I'
If y j then does not name a number..

4x
-provided

2x

, for any number x.

denominfaor

; or 3

6

0.=

0

Write the common name for each indicated quotient. Answers are on

18.

19

20.

21.

22.

o3

page

11 =

22
570

25

xx.

26.

7.

(7)

4

1

-30 (3o)(

(3o)(-

1

=

_

2

3
5

12 ,

2

30

o special cases of division are immediate

consequences of our definition:

For any reab number . since x = x 1.

For any noa-zero real number x,

since x I x.

x

If you need more practice, complete Items 31-37. Ottarwiso, go to

It 38.
el7

395
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11-4

51

52

53

5)4

57

28

59

!ind the truth set of:

5a - 8 - -53

4-- 11 - ,9

x - 6.69

n + (n 2) 58

1

1

1
7,:ft + 4

Solve:

= , 4

9

y / 0

a 0

[11 = implies; I 3xJ
x

If six time a number is decreased by 5, the result

60. is =37. Find the number.

If two-thirds of a number is added Cc 32, the result

61. is 38. What is the number?

62. Find two consecutive even integers whose sum is 46.

Find two consecutive odd positive integers whose sum

is less than or equal to 83.

On a 20%disount sale, a chair cost $30. What was

64. the price of the chair before the sale?

Mary bought 17 four-cent stamps and some five-cent

stamps. She paid Si .86. Was she charged the correct

65. amount?

A syrup manufacturer made 160 gallons of syrup worth

608 by mixing maple syrup worth 52 per quart with corn

syrup worth 60 cents per quart. How many gallons of

66. maple syrup did he use?

16
3

9

22 and 24

Any two positive
consecutive add
numbers less
than 42.

$37.50

no

40 gallons

In case you had difficulty solving any of the pboblems in items-60-66

you will find open sentences and suggestions on page xX



Summary and Review

htraction

For real numbers -a, b, n

a - b = n has the same meaning as b + n - a.

To subtract a ;real number b from a real number a,

we add the opposite of b to a.

We agree that a - b - = a + (-h )=F(-c).

a - b c may be interpreted on the number line as

the distance betweenpeints with coordinates a and b is c units".

DiyAion

For real numbers a, b, n, (b / 0)
a
- = n has the same meaning as a = rib.

To divide a real number a by a non-zero real number b,

we multiply a by the reciprocal of b.

Review Froblems

Answers are on page xxi.

1. Which of" the following name real numbers?

(a) (t_:) 6) .7 (d) 7
1

(b) --(. (e)
1

(0) JUI (f) 3 .o

2. Find the value of the phrase IP - Itac if

(a) a = 2, b = 1, c = 5

(b) a = 1, b = -3, c = -2

(c) a = 9, b = 6, c = -1

5olve the following open sentences.

(a) 7x 4 X = 3x - 8

(b) 2a - 3 . a

(C) 31x1 6

(d) Ix - 11 -

(e) + 21 3

399

3
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KLY

4*2
4

2+4

1_ 1

23
15+23-1.

1

0 2 14 15 16 37 38 39

7-4
7

4



10.'

2.* -1

0

4x21.
V 27--s----2 --1 2 --H 2-r-1H

4

0 1

2 x4
4

1.
1 3 5 5

0 1 2 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 1 1 12 13 14 15 16

I I

3x5

4

0 2 4

x2

0 1 2

3 iL
4PO.

WI lid

0 2 1

Answers for Ch4ter 2

Seotion 2-4

54. -U3ife, ``-). -`)60 57 9.2 " 22 ud o

59. 3 Do. u bl. OP .9 or

3

NUMERALS AND VASIA3LES



Answers ior Chapter 13 SENTENCES

Section 3-2

- f); truth set is (30); temperature is 0 degreep Centigrade;

26; 120: , (1000)(.04)t; truth set is f31; time is, 3 years.

27. (15)(600) (75)Vi truth set is (120); volume is 120 cubic units;

1-
28. 20 - 7(B + 4)(4); truth set is [6); missing base has a length of 6 units.

36. f 4 1

0 I 2 3 4 5

( f 4.1

-`,8- 0. _ L _ L _ I I

0 4 5

the set of all Er 11[1
numbers of arithmetic 0 I 2 3 4

low
5

13. 101 I L___L___
0 I 2 3 4 5

41. the set of all
'

I

numbers except U I 2 3 4 5

42. 141

0 I 2 3 4 5

43. the set of all L L A
0 I 2numbers except ;T 3 4 5

64.

.0 1 2 3 4 5

f0''"1 I 2 3 4 5

Section

I an_ _ _ L

0 I 2 4 5 6
I 2 3 4 5 6

I A__ I L I

0 I 2 3 4 5 6-

.

0 I 2 3 4 5 6

I I 6...=.6mmm.--____ALAIRE 68.
0 I 2 3 4 5 6 0 I 2 3 4 5 6

I- t_ _ I L 6 _ii _L. I

0 2 3 4 5 6 0 1 2 3 4 5
p-

6

iii



0 1 2 3 4

3 4

4

t h t
n 1.1311,

4

0 4 5 6

0- 1 2 3 4 5 6

2 4 6 6 10 12 14

5

4

0 I 2 3

0` 1 2 3 4 5

0 I 2 3 4 5

:7 1-Ct
1 2

4

3 4

3 4

5 6

0 I 2 5 6

4 5

0 1 2 4 5 6

0 1 2 3 4 5
d.

0 1 2 3 4 5

I

0 1 2 3 4 5

0 1 2 4 5



18. (1J 1 1 1_

0 1 2 3 4

19. the set of all AIL-- L- 1 I

numbers 0 1 2 3 4 5 6

A
20. 0

0 1 2 3 4 5 6

Pl. (21) j I

0 1 2 3 4 5 6

23- (-=

Q I 2 3 4 5 6

2--

4

the het of

1 2 3 4 5

all numbeims 0 1 2 3 4

26. the net comAhtIng of
and all ratmbers

greater thahl '

37. the het conti=ng of
1 and all IndAhers
greater than

28. thy net mr numhor
between and 6

2'). -the net consisting of
all numbers than 2,
the number a and all
numbers greater than h

0 I 4 5

0 1 2 3 4 5 6

0. the net con.sistinc: or

and U1.1 nuTrUhert; less shah S 0 1 2 3 4 5 6

the net on all mhorn
except and !

l?,P. the net cpnsistihr
numbers lo-s, tna IL tiv
Tatrer .-., and all nnmter:7,
reetrr thaxi

the net ceine:-t III
nur-Chni!r- a I :I

the ;-sr.-1-. :3 n11 nhriers
iietweeh and

, 0 1 2. 3 4 5 6 -

O I -2
L

5 6

-1-1-16-1-1-46 I

O I

O I

V

2 3 4 5 6

2 3 4 5 6

eft



Answers ,for

Motion 4-1

hapt r 4 PROPERTIPS OF OP ATIQNS

= o by the multiplication property of zero

+=17

0 t 17

17 by the addition property of zevo

Section 4-4

1( 280;

(1)(5280)

(5280)(1)

= 5280 by the 1 iplication property of one

116. Y + ' Y + 2)Y * 6'
e

- Y + 2y + 9y + 18.
o

y + 9)Y + 18

'.y2 + ilt + 18

117. 1)(x + 5) + 1)x 4- (x 4- 1)5

x
_

+ x + 5x + 5

x
2

(1 + 5)x +

X
,

6x + 5

+ a)(x + a)= a)x

119. (3x+ 4)(4x+ 3

, 2x + tax + a-
2

(a+ 2a)x

((1 2)a)x

3ax

0

3x 4)4x 3x + 4 4

---. 12x-
2

+ 16x + 9x + 12

12x' + (16-+ 9)x + 12
2

12x + 25x + 12

120. x + y'}(x + y, ) , + y)X + (X 4- Y )Y

= x
2
+ xy + xy + y

2

(1+ 1)xy + y'

= x + 2v + y



on 4-6 Review - Ch4ters 1-4

H ls the set of odd integers greater than 19 and less than 51i

Or the set. of odd integers from 21 to 49 inclusive.

(b) H is a subset of A.

)

2. Since

4.

9.

H is finite. Set A is infinite.

3 18is

the two is There

20
the coordinate of one point between

3 5infinitely many points between and

Set T is closed under addition, since the sum of two elements

gives 'an integral

(

multiple of 3.

(b ) Set T is not closed under "averaging" since the average of two

elements (such as 3 and 6) is not _necessarily an integer.
6 9

2*

17
7' are in the domain of the variable t.

not in the domain of the variable t.

In (c).

(12) (0) 4)

(b) (6) (d)

If m is a number of arithmetic, the truth-sets are

(a) (1)

(b) the set of all
numbers of alit

(c) (0)

0

If the domain of m is the set of counting numbers, the truth se

(a) (1)

(b) the set of all
counting numbers

3 is an. element T.

2 is an element of T.

0 is a subset of T. (Note:

0

0

is a subset of every set.)



12. (a)

(b)

e sentence is true.

(0)

that is needed: is to note that
the -same number,-

13. (a) true

(b) false

(c) true

0 2

5 3

7

i)(6o)

y + 2x +

true

true

true

1 The set Eonpiati of 0;
1
-2-, and all; numbers

between 0 and 71;.

are names

2x) 3y by the assocWive anti co_ iltativeg
properties of addition

- ( + 2)x + (1 + 3)y by the distributive property

Since the associati
for all numbers,

16, 1)(x

commutative, and distributive properties are true
2x + 6x + y. is true for all numbers.

x + 1

+ x + I

1 Ox 1

+ 2x +

2)( + 2) = x'++ 4x + 4 as above

distributive property

distributive property

distributive property



Ia.
or a + V3 2,

3(11 15(117:= (3 15)11

= (18)(11)
or

11(15) 11(3 15

. 11(18)

2)c

1 1
21.

22. xy x

23. x(y

17x + x = (17 + 1)x
= 18x

by

28.

31. 2x + y jx + y 2x + ly ly
(2 + 3)X (1 + 1)y

= 5x + 2y

32. 3(x + 7 . 3x + 3 + 2x + 7

= 3x + 2x +317
4- 2)x + 10

¥ +v) = u2 + 2uv +uv

u2 + uv 2v2

+ 1) a a + 311 + la + la +1
a + 2a # 1

+ 5x + 10

33. 1.6a + .7 + .4a + .3b = 1.6a + .4a + .7 4- .3b

. (1.6 + .4)a .7 .3b

=2.0a .7+

+2y (1 + 2)by
3by

9x +3 x + 11x 9x + lx llx + 2
= (9 +1+ 11)x 5 - 21x

414



Since 2 + 3 + 5 + 7 is not divisible by -9, we cannot use
tributive propqxty (to write 2357 as'the product..of an4

the dis-
a whole

number, so we find that 2357 is not divisible by 9.

35874. = 3(10,000) 5(1000 f s(w) f7(1o) 4(1)

- 3(9999- 4- 1) 5(999 1) + 8(99-+ 1).+ 7(9'1

- 3(9999) t .3(1) + 5(999) + 5(1) + 8(99) + 8(1. 4(1)

3(9999) 5(999) 8(99) +.7(9)) -1:3(1) 5(1) 8(1) + 7 1) +4(1

(3(1111) 5(111 ).+ 8(11) + 7(1))9 + (3 + 5 + 8 + 7 + 4)

= (3333-. +.88 7)9 (27)

(3333 555-+ 88 7 + 3)9

35874 is 'divisible by '9.

The -le which becomes apparent is that the sum f the dl its of a
number is divisible by 9, the number is divisible by 9.

s__
distributive property; distributive property; associative property of
addition; commutative property of multiplication and distributive property_

15 x 14 = (15 + 4)10 + 20 210

13 x 17 = (13 + 7).10 + 21 = 221

11 X'12 = (11 + 2)10 + 2 . 132

Answers for Chapter 5 'ENGLISH AND MATHEMATICAL SENTENCES

Section 501

34

35

37

en Phrase Meaning of Variable _ _-lish Phrase
. __ ._ _

3x + 25

_

.;.

x is number of cents Tom
earns in one hour.

The number of cents Tom
Earned in three hours if he
gets a bonus of 25 cents.

n + 7 n is John's _ e'noW, in
years.

Mary's age in. xears if she
is seven years lder than
John; or John's age in
gears seven ears from-now.

n 7 n is Joan's original
weight in .ounds.

Joan's weight in pounds
after she lost seven -ounds.

y p, the number of dollars
Lary earned in two weeks.

Larry's wages in dollars
for one week.

2r + 5 rn is the cost in cents of
ague hunch of rhubarb

more than the cost in
cents of 2 bunches of rhubarb.

a + b a is my age in years and.
b is my sister - age in
years.

the combined age in years of
my sister and me



:4.
" Section 5-2

48. If I bought n bracelets, and the same number of necklaces, then the
phrase is The total cost in dollars if Lbought some bracelets at
1 each and the same ,number of nedqaces at $7 each.'''

49. If there are r paper clips in each-box, then the phrase is: The
number of paper clIpsI now have if I had two boxes of them and-my

. ;
rciotmate teek-away fve'paper clips and then brought hack seven.

50. If the first side of a triangle is x inches long, then the phrase is:
The number of inches in the perimeter of a triangle if the second side
is three times the first one and the third side is one inch longer than
twice the first side.

1. If y is thd number of people in each of the new families, then the
phrase is: The population of a village which originally had 5,Q0 0, people
after four more families move in.

If y is the number of dollars I
The number of dollars in the bank
4 percent, has been added.

*53. If d rectangular 'National
Forest is x miles wide,
then the phrase is:, The
number of square miles in
the area of the forest if
it is 3 milts longer than
it is wide.

*54. If the altitude of a triangle
is y inches the
is: The number of squ ir es
in the:area of the tri
its base is 5 inches 101.,E_ han
its altitude.

put in the bank, then the phrase is:
after simple interest for one year at

a

y + 5 inches
59. If the first side of a triangle is 5 inches long, then the phrase is

5 +3.

56. If a people bought tickets, then the phrase is 2a.

57. r + 12

If x is the number of dollars in the inheritance, then the phrase is:

58. (a) ix or

_x
(b) + 5,0 or + 50

10-
_

10 -

(c) x - -x kx1 f 1
or x

-10

(dr x. Of course, you might write

+

1
k=x + 50) x + x +50))
, ]

You might find it interesting, to show that this phrase represents

the same number as x.

xi 41



(a) t(x

1x* y (x
2 + y)

y inches

60. If the plant grows g inches per week, then the. height in 5 weeks
Ys 20 + 5g.

*61, If t is the number of minutes after his arms are immersed, and
t > 10i then the phrase is t - 10.

Section 5 -3

7

Open Sentence Meanin1g of Variable dish Sentence
10'

fix;- 2 = 784 x. is the number of books
in the library.

The number of books in the
library is tripled. Two
books ai-e lost. There are
784 books left.

n + 7 . "Jonathan weighs n pounds. Samiay, who I., 7 pounds
heavier than Jonathan,
weighs 82 - (Or a
similar sentence.)

- . 17
2

c is the number of stu-
dents kn the class which
consists of the same num-
-i_ of-bo as 4irl.

A class that has the same
number of boys as girls
has 17_ boys (girls).

11. In-PrdeT to buy 500 envelopes, I had to buy two boxes of envelopes..

12. I have three piece's of-Chain- TI* sec_ondpiece has twice as many links
as the first and the third piece has three time- as many links as' the
first. I get a single chain with the same number of links whether
fa ten the second and third pieces together and then fasten them to the
first, or whether I fasten the first and second pieces together and then
-fasten the third to them.

13. 'James bought some 5 cent stamps and the same number of 8 cent s-_
The total cost was 65 cents-.

14. e perimeter of a square is 100 feet.

I have to travel just as far whether I go from here to Fairwood and then
the five miles to Middlebury, or whether I go fii-si from Middlebury to
Fairwood and then back here.

16. W l'ived 6 gallons of milk, some in quart bottles and some in half-
gpilon bottles.



Section 5-4

83. If the number is then ±3
34. If a 'Ad 'of the square is

x inches long, th in aside
of the triangle is x +5
inches long.

ap sentence: 4

If his score on the third test

Section

75_

then

t 86
100 257

157 _ _ 1)27

nmallest amount of change the man could have is

e largest poosi- amotInt of change is 1.b2.

1



Section 6-1.

61.

62.

63.

64.

65.

66.

67.

ANSWM KEY

YIER.F.ALMNBERS

-6 -5 -4

2 -I 0 I 2

-3

-3 -2 -I

-1

-3 -2 -0.arl

_1_
73

7I 2 3

0 I II 2 3

L_ I
0_ I ('.1)2 3

.1 1 Avw__1_ A _ . I

-2 -4-1 -4 001 2 3

68. 3 is to the right of 4

69.

70. 2 is to the right of

71. 1 is to the right of

72. 0 is to the right of

73, (t) antd
0
4 )

on the number-line.

74. 3 is to the right of 0

is to the right of 4 /

-1(

are names for the same number and so name the same point

75. , is to the right of

76. is to the right of

1
77. - is to the righ

- 16\
)

-,21
11

- 16 - 641
12 3 12'

63\
/

to the right of ( ±)

78. '2 is an integer, a rational number, a real number. It is not a whole

number.

xiv



79. -(123 ) is a rational number and a real number. It is neither a whole

number nor an integer.

80. Is a real number. It is neither a whole number, nor an integer,

nor a rational number.

Section 6-2

37. y < 2

3

39. v

/ -2

41. x = 3 or x < -1

42. c < 2 and e

43. a

44. d <

45. a < 6

or

33 -2 -I 0 I 2 3

-2 -I 0 I 2 3

,? 3

-3 -2 -1 0 I 2 3

-3 -2 -I 0 I 2 3

-2 I 2 3

_ _
3 -2 =1

i A--
2 3

41.4.1~.1*V-1-1180-
-3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3

3
=2 0 I 2 3

46. )ti > 2 and u < -3. The truth set in this case :is the empty set, 0,

hence has no-graph. You should, observe that there is no number both

less than =3 and greater than 2.

102 and *103.

Under the ordering "-4" 3 44 3 and -3 4i 3. Since 3 / -3 we see that

the comparison property does not hold. Clearly the transitive property is

true for the real numbers. This would not be a use extension of order

although in the set of numbers of arithmetAe,"-.4 " uid " actually do

have the same meaning.



Seeon 6-3

1
Di. <

8. -n <
< vairue of Tr, to 4.decimal Placer, is 3.1416.),

,4
60. < 4(20 + 8)

3 \
61., -2.1 < - )

n2. - , 0)3 1, 1 17

9G. If s is the number representing John's score, the open sentence is
s > -100.

)1. If n is the number representing
my financial condition in dollars, theopen sentence to, n <0 and n > -200 or -200< n <0.

.2. 11 . the number of dollar,s in Paul's origInalidebt, the open zentenee1.c d > 2, (or a > jp).

Sec.tion 6-'3

1. Sentences b); (o), e (f) are true.

2. 2entenes (a), (d), f) are false.

1 -1
-3 -2 -1 0 I 2

-( (i )
-3 -2 -1 0 I 2 3 -3 -Z -1 0, 1 2

(a) 0 are in the interse'etion of the truth sets of y < 3
and :; >

(r). The sot of all reel numbers. (-1u1 < 2 to the same u >
111r_ce to always non-negative, In is aiwayh greater than 2.

(d) Tile het of all real number rreatur than -3 and lehdd than 2.

The het of all non-positive numbers. (Look at the entenee XI -a.ixl 13ialways non-negative. "-x" is read/the oppopite of a".
W:hSt ir the cot of numbers whose nope tOn L poritive?)

(,h) 0 (1y! is never negative.)

The sat of all real numbers.

( )
-3

(1 )
-3

-2 -1 0 1

-2 =1 0 1

( )
2 3 -3 -2 -1 1 2 3

2 3 -3 -2 -I 0 I 2 3

1



If we let "t" represent the number degrees of the temperature on Sunday,
and if we interpret "within" to mean a variation up to 6° but not including
60, then the open sentence can be written: t> -11 and t< 1, or -11 <,t <1.

You might look at the number line. If you go 6 to the left, you are at

-11 and if you go 6 to the right, you are at l.

7. (a), (b), and (e) are true statements.

8.

-5 -4 - 4

Yes, -8 i.s an element of this set. 1-81 = 78 and 6 is greater than 3.

(a) If n is the integer, n + 1 is its successor and n+(n+l) = n+l

(b) The truth set of this sentence is (0).

10. (a) If s is the number of units in the side of this sqUare s is

positive, 4s is the perimeter of the square. ,A sentence for this is
s > 0 and 4s < 10.

-1 - 1 2 3 4
(b) If A is the number of units in the area of the square, thenra A = s

where s.> 0 and 4s < 10, as in part (a). Sinct A is s-, and

is a number from the set of numbers between 0 and 2.5, the

truth set of A is the set of numbers between (0)=2 and (2.5)d or

between n and

-1 0 I 2 3 4 5 6 7



Section 7.4

PROPERTIES' OP ADDITION

PANEL 7-1
Column 1 Column 2 Column 3
Business Net income Net income

(by arithmetic) (number line
I- 7Mon.: Profit of $7

Tues.: Profit of $5

Wed.: Profit of 36
Thurs.: Loss of S4 4

(Tire trouble)

Fri.: Loss of $7
(Another tire)

Sat.: Profit of $4

Sun.: Day of rest
Mon.: Loss of

(cold day)

Tues.: Loss of 4

(colder)
Wed.: Doss of $6

(gave up)

Section 7-2

109. false

J10. true

111. true

Section 7-4

46, 'If

then

Check: If x

7 4- 5 = 12

+ (-4 2

.( -7) + 4

2

1

14-- 4-
6

0

-7

-3 ---i
-3

(-4) + -6 -10

112. true

113. false

114. false

+ 5 ,

-5) 13 +

8

3

0

-10

115. false

116. true

117. true

is true for some x,

is true for the same x.

in the original question

the left side is: 8 +.5
and: 8 + 5 .

the right side is: 13

Hence, the truth set is

0



47' . If (-6 )+7. (-8) + x

the (-8) +x

is true for some x,'

i . 8

9 = x

+

is true for the same !x.

Check: ir x is 9,

the left side is: (-6) + 7

and (-6)

the right side is: '(-8) + 9

and (-8) + 9 =

48.

Hence, the truth set is (9).

a-t, (--

7- (LS)
-31 (--/41 =

Unacceptable:

(a ) = x ()
//

49. If

then

x 2 - =3

=3 + X

is true for s_ x,

(-3)

x = =5 is true for the sane x.

Check: If x is -5

the left side is: ((-5) + 2) + (-5)

anci + 2 -5) -6

the right side -(-3) (-)5.

--d (-3) + (-5) =8

Hence, the truth set is (-5).



Sect-inn

(d)

(Ha

2, Ail -01c :ar are true oxcapt far 2().

The left nutwrail

+ (_= Corkutative property of addition

( kIvz,soiative property of:addition

Atdition property of oppo+-iite3

AdJition property of 0

The richt niimeral 7; flenee, I oentenee I a true=

4. (u) (3) (a) (o)

(a) fat of ail numi,ert ax arc)

(r

Either Oath
poaLtive or

(t) (,-.) 0

1

axe necative; or ono i neative and the other if_; eit er
0, cur) the neativy,laumber huc to Heater ab:Tilo1ute value.

Oar 1+ the oppo::,ite or the other,

Either at ii are pocitte: a; on; it uotLtIv+ a_ut. the otnor Ic eit ier
iv; c:11.. 0, ant thai t ye aura'; a; ho-, the. :treater

If x L.-. the :Itp.ter of dotJa,a., hl the we1,2o, an) a:, 00 .03X lit.
3. (a) TI x lrant); or -the fourth :lie a C) and a r

0 < x

(t)

0 10 023
(a) rat a

(e) aAa + 1)
( t) Ocib On (r) oat ( t)

(,!) a(a
(o ) ac + :yd

( t (! L'a) (ii)

10, (o) Yea, t +a!! :et. a ore I onto+ 1I1( anent

(: ) I' t ".!LII,I) I

) C a t-,.1 Int In: it tract curler "a-hnoilite
fa: t tHri( ir.-;;7:;,.,a or I I te tlIL! ..A.Holiate value

(I.I)

14' y

( )

I +a; II' V 'LW^ "

On " I

1 III! L. V " I I I:.
i t " ", alan- I21`, t ht.!' aiciut a niallter

, i t Ii ii I not tie.

XX



(-

(- ) (- )

(= (= )

= )(-

J I _ I_ _
-4 -3 =2 -1 0 I 2 3 4

71

-3 -2 0 I 2 3

(= )

-1

)



Section 8-2

For all teal numsi a and b, at = ba6

Proof. By TheoreM 8-1,, for all real nu a and t,

labl = all and l = Ibilal.

(alibi and ibl!al are equal because the commutative property of multiplica-
tion holds for non-negative numbers. Consequently, at and ha have the
same absolute value. Pflzreover, al, and ha are both positive if a and b

fireoth positive Cr both negative.

Also, if one of the numbers a bpd, b is positive and the other negative,
then both at and ba are negative 6V the definition of multiplication of
real numbers.

And if one or bath of the numbers a and b are zero, at and ha are
both 0.

In short, it a and b are any real numbers, at and be have the

same absolute value and they are either both positive, both negative, or
both 0. Hence, at = he.

Secti n

Proof. (-a

on

at

1-07f (-IV) + 3

103. + (-6m ) +

10). at +

1..11

111.. a 1 (-P.)

112. 4x- -,lx) + it

113. c- 2c + (-15), or

(-15) + 2e +

Theorem 87-i.

Associative and commutative propert
of multiplication

Definition of multiplication-of two
negative numbers

Multiplication property of 1

b
114. 2y' + (-7y) + b or 6 (-7Y)

(-13/-1)

17. LP -10D0 -50)

il). lyt -11xy) ± 2x2

12o. a

+2y'



Fection 8-5

1. (a) 3a2 t (-6a)

(o) + 7x + 6

Cr) a- +

(a) Pa(x + Y)

(b) c(a + (CL) 4= 1)

3. (a) ha

(b) 5x

0.

(A)

(e)

a+ (-10m) + 25

2x,' ± (-5x) (-12)

(d a + 't)(lx + y)

(1)- c5 -3x) + (-1)

(c) -6) * 4.6

(A) x 1-xl, or 21x1

The dealer made 1,1, on be tranb;actions,

15(--P) + 20(-2) =1)(3) + (+6()(-2) - n + (-40) + + IS = S.

Met to that Si the aomnutativeand absoctative proberties of addition and
by the libtrLtutive property,

1A3) + 20(-2) (-_")(3)

+ (-'4)) (3) 4= (so + (-7)) (2)

10(3)

7-
+ 2-;uu(_ 4) + .22'5 + '500 + 500(- ) 175 ()7

4) -' ( 15)(1)0(...

00(1 ) + 300(-i) +

- 500 + 300((- 4) +
170.

--;00(-4 ) + 500(- 4

+ (-'350)

If the rate of bay for one hours work is x, dollars, then --;!x is the

number oV nt L u r one Spurts work at the overtime rate. --- in hr

Worked 58 hours, he was ()aid) at the normal rate for 50 hours and at
overtime rate for 1 iauirc.

SecfLon )-S

103. (1,2,3)

104.
1 ,

fs 21

DC?). (0,-4)

-109. 'Theorem: If a, S :

the a t.

Proof: aa cc.

50: + 8(=x) - 166.40

52x 166.40.

106. 101)

.101.

10'3. ,

we real mdribers, and if as to and 7(2 / G,

Multiplication property of equality

Associative property



(- 7 (-

(- )

)(

4
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Section 9-4

1. (a) (2) (d) (0)

(b) (7) (e) (-1)

(c-) set of all real numbers

P. (a) (-(3),-1,0)

(b) (- 4)

(0)'
(

3- =

i 1
No. 1

a b for non-zero real numbers a and L. For example,a b

if a = 2 and. b

,
Remember that if a statement is falde in a binrde instance It in not
a true btatement, for all nubMers.

4. (a) b =.7Cf

(L) b 0, t - 1.

(e) hm + 1. iz never equal to 0 sinde b 0 for all non-zero
value.) of b. Thuo, b' 1 alwayb has a reciprocal.

5. (a) If is the number of dollars I pay,
then x + 2 is the number of dollar», Jim pail.

x (x t 2) 11

The truth net is )4). Jim Par-i V.))0.

(b) If x in the firot odd inter:er,
then 2 is the neat odd inteper .

a t (a + 2) = 40

The truth net is [19).

The interers are 19 and 21.

(c) If
1)-

w

thee w + 27

2w 4- 2(w + 2() = -31k)

De truth net in tdrid, The reJterrle is On yardr, wide dixt
113 yards dont:.

is the width of the reitabuie in yard

ir the ien(tth of the rebtahcle in :;arci

(e) If a if trimlf pirad(f,

then a t 11 if Marylo crude.

a + (a + 11) - 170

The truth at ib 70). Jim's [rade was 76 and Mary's (r,radewab 92.

xxvi



5. (continued)

If a is the father's wage in dollars per day,

then x is the sons wage in dollars per day.

4x 4 = 96.

The truth set is (20). The father earned
earned 8 per day.

If a is the number of pigs,

then x + 16 is the number of chickens.

20 per day and the son

+ 2 ( 1 6 ) , 74

The truth set is (71. There were 7 pigs and 23 chickens.

(g) If is the number of hits,

then x + 10 is the number of misses.

10x (-5)(x 10 ) =

The truth set is (5). He made 5 hits.

Section 10-1

65.

+ 5 -5) < -1 -5

x < -6

Truth set: the set of all numbers less than 76.

66. Truth set: set of numbers less than -1.

67. Truth set: set of numbers less than 1.2.

bb. Truth set: set of numbers greater than 5.

69. 5

3x + -2x) (5 lx (2x)

x <

Truth set: set Of all numbers less than 5.

e_ 5
70.

3 3
e /5

+ (-x )
..)

2 5
(- -1--

2 /rD e

3 =:5

x
7

Since each of the steps is
reversible, we conclude that
the truth set of the original
sentence is the set-of all
numbers less than Can you

explain which properties you
used in each step?



72. Truth tet: the zet of all number: lee: than 1.

72. Truth het: the eat of ail numlerc lest than I.

73. Triith oat, the eel, of all number: cretinter Thian -4.

Troth rot: the ant of all number: creatpr than

Eiaction 1002

*22.

jheorem 1U-2t. ti x cul' z are two real number: zuril that then
ib a pitive yea, number y ouch that a y

Proof: Let x art! z he two real number: ouch that x < cc ir atsamed
in the ttatemett or` tho theorem. lie then and chow that theme ir a
real tad-if:en y, cdi oh t0b1rfiet two vonditionr namely:

(:) x * y t

and (:fef) y iz po:fitive.

Wp - * (=x) in order to lead ue toward on it1fa14 -then
:if it a real an mber tno alorba'e property of addition, and

(1) x + y _ x z + (-x ) hy the way we have choren y,

(-x ) the coritiut0tive property of addition,

x if (ix i z by the actociative Property of addition
= u b ii tv the addition property of oppotitec

by tbo addition property of zero; and
indeed, the firtt condition io catioPled.-

oft: courre, a < attuned, that

a (-x) * (-x) by the addition property of order

0 -ft z -f-- (ix) b Pee addition property Ot opnoiltet,

hocali, however, that y (--(); we have u < y, or in
other word*, y pocitive.

°ince 0 < h < I. we if:now tlrit both a and Lame poultive.
From a <- b, we have a- < ab (mnitiplyinG hy a)

and < C (multiply-1hr -by b)

III ace a- dub and ab b' we may ofort:lute tkat a < P0 atinthe ttranritive proptrZy of order.

*67. Given a

care

ai1 a

If a and I. me either tot h pozitive or both herwitive, then
1 1

ani = are both potitive nr -Lnth reflative. In either event,
1

1-fz frocitive. -.:firice a < wo h a0 ave
a b

< h(4 .)

and the concluoion ib

4 J
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*67. (continued)

.1Case 2. If a is negative, P positive, then 17 is negative.

1 1 1Since a < b, we have ,

a(-
,

a_nd. the conclusion
1 1 a e- a b
a h.

Note: Is it possible that a is positive, b negative? Why not?

Section

b:entenge

14. y 3

16

y

I Set,

(See note: below)

SPI of higlthers less
thou

Graph

Set ollnumbers greater --lepmmuimiJ..mmiouithan

Set of nra-ArDrs less
thou -Y

-y -3 Set. of numbers greater
than

10. ly1 < -3

IbteS fC,V Item

Item

Item

Set of nuq-iero between
and_ --11--317'i CLI..""arumillitvi---dit

Set qf all real numbers oilmikumirmirimio.

Set of numners less than- I__:

.r -2 0-3 or greater than H I 2

1!): ry -;; may be written is either < y or as y > -3.
17: -y < may be writte:- as y > 3.

v or 3 may be writteras
for all real numbers :3.1 surely IA
for all real!: numbers

Item 20: ly! cannot be negative.

Item 21: -Iyi -3 may be writ-ten aj3y. > 53. Compare the-
graph of < 3

Since >0
> is true

xxix
4 34



22. The set of all numbers greater than -1.

23. The set of all numbers less than -2.

24. The set of all numbers less than -5.

25. The set of all numbers greater than
3

26. The, set of all numbers less than or equal to -1.

Section 10-4

1. (a) - 100 s -99

(b) 0.2 >-01.1

(c) 1=31 < 1=71

2. (a) true

(b) false

true

false

*(e) false

true

not equivalent (d) equivalent

(b) equivalent (e) not equivalent

(c) equivalent not equivalent

4. (a) positive (d) negative

(b) positive (e) positive, or 0 if

negative positive

The set of all numbers less than (-5)

(b) The set of all numbers greater than (-1)

The set of all numbers greater than (-6)

(d) The set of all numbers less than (-3)

(a) The set of all numbers less than or equal to 91

1 0

6. (a) Tile set of all numbers greater than 2

(b)

(c) The set of negative zeal numbers:

(a The set of all real numbers except zero

(a) The set of all non-negatiVe numbers less than 90

(f):

7. (

(b) (-11

(c) (-21

= -P.

(d)

(e) The set of integers less than

(f) The set of integers greater than -1



(b)

(c)

(a) ( ,12)

(t) (-3)

(c) (0)

(-1)

(e) (0)

(f) (-

(d) (0)

(e) The set of real
F.

(f)

10. If A is the number of square -i_s in the area, 24 < A < a

11. If A is the number of square units in the area, 24 < A < 35.
*12. If A is the number of square units in the area, 25.5225 < A
*13. (.a.) If p is the number of plants at the beginning of the second year,

p >(240) and -- ,-(240); that is
1 180 < p < 200.

If n is the number of seeds at the end of the second year,
n > (180)(240) and n < (200)(240); that is, 43,200 < n < 48,000.
If s is the number of seeds at the end of the second year,
s > (180)(230) end s 200)(250); that is 41,400 < s < 50,000.

If the side of a square is x inches long, then the side of thetriangle is x inches long, and 4x = 3(x + 3.5). The lengthof the side of the square is 10.5 inches.

If the rate of the current is x miles per hour, then the rate ofthe boat downstream is x 10 miles per hour and x 10 < 25.The rate of the current is equal to or less than 15 miles per hour.
If x is the-number of hours spent on the job, then 3 < x < 5.
Mary can expect to spend from 3 to 5 hours on the job.
If x is the number of hours Jim must-work, 1.75x > 75. Jim mustwork at least 43 hours, to the nearest hour.
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24. 23 31. -3000
25.

26.

27.

28. -2

29. 16

30. 0

32.

34. -1.262

35. -0.57
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Section 11=2

1. (a), (b), (d),

(a) (-1)2 - 4(2)(5) -39

(b) ( ='3)2 4(1)(-2) . 17

(c) (6)2 - 4(-9)..1) . 0

3. (a) (JO

(b) Set of real numbers
less than 7

If 31x1 < 6 is true for some x,

then 1x1 < 2 is rue for the same x.

Truth set: 3Setreal numbers consisting of -2, 2, and the real
between -2 and 2.

(d) [0,2)

6.

If

theh

lx 21 < 3 is true for some x,

1x-(-2)1 < 3 is true for the same X.

Truth set: set of real numbers between -5 and

5x - 15

(b) -2b + 2

'(1 1-2y)

(b) 7(1 - 2y)

(d) ab - ac

-7(1 - 2y)

(d) -7(1 2y)

5x - 8

(d) -x - 5 or -(x + 5)

No graph. The truth sk,4.s 0 since no matter what number x
represents, lx - 21 is non-negative.

(b) I I _k
-2 -1 0 1 2

The truth set is the set of all real
numbers.

Cr) 7-1-1-7(h§611..11..1"421.111.....4-7[7

(d)
-3-231 0 I 2 3 4 5 6



w represents the average wind speed, then 200 - v represents the
isaverage airplane speed. An open sentence

(200 =-630

= 1260

200 - w . 180

-w = -20

w = 20

The-average wind speed is 20 mph.

9. If the first shirt cost x dollars, then

Hence ttr first shirt cost
lost 1.25 on it.

If the second ship

Hence,
gained

- .25x . 3.75

.75x ==3.75

x = 5.00

Since he sold t for 03.750 he

y dollars, then y 3.75

1.25y =. .75

y . 3.00

he second shirt cost 3. Since he sold it for 03.75, he
.75 on it.

(_1.25) 4- .75 -.50. Thus, he lost 50 on,the twotiro sales..

10. It - 701 < 15, where t is the temperature in degrees.
Truth set: The set of real numbers between 55 and 85.

4



Index, part I

absolute value 2- -214, 216, 385 -392
addition

definition 226-232, 261
identity element 99, 252, 311
of real numbers 219-225, 261
on the number line 2324,
.properties of 235-242 262

addition property
of eqmplity 242-251, 262
of opplbsites 238, 262
of order 350, 352, 354
of zero 99, 130, 239, ?

additive identity 99, 252, 311
additive inverse 252-260, 311

uniqueness of 254-21, 311
associative property

of addition 41-42, 110-113, 130, 237, 2
of multiplication 44-45, 113-114, 130, 289_-

binary operation 40, 117-120 10
clause 87-91
closure property 28-30, 105-109

under addition 105-107, 130
under multiplication 108-109, 130

collecting terms 304-305
common name 31, 38, 113
commutative property

of addition 43, 112-113, 130, 236, 262
of multiplication 45-46, 113-114, 130, 308

compzun property 191-192, 215, 347, 354
compound sentence

with connective and. 87 -89, 97
with connective or 89 -90, 97

coordinate 1317
correspondence 9

counting numbers 2
denominator 11, 394
difference 230, 37
direction 224
distance 206, 224
distributive property 47-, 120-1 2 7 3o8

9division

11, 117-118, 131
37-380

definition 329
by zero 11, 131, 4, 3')7

domain 62 -63, 105-166, 187
equality

addition property of 242-21 262
multiplication property of '1()

equal sign 67
equation 84, 244
equivalent sentences
formula 77-78, 150
fraction 11

fundamental properties of roaL numbers 370-372
graphs 17-20, 91-96, )7

of compound open sentences 91-1(-)

eV sets of numbers 17

of truth sets 80
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greater than. 81,"187'
greater than or equal tc
identity element 99-105

for addition 99, 252,
for multiplication 100,

and Only if 326, 358
indicated product 30, 53 -55, 121-123, 30 324
indicated quotient 395
indicated sum 32, 53-55, 121-123, 303
inequality 81-86, 353, 361-366

Axitegers 178
intersection 19
inverse

additive 252 -260, 34

' multiplicative 311-318,
irrational numbers 182, 215
least common multiple 103
less than 81, 187, 347
less than or equal to 93, 188
mathematical language 137-144
mathematical proof 254-260
multiple, least common 103
multiplication

definition 273, 308
identity element 100, 312
of real numbers 267-279
of a real number by "-1" 293, 297
on the number line 26-27

multiplication property
of equality 316-318
of one 100, 101, 103-104, 130, V34-286i
of order 360
of zero 101, 130, 287, 308

multiplicative inverse 311-318, 312,
names for "1" 102
natural numbers 3

negative integers 178
negative real numbers 182
number

counting 2

irrational 182, 184, 215
negative 200, 215
negative real 182

of arithmetic 17, 73, 190
natural 3

itive 200
onal 12,- 180, 184

177-214, 182, 184, 215
whole 3, 29

number line 9-23, 177
numbers of arithmetic 16, 73
numerals 31-38
numerical phrase 31-38
numerical sentence 35-37, 68, 88-90
numerator 11, 394

4-286,
one-to-one 20-21
one, multiplication property of 100, 101, 103-1_

312

Open phrase 62, 70, 140-155
open sentence 67 74, 97

AnvolVing inequalities 83-86



posite 197-204 216
addition property of 238, 262

opposite of a sum '257-259
order property of opposites 201 -O, 354, 362
order relation 186-196, 34;7

properties Of 347-372
_parenthasas,3R 34
phrase

'numerical 31-38
open 62, 70, 140-155

pi 183-184
point .8
positive integers 178
positive number 200

----trroof 237, 254-255, 257-259 260, 286
.proper subset 21
property of an operation 41
rational numbers 12, 180, 184
real number '177-214, 162,,184 215

addition of 219-225, 261
multiplication of 267-279

real number system 370-372
reciprocals 318-327, 343
reversible steps 336, 353
relation 347
sentence

compound 87-96
numerical 68, 86=90
open 67-740 96

set 1-8

empty 3

element of 1

finite 4

infinite 4
member of 1
null 3, 76
solution 246
truth 74-60, 97, 246

solutions
of equations 246-21 326-343, 384, 397
of inequalities

solution set 246
solve 246
square of a number 73
square root

approximation of VT 74 1
subset 6, 21
subtraction 25, 131

definition 373 -377, 399
on the number line 25
properties of 377 -385

successor 22, 145
sums of elements 27
symbols

absolute value
division 393

set 3

inte speCion 19

multiplication 33
null set 3

44 3
set 1

union

-r-



term 304
thdorem 254 - *

transitive property 93-194, 216, 347, 354

truth number 71-73
truth set 74-80, 97, 246, 353, 363-366

graph of 79 =80

union 5

unique 253, 318
value 61-62
variable ,58-65, 70, 77,iall

domain of 62-63, 165 166 167'

value of 61-62, 70, 71

whole number 3, 29
word.problems 137=175'

with inequalities 154-155, 164-166
zero 43

addition property of 99, 130, 239, 262
division by 11, 131,. 394, f397

has no reciprocal 319
mxitiplication property of 101, 130, 287

0

U
fl

11

SYNEIOLS

braces -- indicating a set

the empty set, the null set

equals, names the some number as

does not equal, is different from

is greater than

is less than

is greater than or 'equal to

is less than or equal to

is not greater then

is not less than

union

intersection

and so forth

parentheses

absolute value
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